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Greek Myth?

Loudspeaker ATC SCM40

niversal player Ayre C-5xe

ultichannel Linn Exotik processor

ALSO REVIEWED INSIDE...
Duevel Planets loudfakers
Melody Pure Black 10i pre-amp
Vincent CD player and amplifiers
Meidy ' magnetic' integrated amplifier
Slim Devices Transporter network player

Turntable Prolect Xpack

Audio Research Reference 110 power amp

UK £ 4.00 US $ 9.50 Aus $ 9.95

B&W Bowers & Wilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
Incorporating B&W crossover technology

Audio signals are like spring water. The further they flow
from their source, the greater the risk to their natural
purity and vitality. Like aglass of cool, clear water, fresh
from the stream, nothing compares to hearing music with
the cleansing clarity it was created with.
At B&W, we like to get listeners as close to the
source as possible. The signal path in an 800 Series
speaker couldn't be any shorter, simpler or sweeter. By
optimising, in every detail, the mechanical design of the
drive units, we minimise the need for extra electrical
components in the crossover. Less quantity, more quality.
Every component we do use is handpicked after
painstaking listening tests. Together in the 800 Series
crossover, they deliver sound with every original nuance
and texture intact.
Not all water tastes the same. No other speakers
sound like the 800 Series.

wvvw.bw800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call + 44 ( 0)1903 221 500

'Although the SEAF
and No Woodoo 60
are recommended
for use together,
that's not to say that
theirs is amarriage
made in heaven'
Keith Howard [p44]
'Transients float before
you, decaying notes drift
into the aether... steady on,
Kessler. You're at risk of
waxing poetic'
Ken Kessler [p56]
'Like nothing less
than asatin-finished
aluminium tribute to
the Acropolis'
Andrew Harrison 7p20]
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CES 2007 Scrapbook pt2
Ken Kessler's pictorial diary of
hot kit from Las Vegas continues

I'll kick-off, very briefly,
by confirming my
permanent appointment
to the Editor's hotseat.
Having been a reader,
contributor and test
professional to our
industry for the last 25
years, Iam acutely aware
of the responsibility
and resonance that this
position holds.
At HiFi News we
choose to describe our
reviews as ' definitive',
and for good reason. Our
coverage of cutting- edge
audio demands that our
processes are equally
razor sharp. So while
we are less inclined
to rush out with an
'exclusive', you will glean
facts, figures and key
information about the
latest gear that you'll
not read anywhere else.
How is this? Because
we are the only
magazine with the
technology to de.iver
lab reports om CD, SACD
and DVD-A in both stereo
and multichannel guise,
test DAB radio and
Dolby Digital decoders
in addition to analogue
and digital amplifiers,
loudspeakers and
even high- end display
technologies.
Our informative inside
shots of gear are all
generated in-house and
we don't just copy our
captiors, or new; items,
off the manufactirer's
handoLts. Similarly, our
investigative features
are researched by
experts, assuring you of
a uniquely penetrating
insight
These are just a few
reasons why the in-depth
reviews and features in
HiFi News are definitive,
and not just skin-deep.
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KRELL EVOLUTION 505 CD / SACO PLAYER
Promoted as aCD/SACD player, this
£8777 box of tricks is based on Krell's
Evolution 525 universal DVD player
In practice then, it not only plays
multichannel SACD but also music
DVDs and DVD-Audio, provided you can
navigate the mens blind!
vvw,w.krellonline.com

BRYSTON BP26+DAC PRE- AMPLIFIER WITH MPS2 PSU
BRYSTON 4B SST C- SERIES POWER AMPLIFIER
So ruggedly built that it offers afull 20- year guarantee,
Bryston's amplifiers are awatchword for power,
durability and desirability. Look out for HFN's definitive
technical review of this latest £ 3200 pre- amp with
its in-built DAC and external power supply. Matching
power amp is the £ 2950 4B SST C- series.
www.bryston.ca

Barry Fox with the inside track
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STUDIO QUALITY AND LOSSLESS DOWNLOADS AVAILABLE ONLINE
Linn has always been acompany

users such as Linn. There are no

quality is so high.' Although each

that does things differently. How

other industry standard ORMs on

purchase buys only one download

many other record companies

offer. Fairplay also has another

would you expect to offer studio
quality music downloads on the

disadvantage. The files cannot

(unless Linn resets apurchase if a
customer makes amistake), the

internet, with none of the Digital

absence of DRM means that a

from iTunes cannot be played over

downloaded track can be copied
to memory card and then copied
to another PC. This is why the
record industry wants DRM, while

your network unless you use Apple
equipment throughout.'

completely ignoring the loophole
in all DRM which lets the user burn
bought tracks to aRed Book CD and
then rip the CD back to aPC.

linnrecords.compinn-downloads.

CD-quality downloads are
delivered as Lossless WMA files.
These can be used on aPC to burn

aspx) offers all titles currently in

a " Red Book" CD- Rwhich then

is that the user has to download

the Linn catalogue in avariety of

plays on any CD player.

each track of an album separately.
There is no option to click once and

Rights Management that is intended
to prevent illegal copying but
often ends up spoiling innocent
enjoyment while doing nothing to
deter someone with amodicum of
technical knowledge?
The Linn Records site (
www.

options; pressed CD through the

Apple doesn't license the playback
half of Fairplay so any music bought

'Apple users can convert these

One problem with the Linn site

mail, plus Studio Master, lossless
WMA for burning CD quality

to way or aiff format and then
import into iTunes, for burning Red

and MP3 downloads for pocket

Book CD's,' says Dalgleish.

have abuilt-in download manager

portables. Prices vary with quality,
for instance £ 15 for aCD, £ 18 for
high- rate PCM that matches SACD

The MP3 files work for Apple and
PC users and currently stream
try- before- buy samples at 320kbps.
But Linn may have to reduce

that makes the download easy. Linn
is now looking at the possibility of
bundling all the tracks of an album
together in azip file. But this adds

some titles - via the mail, of course.

the free sample rate to 128kbps
because some users' equipment

complexity for the user. Individual
track handling may be the price

'After extensive experiments,'
says Linn's Product Development

cannot cope and stutter the sound.
'Unfortunately it was not

users have to pay for the much

Manager, Martin Dalgleish, ' we

possible to offer Apple Lossless as

came to the conclusion that DRM

the codec is not made available

sleeves is available, but it does not

cannot offer the quality of service

by Apple ( but) hopefully Apple
will reconsider this position,' says

come pre-formatted for jewel box

Dalgleish. 'The Studio files are

few days the prices were in dollars

customers' computers are compliant
and have not been hacked. Apple

huge, 2.4GB for some albums, but
broadband uptake is so great that
users are happy to consider this

which revealed acurious exchange
imbalance. A CD quality purchase

won't offer Fairplay to third party

size of download especially when

quality, El 1for CD quality and £ 9
for MP3. LP versions are available for

our customers require. When using
Windows Media DRM the onus
is placed on Linn to ensure that

8

be played on any external media
player, like aRoku or Squeezebox.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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download it all. This, says Linn, is
because iTunes or Windows sites

higher quality on offer.
Free artwork for home- printing

sizing. Linn is investigating. For a

priced at S12 was charged at £ 11.
Let's hope Linn looks at this too.
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INTERNET SHAKES UP WORLD OF RADIO AND TV
At arecent World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland,
Microsoft's Bill Gates told business leaders and politicians
that 'television is terrible', writes Janine Elliot. He believes

CFI CONFIDENTIAL

JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI-FI

the internet will revolutionise the video medium within five

OFFSETTING FOR THE AUDIOPHILE
This month we go eco friendly. No new RoHS's or WEEE's telling us

years, particularly with the rise of online video content.

not to use lead or mercury, but aheartfelt plea from acertain

Faster broadband connections and the popularity of video
sites like YouTube mean viewers are spending fewer hours in

Mr Russ Andrews who wants us to think of our planet every time we
switch on our hi-fi. He quite rightly concedes that hi-fi equipment

front of the telly. We are now in control of what we watch.
The computer is becoming the television of the future, and
content is available without adverts.
As for radio, while we debate the future of DAB, DRM

sounds best if left switched on all the time and urges audiophiles
to offset the carbon emissions generated when using hi-fi systems.
Bless! A system having an average power consumption of 41.86
Watts equates to the emission of 0.16 tonnes of CO 2 per year, which

(Digital Radio Mondiale) and the demise of FM, ' do-it-yourself'
radio stations are appearing. Pandora and Last.FM let you

would cost £ 1.19 to offset.

choose the music you want to listen to. Type in your favourite

UK government is urging us to go two steps further and turn off all

artist and they will stream music of the same genre to you
all day, at no cost. They can even access music you have

electronic equipment rather than even leaving it on standby. While
this saves afew tonnes of CO, per year, it could well wear out the on -

previously downloaded from the iTunes store and from this
guess what you would want to hear more of. You can even
access your friends' personal radio stations. Very clever.

off buttons on components and
dshorten their life, which means afew
more tonnes of equipment in land- fill sites. So you can't win.
Meanwhile, Musical Fidelity has an important date for our diary:

- $9

Start Listening with Last.fen

Ill me

Iforre two • de Pella doe

do

Alternatively, give me the money and I'll turn my hi-fi off. The

10.10am on 1st May 2007. It is then that the Wembley- based
company will announce anew amplifier that it says is capable of
giving enough headroom to give off 105dB at ' about 10 feet' when
fed through any speakers. With aspeaker sensitivity of 83dB that
would equate to 800 watts. Idoubt it'll be eco friendly.
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A SWITCH IN TIME?
On the other side of the equator, Uncle Schwarzenegger, Governor
of California, USA, urges manufacturers to use switch- mode power
supplies, as these use far less power than AC- hungry toroidals. His
reasons are more energy saving than eco friendly. Demand is far
outweighing supply, particularly in hot summers. While scientists and
electricians tell us the only difference we'll notice is in our pocket,
those of us with ears will actually tell you that hi-fi using switch- mode
supplies can sound significantly worse.

ind Nee to peewee«, rt.

APPLE CALLS FOR NO DRM
Meanwhile, Steve Jobs recently posted an open letter on the
Apple website (
www.apple.com/hotnews/thoughtsonmusic).
This was concerned with the other DRM, Digital Rights
Management. Apple doesn't own or control music so it must
licence the rights to distribute from others, primarily record
companies such as Universal, Sony BMG, Warner and EMI.
Jobs is worried for the future. He gives three alternatives:
•That we continue with each manufacturer having its own
DRM system (Apple is currently under attack by Nordic EU
countries because its DRM system prevents music from the
iTunes store being being played on MP3 players from other
manufacturers)
•That Apple's FairPlay DRM be sold to all manufactures, which
means one system for all makes and downloads though that
could lead to leaks of the code and possible repercussions as
stated above
•That we banish DRM completely. That's the option Jobs wants
to adopt, though that would depend on the Big Four record
companies.
As we go to press, Apple Corps., owned by the Beatles, and
Jobs' Apple Inc. are rumoured to be signing adeal that could
see the full Beatles discography available on iTunes. Until a
confidential settlement between the two in February, Apple
was not allowed to sell hardware that came with music. If the
rumours are true, we could be weeks away from seeing iPods
for sale pre- loaded with music.

PLASTIC FANTASTIC
Meanwhile, British firm Plastic Logic has announced that in 2008 it
will build the world's first factory to manufacture plastic electronic
circuits. It will produce large sheets of flexible plastic on which
circuits are printed, much as circuits are printed upon silicon sheets
today. Being thin and flexible these can be used for such things as
displays and electronic labels. Hermann Hauser, adirector of Plastic
Logic, said the semiconductors ' could lead to an era of truly cheap
electronics' with claims that the technology could cut the price of
electronic circuitry by some 90%.
For more see www.plasticlogic.com.
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A

s ever,

the last day of the show is catch-up time,

trying to reach all

those rooms I shouldn't have missed during the first three. And,

doing my

job,

I have to squeeze in the rival event,

tilled with the freaky stuff,

after a quarter- century,

turn up every January.

but that

Show,

l'essence d'audiophile

just might be my imagination.

that so many lere- and six-ligure crackpot designs

Who buys this stuff? More pointedly,

where can you buy this stuff? Are

they all one-(mad)man operations? Are they even relevant? You never can tell:
out to be the B&Ws or Krells or SMEs of the 2020s.
behind half- opened doors,
lunch.

During a

if I'm
which is

single- ended triodes than you care

There's even a weird whiff to T.H.E.

malodorant or possibly valve heat,

It still amazes me,

Show,

like skinny tower speakers with dozens of drivers,

huge horn systems and more 300B- driven,
to imagine.

T.H.E.

they may turn

Which is why I still look under tables and

even returning when some of the schmucks have actually closed for

show!

Well,

I suppose even audiophiles have to eat....
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Meet the new breed of 2- channel amplifiers and Super Audio CD player
Based on the acclaimed A-400 amplifier, these new models have been
redesigned for the 21st Century. Uncomplicated features and smple linear
circuit design are encased in a stylish but rigid construction, giving pure
unadulterated sound for your enjoyment.
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KENT •

ENGLAND

Garden
of England
When Chord Electronics went looking for ahome, it sidestepped the
usual drafty tin boxes on boring industrial estates, and instead settled
within historic brick premises in the Kent countryside. From where, found
Andrew Harrison, such products as the Chord DAC 64 were dreamed up
6I

took my life in my hands and climbed up some very
rickety stairs. When Igot to the top floor, which just
looked amazing with these lovely arched windows,
and Irealised that this was the building for us.'
That was ten years ago, and now John Franks -

aerospace engineer Franks perfected his novel amplifier
designs centred around high-frequency power supplies.
He went full-time with Chord in January 1992, but by the
time of the move to The Pumphouse in East Farleigh, it
was already turning over three-quarters of amillion ayear,

founder and chief designer of Chord Electronics - can rest

out of agarage.

easy, despite the hurricane-force winds outside that are
worrying the slate tiles of The Pumphouse. It's mid- January

PRO AUDIO PROMOTION

and Britain is buckling under the worst storms of the
century. But Franks oversaw the reconstruction project
of this Victorian watermill in rural Kent, and knows the
efforts poured into the building's reconstruction. Right
down to the double- pinning of roof slates.
'I realised it would take alot of money to put it into a
serviceable state, because although there was afloor on
the top level it literally sagged about afoot as you walked
across it, so we had to totally gut
the building, put in new floors, put
in all the windows.'
It took six months, starting
early 1997, for the derelict
shell that was once aVictorian
municipal water pumping station

While most people will recognise Chord Electronics as a
premium high- end audio specialist, it got auseful kickstart
in the early days when its amplifiers were seized upon by
the BBC for professional broadcast use.
'We were approached through Spendor, who had
contacts at the BBC. They told us that the BBC had
requirements for an amplifier to replace the Quad 405
conversion that they'd had done, for the LS5/8 speaker.
They'd had problems with bass control in certain
environments and they wanted something to get agrip
of the drivers and give them more control. And they tried
one of our amplifiers and were so happy with the product
that they came back and said " Well, obviously we've gotta

of up-and-coming British audio
name Chord Electronics. Like many

get this product qualified for broadcast use". And Isaid to
them " Well how long will that take?". Aswitch can take
nine months, so it can take some time. But nevertheless
Isubmitted amodified SPM 800, and within three weeks
they'd had them qualified. Ithink that was really their

companies. Chord started life in

determination because they had the need and they

agarage in its earliest days, while

essentially rushed everything through to qualify it.

to be reborn into the headquarters

Asia
,

.

»i•
wt.

a.;

FAR LEFT: Chord Electronics founder John Franks
ABOVE: Assembly line at The Pumphouse
RIGHT: Top floor listening room facilities
BELOW: Chord man Robert Pestell builds an amplifier
'So suddenly at Chord — as being atiny company, just
astart-up — we had abroadcast- qualified product by the
BBC, so we were being approached by the likes of Abbey
Road who'd heard the amplifiers and liked the sound.
They had aneed for amplification in Stadio 2and Studio
1. We sampled Abbey Road and after they'd had them
for four or five weeks we went to collect them, because
we thought there was no interest and the producer said'
—and Franks adopts the gruff baritone of an overworked
producer — '" You're not taking those, they're staying".

-ffluger

And from that, over the years. Ithink they've bought
about 60 amplifiers.'

-

ADVANTAGE CHORD

reserves of clean DC power from lightweight, silent-

In conversation, 'technical advantage' is aterm that

running power supplies.
Having mastered the technology, where other

Franks likes to use. In the early days, that advantage was
evident in the sophisticated power supplies at the heart of

larger companies had tried and failed, Franks turned to

the brand's power amplifiers. And wh .le Franks prefers to

digital sources to expand the brand's scope. While some

avoid the industry parlance of ' switch- mode power

spec"alist audio manufacturers looked at the possib:lites of
DVD. this was not aroad he thought worth travelling.

supply' ( SMPS), it is nevertheless his taming of the
enormous potential in these efficient power sources that
gave his amplifiers an edge. Most engineers would agree
that the power supply is one of the most important part
of any amplifier, and Chord amplifiers have since been
valued for their ability to breathe easy thanks to vast

m u m*

'thought at length about DVD and decided that
because of the nature of AV data storage and the flux that
it is in, that in two or thee years tmay be just downloads
that are going to be the primary market leader. And
because DVD products were in adownward spiral in
terms of pricing, such that you could pick up aDVD player
for 530, Ireally have shied away from it. IIke to design
something where we can bring some fundamental design
to the electronics.'
Instead, the Chord searchlight turned to making the
best of digital music, with what would turn out to be an
iconic digital-to- analogue converter — the Chord DAC 64.
This features adigital architecture designed by Rob Watts,
formerly of Deltec and DPA.
'Robert Watts had just gone through the collapse
of DPA and a: the time he needed support to develop a
technology. And Icoulc see the technical advantage, I
heard the technical advantage, and we worked together
on it. Originally it was an additional board for one of
our products, and then Idecided we could use this -0
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technology in its own right as acomplete DAC, for which
Ithen designed the power supply and how it would look;
and he would design the chipset. And the relationship
has worked very well. We worked together on the Blu

— 1980 John

Franks stads first

CD player and following on from that we are working on
other projects.

amp designs

The original concept came to me that it's nice to
have electronics, especially surface- mount components,
in pocketed solid aluminium. Because the more that
you can support surface- mount components, the less

1989
Chord
Electronics is
founded. First
amp is SPM 900

'I decided to use this brick shape
because Iwanted to keep the
product relatively simple'

1993
SPM 800 is
qualified or

problems you have. Imagine these little pieces of stiff

broadcast use by

ceramic, the size of agrain of rice, bonded down
on both ends onto aflexible PCB. If that

BBC

board flexes they tend to ping off
one end, so the more rigidly

1994

you can hold this board, the

First pre-amp,
the CPA 4000

more reliable the product
is going to be over along

TOP:
Ben

period of time. You've heard
of the piezo effect - well,

Harrison at
the test bench

the more rigidly you can hold
it, the better. Especially when

LEFT: Celebration

you're dealing at levels down
past - 100dB and trying to make

'Robert originally designed the chipset
on aboard that was about afoot square.
Isaid, " Well. Robert, this is great but the

Chord
Electronics

Chord DAC 64
BELOW: Damien Lyall runs

moves from

linearity tests

Pumphouse

sense of digital data.

SHRINK TAPS

1997

would do the job.' As it turned out, fancy
lights did her') the look of the final result,
as the DAC 64 was the first Chord product to
feature unearthly lighting glowing from within. And
Chord elected to use ahigh-frequency power supply

garage to

1998
Chord wins
contract to
supply Royal

idea I've got is to bring aproduct, a £ 10,000
DAC, to market for about £ 2000. Now what I'd like to

once again, even though aDAC is normally somewhat less
demanding of power than the average ampllier.

Opera House.
First integrated

do is to shrink that product down to about six by four

'You've got to realise that the DAC 64 was originally
designed five years ago, and for the chipset that we were

amp, CPM 2600
appears

inches. as aboard; but are there any disadvantages in
doing that?" And he said, " Well no, in fact there are major
advantages." So Isaid: " Well, why didn't you do that in
the first place!"
'We shrunk the technology down, and because the
lines between each of the chips was much shorter it
just worked alot better, so that was abig advantage. So
Idecided to use this lozenge or brick shape because I
wanted to keep the product relatively simple. No fancy
dials, no fancy lights or buttons, basically agood DAC that

using, the logic is based around FPGAs at 3.3V. There were
100,000 gates in each of the chips, and the gates are
being clocked at 200MHz, so with the transmission losses
at those frequencies and the number of gates we're using,
you end up with quite abit of power needed to drive the
DAC 64, so alinear supply would tend to get very hot;
that drove us toward the high-frequency supply.
'By mounting the chips in acertain way you could
get the heat through the base of the design. I've got
alarge aluminium stand-off with apad beneath that
sucks the heat out of the board. We're actually dumping
about 20W out of the chips. The DAC 64 is sensitive to
temperature and if the chips run too hot they would
simply stop working. But we've never had any failures in
the lite of the product. We've been able to keep the chips
cool and make avery reliable product. and that was really
down to the solid aluminum casework.
'So we launched it and the rest is history. With his
DAC design in our product it has been avery successful

2002
Chord
Electronics
Choral series
launched.
Skywalker ranch
gets equipped
with Chordl amps

2006
Milestone of

And to celebrate the milestone, this year sees the
production of alimi:ed edition ' signature' version, with

10,000 Chord
DAC 64s

Chord Electronics has new entry-level pre- and power
amps coming soon; meanwhile look out for an exclusive
review of the company's new flagship CPA 5000
pre-amplifier next month. O.)
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64- bit digital
technology

product - we've now made 10,000 units.'

commemorative engraving in the lid.
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2001
Chord DAC 64,
using Watts'

produced
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et another powerful performance by
Chord - the SPM 1200E Stereo

Power Amplifier.

Voted the Best Power Amplifier 2006
by Hi Fi News and enjoyed by the most
discerning ears in the world. Isn't it time
you got the power?
To discover more about our award-winning,
hand-crafted audiophile products,
please contact us for details of your
nearest dealer.

() CHORD®
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T 01622 721444
E salesechordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk
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KA I180 integrated amplifier

Karan Acoustics
Pure differential, class A,
bipolar solid-state circuits
of unprecedented musical
properties and real life
dynamic abilities.
A collection of true
bespoke creations.
KA S 450 power amplifier

Acustica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Tri Planar • Zanden Audio
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

THIS MONTH: A £ 50,000 amp, omni-directional speakers for just £ 800,
aGerman/British super system, wireless sounds and much much more...
20 Ypsilon SET 100/PST 100

20

YPSILON
SET 100/PST 100

44

MEIDY SEAFI
NO VVOODOO 60

24

MUSICAL FIDELITY
X-DACv s

50

ATC SCM40

56

AUDIO RESEARCH
REF110

62

LINN EXOTIK

66

DUEVEL PLANETS

70

VINCENT/RUARK
SYSTEM

28

PRO-JECT XPACK

32

SLIMDEVICES
TRANSPORTER

36

AYRE C-5XE

40

MELODY
PURE BLACK 101

MF X DAC

62 Linn Exotik pre-amp/processor

OUR RATINGS
EXPLAINED
THE HI-FI NEWS
TEST REGIME

f-ii Fi News scores all audio
equipment by four key

parameters:
Hi Fi News has the most
comprehensive and
FEATURES
out of 5
28 Pro-lect XPack turntable
trusted tests of any hi-fi
SOUND QUALITY
out of 5
magazine in the world.
BUILD QUALITY
out of 5
Each month we offer a
VALUE FOR MONEY
out of 5
clear evaluation of all
types of audio equipment
-two- channel audio from
H .Fi News
turntables to amplifiers
OVERALL RATING aut of 20
and CD players through to
multi- channel DVD-A and
SACO players. Hi Fi News'
lab tests are conducted using the six- channel
QC Suite testing station developed by Hi Fi
FEATURES
News' Editor, Paul Miller. and now the audio
Results are combined to
industry standard test equipment. It gives
give atotal HI- Fl NEWS
Hi Fi News apowerful edge in its testing of
RATING out of 20. Our
all stereo and multi- channel kit so our tests
SOUND QUALITY
OVERALL RATINGS mean
are respected around the world.
the following:

subtle result
BUILD QUALflY

jazz and classical t
Hi Fi News Golden
Star speaker delivers
authority, grip and

VALUE FOR MONEY

smoothness in spades.

10 F. below = Don't listen,
11-12 = Below average
13-14 = Average
15-16 = Very good
17-18 = Excellent
19-20 = Pure Audio Gold

36 Ayre Universal

42 Melody amplifier

TESTED NEXT MONTH:
KRELL CD/SACD PLAYER
CHORD PRE-AMPLIFIER
MERIDIAN G95 ONE- BOXER
BRYSTON PRE/POWER AMPS
ARCAM UNIVERSAL DVD
PS AUDIO PHONO AMPLIFIER
FUNK FIRM LP1 2 UPGRADE
CAMBRIDGE AV RECEIVER
UNISON RESEARCH SYSTEM
EGGLESTON WORKS SPEAKER
JOLIDA CD PLAYER

II

Hi-fi news

OVERALL RATING

20/20
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Greek Legend
YPSILON SET 100 AND PST 100

(£54,000)

Price- no- object amplifiers don't come
agreat deal much pricier than these
monoblocks and matching pre- amp

www.hifinews.co.uk

APRIL 2007

Tested by Andrew Harrison

,

y

can pay more than the £ 54,000 combined
asking price for this amplifier combination, but
I you're still reading after seeing the price tag

a

above, you're either sufficiently wealthy not to
count the pennies, or have ahealthy enough curiosity

to find what happens when you throw over £ 50k at
acquiring massive high- end audio boxes that take on the
challenge of reproducing music without following the
traditional engineering shortcuts.
Both the Ypsilon PST 100 pre- amp unit and the
SET 100 power amps derive benefit from important
technologies rarely seen elsewhere, and provide useful
advantages over the traditional way of doing things.
First, the pre-amp. At heart, this is asimple design
that uses tapped transformers to set output level, an
approach that is starting to take off since companies like
transformer specialist Stevens 8, Billington resurrected
this technique of yesteryear, with its award-winning
Music First Audio Passive Magnetic pre-amp. Instead of
using avariable resistor or chain of resistors to set gain,
apair of 31-tap transformers allows desired levels of
attenuaton to be applied to the incoming signal. Using
this system allows precise control of gain - in this case
in 1.5dB steps- with vanishingly low levels of distortion.
GAIN WITHOUT PAIN
Two modes of operation are available: entirely passive,
which is only limited by amaximum gain of - 3dB, and
an active mode which switches in atriode stage before
the transformers, to provide up to + 20dB. Used this way
-the default setting after powering- up - the lowest
volume settings up to ' 16' remain entirely passive. From
'17' and upward to amaximum of ' 47', one 6H3OPi
valve is used per channel. The handover between
passive and active operation here is automatically
acheived through the same microcontroller that
oversees relay switching to select transformer taps.
Ypsilon suggests that passive mode is best suited for use

'Both amps derive benefit from
technologies that are rarely seen
elsewhere, with useful advantages over
the traditional way of doing things'
more as aconvenience to allow XLR balanced cables

ABOVE: Extensive

to be tried. Ypsilon specifications report the PST 100's
output impedance ' in most taps' as 150 ohm, ausefully

heatsinking

low figure to allow pre/ power interconnects of afew
metres length to be used. In the absence of balanced
lines, this is important as in many installations the SET
100 monoblocks will fino their place alongside the
loudspeakers they'll be driving, so lengthy pre- power
is lowest ( close to `full volume') could output impedance
rise to alevel that could compromise sound, in which

output impedance. Otherwise, or if gain above unity
level is needed, use the active mode, although the lab

case active operation is the solution.
Turning to the floorstanding SET 100 monoblock

report suggests that this does incur levels of distortion
nearly three magnitudes higher than pure passive.

power amplifiers, the crucial headline news here is the

on each unit is only wired in single- ended configuration,

power arnp to
dissipate heat
without the use
of cooling fans

interconnects may be mandated. Only when attenuation

with source components possessing less than 3k ohm

Both Ypsilon pre and power amps are entirely
single- ended, and even the available XLR socketry seen

allows the
Ypsilon SET 100

use of asingle- ended circuit topology. Ihis has been
championed by the SET (single- ended triode) crowd
for years, and with good reason. Inherently class A
in arrangement, there is no possibility of switching

Ur

LEFT: The PST
100 pre- amplifier
features alarge
blue- lit display
to show both
input name and
volume setting
11111111111111
APRIL 2007
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ODE ON A GRECIAN AMP
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Only two amplifying stages exist inside. The first is based
on a6H30 double-triode ( arranged in apatent- pending
semi- paralleled manner) with aEZ81/6ca4 valve

Iiii so
!

rectifier; the second stage is entirely solid-state, using
silicon bridge rectification and 16 identical MOSFETs
wired into asingle- ended configuration. Bias current
is around 7A peak, and this is the maximum available
current at the output since, according to designer and
founder Dimitris Backlavas, `we do not use any kind of
tricks ( plateau bias, active current source...)'.
'Actually,' explained Backlavas, 'the output stage is
tuned in order to have the maximum power of around
138W rms at 5.7 ohm'.
Both gain stages use choke regulation, and the main
power transformer is an amorphous core lkVA unit. No
overall feedback is employed, just local feedback around
the output transistors in order to make them operate
as aconstant voltage source. 'We tune the proportion
of this feedback to be as low as possible,' Balacklavas
told us, 'to emulate abig direct- heated triode, but with
better drive. We found that 16 MOSFETs sounded the
,•••

distortion caused by less-than- perfect handover
between top and bottom halves of anominally
symmetrical circuit. No phase splitters are required to
drive apush-pull output stage. No need for complex
bias systems which attempt to slide seamlessly from
class A at low powers to class Bat high power. The
result, within alimited power band at least, is peerless

best using this amount of feedback and having around
1ohm output impedance.'
In the real world, 100W is auseful starting point for
an amplifier to drive relatively efficient full- bandwidth
loudspeakers with some realistic dynamic scale. I'd
rather have 400W or more on tap, but the prospect
of 100W of single- ended Class Afrom asolid-state
amplifier with no overall feedback is very interesting.
Gone are the concerns for ageing valve stock, the

midband translucency and sweet natural treble.

relentless search for the sonically most desirable NOS

PROBLEM WITH POWER

examples, the ticking countdown timer on precious
valve life. Not to mention the pretty but scary glowing

And power is the real problem with SE power amplifiers.
Typically seen in valve designs, output power rarely
extends into double figures without paralleling output
tubes, something frowned upon by purists who point
to the loading of one tube by the other, with increased
odd- order harmonic distortion the alleged result.
So with only acouple of handful of watts to work
with, previous SET designs are most usually paired
up with super- efficient horn speakers, introducing a
raft of different bandwidth and coloration issues that
accompany such loudspeakers.
ABOVE: Chunky
remote control is
the only means
of control
RIGHT: The
Ypsilon SET 100
monoblock
power amplifier
is ahybrid
design, using
valves in the
first stage and
MOSFET solidstate devices in
the output stage

bulbs bearing lethal HT on the lounge floor.
Standing 610mm high - two feet in valve money
-the SET 100 looks like nothing less than asolid
satin-finished aluminium tribute to the Greek Acropolis.
Which is quite fitting, given Ypsilon's birthplace and
home in Athens. But it's not my job to tell anyone about
aesthetics. You can make up your own mind when it
comes to introducing audio art into the home.
Seven Ionic column heatsinks run along each side,
with another five uncapped heatsinks spaced along the
centre top of the amplifier's substantial 80kg chassis.

'Like nothing less than a
satin-finished aluminium
tribute to the Acropolis'
These, along with the rest of the casework, allows
the SET 100 to rid itself of 400W of mains power as
byproduct heat while sitting idle. Useful for warming
the parlour in mid-winter, and I'm only glad Iwasn't
reviewing the set during the summer months.
A small rocker below the beefy output posts switches
the amplifier on. These terminals have large butterfly
nuts for clamping cable spades, or you can insert 4mm
banana plugs through their centre. Two inputs are
offered, RCA phono and XLR unbalanced, where only
pins 1and 3 are connected.
The inconvenience rule is often joked about in
specialist hi-fi circles. Where else would you find that as
you pay more, the product becomes more difficult to

22 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk IAPRIL 2007
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I YPSILON
SET 100/PST 100

.1

(£ 33,000/£21,000)
FEATURES

»a. ),

No controls on the pre-amp, limited
pre-amp volume span, unfashionably
high power consumption from two
hot and hungry monoliths.., these
amps have to score low on features.
And boasting aprice for which you
could buy afleet of family cars, value
for money doesn't rate any better. But
for pure sound and useful power the
like of which you're unlikely to hear
anywhere else, Ypsilon garners atotal

u] ,
SOUND

QUALITY

lull'
BUILD QUALITY
Mil I
VALUE FOR MONEY

ILIl

of 22 points, by earning, say, 15 in the
sound quality stakes. Remember that,
when you look at the score below.

use? So here's afew quibbles from
acurmugeon who expects luxurious
ease from amplifiers costing well

from Saint-Germain-des-Prés Cate

over twice the UK annual average
wage. Control of the pre- amp is only

SET 100s were quite capable of
the tricky load that is aB&W 802D,
even if they didn't hold the bass

possible from the weighty remote
handset, there being no volume

II. A couple of high-level torture
tests at home established that the

drivers in quite the same vice that

knob, no buttons nor switches on

some amplifiers can demonstrate.

the pre- amp itself. This is said to
reflect the brand's philosophy of
'mininal and elegant'; you may like

Nevertheless bass was always tight
and ridiculously tuneful, by which
Imean the pitch and timbre of

to mutter these words over the next
time you need to mute in ahurry

bass instruments was revealed in
confident clarity. Initially setup with

and can't spot the handset. Using
anormal 2V output CD player with
admittedly sensitive speakers Ifound
that at the lowest volume setting

the distributor's choice of Purist
Audio Design speaker cables, mains

of ' 1', Iwanted to drop the level a

of bringing the sound a
tape generation closer.

little further for late night
quiet listening.
My listening
experience with the
Ypsilon amplifiers
included several
hours at Sounds
of Music's
showrooms in
East Sussex, and
several days with
the amps in my own
system. With the help
of resident Rockport

cable and interconnect, Ilater
substituted Nordost Valhalla speaker
cable, with the result reminiscent

FOR:
Breathless
sound
quality
AGAINST: Price and
lack of pre-amp
controls

Antares speakers at the first
venue, Iwas already finding details
in the music previously unheard.
Passing traffic made its present felt,
literally, as near- infrasonic rumble
on Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition [
Philadelphia Orch, Muti,
EMI CDC 747099], while 1he keen

Review system breakdown
SOURCE:

Ancient Audio Grand Lektor CD transport, dCS Purcell
upsampler, Chord DAC 64 DAC, Creek 143 FM tuner
LOUSPEAKERS: B&W 802D

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Sounds of Music
TEL- 01435 865212
WEB: www.ypsilonelectronics.com

Hi Fi News lab report
»seen PST 100 Reamp I SET100 Povrecernp Deatoceon va Frequency

1.000

0.010

Iliked the way the
PAD Aqueous
Anniversary cable
allowed anatural
even sound,
yet was also
seduced by the
more intimate
clarity of Valhalla.
Obviously,

amplifiers of this
calibre benefit from the
finest cables you can find to

reveal the unassuming flow to music
that came so easily.
The sound of the Ypsilon
amplifier combination can be
identified as one that's relaxed and
fluent, with power on tap to scare

0.001 -

0.000 .
20

ióo

1lik
Frequency »

20k
El

The PST 100's stepwise attenuator covers some 67dB in 47 1.4dB
steps, offering amaximum gain of + 19.6dB. There's aglitch at
volume step 17 where a0.5dB change in volume is accompanied by
anything up to a0.001% to - 0.9% step- change in distortion, almost
regardless of input or output level, as the active stage kicks- in ( see
graphs at www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech). Avoid the vicinity
of volume 17 and the PST 100 offers aremarkably consistent 0.028%
distortion from 100Hz-10kHz ( closer to 0.053% on the right channel)
with aresponse that's flat to 20kHz, rising to +3.6dB at 100kHz.
The overall system response of the SET 100 power amp will
be modified by its high-ish - 1ohm output impedance through
the audiorange. Despite its considerable bulk, it will only deliver
some 127W/113W into 8/4ohm loads with areduced 37W/24W
dynamic output into low 2and 1ohm loads. Distortion rises
uniformly with power output ( 0.05% at 1W, 0.15% at 10W and 0.8%
at 100W). Further graphs are available to HFN readers from www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. PM

you with unexpected transients
-just like real music. There's a

Hi-fi News lab specifications

the piece had the necessary
majestic rasp to keep the tension

cavernous soundstage that lets

Power Output Into 814ohm (< 1% THD)

127W/113W

loudspeakers melt into invisibility,

Dynamic Power (20msec. 814 / 2/1ohm)

126W/101W/37WI24W

alongside strident, but thoroughly
realistic, descending string tones.
Clarity and tidiness was the

and holographic solid positioning of
sound sources that can authentically

Output impedance ( 20Hz-20kHz)

brass harmonies found throughout

theme from each CD Ihad on hand,
from the gloopy submers:ve bass of
Massive Attack's Protection, to the
tight swinging string bass samples

recreate arecorded event. Here
we have the dream of single- ended
triode purity, with solid-state power

Frequency Response (20Hz-100kHz)

1.06-1.61ohm
-0.69dB to +3.80dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW/Full Output)

79m1//900mV

n-wtd SIN Ratio (for OdBWIFull Output)

84dB/114dB

levels, in one carefully executed if

Distortion ( IOW/Bohm. 20Hz-20kHz)

extravagant package. (5

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

0.09-0.88%
> 66c113 (pre-amp)
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MUSICAL FIDELITY X-DAC" (£999)

The latest digital-to-analogue
converter in Musical Fidelity's
X-Series range gains upsampling and
aswitchable internal valve stage

Tested by Andrew Harrison

I

t's been ten years since the original X-DAC
appeared. It was added to arange of small box
components that started with the X- 10D, an
accessory designed to buffer the output of aCD

player with the help of avalve line stage. Now, with
Musical Fidelity's successful X-Series up to v8 status
-and note that v4-v7 seem to be missing- in- action
-we have the X-DAC v8, offering three digital inputs,
aswitchable valve stage, and an additional USB digital
audio input for decoding sound from ahome computer.
Built into asturdy and professional- looking metal
case, the X-DAC v8 is distinguished from much of the
X- Series of old by including its own on- board power
supply. This makes it feel much more like agrown-up
product, rather than relying on fiddly wall-wart- style
power supplies, and in fact the power supply in the
X-DAC v8 is well- specified enough to feed other v8
components, namely the X-RAY v8 and the X-PLORA
radio tuner. These two products lack their own on- board
power, and can be powered from either the X-DAC v8 or
the dedicated TRIPLE- Xsupply unit.
The unit's three S/PDIF inputs are all via RCA phono

listening again to the original. Some people may point
to the PMD-100 digital filter used in first-generation
HDCD converters, praised for its naturalness of sound,
but the fact remained that the X-DAC is asmooth and
musical converter. An absence of fizz and hash made it a
most analogue- like sounding device, although certainly
comparing it with the X-DAC v3, the original could
sound atad veiled, lacking some air and transparency.
With the X-DAC v3, there was amore modern sound,
with more sparkle and sheen, although listeners may

The new X-DAC v8 proved from
the outset that it was more than
acontender when it came to
honest sound quality'
be divided here in the distinct choice between either
naturalness or revelation found with these two DACs.

sockets. Unusually these days, there are no Toslink

DAC TO THE PAST

optical inputs, which is aregretable omission since
many modern digital sources such as set-top boxes,

Turning to the subject of this review, the new X-DAC v8
proved from the outset of the listening that it was more

digital radios, computer soundcards and laptops often
offer optical digital outputs. In the case of the latter two

than acontender when it came to honest sound quality.
With similar midrange tangibility as the coveted X-DAC,

sources of course, there is the option of using the USB
digital audio input, which interfaces through asmall

the V8 also had awide, wide sound stage, often heard
after judicious sample- rate conversion is inserted in the

square-section USB Type Bplug. To use this interface on

conversion chain.

the rear is an
IEC inlet for

Windows or Mac OS, you need only plug in aUSB Type

Compared to the outgoing X-DAC v3, Iheard a
slightly richer, more sonourous sound from the v8; not

power, three
RCA coaxial

coloration Ishould add, but sound closer to natural
accuracy, with the voice and synth lines of ' Enjoy The

digital inputs;

Silence' from Depeche Mode's Violator animated with

audio input; one
coaxial digital
output; one pair

B-to-Type A lead ( not supplied) and the computer should
automatically recognise the new connected device.
In Mac OS X, for example, you then go to Preferences,
Sound, to select this for the computer's audio output.
On the front of the neat satin-finished case are small
metal press switches to select Inputs 1-3 and USB, plus
another button to engage the valve stage within. Each

BELOW: On

one USB digital

definition and supported by distinct spatial positioning.
Used in 'valve' mode, it was just possible to hear
an increased ceiling to the sound, with fractionally

of analogue
outputs; plus

larger stereo images, but this could be as much due to
the ldB increased gain than any intrinsic thermionic
contribution. Either way, Ifound myself settling on the

two power
outlets for

sound via the direct solid-state setting.
Proving once again that all digits are not created

partnering the
X-RAY v8 CD

DSD1792 24-bit/192kHz DAC used for actual

equal, Ifound the X-DAC v8 could easily follow the
differences between different digital sources, ostensibly

X-PLORA FM/DAB

conversion. Another Burr- Brown chip, aPCM2706 can

relaying the same binary digits. From the X-RAY v8, a

radio tuner

of these buttons is accompanied by asmall blue LED
to show status, with the input LEDs flashing on and off
when an unlocked digital source is selected.
Inside, the X-DAC V8 uses aBurr- Brown SRC4392
sample- rate converter chip to transform all digital
sources into a 192kHz signal, with aBurr- Brown

also be seen inside, for the USB audio interface. The
valve stage does not sit at the DAC's final output, but

player and

\\

is switched in before the usual solid-state output stage.
Using two Philips 6922 triodes, this valve section is
closely based on the company's original X- 10D buffer
stage. While the unit's four inputs can be switched
remotely by handset, the selection of valve/solid-state
stage can only be made from the front fascia.

Of MINURICILINI
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To see how the latest product wearing the X-DAC badge

230volts

performed, Idusted off an original X-DAC with its XPSU,
and also the preceding model of converter, the X-DAC

PPPOITEF.T

S0,61:11ir

V3. These provided auseful benchmark to see how the
art of X had evolved in the last ten years. Unlike some
analogue technology that can still stand proud with
modern equivalents, digital audio has tended to steadily
improve over the years so the expectation was to find
auseful upgrade in performance. In some ways, the
first X-DAC was ahard act to follow, as Ifound when
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DIGITAL CONVERTER TEST

Burr- Brown PCM2706 DAC is

Burr- Brown DSD 1 79213/A converter

used for the USB interface

( DAC), a 24- bit] 192kHz capable chip

MUSICAL FIDELITY
X-DAC (£999)

tie

FEATURES
The latest X-DAC in Musical Fidelity's
long running series is aworthy
SOUND QUALITY

successor to the range. Neatly
self-contained in a well- finished
midi- sized box, it has a clean,

1 1 11 1

accurate sound that benefits from

BUILD QUALITY

connection to high- quality sources
yet can also work with less high- end

1 1 1

components such as USB computer

VALUE FOR MONEY

audio. Switchable valve stage adds a
bit of fun, although some may prefer

111

using it as a no-nonsense solid-state

—

F.

DAC of superb quality.

Review system breakdown
Burr- Brown SRC4392

Philips 6922 double-tiodes, used

asynchronous sample-

when the DAC is switched from

rate converter chip

'Solid-State' to 'Tube

detailed and textured sound was

in comparison, with agenerally

heard, with the various rhythmic

lighter weight to the sound,

elements of Slow Train' [
SaintGermain-des-Prés Café IV, Wagram

wispier and somewhat tunnelled in
stereo width.

form an etched and foot-tapping

WIDE OPEN

performance. Used instead with a

While Ifound its USB input served

dedicated high- end CD transport

more as auseful convenience for

built solely for the job, the Ancient

use with computer audio sources,

Audio Lektor Grand, the sound of

the Musical Fidelity X-DAC v8

the X-DAC Y8 moved up to the

really shines as a high- end digital-

premier class. Now the metallic

to- analogue converter with

percussion elements and swinging
kit had a real and palpable

traditional hi-fi sources, and it can

Given the
same disc but
played from the
DVD±RW drive

Musical FideNty X-DAC

Distortion vs Digital Signer Level (Sisk' SOS, vs tube)

El 20

4121:CtIll>•••••••

0
.2 -20

-60

company's own X-RAY

realistic low frequency

the midband.

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Musical Fidelity TEL 020 8900 2866
WEB: www.musicalfidelity.com

serve as auseful upgrade to the

presence in the room,

vocals populating

Apple MacBook Pro, Ancient Audio Lektor Grand
AMPLIFERS: Music First Audio Passive Magnetic Silver,
Chord Electronics CPA 3200E, SPM 1200C
LOUDSPEAKERS: B&W 802D

Hi Fi News lab report

30902321 well integrated to

weight and inticing

SOURCES: Musical Fidelity X-RAY V8, Meridian 506,

v8 CD player. More

FOR:
Great sound
in a neat
modern box

of a laptop via
USB digital audio,
the sound shrtmk
to a near mono mix

alongside the best
digital sources
to provide
incredible
quality digital
conversion
with awide-

AGAINST: No TosLink
digital inputs

120

o

than that, it can sit

open, clear and
compassionate
rendering of music.

-zo

40

-60

-80

-16o

(Decreasing) Digital Signal Level »

-120
dBFs

Tube or solid-state, the underlying performance of the X-DAC V8 is
first-rate with acreditable 106dB A-wtd S/N ratio and vanishingly
low < 20psec jitter with both 48kHz and 96kHz digital inputs ( 24-bit
data). The response is flat to within -0.75d13/20kHz with 44.1kHz
and 48kHz inputs and -2.3dB/45kHz with 96kHz inputs while the
low-level resolution is accurate to within ± 1dB over afull 120dB
dynamic range.
Switching between the solid-state and triode buffer stages does
bring its own effects, however, not least being an audible + 1dB
increase in output level. Crosstalk is far worse through the bass via
the 'tube' path just as distortion increases over the top 20dB of the
DAC's dynamic range (see graph, above). The largest difference in
THD of 0.018% vs 0.0006% occurs at - 5dBFs which could only really

HISTORY OF X

influence high-level musical transients, while the dominant 2nd/3rd

First unit in the X-Series was the X-1 OD line buffer and its success
spawned an X- LP phono stage, X-CANS headphone amp, X- PRE preamp, and even monoblock amps such as the X-A50. And the original
X-DAC also offered the opportunity to upgrade aCD player with HDCD
decoding, then an up and coming format to improve upon Red Book CD.
Back then, the X-DAC came packed in atubular barrel, about 100mm

harmonics are rarely objectionable in listening tests. Readers may
download full QC Suite Test Reports for both 'flavours' of the X-DAC
v8 via www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.

PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum output level (solid state/tube)

2.2V rms I15V rms

diameter and 195mm long, an eye-catching package that stood out as

A-vrtd S/N ratio

105.7dB

something special after decades of hi-fi in rectangular boxes. The last

Distortion lIcHz, OcRiFs/-30dBFs

0.00056%10.0016%

version of X-DAC was up to version 3, this time fitted into asmart midi-

Distortion 20kHz/40IcHz (96IcHz Fs, OdBFs)

0.0006%10.0004%

width box. Now, with the relaunch of the X- Series in v8 guise, we have

Digital litter, 48kHz Fs1961cHz Fs (24-bit)

15psec112psec

the X-DAC v8, combining atube stage in the manner of the Tri Vista
DAC21, plus sample- rate conversion, like that seen in the X-DAC v3.

Resolution @ -100dB (24-bit/48kHz)

t0.05dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>95dB
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Ypsilon electronics was founded in 1995.
It was founded by two sound engineers with vast
experience in the field of reproduction of live music. It
was this love and dedication to live music that drove
them in transforming their passion into technology.
Ypsilon carried out in-depth research on amplification,
all known topologies and components, both passive
and active.
Eleven years later, Ypsilon present the results of all
this dedicated passionate work. A series of products
that communicate to the listener the true meaning of
music.

sounds of music
Tel: 01435 865 212

Emotion.

Fax: 01435 865 213

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield
East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment only please.

TURNTABLE TEST

Run vvith the pack
PRO-JECT XPACK

(£650)

Not just arecord deck but apackage
offering an Ortofon cartridge, • •
II
S.arm, and speed
control all for under a
grand... time to Czech
out the Xpack

28
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Tested by Christopher Breunig

p

ro-Ject turntables have been well received in
HiFi News: Tony Bolton has diligently worked
through the Debut range and in April 2006
Andrew Harrison appraised the flagship RPM10.

In fact, the Xpack is avariant of the 2Xperience
reviewed in May 2005 but, as the name suggests, it
is complete with the 500pV ( 0.5mV) output Ortofon
Rondo Red moving- coil - accurately set up, too.
There's no subchassis, but the 20mm-thick clear
acrylic base sits on three adjustable cone feet with
Sorbothane dampers, and the motor is compliantly
suspended. Thoughtfully, Pro-Ject supplies felt washers
that prevent scratching the underside of the acrylic
when screwing in the cones, while aset of small
indented metal ones is provided to mate with the
conical tips, preventing marking the surface below.
The Xpack may quickly be levelled in both directions;
its effective footprint, 460 x340mm, means it can be
accommodated on astandard platform. Iused Torlyte
(Russ Andrews) sitting on aTorlyte turntable stand, with
oak cones between the two.

INVERTED BEARING
The 230mm effective length Pro-Ject 9c tonearm has
acarbon-fibre tapered tube that, unusually, allows
azimuth correction by means of aset-screw at the pivot
end. It is described as an ' inverted bearing' design,
with pairs of hardened stainless steel pins sitting in
high specification (ABEC7) sapphire thrust pads. Arm
height may be adjusted via two alien bolts. Fiddly to
loop in place, abias thread/weight system is carried on
arod with three indentations - this, incidentally, was
an invention of John Crabbe's, first implemented by
SME. The two-part decoupled counterweight screws
into an offset stub: when the arm/cartridge is balanced,

'It was immediately obvious
that the timing and pacing
abilities of the Xpack
combination were excellent'

the graduated dial ring is rotated to zero, the assembly
then registers the downforce when screwed in. The
decoupling material is alarmi -ig yspongy - Iwas
reminded of Mission's tonearm designed by John Bicht
which also had awide pliable ring. The feel of the

ABOVE: No
subchassis but
the acrylic base
sits on cone feet
with sorbothane

lift- lower is extremely light but there was no drift in

dampers to

cueing and aclean, silent lift on the arm.

provide isolation

CHILD'S PLAY
A seven yea' old could put the boxed items together
without the instruction sheets: lower the black
machined MDF platter into the lubricated well - its
chrome- plated stainless steel shaft sits on aTeflon
bearing plate in asintered bronze housing - fit the
long square- section belt around the rim and, for 50Hz
supply, into the upper groove of the stepped motor
pulley. As with the flat belt for the Linn LP12, listening
comparisons will indicate the best way of running the
belt: ie, which face should sit against the platter and
which way up the belt should run. These differences are
less pronounced than with an LP12.
Identified merely as ' hook', acurious plastic key is
provided; this was originally for changing speeds from

LEFT: The gin

33rpm to 45rpm by moving the belt, but on this model

tonearm boasts

electronic change is provided. (The lower pulley groove
is only for 60Hz.) The long lead from the wall- plug

atapered tube
of carbon-fibre

transformer unit connects to asmall, neat switchbox - a

which, it is

Speed Box Mk 1 - with green/red LEDs and pushbutton

claimed, avoids

control. This quartz- generated precision speed regulator
can be positioned up to 440mm from the motor

standing wave
reflections
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TURNTABLE TEST

connection — the main on- off rocker switch is plinth
mounted. Only 22 x72 x74mm, the Speed Box may be
sited underneath the acrylic plinth, but users are warned
to run the platter to 33rpm before stepping up to the
faster speed. Although there is no fine adjustment,
Ifound both completely stable and correct, using a
stroboscope disc. Also, it is impossible to hear the motor
running. With some Pro-Ject models, but not this one, an
accessory pulley is available for 78rpm users.

PLATTER MATTERS
Iwas impressed by the length of time aspun platter
took to come to ahalt ( belt removed). And before any
listening, Ichecked the cartridge position using Keith
Howard's zero points as described in his January HFN
article, page 92. This, and Ortofon's suggested 23mN

'Each percussion strand was
in sharp focus, spatially and
in timbre, and the vibraharp
was under firm control'
('2.3g') downforce, had been set precisely. My initial
concern was that the motor's top cap undulated, but
this was simply because it had not been seated properly:
it simply required pushing down into place.
The tonearm cable supplied has gold-plated phonos
at one end, 90 ° phonos at the other, its earthing lead
has spade terminals; cable directionality is unspecified.
This proved to be an Achilles' heel as did, to alesser
degree, the record clamping system. Ihave adislike of
clamping: it involves alot of stopping and starting, gives
you along threaded spindle, and rarely helps the sound.

ABOVE: Gold-plated phono inputs sit either side of an earthing post while bias
is set via atraditional thread- and-weight system with three settings
Pro-Ject's rudimentary metal clamp is not inspiring. The

CZECH REVOLUTION
After the original claims for ' perfect sound forever' from CD at its launch
in the early 1980s various artists, including musicians like guitarist John
Williams and fiddler Nigel Kennedy, had their doubts and asked that their
work be recorded in analogue form, despite being subsequently digitised
for publication! The fact that decent LP collections could be found in
charity shops retailing at 99p a'piece also prompted anew generation of
listeners to try some vinyl.
Pro-Ject Audio Systems, Vienna, working with adesign and
manufacturing plant established for over 50 years at Litovel, east of

disc interface is ahard plastic laminate, with al02mm
diameter indent for the record label.
As it happened, Ihad recently added the superb Zyx
R-1000 moving- coil (
HFN Sept'06) to my system and
was in the seventh heaven of rediscovering avast LP
collection, almost everything Itried sounding wonderful
—or at least accurately rendered. Would the Pro-Ject
encounter be like stepping from aMaserati to aMorris
Minor ( more pertinently, Lexus to Skoda)7
Before music, Ilistened to familiar test tracks. The

Prague in the Czech Republic, now produces arange of attractively

Rondo Red sailed through all but the 18dB bias setting

finished turntables. These stretch from its bestselling budget-end £ 130
Debut Ill, complete with Ortofon M 5E cartridge and with eight plinth

track on HFN 001, which defeats most cartridges. On
Shure's Era IV disc TTR 115 things became squally at the

colour choices, up to the new top- of-the- range £ 1500 RPM10 which

higher levels with flute (very difficult) but the orchestral

offers magnetically- assisted bearing isolation and has a254mm one-

bells preserved their ' tinkly' quality, never sounding

piece carbon-fibre tonearm, acrylic platter and outboard motor unit.

leaden. So far, so promising.

CLASSICAL CHALLENGES
Classically inclined audiophiles will be aware of the
tracking problems in the finale of Schubert's Piano
Sonata D664, on Ashkenazy's Decca recording
(SXL6260); the repeated forte chords provide areal
test. But the Ortofon managed aclean, only slightly
uncomfortable resolution here ( my Zyx has absolutely
no qualms about these passages).
My very first Mozart LP was Peter Maag's Suisse
Romande version of Symphony 29: a 1953 Decca
mono, reissued on ACL 157. It has the whiskery string
tone characteristic of early ' ffrr' productions but a
demanding dynamic range. After an initial, moderate
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PRO-JECT XPACK

j£650_)
running- in period and without

evidenced by the Modern Jazz

the clamp in place, the subdued
levels of the slow movement made
for mildly enjoyable listening. It

Quartet's One Never Knows [
Atlantic
SAH-K 6029] where each percussion
strand was in sharp focus, spatially

was immediately obvious that the
timing and pacing abilities of the

and in timbre, and the swell of
vibraharp was under firm control. I
could even distinguish noises from

Xpack combination were excellent.
However, the vigorous opening
movement was strident, coarse and
unacceptably aggressive.
Clamping improved things yet
the sound was still hard in loud
passages. Inserting an
early design Ringmat
and abandoning the
clamp produced
much more
acceptable
results.
Another
difficult LP is of
Bartok's Fourth
String Quartet,
played by the
Juilliard Quartet
[CBS 61119], where

the players themselves — just as, for
the first time, Iheard Fritz Reiner's
voice at the end of track four on
Classic Records' 180gm Chicago SO
Bartok Concerto for Orchestra
[RCA LSC-1934].

FOR:
Easy setup,
includes
cartridge

The
multi- layered
Ringmat system
necessitated VTA
adjustments.
Unfortunately
the torque
applied at the
factory meant

AGAINST: Clampingalien
tedious; needs
better cable
_
,,,ie

the finale can sound
lacerating and screechy.
The pizzicato Allegretto (
iv) offers

that full
key leverage was
needed to shift the
arm- locking bolts, but

the short ( 8mm) leg on
the one Pro-Ject provides does

FEATURES
Two years ago, the Xperience with
electronic switching cost £ 595;
now Speed Box and £ 300 Ortofon
Rondo Red are included for £ 650:
remarkable value. The polished

SOUND QUALITY

acrylic base and functional- looking
suspended motor assembly are

BUILD QUALITY

its odd ' C' shaped outer bearing
ring. The clear acrylic lid, which fits
over friction-adjustable pin hinges,
is aworthy accessory, although the
supplied arm lead should be seen as
astopgap. And the record/platter
interface warrants experimentation.

Manufacturer's specifications
Nominal speeds

33rpm/45rpm

Speed variance

±0.5%

thrumming and Bartok's innovative

optimise VTA, such that the whole

Tonearm effective length

thwacking of the strings against

soundstage came into sharp focus,

Tonearm overhang

the instrument body. A cohesive
quartet sound is not always heard:
it can seem too much like separate
mics for each player. Clamped, the

especially in depth, although surface
noise also became more apparent.
By now, much more relaxed

weight

Carpenter 45rpm singles! It seems
inescapable that the sound will

be followed clearly. Instrumental

harden as the dynamics or transients

colours were not as true as Iknow
are possible. The Ringmat made the

on arecord require more than the
Xpack can provide.

sound more open and alive. No-one
would want to hear the finale with

combination that's very affordable,

That said, this is afoot-tapping

the Xpack as supplied.

and with scope for tweaking. c!)

VALUE FOR MONEY

arm is rather good, notwithstanding

all sorts of tonal contrasts, with

again there was agood sense of the
music's pulse and all four parts could

Ian

arguably less so. Fortunately, the

Tonearm effective mass

cello sounded plummy in ( iv), but

III

highly attractive but the platter, with
its 20mm-high threaded spindle, is

not contact the recessed heads!
With atool- kit spare Iwas able to

listening was possible: Ieven had
some fun out of Tiny Tim and Karen

Mill

9.5g
9in ( 230mm)
18mm
7.7kg

Dimensions (with lid)

460 x390 x460mm

Dimensions (without lid)

460 x133 x350mm

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Henley Designs TEL:01235 511166
WEB: www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Review system breakdown
REFERENCE SOURCE: Linn LP12/Origin Live ConqueroriZyx R1000
AMPLIFIERS: DNM 3D-Six/PA3S
LOUDSPEAKERS: Quad ESL 57'

ACCESSORIZE!
At this point Idecided to replace the
interconnect, since the Ashkenazy
Schubert too was making atiring,
ringing sound, clangorous over
mezzo-forte. Ihad unscreened DNM
interconnect to hand; not only was
this free from RF pickup but it tamed
these unwanted components.
A further running- in period
of 24 hours brought an obvious
improvement. Duke Ellington's
dreamy 1941 track with singer Ivie
Anderson [ RCA LSA 3069] ' IGot It
Bad' registered every consonant as
well as the rhythmic flow. Clamping
changed the subjective effect of
sibilants, where preference would
be more amatter of taste.
Then adding acomplete Ringmat
record support system achieved
afurther level in performance,

ABOVE: The Xpack comes complete with Rondo cartridge, which costs £ 300 if bought separately.
The rudimentary record clamp might not look promising, but has the capacity to improve its sound
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SLIMDEVICES TRANSPORTER (£ 1300)

It's billed as the first network music player for
audiophiles, but can the Transporter really
cut out the wires and still cut it on sound?

Tested by Keith Howard

B

efore we begin, awarning to audiophile
traditionalists of sensitive disposition: this
review makes frequent use of the C-word

and W-word. So if you burst ablood vessel

at mention of computers and wireless networks,
turn the page now. What follows will only stoke your
hypertension. SlimDevices' Transporter is anetwork
audio player, but one like you've never seen before.
Network audio player is the generic term for any
device that forms part of acomputer network and
is able to deliver audio signals sourced from other
devices on that network. Often the source device will
be acomputer but it doesn't have to be: for instance,
internet radio may be available from acable or ADSL
modem. Network audio players usually offer the option
of operating either via awired ethernet connection or
wirelessly, the latter being their principal attraction.
Some network players even double as input devices,
allowing you to listen remotely to, say, CDs replayed on
your hi-fi system's CD or DVD player.
AUDIOPHILE FIRST
What makes the Transporter unique among the breed
is its pretension. To date, network audio players have
not aspired to scale the heights of high-end audio, but
that's exactly the Transporter's ambition. Conventional
network players are primarily convenience devices
which concede their lack of ambition by being

'In stand-alone DAC mode the
Transporter sounded crisper and
musically more insightful'
use it as Iimagine most readers might: for streaming

ABOVE: Built

restricted to 16/44.1 and 16/48 source material. The

uncompressed PCM files ripped from CD ( Itried some
24/96 material too) and as astand-alone DAC.

Transporter styles itself as ' the first audiophile network
music player' and justifies the claim by supporting file

for business
with dinky
handles and

HARD REBOOT

conventional

resolutions and sampling rates up to 24/96.

Before we get on to sound quality, Imust first record

hi-fi separates

that Ifound reviewing the Transport alittle tiresome
because of what presumably were firmware problems

styling: central
knob allows

in this early sample. Its favoured way of winding me up

track scrolling

As well as acting as anetwork player the Transporter
can also serve as astand-alone DAC, with both
unbalanced S/PDIF digital inputs via phono, BNC and
TosLink, and balanced AES/EBU digital input via XLR. The
Transporter is resolutely two-channel and offers both

was when comparing outboard DAC mode to network
streaming. I'd first play aripped track from computer

balanced and unbalanced analogue outputs. If you

hard disk (via SlimDevices' SlimServer software, a26MB

care to remove the lid and change ajumper setting,

download) then switch to the S/PDIF input and play the

the output level can be reduced by 10, 20 or 30dB

same track from disc. But on returning to the S,imServer

from the standard 2Vrms should the need arise. Of
course, the Transporter also includes adigital volume

music folder there would be silence, even after repeated
prods of the remote's Play bLtton. Sometimes the VU

control but to retain full resolution this should be set
to maximum and the replay level adjusted using an
external analogue control.

meter display never appeared; sometimes it did but the

File format support is impressive: WAV, AIFF and
PCM uncompressed; Apple Lossless, WMA Lossless

needles remained stationary; sometimes they twitched
as if the track were playing. But there was no audio
output and the only way to restore it was ahard reboot:

and FLAC losslessly compressed; and MP2, MP3, MC,

unplug the mains cable, wait 10 seconds, reconnect
and re-establish the network connection. By the time

Ogg Vorbis, MusePack and WMA lossily compressed.

you read this, the problem may already have been fixed

The Transporter also provides digital pass-through to

-the firmware is flash updatable - but Iwonder that the
product ever left the factory with such abug.

its S/PDIF output for DTS streams. As Iwas awaiting
abroadband connection while the Transporter was
on review, Ididn't have the opportunity to try it on

Although this made the comparison between
stand-alone DAC and network player roles alittle

internet radio - not that even MC compressed audio
at 28 or 32kb/s, or MP3 at 96kb/s, is of much interest

fraught, it was aworthwhile comparison because there

anyway to hair- shirt audiophiles. What Idid do was

via S/PDIF feed than via the wired network connectionc,>

was no question that the Transporter sounded better

LEFT: Balanced
and RCA outputs
sit alongside
S/PDIF ins and
outs, an Ethernet
connection, and
an external
clock input via
BNC socket
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NETWORK PLAYER TEST
Mini-PCI WLAN card provides
for wireless streaming via
twin screw-on stub aeials on
the rear panel. Connection
via wired ethernet is a:so
- available

Digital input allows the Transporter
to function as astand-alone DAC.
It accepts unbalanced SIPDIF data
via Toslink, BNC or phono sockets,
or balanced AESIEBU data via XLR.
Digital outputn mirror the inputs

Analogue output section is
based around AMA's AK4396
'Miracle DAC with specilli"?.d
120dB dynamic range (Aweighted) and - 1336d8 TIHD+N.
Op-amps are JRC5534s
_

-

e
l

SLIMDEVICES
TRANSPORTER (£ 1300)
FEATURES

A breath of fresh air in the world of
network audio players and a brave

••

it'll " ' '

SOUND QUALITY

step for SlimDevices, which clearly

h,.........i.

— t
I. ' 4i. 11W Itiiii
di 4.-1i41> " .,..,',.,,•`..,
=

audiophiles can be persuaded to take

Ill

computer audio delivery seriously,

BUILD QUALITY

believes that a new generation of

even if hi-fi traditionalists cannot.
In so many ways it is admirable but,
%

crucially, it fails the acid test of

VALUE FOR MONEY

providing comparable sound quality
Large central TransNav
control knob allows ast
scrolling through track
listings with push-toselect function

Mall

to the best disc- based players.

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: Townshend TA565 universal player
AMPLIFIERS: DACT stepped attenuator passive pre- amp. Exposure
XVIII Mono power amplifiers
LOUDSPEAKERS: B&W 805S

Iused for streaming audio from my

measured performance, but

computer. In stand-alone DAC mode
the Transporter sounded crisper

the results of Paul Miller's jitter
test may hold the key. While

and musically more insightful and

data- induced jitter can make

involving, whereas via the network
connection leading edges were
fudged, tempos dragged and the

reproduced music sound bland,
in Paul's words, the jitter figures

sound became altogether less

recorded here are moderate,
rather than debilitating.

gripping. Why this should
be Ican only speculate
on but the difference
was plain to hear.

DAC VS CD
As was the
shortfall between
the Transporter,
even in DAC

SlimDevices has even
acknowledged that

FOR:
elaborate multiMulti-room stage PLL circuit
to mitigate the
installation
problems of
clock
made painless; S/PDIF
recovery.
sharp looks
But there

mode, and a
top-flight player
like the Townshend
Audio TA565. The

it does not use an

AGAINST: Doesn't live up
to the audiophile ticket

TA565 majors on being
audio Windowlene, clarifying telling

is still apuzzle
here, in that
Stereophile's
recent review of the

Transporter - published
after I'd already begun my

microdynamic and acoustic details

assessment

which many other players smudge.
As, indeed, does the Transporter.

jitter figures, despite using the
same measurement hardware, and

In fact the comparison was not
unlike that between the Transporter

reached more positive conclusions
about its sound quality.

in streaming and DAC modes: via
the Townshend player, music was

review sample wasn't in the

crucially better resolved and the

rudest

enjoyment factor significantly
enhanced. Performances had

another, we have to assume that
it is representative of the 230V

an infectious vitality that the
Transporter only hinted at. You

incarnation. However that pans

could hear the difference in asplitsecond, even on the raindrops and
rolling thunder at the opening of
Black Sabbath (
afine rock recording

-elicited much lower

This may suggest that our
of health but, until we test

out, the conclusion for now has to
be that the Transporter, despite its
broad capability, attractive design
and fine performance on the test

for the early 19705).
This outcome might seem

bench in most respects, doesn't
quite deliver on its promise of
high- end sound quality. It simply

surprising in light of the

lacks the resolution to mix it with

Transporter's mostly exemplary
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the best of conventional audio. (b

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Progressive AV TEL 0871 8719747
WEB: www.slimdevices.com

Hi Fi News lab report
Sans Dew., Transporter Chstornon vs DIgRal &Ion& Level 124bo/96kHz,
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(Decreasing) Digital Signal Level »

Measured via its fixed balanced outputs using both 48kHz and
96kH424-bit data, the Transporter emerges as an impressive and
slick design that offers an excellent technical performance (low
THD and wide S/N), only partially let down by arelatively weak jitter
rejection. The balanced outputs deliver afull 3.1V from a 100ohm
source, contributing to awide 107dB A-wtd S/N ratio at adistortion
of some 0.001%. Best case distortion is reached with --20dBFs
digital inputs at 44.1kHz. 48kHz or 96kHz sample rates, with figures
of - 110dB (0.0003%) achieved across the midrange. Distortion at
frequencies as high as 40kHz is only 10dB higher, or 0.001%. These
figures are due, in no small part, to the choice of AKM's AK4396 DAC.
Low-level resolution is also excellent, with virtually no error at
-100dBFs and, with 24-bit data, adrift by just 1dB at - 120d6Fs.
Against this backdrop, the moderate - 1000psec jitter is atad
disappointing and, being largely data-induced in nature, looks to be
aby-product of the S/PDIF input receiver rather than the DAC itself.
Using the Transporter's Word Clock input ( in parallel with S/PDIF)
could yield superior results, but pitifully few domestic players have
asynchronising output. You may download the full gamut of 48kHz
and 96kHz tests from www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum output level (Balanced)

3.1Vrms

A-bvtd SIN Ratio

107.3dB

Distortion «MHz, OdBFsj-30dBFs

0.0005%/0.0013%

Distortion 2CricHz140M1x, OdBFs

0.001%10.0012%

Digital litter, 48kHz1961dIx

905psec11150psec

Resolution @ -100dB

±0.1dB

Frequency response (2011r201ctiz)

+0.0dB to -0.58dB
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Rotel
will

RA-05

have

developed
so.
the

integrated

noticed

that

over the

amplifier.

You

a pattern

has

past

25 years

or

When Rotel launches a new amp,
buttons

and

knobs

tend

to

stay

in the same place. It's what is inside

Exceptional sound
No exceptions

that changes. We continuously evaluate
and

select components that offer the

best possible performance, such as UKdesigned metal film resistors_ We keep
refining circuit board layouts and signal
paths to maintain the purity of the signal.
We

even

manufacture

our own

power

supplies, which generate our uniquely vital
sound. We may even add an additional
feature or two. And every time, it's a
better amp. efrAv.rotel.com

Rotel Europe
T +44 (0,1903 221 500
info(Prote turope.com
www.rotel.com

What HiFi? Sound & Vision
August 2006

Ayre is hoping to become th
new ' Masters of the Uni•
adimension where tw
reigns supreme

Tested by Paul Miller

B

oulder, Colorado might be better known in the
audiophile community for spawning aseries
of massive, and massively costly pre/power

amplifiers, but it's also home to Ayre with its
own, unique slant on all things audio. This C-5xe is
acase in point, a £ 4495 ' universal' player, so-called
because it will handle all CD ( R/RW), DVD ( LPCM, Dolby
Digital and DTS), DVD-A and SACD media you might care
to throw at it. But with one caveat - the C-5xe is atwochannel stereo player only, so it's the two-channel layer
of amultichannel disc that gets played. In the event you
load adisc with 5.1 channel audio only, then the C-5xe
delivers astereo downmix from both its single-ended
and balanced XLR analogue outputs. Did you think ' U2'
just referred to an irritatingly popular stadium rock act?
The C-5xe represents an exercise in wringing the
very best from stereophonic sound, astate-of-the-art
CD player that just refused to stop evolving. So while
the bedrock of the player is culled from one of Pioneer's
universal DVD solutions, Ayre has extensively customised
the clocks. DSP and analogue electronics where it
employs discrete rather than IC- based op- amps.

supports to realise the C-5xe is avery special sounding
player. Of course, the moment its gentle but thoroughly
beguiling strain of music- making fills your room, you'll
want nothing more than to liste ling for hours on
end, to delight in the articulation and overwhelming
presence of vocalists like Melissa Stott (
Why Now,
Feetfirst CD 5004) while relishing the contrast between

The remote control, meanwhile, uses short or long
button presses to assist in the location of groups, tracks,

powerful plucked bass and the brush of percussion. Its
music has asense of poise, of balance and see-through

titles and chapters, depending on media. If abutton
is held down for too long, as it might if the handset

transparency that's immediately engaging, despite it
lacking the force or hyped- up dynamics of products
that might initially catch your ear. Ihesitate to draw

disappears between cushions in the sofa, then the micro
goes to ' sleep' conserving the battery life. Ayre has also
added alittle column of LEDs to the player's display,
indicating the sample rate ( 44.1/48kHz, 88.2/96kHz or
192kHz) of the loaded disc.

upon such awell-worn refrair, but the C-5xe has a
distinctly ' analogue' sound. Perhaps it's what it lacks
that best describes the sounc of the C-5xe, asound

ABOVE: Balanced
(XLR) and singleended ( phono)
audio outputs
are joined by an
AES/EBU ( XLR)
digital output.
The DIP switch,
to the far right,
includes the
option of either
high- or loworder digital
filter settings

front panel and handset design. However, navigating

'Is the luxurious and yet revealing
sound down to the black magic
know-how of its analogue stages?'

through music DVDs or DVD-A media with an interactive
video component is less straightforward than it might

free of grain, coarseness or any sense that despite the

AYRE -BORNE
Ayre has done its level best to ensure the C-5xe
combines auniversal disc compatibility with an elegant

be as the C-5xe has no video outputs - not even a
grotty composite connection for monitoring purposes.
Perserverance is the key, especially as Ifound the
remote control was less than slick in operation with
anything other than pure audio CD or SACD media.
It doesn't take hours of listening or tweaking with
different interconnects, power cables or equipment

detail on offer, acall to finish the washing-up is still
more compelling. No, the C-5xe is genuinely beguiling
and especia.ly so with SACD media where the ' lightness

Ayre's remote

of being' suggested with CD takes on an added depth,
determination and richness of tonal colour. The

control was as
slick as this ring-

BELOW: If only

distinct tenor of the StratocastEr, Danelectro, Gretsch

style navigation

(electric) and Gibson and Washburn ( acoustic) guitars

feature...

SMOKE AND DIGITAL MIRRORS
Rather than build auniversal player from scratch, Ayre chooses an
existing universal transport and decoder solution from Pioneer as its
foundation. Ayre has replaced the multiple clocks for CD, DVD and
SACD audio, for the MPEG video decoder plus the system and display
microprocessors in favour of just two audio-specific ( 44.1kHz and
48kHz) master oscillators that address the BB DSD1792 DACs directly.
This universal DAC accepts both LPCM data from CD, DVD and DVD-A
plus the DSD data extracted from SACDs. It also includes two digital
filter algorithms for LPCM data, astandard ' brick-wall' FIR filter selected
by Ayre's ' Measure' switch and alower- order interpolative filter by the
default ' Listen' position. The latter trades aslightly rolled-off treble and
increased incidence of digital aliasing distortion for areduced group
delay and ' ringing'. Coincidentally, Icovered the pros and cons of these
filter types in our review of the Esoteric DV- 60 last month.
Ayre's DIP switch also includes selections labelled ' Reserved C' and
'D'. These flip between two of four SACD filter modes within the BurrBrown DAC, the top ' C' position offering the best sound at half the level
of either CD or DVD-A playback. Beware of this if you switch between
SACD and CD or DVD media without first reducing the volume...
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UNIVERSAL PLAYER TEST
The main decoder and DAC boards

Two substantial' transformers

are taken from aPioneer universal

feed separately regulated power

DVD player, augmented with Ayre's

supplies tor the digital and

own low-jitter master clock module

analogue sections of the player

AYRE C-5xe (£4495)
FEATURES
This is a costly product and not a
purchase to be considered lightly,
but for the resolutely two- channel
audiophile, the C-5xe represents
one of the most seductive choices

SOUND QUALITY
MEIER
BUILD QUALITY

available today. Navigating some
music DVD(A) media without the
benefit of an OSD might be tiresome,

Milli

but listen for more than a moment
and you're sure to be hooked.

Ayre's know-how is evident in these
proprietary analogue filter and output
stages, using fully- discrete components
in a Da la nced zero-feedback' topology
deployed across East's Pathfinder

and yet intrinsica'ly revealing

SACD ( Opus3 22061) are revealed

sound all down to the black

in their respective glories by the

magic know-how of its bespoke

C-5xe which casts the bite of the

analogue stages? Not necessarily,

Strat against the richer resonance

because aflick of the DSP brings

of the Gibson, for example, in a

in Ayre's alternative FIR digital

wholly sympathetic light, revealing

filter (the ' Measure' option) and

everything, embellisning nothing.

asound that has lust a bit more

And before anyone suggests I've

bite, a pinch more potency and

been taking the player on too easy

the incautioLs energy required

a ride, the C-5xe mairtained its

to breathe life into any too- laid

characteristically cool demeanour

back system. The ' Listen' filter

even when faced with the likes of

mode has avelvety texture and

Chris Rea's live Road to Hell and

so- easy treble sweetness that'll

Back Again (
Polydor CD). To hear

have you hankering for more, but

his gravel- laced lyrics so clearly lit

the ' Measure option gives it to

against the backdrop of strings

energy and raw
edge of a live
performance
without taking a
rasping file to my
But is the
C-5xe's luxurious

Ayr. C-5XE Univettal Flyer Didoglion %kW Spnel Level (18511 v. 245 )

-20

but arguably closer

FOR:
Beguiling and
enthralling
sound

sensibilities.

Lab report

little tougher perhaps

was adelight, for here
of illustrating the

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Symmetry Systems TEL 01727 865488
WEB: www.ayre.com

you straight- down- the- line, a

and ready beat of drums
was a player capable

Review system breakdown
AMPLIFIERS Arcam AV9 pre- amp, Arcam Pl monoblocks
LOUDSPEAKERS B&W Nautilus 802
CABLES Townshend Interconnects, QED XT400 Speaker cable

AGAINST: Tiresome
navigation of some DVD
media

•
ie .40
40 -III
(Dirwaxlmo) Deal Signal Leval

-121

to the data on the
disc. Whatever
way you choose
to cut it, at least
the C-5xe gives
you the choice
on how best to
serve the digits:
with a light sauce
or plain al dente.

The graph (above) illustrates the improvement in performance
achieved with 24-bit ( DVD-A, blue trace) versus 16- bit (CD, black
trace) data, although the increase in distortion noted with all data
over the top 20dB of the C-5xe's dynamic range (0.01% at OdBFs vs
0.001% at - 20dBFs) is due to stresses in the final analogue output
stage. Via the balanced (XLR) connection, the maximum output
reaches afull 4.1V, contributing to awide 108dB A-wtd SIN ratio. As
expected, the low-order digital filter used in the ' Listen' mode offers
amere 8dB rejection of digital images, so some in- band IM distortion
must be anticipated with some amplifiers.
The response is necessarily influenced as the HF roll-off, starting
around 10kHz, falls to -3.6dB at 20kHz (CD), - 3.6dB at 40kHz
(96kHz DVD-A) and -6.8dB at 80kHz ( 192kHz DVD-A). This alone may
be sufficient to encourage asmoother treble aspect, in addition to
the benefits of reduced group delay and very low jitter ( - 120psec
with 16-bit data, < 10psec with 24-bit data). Incidentally, as SACD
data is handled by an alternative filter, its response is some - 10dB
at 100kHz which is 'flatter' than most SACD players these days and
very different from the characteristics of CD and DVD-A replay. Full
QC Suite Reports for all CD, DVD-A and SACO modes are available at
www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. PM
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Maximum Output Level

4.1V rms (balanced outputs)

A-wtd SIN Ratio

108.0dB

Distortion lkHz, OdBfil-30d8Fs

0.03%/0.004%

Distortion 201d1440kHz, Odlifs

0.015%10.008%

Digital Jitter, CDIDVD-A

120pseci<10psec

Resolution @ -100dB, SACD1DVD-A

t0.1d1310.1dB

Stereo separation (20Hr2OicHz)

>106dB

-sfoliete
SIMPLY STUNNING
MBL 1431 CD player, MBL 4006 Pre amp, MBL 8006 stele° power amp

Good News
Proudly distributed by

SOUND VENTURE
High-End Audio Systems
01483 - 284 555
www.soundyenture.co.uk
email: salessoundyenture.co.uk

You know how fantastic MBL systems sound. Now this sound
has become more affordable. All MBL systems are handcrafted in Berlin, Germany. Be amazed by the outstanding builld
quality and, of course, by the renovv )ed exceptional musicality. Your ears and all your senses wil appreciate this unique
equipment.
THE

NEW BASIC LINE

Yours for only f7,490

as shown above

PRE-AMP TEST

Black is Back

MELODypuRE 13IJACK 101 (£3295)

Sporting apair
of bulbous 101D
triodes, this Chinese Australian pre- amp is
both innovative and
idiosyncratic

•

iimmume

à.
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Tested by Steve Harris

M

ust be an integrated amplifier, Ithought,
as Ihumped the big, heavy Melody box
through the front door. Opening the box
didn't dispel the impression, as arow of

three large transformer covers form abackdrop to a
rather intriguing array of valves. But the strongly- built,
beautifully-finished Pure Black 101 really is aline- level
pre-amp, and rather aspecial one.
Melbourne- based electronics engineer and audio
enthusiast Shi He Wang started building Melody
amplifiers in 1987, and incorporated the company
under its present name, Melody Valve Hi Fi pty, in
1999. At first the products were built in Australia,
but in 2000 the manufacturing facility was moved to
Shenzhen, China. Melody now also has US and European
subsidiaries, the latter based in Lyon, France.
Mr Wang's stated aim was to combine traditional
valve technology with the best modern parts and
knowledge. He was aware of the stability and noise
issues in valve circuits and overcame these problems ' by
design changes and by using constant current sources,
101D tubes and high performance transformers to
reduce operational noise level to nearly inaudible levels.'
Other audiophile parts include Aerovox and Jensen
paper- in- oil capacitors and Japanese- made and treated
silicon steel transformer cores.
All these aspects feature in the Pure Black 101, which
is the latest development of a 1688 pre- amp first seen
in 2001. It has two pairs of XLR sockets for balanced
input and output, as well as the usual four sets of RCA
phono ( unbalanced) inputs and two unbalanced outputs
—offering achoice of high and low output, to help

'Nonetheless, Lie Meociy has apure
sweetness about it, and adelightful,
unexaggerated layering of detail'
was less sense of drive and weight than with either the
ModWright or the Musical Fidel.ty kWP pre-amplifiers.

ABOVE: One of

Nonethe'ess, the Melody has asweetness about it,
and adelightful, unexaggerated layering of detail. It

two unusual
and distinctive
1010 valves can

never, never shouts at you, and it gets you to keep on
listening. Ifelt that the Melody did afair job with the

chassis' top deck

match any power amplifier. Centred on the fascia is the
volume knob, which actuates a22- position switched
attenuator, the other two rotary controls providing

LSO Live's Beethoven 5 [ LSO Live L500590], recorded at
the Barbican. In the first movement you certainly sensed

on/off and source selection.

atitanic struggle, but Isuspected that it was astruggle

SWEET SOUND

almost detached and floating away from the rest. The

Ihave to say that the Melody, apparently brand-new
when Igot it, seemed to improve with time and was

full orchestra sounded uncomfortably compressed, with

possibly still improving at the end of the review period.

the sound, and even akind of micro-flanging or slightly
phasey effect at times.

be seen on the

between Beethoven and the acoustic, the bass end

Direct comparisons with other pre- amplifiers included
the ModWright SWL 9.05E ( reviewed last month) and

what Ican only think of as aslight built-in grunge to

So here the Melody seemed forgiving of ara arguably

the Musical Fidelity kWP.

problematic recording. By the time Igot into the second

Anyway, with the Melody installed and warmed up,
Igot stuck in with the never-failing intro to ' So What'

movement,1 was enjoying more positive aspects of the

(Miles Davis, Kind of Blue). Here the bass seemed to
emerge rather softly from aspace that was acosy
rather than cavernous studio. In rhythmic terms, when
Chambers starts to walk, the Melody's bass is almost
flabby compared with that from the ModWright. There

production. However on this disc, the Musical Fidelity
kWP reigned supreme, presenting abigger and different
space around the music, with afreer sound, afeeling
of air around the orchestra and less sense of strain in
the crescendos. The sound was less fleshed out, and
in asense less comfortable, but despite asense that
the orchestra was held at arm's length, rather than
right up cdose, the power and the
logic of the music prevailed,

LEFT: The Melody

the tremendous verve and

Pure Black 101

commitment of the playing

includes five

coming through. And in the

line- level inputs,

pulsing echo after the piece's

one of which is

closing chord, you could now

balanced: plus
high and low

hear, revealed, the origin of that
phasey effect.
Turning to amodern
pop vocalist, Bebel Gilberto
(Tanto Tempo, East West
0927-47407), the Melody
softened and smoothed &>

level unbalanced
outputs (see
Lab Report)
alongside
balanced XLR
outputs
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PRE-AMP TEST

FEATURES

Well-built and unostentatiously
styled with aglossy, piano black
lacquer finish, the Melody 101 is

SOUND QUALITY

also painstakingly hardwired with
specialist audio components. It was

ABOVE: Minimalist front panel, with on/off, volume and (five input) source
the sound, so that the backing
instruments produced apleasantenough and cushion- like setting for
Bebel's lovely vocals.
This was in contrast to my other
comparison pre- amplifiers, which
ruthless,y laid bare the mechanics
of the mix, the inherent trashiness
of the production sound. Only the
bass, which was warm
and heavy, but rather

than usual on the singer herself,
and appreciating one of the great
strengths of the Melody, which
again demonstrated its seemingly
magical way with vocal textures.

FORGIVENESS
If at first Ithought the Melody's
beauty might be purely visual, I
soon began to really enjoy
the results Igot with
this meticulously-

indistinct, could

crafted piece
of purist valve
hi-fi. Its success

give any slight
discomfort.
It wasn't quite
with the class,c
female rock
vocals of Jennifer
Warnes on Famous
Blue Raincoat
(Classic RTHCD 5052),

subjectively quiet too, as only with
an ear to the speaker would you
be aware of any background buzz,

BUILD QUALITY

even if the 6SN7 valves vary in their

VALUE FOR MONEY

tendency to microphony. Applied
with care, this can be aseductive and

I 1

EIMER

ultimately rewarding product.

Fh -fl neWS
()VI RAI IRAI IN(

16 20

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Arcam CD36. Ensemble Dirondo, Rega Apollo
AMPLIFIERS: Musical Fidelity kW, kW 750
LOUDSPEAKERS: Dali Ikon 6, Ensemble Figura, PMC DB1+
CABLES: Cambridge Audio, Ensemble Dynaflux, Chord Odyssey

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Select Audio TEL: 01900 813064
WEB: www.melodyvalvehiti.com

Hi Fi News lab report

may depend
on acertain

the same story

Ilia

Melody Pure Block 101 pre-emp. DIstortton vs Frequency tHIgh

outputs/

1.000

amount of care
AGAINST: Performance
subject to volume
position and choice of
output

taken with the
selection of the
6SN7 tubes, which
can be microphonic.

because while this is a
complex and in some aspects
challenging mix for asystem to deal

But it is seductive.
It might be alittle too
forgiving of some sources, it might

with, it's arecording that always

not be as upbeat as some products

seems to repay improvements to
the system. But with the Melody's

and it has atendency to softness
in the bass. But even if it might not

very unstressed, almost soft-edged

be telling you the whole truth, it
makes you listen. With pleasure. (')

sound, Ifound myself focusing more

GLOWING TENNIS BALLS
Though beautifully made, the vented cover over the tubes is just
asking to be lifted off, like the hood of ahot- rod, to reveal the glories
beneath. In the case of the Pure Black 101, the symmetrical array
includes aset of four 6SN7 double-triodes grouped around a21523
rectifier valve, while the real eyecatchers are the two 101Din 'tennis
ball' tubes - just about the most archaic- looking glass envelopes to be
found in acurrent- model valve amplifier, and with the brightest glow
when they are running.
Impressive as they are, the 101D tubes are actually not part of the
signal path, but are used for power supply stabilisation. This particular
tube is anew, mesh- plate version of the Western Electric 101 directlyheated triode, supplied as the 101Din by Fullmusic. The large-area
mesh plate ( anode) gives greater power capability as well as looking

0.100

0.010
i3
0.001

0.000

20

100

10k

111

20k

Frequency »

This pre-amp offers both Low (+ 7.7dB gain) and High (+ 18.6dB gain)
output connections, but there's more than this difference in level
to separate their performance. The Low output (used by SH for his
auditioning) is arguably preferable for its more consistent - 0.05%
distortion (blue trace, above) and improved bass response, despite
drooping through the treble slightly (- 1.2dB at 20kHz). All responses
are dependent on volume position - the High output showing abass
roll-off below 100Hz (-2.3dB by 20Hz). even though its high treble is
far flatter (just - 1.5dB at 100kHz). If your system sounds bass heavy
then opt for the High output, otherwise use the Low connection.
The SIN ratio is fine on both outputs but better via the Low
(
- 93dB) than the High ( - 88c16. re. OdBV). The latter differs
significantly in distortion between Land Rchannels above a
100mV output (0.045% vs 0.005% at 1V out) but while the Low
output is more consistent, its input overload margin is lower. With
the volume set at - 1o'clock (an attenuation of -7dB), the input
margin is 4V. Readers may compare the Pure Black's High and
Low output performance in more detail by logging onto www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.com and navigating to April. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications

more exciting! Incidentally, Fullmusic tubes (JAC-Music, wwwjacmusic.
corn) is now one of anumber of suppliers offering anew production

Input Sensitivity tor 1v output (High/Low)

116mV/407mV

Overall gain (High/Low)

+18.6dB / +7.7dB

of truly ancient tube designs, like the 845 and 2A3, for the world-wide

A-wtd S/N Ratio (High/Low)

88.3dB / 92.5dB

community of addicts who really only want to hear music through

Distortion. 20Hz-20IcHz (High/Low)

0.16%-0.04% / 0.3%-0.1%

Freq response. 20Hz-1001tHz (High/Low)

-2.3dB to -1.5dB / - 1.0dB to
-10.9dB

Stereo sep. 20Hz-20IcHz (High/Low)

>48dB I >49dB

single- ended triodes. In the case of the Melody Pure Black 101, there's
no doubt that the spherical Fullmusic 101Din tube looks spectacular,
even if the music doesn't actually pass through it.
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'Client Name' Loudspeaker is joined by the NEW ' TWENTY Series'.

Audio Salon, 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
t: 0845 4000 400

e: info@audiosalon.co.uk

w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

w: www.zingali.it

From Eastern Europe comes Meidy
with atwist on the magnetic amp
and adedicated speaker to boot.
Will it be acase of fatal attraction?

Tested by Keith Howard

W

hat is it about Hungary and magnetic
amplifiers? First we saw the Lizard Wizard
PMC ( ParaMagnetic Coil) amplifier,
reviewed by me in January's HFN. Now

something broadly similar but dubbed the SEAF ( SingleEnded Audio Flux modulator) arrives from compatriots
Meidy. There's atrend here, and it can be traced to one
man: Peter Farkas ( aka, Jean Pierre Farkas), who Meidy

says was circuit designer for both products.
The magnetic amplifier originated in the USA but was
refined during WW2 by the Germans. The technology
was briefly touted in the 1950s as areplacement
for valve circuits was stunted by the takeover of the
transistor. The principle is simple: an inductor is placed
in series with the load and its impedance modulated
by the input signal, thereby varying the output current.
Upsides are efficiency and toughness; downsides are
restricted bandwidth and poor linearity.
The Lizard Wizard and the Meidy SEAF are variations
on this theme and, to judge by the available technical
descriptions, different variations at that. But the
core design aim is the same in both cases: to create
an amplifier that has ahigh output impedance and
therefore behaves more like acurrent- source than the
conventional voltage- source power amplifier. Meidy's
web description talks misleadingly of the ' impedance
mismatching problem' between amplifier and
loudspeaker in justification of this.
CURRENTLY SPEAKING
On one level this emphasis on current makes sense
in that it is the current flowing within the voicecoil of amoving-coil drive unit which generates the

'The core design aim is to create
an amplifier that has ahigh output
impedance and therefore behaves
more like acurrent-source'
to hide the drivers, not that this will bother audiophiles

ABOVE AND

habituated to removing them to banish all potential
sources of deleterious reflections.

one pair of

Otherwise the No Woodoo 60 is apretty
conventional looking reflex- loaded two-way, with twin
plastic-coned 170mm bass- mid drivers disposed either

BELOW: Only
gold-plated
output terminals
is provided. A

side of a 19rnm soft dome tweeter. Two reflex ports

single line-

diaphragm's motive force. A current- source amplifier
can reduce driver distortion and counter the thermal

are located at the rear, above the single pair of input
terminals, with athird venting through the base of the

connected

compression that results from voice- coil heating. But
most loudspeakers have highly frequency-dependent

integral wooden stand, which raises the tweeter axis to
920mm from the floor - atypical seated ear height.

level input is
via the pair of
'Pure Input'

impedance and are designed in the expectation of
being used with avoltage- source amplifier. Connect up

since it makes no provision for the fitment of spikes,

acurrent- source amplifier instead and the result will

which means that on acarpeted floor the speaker is

phono sockets,
offset from the
remainder, which

be large frequency response errors which mimic the
speaker's impedance modulus curve.

less than rigidly ' ocated and the stand port is biocked.
Peer in through the two rear reflex ports and there's a
further surprise: no sign of internal wadding to mop up

to the volume
control. For

So, Meidy also markets aloudspeaker - the imposing
No Woodoo 60 - which is supposedly optimised for
use with the SEAF, and takes account of the high
source impedance it presents. If the Meidy amplifier is
extraordinary then so too is this loudspeaker - although,
like the amp, it appears normal enough from the
outside. Apart from its finish, that is, which - with its
oak cabinet frame and oak veneered panels - is best
described as rustic, and the fact that there are no grilles

This stand is the first hint of the No Woodoo's oddity

connect direct

reflections and standing wave resonances within the
enclosed air, and none of the extensive bracing you

systems with

would expect in acabinet this size. Plates of what look
like MDF are bonded to the internal faces of the side

signal source,

wails but the anticipated figure- of-eight cross- brace is
notably absent. So it's no surprise that the knuckle rap

more than one
four inputs are
provided which
are routed via

test suggests adistinctly resonant cabinet, subsequently

the front panel

confirmed by my measurements. Designer Zsolt ( i>

selector switch.
In this case
short phonophono links,
supplied, have
to be connected
between the
selector switch
output ( bottom
phono pair) and
the Pure Input
sockets

meidy
11.0.....0 wee Ilusrto..
nerruneowItAF 2010
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Duevel design and manufacture the only high-end
loudspeakers with aperfect omnidirectional dispersion.
Imagine the acoustical ideal of apoint source, coupled
with excellent frequency/phase response and high
efficiency, guaranteeing an unprecedented level of
natural music reproduction.

4

ie
eille1:1111k

Variety of luxurious finishes available (dependant on model). P,ices start from £800 (pair).

elegee'
UK Distributor: Tel: 0870 909 6777

bee
info@realhi-fi.com • www.realhi-fi.com

To find your nearest Zeal hi -fi Dealer visit www.realhi-fi.com or call us today.
Dealer enquiries very welcome

AMPLIFIER TEST

Czoller told me via email that this eschewal of internal
absorbent is deliberate and that ' 48 standing wave
breakers' inside the box render it unnecessary. But that's
not what the measurements say, nor my ears.
Although the SEAF and No Woodoo 60 are
recommended for use together, that's not to say that
theirs is amarriage made in heaven. If it were then
you'd expect the response errors introduced by the
amplifier's high output impedance to be compensated
by complementary errors in the speaker's frequency
response (when measured using avoltage- source
amplifier). But this isn't the case, as Iconfirmed by
comparing the No Woodoo 60's acoustic responses,
measured at 1m on the tweeter axis, first with the
SEAF in the driving seat and then with the Exposure
XVII Mono power amplifier instead. With the Exposure
the response was fairly flat to 7kHz and had peaked- up
treble: with the SEAF the response became more
mid-forward, with the treble rolled off. Which is the
better response is debatable.

BACK TO THE SEAF
A few more words about the SEAF itself. Unlike the
Lizard Wizard, it is not so efficient as to be compact and
heatsink-less. In fact it has large heatsinks down either
side and runs quite warm at idle. Meidy claims that

ABOVE: No Woodoo 60
loudspeaker uses twin
170mm mid- bass drivers and

the amplifier operates in class A with the equivalent of
sliding bias, to prevent excessive heat dissipation when
there is no signal. There are individual switched- mode

a19mm soft- dome tweeter

power supplies for each channel, justified on the basis

'Although the SEAF and No Woodoo
60 are recommended for use together,
that's not to say that theirs is a
marriage made in heaven'

of reduced supply rail ripple and enhanced isolation
from the mains. Only asingle pair of output terminals is
available per channel ' because bi-wiring is not necessary
for better performance'. The aluminium casework is
fairly substantial but there are constructional aspects
which let the side down, particularly given the asking

price: the source selector switch has an insubstantial,
wobbly feel to it, the front and back panels should

MAGNETIC ATTRACTION?
According to Meidy's sparse technical

either be thicker or supported along their long edges to

description, the SEAF operates somewhat

stop them bending under finger pressure.

differently to the archetypal magnetic
amplifier, with the inductor in parallel
with the speaker load and fed by asignalmodulated current source ( see diagram). In

modulated
current <
source <

I

Meidy's own words, ' The current generator
lets higher or lower current through the
coil as the music signal varies in level. So
the magnetic field changes too. Depending
on the load, the coil acts as agenerator or

output
capacitor
load

inductor ,

presumably because of magnetostrictive effects within
the inductors. In itself this is of little consequence but it
might mean, by reciprocity, that the SEAF is sensitive to
external vibration.
Before using the SEAF and No Woodoo 60 together,
Ilistened to them separately, with the SEAF driving

consumer.' Connection to the loudspeaker is
via aRubycon electrolytic capacitor, so the
loudspeaker is not DC coupled as in most

Ialso noticed that if the SEAF is operated with the
volume control up but no speakers connected, music
can clearly be heard playing from inside the amplifier,

earth

modern solid-state amplifiers.

B&W 8055 speakers and No Woodoo 60s driven by two
Exposure XVIII Mono power amplifiers. My overriding
impression of the No VVoodoos was of arather hazy,
indistinct sound that just wasn't very informative
about the source. Classic Records' DVD release of the
Turnabout Vox recording of Rachmaninov's Symphonic
Dances [
DAD 1004], for example, evinced little of the
crispness and tension I'm used to hearing, nor was the
slightly odd acoustic and layering of the image at all
apparent. In fact it all sounded rather ordinary when in
truth this recording is anything but.
This haziness - which must, at least in part, be
due to the No Woodoo 60's poor resonance control
-persisted throughout the listening, and was
occasionally supplemented by all too obvious excitation
of the cabinet, particularly on drum transients which
took on adistinct ' boing'. Substituting the Meidy amp

ABOVE: Volume control ( right) and input selector ( left) and no remote control

helped somewhat in that the more mid-forward G>
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Large output inductor stores energy
in its magnetic field. It resembles a

Modulated current source is
entirely hard-wired, uses just two

frame type mains transformer

transistors clampec to the heatsink

MEIDY SEAF

(£ 3900)

FEATURES
Together these two products cost

II 111

£6400, which ought to buy much
better sound and build quality than

SOUND QUALITY

either delivers. Used individually,
they are disappointing: the speaker
because of its poor resonance control

BUILD QUALITY

and the amplifier for its propensity
to act as an unwanted tone control.
Unless and until we see a better

VALUE FOR MONEY

application of magnetic amplifier

II

Volume control

technology, this is the last time

potentiometer is

will be investigating it.

HFN

cual ganged ALPS
Blue Velvet type

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: Townshend TA565 universal player
AMPLIFIERS: DACT stepped attenuator passive pre-amp, Exposure
XVIII Mono power amplifiers
CABLES: Townshend and Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus
interconnects, Townshend Speaker cable

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: none WEB: www.meidy.org

Hi Fi News lab report
Mindy Anteater: Rowena w Output Impedance (Solve)

Outputs are AC coupled via,
4700uF Rubycon electrolytic

Switched- mode power supply,

capacitors rated at only 16V

voltage rail to the current source
_

one per channel, delivers asingle

tonal balance projected alittle
extra detail and helped disguise

distorted, there was little ' air' and
an overriding sense of the sound
not being cohesive and believable.

the cabinet infractions. But there
was now an obvious lack of treble

All told, the effects of the frequency

extension ( see dashed graph trace,
opposite) and the presentation

response aberrations were so large
that any meaningful assessment

became more insistent
and, ultimately, more
wearing. About
the only thing I
liked about the
No Woodoo 60
was its easy,
unfettered
dynamics, which
make you wonder
what it might
achieve with astiffer
cabinet and some
internal absorbent.
Driving the B&W 805Ss

FOR:
Novel
circuit
design
AGAINST:
High output
impedance

with the SEAF resulted in a ±3.5dB
frequency response error from
20Hz-20kHz at the speaker
terminals. The effect on sound
quality of a6dB-plus peak at 2kHz
relative to both 200Hz and 20kHz
was as you would expect: the sound
lost both weight and sparkle, and
became more aggressive because
of the presence region emphasis.
Acoustic perspectives were

of the subtleties of the
SEAF's performance
was impossible.
Moreover, this is
likely to be the
case with any
conventional
loudspeaker,
although the
response errors
will be different in
each instance.
While it's tempting
to make allowances for a

newcomer to the hi-fi industry,
the hard truth is that selling high

(Reeser« kto No Woodoo 00 - &Wed)
4
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Low distortion is not astrong suit of the Meidy amplifier which
incurs asignificant 2nd/3rd harmonic up to about a5.5V output
(3-4W/8ohm) beyond which more extended 4th+ harmonics start
to build. With aceiling of 3% harmonic distortion, Isucceeded in
coaxing just 12.5fflohm from the amplifier (closer to 101N/8ohm
as the amplifier heated up) which is some way short of the 50W
indicated on its website. Maximum gain is some + 24dB while the
AMd SIN ratio is creditable at - 90dB ( re. OdBW), although other
areas of performance are far weaker.
Distortion is typically - 1% at low, optimum outputs into Bohm,
rising at low frequencies and higher output. The 6-7ohm output
impedance (dark blue trace) also modifies the system response away
from the gentle treble roll-off illustrated above ( solid back trace)
to amore undulating trend in line with the speaker's impedance
characteristic. The combined system response for the Meidy/Woodoo
combination is shown by the dashed line. Note that the dB vertical
scaling on the left is for the response traces, while the 0-10ohm
scale (on the right) is for the dark blue impedance trace. For afull QC
Suite Report see www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech. PM

quality audio gets more difficult
by the day and there is little room

Hi-fi News lab specifications

in the market for products which

Power output, 8/ 4ohm (<3% THD)

12W/6W

don't fight their corner. Neither
individually nor collectively do the
SEAF and No Woodoo 60 make a

Dynamic power, 8ohm

9W

persuasive case for themselves, and
there is no way to sugar-coat the
conclusion that they are therefore
unworthy of your cash.

1mm.

111

3

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

4.3-6.9ohm

Frequency response (20Hz-100kHz)

-1.0dB to -5.25dB

Input sensitivity (for OdBW)

174mV

A-wtd SIN ratio (for OdBW/full output)

89.8dB/97.5dB

Distortion ( 1W/8011m, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.8-1.5%
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ATC SCM40 (
E1999)

Featuring lizs signature midrange
driver, the latest addition to ATC's
entry-level range is acritical success

Tested by Christopher Breunig

ill

he day these speakers were delivered, BBC
Radio 4 carried aconsumer news item about
a £ 9 DVD player from Argos. With pricing like

that, the man in the street might wonder at
aso-called ' Entry Series' scaling up to two-thousand
pounds. HiFi News readers, though, will be aware that
ATC's work is principally in the profesional sector, as its
website picture gallery shows - LA's Disney concert hall
is one recent example.
The SCM40 is the only speaker in the series with
three drive units and floor mounting; the SCM7, SCM11
and SCM19 are two-way standmounts, the numbers
signifying their internal volume in litres. The SCM11
supersedes the SCM12, aHFN Awards category winner
in 2003, and is £ 50 cheaper.
The massive containers, 43 inches high, imply atwo
man lift, and indeed there are rugged carrying straps at
each end. ' Coffins' suggested Paul Miller, and so it felt
on an icy afternoon - would floral tributes be in order
too? Like any child with anew toy, Iwanted to open
the boxes but allowed them to acclimatise to room
temperature first.
NEW CROSSOVERS
The SCM is a965mm-high cherry-veneered Medite
rigid monocoque cabinet construction, 230mm in
face width and 315mm deep. Internal damping is with
bitumenized damping pads and loose acrylic fibre.
The new crossovers for the range feature metallised
polypropylene capacitors, large air- cored inductors
and ceramic wire-wound resistors for superior power
handling and clarity.
The baffle- mounted drive units comprise a25mm
neodymium soft dome HF unit with alloy wave guide,
adedicated ATC 75mm coil studio mid soft dome and
180mm bass driver. These may be bi- or tri wired by

'ATC's work is principally in the
professional sector, as its website
picture gallery shows - LA's Disney
concert hall is one recent example'
removal of one or both of the Z-section linking straps

ABOVE: The

located within its terminal bcx. The colour-coded

dedicated

terminals are angled for easy access, and allow spade,
bare wire or banana- plug connections.

75mm mid soft
dome driver is
mounted on

The 535m-deep ' graphite grey' ( black!) double baffle
has rounded edges for reduced diffraction; this radiusing
increases partway up the bass driver to give asculpted

abaffle with
rounded edges In

curve effect. When it reached me, slight damage had

abid for reduced
diffraction

exposed the core material at the top corner of one unit,
so this finish is vulnerable.
ATC suggests removal of the basic woven grille for
serious listening ( it has six plastic fixing pegs) as, kept
in place, it adds some nasality to the sound. The 75mm
midrange dome was slightly tacky to the touch, and so
it would be advisable to keep dust away by replacing
the grilles afterwards. With them off, the silver-grey HF
face plate tends to stand out visually, as do two exposed
Litz wire loops on the mid driver. On the whole, this
is afunctional looking construction, with little of the
aesthetic allure of, say, Sonus faber designs. That said,
the arrises on the attractively grained outer veneer were
immaculate, as was the sheen on the baffle.
SPIKES AND SET-UP
ATC's web picture suggests spikes that would shred
any carpet; in fact there is an accessory pack with
eight modest spikes and fou- grey satin finish alloy

LEFT: Each

caps to conceal the threaded ends of the front pairs.

cabinet sits on

For stability, there are 59min front wings to the black

an MDF base-

Medite base- plate. Since each speaker weighs 23.5kg
it is best to establish by preliminary listening the best
room positioning, shuffling them around the floor.

provision for four

plate with
levelling spikes
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

RIGHT: Speaker

In my 62 cubic metres room Iset my own speakers

can be tri wired

just over 2m centre to centre and one metre from the

or bi-wired when
appropriate links
are removed

rear wall, angled in by 20 ° and firing across the shorter
room dimension. This approach initially worked quite
well with the SCM40s, although Ichanged it later.
Spiking is very necessary: it focuses the sound stage
depth, and low register instruments. Lock the nuts and
afurther clarity is obtained. Three spike inserts rather
than four would have made this task much less fiddly!

PROFESSOR JOHNSON IPRESUME?
Although Ihad ahand in the booklet for our Test Disc
Ill, Iprefer to use Reference Recordings RX-1000: I'd
rather hear four in/out of phase/absolute phase versions
of ' Stormy Weather', sung by Eileen Farrell, than the
dentist's drill, Harrier jet and Mike Skeet's garage door!
Ialso believe channel and phase confirmation should
start any test CD. Keith Johnson's wander around a
studio set up with three pairs of selected microphones,
armed with woodblock and cymbal, gives afantastic
sampling of spatial reproduction, voice timbre and
articulation, and tonal changes brought about by
BELOW:
Cut- away of the
mid soft dome
driver showing
the massive
magnets and
voice coils
for which ATC
has become
legendary

distance. The SCM40 was exemplary here.
Having reinstated my turntable after this month's
Pro-Ject review [ see p28], Icould not resist - before
burn- in - listening to a 1961 Philharmonia/Karajan
track ( EMI) of Waldteufel's Skaters Waltz: the SCM40s
exposed the tonal change at an edit at Om 47s as
clearly as my ESL- 57s. Already one could get afeeling
for the listenability of the SCM40s: the way the senses
immediately engaged with the music. This is anominal
8ohm speaker with aflat impedance curve for easy

load, for which the designer suggests 50 to 300W of
amplification. At this stage Ihad them hooked up to
my normal DNM PA3S, only 23W/ch. Idid not feel there
were any inadequacies with it, although there was
always the feeling that the sound hadn't quite escaped
the cabinets: the eye was drawn to them from time to
time. And perhaps the sound was alittle clinical. The
solution was to reduce the toe- in to 8° and widen the
spacing until there was the illusion that they were truly
'passive', ie not the sources of the sound.
Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf, in the Lyon Opera
Orchestra recording with Patrick Stewart narrating
(Warner/Erato 4509 97418 2) is an excellent test
for speech and instrumental timbres. There is slight
sibilance but it is not excessive; each wind solo can be
located in the ambience and when Stewart says ' three
horns' that's what we hear - not one, not five. Maybe
pushed by the producer, the ` rifles' (tympani and bass
drum) create avolley of sound. The flautist's narrow
escape from disaster, some 25s into track 3 is mildly
endearing. The children's mock military marches ( piano)
in the coupled Debussy La Boite àJoujoux (
Toy Box)
should make you smile. They did here.
With the DNM amp the difficult Ashkenazy Schubert
LP, which troubled the Pro-Ject Xpack, sounded alittle
shallow to begin with, although the fine nuances of
phrasing and dynamics were excellent.

MASSIVE MAGNETS
ATC began in 1974 manufacturing drive units and its first loudspeaker
appeared four years later. Then in 1985 premises were established
in Stroud where to this day, founder Billy Woodman unstintingly
restores old farm machinery in his free time! The massive voice coils
and magnets in ATC's hand- made drive units have become legendary
in both the domestic and professional scenes for their combination of
power handling, ruggedness and lack of coloration. The flat response

Iwould say the ' timing' of the SCM40 was
outstandingly good were it not for the fact that, in
the context of along thesis on valid parameters for
loudspeaker design on the company's website, Billy
Woodman finds terms such as ' pace, rhythm and slam'
too subjective, too easily misconstrued.

TIME TO BI WIRE

characteristics and low distortion typically makes for arange of revealing

The integrated amplifier made by ATC's near neighbours

speakers that require the most musical amplification and sources.

AVI is rated at 175W ( both channels driven) which

This new ' Entry Range' reflects general improvements in its domestic
products, and ATC continues to work to acclaim in the professional
recording world, largely in the States.

seemed more appropriate, but my initial reactions were
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not that favourable. The sound with asingle set of
cables ( Kimber 4PR then, better, Chord Odyssey 2) gave
aslight overall masking, and the focus of Stewart's C.

"this system is something of amusical genius"
— What HiFi Sound and Vision

*****
January 2007

Performance

series

L2 Series Loudspeakers

99 Series Electronics

QUAD

A new breed
Quad

L2

series Loudspeakers

The Quad 99 series electronics and L2 series loudspeakers
are amatch made in heaven. Detail, accuracy and refinement
all combine to present one of the most musical and insightful
systems available— and with our new 99CDP-2, will integrate
seamlessly into your digital world allowing up to 6* digital
sources to benefit from our state-of-the-art DACs
*CDP-2 includes 3xOptical and 2xCo-axial digital inputs.

QUAD
the closest tipproach to the original sound.
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd,
IAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine
Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29
6XU
Tel :- 01480 447700, Fax :- 01480 431767

www.quad-hifi.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

ATC SC1VI40 (£ 1900)
voice was too spread. Prising out

of reviewing! At least floorstanders

the lower linkages for bi-wiring was

absolve the writer both of sorting
out stands and finding the correct
spelling of Blu-Tack.

the SCM40 is nonetheless critical of

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS

careful partnering in amplification

Either the AVI or the stranded

(ATC suggests 50-300W) and cabling.

quite tricky until Idiscovered that by
undoing all terminals, the four straps
tumbled out, so one reinstated just
those required.
Bi wiring brought back the kind
of focus Ihad enjoyed with the
DNM PA3S, albeit with
asomewhat fuller
sound. The Prokofiev
was now much as
before; certainly
the drums could
more readily be
located in the
soundstage. The
iconic Kind of
the bass aboomy
character, other than
in the two ' Flamenco
Sketches' tracks, on Sony's

cables ( or both) were not
helpful partners for these
speakers. Indeed, they

AGAINST: Fiddly to

level on four
spikes

had introduced
harshness
-to Miles Davis's

SOUND QUALITY

BUILD QUALITY

be rewarded with a lasting product
that conveys all the musical flow and
expression in a performance, with

VALUE FOR MONEY

definitive portrayal of fine detail
and - if present in the recording - all
the dimensions and ambience of

had made the
system very

not just an ' Entry' level choice.

soundstaging. Excellent value and

'hi-fi'. At best

they illustrated the
benefits of
bi-wiring here.

After more hours
of music, the SCM40

continued to improve. The Bartok

(CK 54935).

Sixth Quartet mentioned in my
Pro-Ject review showed wonderful

as aphono stage, replaying the

MEE

If these are neutral the listener will

solos, for
example - and

Columbia Legacy reissue
By using its pre-to- power outlet
Iwas able to use the DNM 3D-Six

Free of any bloom or coloration,
poor source material and requires

FO R:
Neut rality
ands patial
con trol

Blue, however, gave

FEATURES

integration and tonal accuracy in

Schubert. This did nothing to alter
the impression of shallowness.

the pizzicato movement; the finale
was dissonant but utterly musical.
It set the seal on my time with

And now Ashkenazy seemed to
be thumping his way through the

aspeaker Iwill regret having to
return; Idon't feel that about most

music, his timing mannered. The joys

non-electrostatics. ()

Review system breakdown
SOURCE: LP12/0L ConquerorlZyx R1000, Meridian 508.20
AMPLIFIERS: DNM 3D-Six/PA3S, AVI Lab Series integrated
CABLES: DNM interconnects and speaker cables, Kimber 4PR and
Chord Odyssey 2speaker cables

Contact numbers
MANUFACTURER: ATC TEL: 01285 760561
WEB: www.atc.gb.net

Hi Fi News lab report
lust as with the smaller SCM 11 we reviewed in February's HFN,
ATC's claimed sensitivity of 85c18 for the SCM 40 is significantly
greater than the 81.5dB we measured. As the response traces
show, one speaker displayed adistinct notch in output around the
crossover between mid and treble drivers due to its tweeter being
wired with the incorrect polarity. ATC claims a 'flat impedance
curve allowing easy loading for amplifiers' but the SCM 40 actually
has aconventional impedance characteristic with three peaks
corresponding to the resonant frequencies of the bass, mid and
treble drivers. It does not present aparticularly difficult load but its
minimum in- band impedance of 5.11 ohms makes the 8ohm nominal
rating alittle over- optimistic. KH
85

80

dB SPL

75

70
200

lk

Ok
frequency (H.)

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Sensitivity (at 1m for 2.83V rms

81.5dB
5.1ohm
@ 5673Hz

20.3ohm
@ 34Hz

Impedance phase mini max
(20Hz-20kHz)

-47.0°
@ 50Hz

17.7°
@ 652Hz

Frequency response error
(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)2.4dB

±5.3dB

Impedance modulus mini max
(20Hz-20kHz)

Pair matching (
200Hz-20kHz)

±4.8dB

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

43Hz

HF extension (- 6dB ref 10kHz thirdoctave smoothed)

ABOVE: Above the mid driver, which uses soft-dome technology developed by
ATC in 1976, sits the new 25mm neodymium tweeter with alloy wave guide
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THD 100Hzi1kHzi1OkHz (90dB 1m)

• t

30.6kHz

1.45%

0.19%

0.06%
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I. to R: 1. Kuzma Stabi XL £ 10,000 2. Art Audio Concerto Stereo Amplifier ( GE) £4400 5. Living Voice IBX R2 ( Burr Oak) £4400 4. SME 10 / SME V £4115
5. Living Voice OBX RW ( Santos) £ 7200 6. KSL Kondo Ongaku Integrated Amplifier £49,000 7. Magnum Dynalab 106T Valve Tuner £3600
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AMPLIFIER TEST

ARC's
Angel
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 110 (£8490)

ARC's Reference expertise trickles
down to aheavenly single- box
stereo power amp
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Tested by Ken Kessler

I

fany series of products has served up with
impeccable consistency the sort of behaviour that
leaves you awestruck, it's the Reference family from
Audio Research. Having completed the line-up last

year with aCD player and phono stage, ARC decided to
add atang of populism by issuing asingle chassis, stereo
power amplifier worthy of inclusion in this particular
clan. So now the range is accessible to afew more with
merely deep pockets, as opposed to those who own
football clubs and Maybachs.
Admittedly, £ 8490 is still aheady price tag, but you
must put it into context: it's less than half the price of
the REF210 monoblocks. And given the way the ' 110
drove the hungry Sonus faber Guarneris, you'd be
hard-pressed to justify the extra power of the bigger REF
offerings in rooms under 5x8m. Well, unless your name
is Lemmy. Or you run stupidly inefficient speakers.

PURE AND SIMPLE
You're spared the grotesque vacuum-fluorescent display
of the REF210, but who on earth chose that noxious
green horror? With all the cool LCD panels out there,
ARC could have specified something far less bilious.
But Idigress: the REF110 is as pure an amp as you will

.4111i

product of Audio Research. The thick front panel bears
only an on/off rocker switch and atiny green LED. The
back? Nothing more than robust custom-made speaker

'Transients float before you, decaying
notes drift into the aether... steady on,
Kessler. You're at risk of waxing poetic'

terminals for 4/8/16 ohm operation, XLR-type balanced
signal inputs, amains fuse and asocket for a20- amp
detachable IEC AC cable adorn the back.

output transformers lined up behind it. And those
boards are filled with such niceties as asmall LCD

ABOVE: Each
channel boasts

display indicating tube life in hours, mounted on the
front of the right channel board and visible through the

twin sets of
6550C output

top. There are two small 12V DC fans on the rear panel,
the heat exiting through apertures at the back. Listeners

tubes, matched
at the Audio

ultra- sensitive to their whisper-quiet operation will love

Research factory

ever find. Look at it: an unadorned box, measuring
'only' 480 x220 x495mm (whd), yet unmistakeably a

Additionally, since this is the era of the custom
installation, the REF110 also has two 12V triggers ( input
and output) to allow remote turn-on. That's it — all you
need. Perfect. Just what an amplifier should be.
It's inside where you find the fascinating grubby bits
that justify the ' Ref' tag. Its internal layout resembles
that of the REF210, with its right and left channel
boards mounted horizontally, on either side of the

this bit: asmall internal switch allows users to set their

trio of transformers which ARC has mounted on a

delivers 110W per channel, courtesy at apush-pull,
fully- balanced circuit containing two matched pairs

speed to low, medium or high.
Like the model number suggests, this amplifier

raised central channel dissecting the unit: the mains
transformer is just behind the front panel, with the

of 6550C output tubes per channel. The hybrid input (-.>

NICE
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and 12V triggers
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AMPLIFIER TEST

stage employs direct-coupled JFETs with a6H30
gain stage and 6H30 cathode-follower. Biasing is not
automatic, so here's ause for your digital voltmeter. The
procedure is explained in detail in the manual, and it is
accomplished using insulated test points on the main
boards. The output section is acombination of classic
ultralinear topology and Audio Research's ' partially
cathode- coupled' topology, which the company argues
as capable of 'yielding better sound than conventional
pentode or triode operation.'
As mentioned before, this unit adheres to Reference
practice in providing only balanced inputs - 300k ohm
impedance and via XLRs. It's non- inverting, too, but I
trust that all seasoned audiophiles set polarity by ear.
Better still, they use pre- amps with an inversion switch.

I'LL DRINK TO THAT
After manhandling this 67.4Ib beast into position,
Iconnected it between the McIntosh C2200 preamplifier and my trusty Sonus faber Guarneris. Isoon
found out that the speakers prefer the 8 ohm taps, the
bass tightening up considerably and the dynamic swings
seeming more fluid and greater in spread from low
levels to high. The dynamic range was, it turns out, one
of the REF110's most seductive qualities, along with the
most liquid and natural bass I've heard since the days of
the original Class-A Krells.
So let's get one thing out of the way: if you're one
of those who buys into that bullshit about the system
rather than the recording possessing pace, rhythm,
AUDIO RESEARCH'S REFERENCE SERIES

ad nauseum, this will have you snapping your fingers

For over adecade, Audio Research has dubbed its flagship range the
'Reference Series', arguably ashow of chutzpah guaranteed to elicit

and pretending that you're a 1950s beatnik prone to
uttering phrases like ' Cool, man, cool.'
For the rest of us, the experience is far less
metaphysical: the REF110 simply handles the lower
octaves with such ease that you'd swear someone

howls of incredulity amongst the whining hacks of the audio press. But
the Minnesota- based company is too experienced with the ways of the
audio world, and the then semi- retired Bill Johnson and his team were
not going to allow any scope for accusations of hyperbole. In away, it
was almost aretro move recalling early days of Audio Research, when
cost- no-object or zero- compromise amplifiers appeared with less fanfare.
Think D-150, SP- 10...
With the original REF1 pre-amp and the REF300 mono power
amplifier, ARC raised abar that they have continued to elevate with
every evolutionary step. What started as 300W became 600W, then the
vertical 610T turned up with an all-singing/all-dancing display. A smaller
210 monoblock followed, leading to the model under review: the first
stereo product in the range.
The pre- amplifier is now up to REF3 status, while the REF CD7 CD
player and REF PH7 phono stage provide source components worthy of
any of the company's pre-amp/power amp combinations. Which surely
demands that the Audio Research Corporation release one more model:
wouldn't you just love to see aREF Integrated?

sneaked in atheoretically perfect subwoofer.
But that's just one small, though fundamental, part
of the package. What's so deliciously enticing about
the REF110, what makes me want to cash in my son's
university fund or next year's tax payment, is anatural,
sibilance-free, warm'n'cuddly midband that's going
to antagonise anyone ever suckered by the 300B
single-ended triode merchants. This has all the alleged
humanity of that overrated valve, but with none of the
near- psychedelic colorations. Nor the fat bottom that
would cause mass resignation of the Board of Directors
at Weight Watchers.
Take Julie London, for example. One of her final LPs
Magari... was aweird assembly of lustful covers of thencurrent hits, including the title track, 'Yummy Yummy
Yummy' - yes, the daft bubblegum epic. Through her
pipes, it turns into asalacious come-on that will have
Viagra supplies gathering dust. And that's even through
an MP3 player. Feed it into asystem with the REF110
at its core, and the recording blooms into asmoky,

audio research

hazy, come- hither siren-song that would find Mary
Whitehouse spinning in her grave.
Shift geais to the new Rory Block album, The Lady
R.FERIENICF

110

eige. OFFINITICM1

and Mrs Johnson [
Ryko RCD10872], and you get
sultry blues vocals on top of the tangiest, twangiest
bottleneck Ms Block has ever delivered. A sparse
recording, it allows you to hear into the performance,
thus uncovering another of the REF110's talents: damn,
can this beauty recreate space. Transients float and
vanish before you, decaying notes drift into the aether
... steady on, Kessler. You're at risk of waxing poetic.G,
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HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES

THIS IS THE TUCANA
AUDIOPHILE STEREO
AMPLIFIER.
You CAN HEAR EVERY
DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
CHORD CUTTING THROUGH
WITH THE UTMOST CLARITY,
YOU MIGHT EVEN HEAR THE
PIANIST'S FEET ON THE
PEDALS, IT DOESN'T GET ANY
BETTER THAN THIS...
You FEEL LIKE HE IS IN THE
ROOM WITH YOU
...PLAYING JUST FOR YOU.

O NLY THROUGH HEARING WILL
YOU TRULY 8ELEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON
01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO
WVVW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Tucana

AUDIOPHILE
STEREO
AMPLIFIER

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
BEAUTIFULLY

ENGINEERED

SO

UND

AUDIO RESEARCH
REFERENCE 110

Four matched 6H30 low
plate-resistance, frame-grid triodes are employed
in the first stage of the power ampl fie'

(f8490)

FEATURES

With Gordon Brown's dumb- ass,
right-on fiscal attitudes soon to put
the final nail in this country's coffin,
I'm not spending any money beyond

SOUND QUALITY

basics for the foreseeable future. But
if Isuddenly strike it rich, I'm buying
BUILD QUALITY

this amplifier right after Ifind a
mint 1950s Blancpain Fifty Fathoms
watch. Here we have aproduct
that deserves - unreservedly - the
appellation ' Reference'. The only

VALUE FOR MONEY

thing more musical is reality.

news

I-fI
RATING
OVERALL

20 20

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Marantz CD- 12/ DA 12 CD player, Kenwood L- 07D
turntable, Air Tight PC- 1cartridge. Audio Research PH5 phono stage
AMPLIFIERS: McIntosh C2200, McIntosh MC2102, Quad 909
SPEAKERS: Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage, Quad ESL- 63
CABLES: Kimber, Yter

Ma:ched for each amplifier at the Audio
Research factory, four 6553C pentodes are
implemented in abalanced configuration
driving the output via one .af two massive.
frame- style output transformers

Contact numbers

But that's what the REF110

period... even Icouldn't resist 'just

does to you. Ordinarily, I'd rather

one more album, one more track.'
That's because it ticks all the
boxes. Igenuinely couldn't find

floss with barbed wire than listen
to children singing, but even the
wee tykes on Brats On The Beat:
Ramones For Kids [
Go- Kart GK129]
were tolerable.
As with all great components,
the REF110 inspires epic listening
sessions. And what these
show is whether or

anything to crkicise, but Ican
imagine acertain type of listener

are mutually
exclusive. If I
were allowed
to replace this
magazine's points
devise the ultimate
'audio litmus test':

Audio Reeeerch Re1110: Response vs Output Impedance (
Bohm)

intimate. Even though it offers the
the finest solid-state designs,
those wedded to
transistors might miss
that final frisson of
ultra hygiene.

AGAINST: Balanced- only
operation precludes
some pre- amps

How long can you listen
to aproduct without feeling the
need to switch it off? If the only
distractions are your stomach, your

--

FRONT- RANK
Even though my
respect for Bill
Johnson and the
Audio Research
team is right
up there with my

regard for Nagra, Krell,
Wilson and other front-

rank brands, Iwasn't expecting
this level of magnificence. The

bladder, or the need to sleep, then

larger Reference power amps
impressed me, but they didn't

you're onto awinner. The REF110 is

make me want to rob abank.

achampion. It's flippin' Schumacher,
season after season.

Not so the baby of the brood.
The REF110 revives that school of

It was the sort of session that was
becoming less and less frequent,
jaded old whore that Iam. It takes
alot to float my boat these days.
But Icouldn't tear myself away from
the REF110. For an amplifier to do
equal justice to music as disparate
as the Ramones and Dean Martin,
to complement both analogue and
digital sources, to sound terrific
even before asensible warm-up

60

ni

speed and detail and precision of

Magnificent
sound, almost
too good
to be true

system, Iwould

Hi Fi News lab report

finding it ashade too silky, too

not the unit causes
listener fatigue. And
epic sessions and
listener fatigue

UK DISTRIBUTOR: Absolute Sounds TEL: 020 8971 3909
WEB: www.absolutesounds.com
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thought which postulated that the
finest- sounding amps of all time
have been medium power models,

lk
Frequency >a

101s

1110k

This ' Reference 110' is aptly named for the amplifier is capable of
sustaining almost exactly 110WI8ohm via its 8ohm taps into an
8ohm load. Up to 119W is possible into 4ohm loads through the
4ohm tap, but lower impedance loads should be left to beefier
solid-state amplifiers! In contrast to most transistorised amps, there's
no abrupt clipping point as distortion climbs with power output,
from as little as 0.06% at 1W/8ohm to 0.6% at 10W/8ohm up to 1.3%
at 100W/E1ohm. With only 12dB of overall compensation ( negative
feedback), this is to be expected. The harmonic complement is
almost entirely 2nd-order in nature, which has minimal subjective
impact, while the progressive nature of its increase avoids any sharp
changes in 'colour'.
The amplifier's + 24dB overall gain is bang-on Audio Research's
specification as is the 0.7ohm output impedance which climbs to
1.2ohm at 20kHz. The amplifier has agentle, in-built treble roll-off
amounting to -0.3dB at 20kHz and - 2.2dB at 100kHz but some
further modification should be expected when driving tough or
undulating speaker loads. Hum and noise is low at -53dBV while the
overall, AMd SIN ratio is generous at some 94dB (re. OdBW). For a
full QC Suite Report see www.milleraudioresearch.comlavtech. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications

say, 60W- 125W. Maybe that's what
I'm sensing: finesse over sheer

Power output, 8/4ohm (<2% THD)

113W/119W

Dynamic power, 8/4ohm

95W/102W

force. In this respect, the REF110
reminds me of my all-time faves. I
love its sound as much as that of
the mono 15W Radfords, Dynaco's

Output impedance (20Hz-20kHz)

0.70-1.20ohm

Frequency response (20Hz-100kHz)

+0.1dB to -2.25dB

Input sensitivity (for OdBWifull output)

170mV/1715mV

Stereo 70, the valve Nagras and

A-wtd S/N ratio (for OdB1N/full output)

94.0dB/114.0dB

the McIntosh MC275. ô

Distortion ( 11N/t3ohm, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.06-0.16%
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[inn's multichannel pre- amp has
been enhanced with aDAC and
AV decoder, so is this evolution
or revolution?

Tested by Paul Miller

A

nyone just emerging from atime-warp that
began in the late ' 70s or early ' 80s would have
great difficulty reconciling the Linn Products
they left behind with the masters of digital and

multichannel technology they have since become.
Linn's £ 3245 Exotik pre-amplifier is aperfect case in
point, for it not only does it support both stereo and
multichannel analogue audio, from universal DVD-A/
SACD players, but also now includes, as part of the
e>,:e4,4;

standard package, amultichannel DAC and decoder
board. This can be retro fitted to older, analogue- only
Exotiks for the princely sum of £ 1200 along with a
phono board for some £ 295.

SHARC'S TALE
The new decoder board is equipped with an Analog
Devices SHARC processor running with its Melody Suite
software, albeit with some Linn tweaks including a
lip- sync function and Limbik, aproprietary system for
content balancing across multiple speaker systems. A
custom FPGA ( Field- Programmable Gate Array) handles
input format detection while the SHARC decodes and
delivers Dolby Digital EX, DIS ES and other flavours
through a7.1 channel output. In anod to economy,

'Crucially, the Exotik
does not rely on the
"synergy" of Linn
ancillaries'

Linn uses aCS42516 multichannel codec, asingle-chip
stereo A/D and 8-channel DAC capable of servicing data

full, even slightly woolly and indistinct via the digital

ABOVE: Inputs

input compared to the leaner, tauter and altogether

up to 24-bit/96kHz.
Importantly, the Exotik is an audio- only pre- amp

more convincing issue of its analogue-in/analogue-out
connection. It's all down to the fracturing influence of

and outputs
a- plenty,
including 5.1

with no provision for either analogue or digital video

jitter, I'm afraid ( see Lab Report).
As suits go, the use of the Exotik as an outboard DAC
is arguably its weakest, dulling the brightest shine of

switching or scaling. So there are no HDMI connections
and the comprehensive Speaker. Source and Audio setup
menus must be navigated through the pre- amp's own

brassy percussion and softening the crispest of plucked

front panel display. Instead, the Exotik's analogue stages
were inspired by the development of Linn's Klimax

bass notes, while not altogether losing the integrity of
the music as awhole. Resolution and punch are not up

Kontrol stereo pre- amp, albeit multiplied in number and

with the best, but listen to the CD layer of Liszt's Sonata
in Bminor [ SACD hybrid CKD282] and the percussive

slightly scaled- back in terms of performance.

THE JITTER BUG
The difference in sound and presentation between the
Exotik's digital and analogue inputs is clear enough
to hear. By way of example, the fullsome bassline that
accompanies ' Life on the Moon' from Erin McKeown's
We Will Become Like Birds sounds just alittle too

channel ins and
7.1 channel outs,
three optical
and coaxial
digital inputs.
R145 sockets
for inclusion in

quality of Lazaridis' pianowork is impressively resolved.

aKnekt system
and RS232 for

Listening to the same disc ( SACD or CD) through the
analogue rather than digital input, casts the music

The remote

with both greater subtlety and power, exposing more
of the body of the instrument and ambience of the

the bulk of its

external control.
handset carries

surroundings but also of the gentle decay of high notes

setup and user

as they vanish into the background.
As an analogue pre- amp, the Exotik

functionality

HI-TECH, HI- SPEED AND VERY ' GREEN' POWER SUPPLIES
Linn made amajor technological and design statement when, as far
back as 1993, it began to incorporate proprietary switch- mode power
supplies into its audio equipment. This shift away from bulky and
relatively inefficient linear power supplies began with the Kairn preamp and continues today with products as diverse as the Chakra power
amplifiers, the Unidisk universal disc player and, quite naturally, this
Exotik multichannel pre-amplifier. Up until that point, Chord had the
monopoly on switch- mode supplies in audiophile gear, at least in the UK,

is otherw ,se ajoy to use, entertaining
to hear and able to develop an open
and engaging acoustic with no sense
of falseness or processing. Indeed,
it's arguably the most emotive piece
of Linn kit I've heard in years and,
crucially, one that does not rely

BELOW: Linn's
elegant front

on the ' synergy' of Linn ancillaries

control over

before rewarding its owner with a

panel offers

but Linn has quietly, and convincingly, made the marriage its own.
In aswitch- mode supply, the incoming 50Hz AC mains is rectified to

powerful and thoroughly beguiling

input selection
and volume.

performance. Existing Exotik owners

Don't lose that

300V+ DC before being ' chopped' up to afar higher frequency ( - 70kHz)

might want to think twice before ->

remote control!

AC signal. This is then transformed to alower ( 20-50V)
voltage and filtered to deliver the DC required
by the audio circuitry. The high 70kHz switching
rate enables afar smaller transformer to be
used and offers the benefits of fast transient
performance plus high efficiency. In practice,
this must be weighed against the complexity
of filtering out every last vestige of potential
high-frequency interference.
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PRE-AMP/PROCESSOR TEST
Linn's proprietary switchmode power supply
is located and at least partially screened

Oli

Digital audio boand and

w ,thin this black can ( see boxout, p59)

LINN EXOTIK
£3245
FEATURES

local power suppl'es
The time when buying a Linn product
almost inevitably meant you were
locked into a regime of partnering
separates from the same stable is
long gone. As this Exotik processor
demonstrates, Linn can successfully
Plug-in DAC board with
Analog Devices SHARC

Analogue bass

processor for Dolby and

management for 5.1

DTS decoding plus digital

multichannel ( DVD-A

bass management

and SACO) inputs

HI'
SOUND QUALITY
'III
BUILD QUALITY

will act as the audio hub of any high

'I"

quality multichannel music or movie

VALUE FOR MONEY

system. HDMI switching will have

"JI

engineer a ' universal' product that

to wait and the jitter issue needs
addressing, but the Exotik has both
quality and pedigree in depth.

Review system breakdown
Digital board for optical
and coaxial SJPDIF

Tt.

inputs and outputs •

shelling out on the DAC upgrade.
Unless, of course, you are a
crossover enthusiast who enjoys
both music and movies for, high
jitter notwithstanding, the Exotik
sounds rather more imimessive than
you might expect with compressed
bitstream sources such as Dolby
Digital and DIS. Here it has the

ns

-

middle of some very compelling
movie action. This homogenous
soundfield is supported by centre
channel dialogue that's notably
more punchy and articulate
than much of the effects that fill
the room. It's as if the sound s
'shaped' with greatest emphasis
on the articulation and richness of

capacity to draw the quietest,
subtlest details from amultichannel
mix, creating tension and thrills
without the spills.

midrange information while both
the highest treble and very lowest

TRIPOD EMERGES

Range sounds astonishingly real

The background strings
and collective hubbub

of the crowds that
follow the initial
storm sequence
from The War
of the Worlds
DVD develops
a spine-tingling

ambience, a
genuine sense of
foreboding that's
answered by the

FOR:
Superbly
atmospheric
Dolby Digital
surround
AGAINST: High jitter

compromises stereo DAC
performance

deafening rumble of
masonry and panic-striken residents.
Compared to the Arcam AV9,
there's not the fine resolution to

thunder ring directly
overhead, entirely
divorced from the
speakers located
at every corner.
It's naturally
lit and recorded
movies like this
that really benefit

from the Exotik's
open and unforced
hand, rather than

effects dominated films that
rely on pizzaz. Like the big country
that fills the screen in Open Range,

shattering glass nor, indeed, the

the Exotik develops awonderfully
broad sense of scope, scale and

same perceived depth and impact of

spine-tingling atmosphere that's as

the very lowest frequency LF effects.
But what it delivers, instead, is a
wholly well- integrated soundfield

palpable as I've heard. Add to this
afinely- honed dialogue channel,

that extends way out to the left
and right of the front channels,
reaching behind the centre and
surrounds to place you in the
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Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Linn Products td
TEL 0141 307 7777
WEB: www.linn.co.uk

Hi-fi News lab report
(Ann Exobk Dolby Deal Cbstorbon vs Frequsncy
[1

-40
-46
-50

bass are less distinct.
The rainstorm sequence from
Costner's much-overlooked Open
as water floods about
your feet and claps of

torn tarmac, crumbling

SOURCES: Denon DVD-AlXVA, Toshiba 1
ID- El
AMPLIFIERS: Arcam PI (x6)
LOUDSPEAKERS: B&W 802. 804. HTMI and ASW850
CABLES: Townshend & Cambridge Audio interconnects. QED XT400

free of sibilance but full of robust
character, and Linn has cooked up
arecipe for home cinema success
in or out of the confines of an
own- brand system. O
D

î

so

100

19
Frequency »

10k

209

Broadly speaking. the 'analogue' performance of the Exotik, at least
when addressed through its digital inputs, is determined by Linn's
choice of multichannel DAC. Hence the slightly reduced 86.5dB
A-wtd S/N ratio (re. OdBV) and response that's - 1.3dB down at 20kHz
(48kHz data). The analogue in/outputs are flat to 20kHz. The DAC
still offers ausefully low -0.005% distortion through the midrange
but this increases through the treble to some -0.5% at 20kHz. This
is illustrated clearly enough by the graph above, in multichannel
Dolby Digital mode, as is the excellent matching of channels. This
'consistency of colour' is more important than the absolute values in
crafting the homogeneous, 3D sound of this product.
As expected, the Melody/SHARC combination ensures bass
management is achieved flawlessly with all digital inputs. The only
real blot is high jitter that scales with sample rate ( 7300psec @
48kHz and 5300psec @ 96kHz). Linn has gracefully acknowledged
that these jitter components may well be sub-harmonics of its
24.576MHz master clock, and will address the issue accordingly.
Readers may view the report in more detail by logging onto www.
milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.com. PM

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum muldchannel output level

>
7.51/

Awed S/N ratio (re. OdBV)

86.5d8

Distortion 1IcHz. OdBFs(-30dBFs

0.0016% ¡ 0.0089%

Distortion 20icH440IcHz, OdBFs

0.03%! 0.25%

Digital litter, 481cH4961cHz

7300psec j5300psec

Resolution @ -100dBFs

±1dB

Sonus aber

vvelett «
pet- ndece

z

cotll encryr(4, eft/vie curtettf-Ptitts
NEW Model

Guarneri Memento - from the Latin memini, meminisse:
memory,remember, to remember somebody clearly
-aloudspeaker which is asynthesis of tradition and
innovation, created with the intention of offering the soul
of music the chance to reveal itself in all its magnificent
coherence, fluidity and harmony. A renewal matured by
rediscovering the core values oF the Sonus Faber sound.

But if you want to own the bestlooking
small speaker ever made, which just happens
to sound amazing as it looks, turn your eyes
towards Italy. Sonus Faber has done it again.
"

"

Ken Kessler
HiFi News March 2007. Overall Rating: 20/20

Cremona Elipsa, amajor NEW introduction for Sones Faber,
is placed at the top of the highly regarded Cremcna range
yet borrows its sonic and design cues from the ultimate,
Stradivari Homage.
What makes this design so remarkable is that as with all
Santis fabers • balance and harmonic richness is -etained.
For lesser designers, lightening and stiffening might well
result in hard and brittle, but not here. Instead, we find
atrue baby " Strad", powerful yet refined, dynamic and
spacious.
The Cremona Elipsa is avery special loudspeaker.

Available Brands
Anthony Gallo
Artcoustic
Atacama
Audio Aero
Audio Analogue
Audio Research
Avid
Beyer
Blok
Bose
Canton
Chord Company
Copland
Crestron
darTZeel
Denon
Diapason
Dreamvision
Eclipse-TD
Fujitsu
GM Audio
Graof

Graham Sloe
Harman Kardon
Hitachi plasma/LCD
Human
I
scan
Isoblue
Isotek
Jadis
Jamo
Kef
Koetsu
Krell
Lyra
Marantz
Martin Logan
Michell
Mission
Mordaunt Short
Musical Fidelity
MusicCost
NAD
Naim

Stewart Screens
Neva
T & A
Nu Force
Tannoy
Opera
Teac
Ortofon
Theta
Parasound
Tivoli
Pathos
Topfield
Pioneer
Transparent Cables
Prima Luna
Triangle
Project
Unison Research
Pure
Usher
Quadraspire
Rako Lighting Controls Vantage Point
Vogel
REL
Whest Audio
Roberts Radios
Wilson Audio
Sennheiser
Wireworld
SME
Yamaha
Sonos
Yter cables
Sonus Faber
and many more...
Speakercraft
Spectral Tables
Stands Unique
Stox
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DUEVEL PLANETS (
E800)

This omni-directional speaker uses
spheres to disperse the sound. And at
just £ 800, it doesn't cost the Earth

Tested by Ian Harris

0

ne of audiophilia's enduring fascinations is
the quite staggering variety of means used
to achieve what is, pretty much, acommon
aim. Electronics aside, the range of options

available when it comes to loudspeakers is nothing short
of mind- boggling. Efficiency or huge frequency range?
Moving cones or electrostatic panels? Single drivers àla
Lowther or massive arrays from Pipe Dreams? To be fair,
the vast variation in listening habits and source material
means that the horses for courses rule tends to apply,
but does such athing as asonic all-rounder exist?
German manufacturer Duevel is in no doubt that
omni-directionals are the appropriate route to sonic
nirvana and, while its wonderfully sculpted range of
speakers has been on sale in the UK for several years
now, the new Planets model brings its entry-level price
point down avery significant step.

SPHERE IS THE KEY
The E800- a- pair Planets is acompact floorstander,
measuring 260 x 160mm ( wd) and standing 720mm
from the base of its plastic foot to the northern- most
point of its mid- bass ' planet'. The upper surface of the
speaker resembles acompact standmount twisted
through 90° to point up at the top- mounted, soundwave dispersing spheres ( see boxout). The driver array
consists of a25mm horn- loaded tweeter and a 150mm
paper-cone mid- bass unit. The speakers are abass- reflex
design with two circular ports exiting at the cabinet
base, the feet providing the necessary vertical spacing.
While the feet may be floor-friendly, they are not
adjustable, so some inspired tweaking may be required
from those whose listening rooms have uneven floors.
Single-wire terminals are also base- mounted, meaning
the connection of large diameter cables can be fiddly.
In terms of build quality, the Planets fall behind the

'In short, the Planet offers aspatial
performance that's nothing less than
revelatory at the price'
similar spac .ng from the sidewails. In practice, Ifound
around 0.5 metres from the frontwall and about

ABOVE: Spheres
mounted above

0.75-1m from the sidewalls gave the best balance
between soundstaging and bass response. Unlike many
conventional speakers, the Planets seemed to revel in

the Planets'
upward-firing

the proximity of sidewalls, focusing images into the very
corners of the room.

best of the price competition: the main body of the

With the mid- bass driver being so small, port output

review pair was finished in asilver vinyl wrap which,
while tidily applied, makes little attempt to disguise

contributes quite noticeably to the downward reach of
the speaker, and some expetimentation was necessary

the speaker's somewhat workaday construction. Not
necessarily unattractive but, aesthetically speaking,

to obtain tight and well- integrated bass. Further up the

no match for genuine timber-veneered competition.
Up top, the ' planets' themselves are certainly nicely
finished, and provide an interesting visual USP, even if
the mounting hardware is just atouch low- rent.

drivers disperse
sound around
the room to
mimic real-world
behaviour

frequency range, the Planets painted vocal nuances with
aslightly broader brush than my ' real-world' reference &>
INTERPLANETARY SOUND
While conventional forward-fring cones may provide the motive
force for the vast majority of speakers, many listeners find the three-

OUTSIDE THE BOX
Unlike traditional speakers, which create an image that
tends to recede between and behind the speakers, the
Planets provided asoundstage that filled every inch of
the listening room's width. Images outside the speaker
cabinets were the norm, providing atruly exhilarating
sonic panorama. This effect was most noticeable with
material containing focused front images combined
with large-scale background accompaniment.

dimensional space provided by panels utterly intoxicating, while - to
their proponents at least - omni-directionals take this dispersal of sound
one crucial step further. The premise of these speakers is that sound
is created with waves travelling out in all directions. Omni-directionals
are claimed to mimic this behaviour more closely than other speaker
solutions, thus providing amore natural sound.
While the spheres mounted above the Planets' drivers may differ from
the finely turned wooden cones used by Duevel's higher- end offerings,
the purpose is the same: to disseminate sound-waves as if from aperfect

Tinderstick's 'Another Night In' provided solid, palpable
images for drums, bass and Stuart Staple's blissfully

point-SOLrce. As all sound we hear in a ' listening- room' environment
consists of both direct and reflected sound, it may be that firing sound

gloomy vocals, while the string section provided avast

at the front and side walls of the listening room better mimics the

sweeping wall of sound to the rear.
Classical material was similarly well served; while the
Duevels may not go quite as loud as physically more
imposing competition, they handle dynamics well, and
the sheer dimensional scale of orchestral reproduction
shamed many loudspeakers at several times their price.
Duevel's set-up instructions suggest placement
between 0.5 and 1metre from the front wall, avoiding

behaviour of real voices and instruments in arecording venue, leading
to amore realistic ' merging' of direct and reflected sounds.
Of course, different instruments must surely have adiffering rearward
component: while abig snare-shot may be aperfect point source, would
air being forced out of atrumpet's folded horn have agreater forward
component, thus more closely mimicking aconventional forward firing
speaker? As with all things audio, your ears must be the judge!
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

DUEVEL PLANETS
el (£ 800)
FEATURES
Entry level omni-directionals with

11111

revelatory spatial performance.

ISOUND

When correctly placed, these

QUALITY

speakers can provide a huge
I

(and coherent) sonic panorama
completely at odds with their

BUILD QUALITY

modest size. In terms of HFN's
formal gradings, these speakers

111

lose out a little because of

VALUE FOR MONEY

1

slightly below- par build quality.
However, Ican offer a very strong

I

".

recommendation for listeners who
value spatial reproduction and place
all-round sonic performance over
constructional splendour.

Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Cayin CDT- 17A CD Player
AMPLIFIER: Cayin SC6 - LS pre- amp,
Ming Da MC3008-A monoblocks

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Real Hi Fi TEL 01257 473175
WEB: www.realhi-fi.com

Hi Fi News lab report

Spendor 58e. However, they offered
asimilarly natural presentation, with
seamless integration from the upper
bass upwards. High frequencies
were clear and detailed, although
the more dispersed nature of the
sound seemed to rob the most
violent transients of just a
touch of impact.
To my ears this
imbued the Planets
with adetailed
and realistic
sound that
never strayed
into brightness,
leading to long

ambience on live recordings. It
really seemed as if the rear
and sideward radiation

was revealing more
FOR:
information about
Spatial
the recording
performance, environment.
Of course, on
all but the
natural and
most naturally
coherent sound recorded

sessions of fatiguefree listening.

AGAINST: Build quality
slightly disappointing

KEEPING IT REAL
Proponents of the omnidirectional creed suggest that the
more dispersed sound provides a
performance more in keeping with
reality and, in terms of tonality
and impact, the Planet certainly
edged towards anatural rather
than aclassic ' hi-fi' presentation.
One worry was that the speaker's
dispersion might lead to aslightly

68

muddy sound. In fact, there was
an admirable coherence to the
sound, and areal sense of hall
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material, such
ambience is
largely an artificial

construct, but the
Planet consistently
produced performances with
realistic physical spacing and sonic
interplay between players.
In short, the Planets offer a

Gaulatlime Ilroweel Om,

ramismcy - Mt

As there is no obvious measurement axis to use with this type of
design, the microphone was placed at 1m above the effective floor
level. With sound output being directed more upwards rather than
forwards, the Planets registered avery low 74.5dB sensitivity, but
in anormal reverberant space they will appear significantly more
sensitive than this. Bass distortion was higher than usual because
of the high drive level required to achieve 90dB SPL. Frequency
response was reasonably flat up to 3kHz, followed by abroad dip in
output to around 15kHz which gave rise to the large response error
figures. Pair matching error was also large although this is likely to be
highly position dependent. The messy waterfall is hard to interpret
because of the reflectors. KH

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Sensitivity ( SPL at lm for 2.83V rms input)
Impedance modulus min/max
(20H1-20kHz)
Impedance phase min/max
(20Hz-20kHz)
FrequencY resPonse «Tor
(200Hz-20kHz, each speaker)

74.5d8
5.2ohm
129ohm
@ 160Hz @ 3710Hz
-59°
63°
@ 6770Hz @ 2305Hz
t9.9dB

t8.1dB

Pair matching ( 200Hz-20kHz)

t8.1dB

spatial performance nothing less
than revelatory at the price, and its
dispersion provides asurprisingly

LF extension (- 6dB ref 200Hz)

49Hz

HF extension
(-6d8 ref 10kHz, third- octave smoothed)

38.3kHz

coherent sound. It is an excellent
ambassador for the genre. Oi

THD 100HzilkHz1101cHz
(for 90dB SPL at 1m)

9.0%

0.38%

0.46%

Walrus

Exciting New Products
From Around The World.
Available Now At Walrus.

Phone: + 44(0)20 7724 7224
Fax : + 44(0)20 7724 4347
Shop : 11 New Quebec Street
London VV1H 7RW
Web : www.walrus.co.uK
Email : contactewalrus.co.uk

'Dieses ist nicht emn

We've just taken deliver/

Dalek aus Deutschland?!'

of the latest Basis Audio

Of course not! This is

2500 Signature

the MBL 111RC

Turntable, as if there are

loudspeaker.

not enough turntables ait

Here at the shop, we

Walrus already! No

have the even more

doubt some of you might

amazing looking full-

think it looks and sounds

range model, the MI31

just like another brand

111E Radialstrahler-

of fashionable turntable

Hybrid System 1

in acrylic these days!

loudspeakers available

Well, you'll be wrong.

for audition.

For an example, what

Also available for demc

look like 4 ordinary

too is MBL's top of the

aluminium legs turn out

range CD Player, the

to be very sophisticated,

MBL 1531.

user adjustable, oil-

'Wirklich wundervoll.

damped suspension
towers...

yah...!'
Horning Agathon
Ultimate

Remember when you
were taught never to
judge aperson or an
object by its look? The
Horning Agathon
Ultimate is aclassic
example. The technology
involved with these
loudspeakers is so
complex that we decided

Emille is a new brand

Musically satisfying...

from Korea. As it turns
out the Emille KI-240 is

what comes to mind
when describing the

valve- powered
integrated amplifiers

sound of this new valve

available in the UK
today. We are sure you'll

preamplifier, the Melody

The real Simon Yorke

The Music First Audio
Passive Magnetic

No doubt you'll also

Preamplifier has been

come across the

winning awards and

excellent reviews too.
Wait till you see the

accolades for the last
'
year or so. Walrus was.

back of the loudspeaker;

one of the first dealers

looks nothing like the

in the UK to

back of your fridge...

demonstrate its virtues.

modern yet romantic is

one of the best sounding

agree with us...

its best for you to read
about them on the web.

driven line stage
Pure Black 101D.
Emille KI-240
The new Shanling CD

with his S7 Turntable

Player, CDT- 500, is

and Tonearm system.

visually so striking that
we thought it best for
you to come and see it
in the flesh. Meanwhile
we can show you what
the national flag of
China looks like!

SUPER SYSTEMS

tiner
Hi-fi news

S

systems
BUDGET £ 6100

This month it's tubes and ribbons as German electronics
meet atrue- Brit speaker to create asystem that delivers
poise, balance and sweetness right across the board.
Steve Harris enjoys an inner glow...

Ruai

£2800/pair

Bass loading is by reflex port in the front baffle face, while the
baffle and other cabinet walls are made of 25mm MDF, described as
critically damped and featuring an internal non- symmetrical brace
system. A stable base is provided by a25mm-thick veneered plinth,
underneath which are the usual metal threaded sockets for screw- in
floor spikes. Overall dimensions are 950 x230 x320mm ( hwd) and
the speakers weigh 26kg each.
A few inches up from the bottom at the back is a removable plug
which allows mass- loading of the speaker by pouring in several litres
of silver sand, an option said to give even tighter bass performance.
As well as Ruark's proudly-worn Guild of Master Craftsmen seal and a
name badge, the back panel carries three pairs of terminal/binding
posts, which allow for optional tri wiring
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CD-S6MK CD player
£999
Triode valves feature in both the
power supply and analogue output
stage of this unusual CD player, which
also uses aDAC from Burr- Brown that
supports HDCD-encoded CDs. HDCD
(High Definition Compatible Digital)
discs promise an enhancement in
performance over standard CDs,
without the need for a higher-capacity
disc. Invented in the mid- 1990s by
Pacific Microsonics, HDCD was all
but forgotten when SACD and DVDAudio appeared. Today the HDCD
technology is owned by Microsoft.
On the back of the player are
what the Germans call 'symmetric'
-that is, balanced - outputs as well
as the usual unbalanced phonos and
acoaxial digital output. Finally, there
is asmall four- position slider which
dims or turns off the tube window
lighting. The unit measures 430 x 125
x330mm (whd).

S

ystem synergy is where
you find it. Ruark, which

despite some recent
diversification is still an
audiophile speaker company
at heart, seems to have

found some last year, when it
became the UK importer for
the attractive Vincent range of
German- designed electronics.
Isay German-designed,

Audio is adivision of Sintron,
alarge-scale component
supplier, and was born in the

Today, all Vincent's design
and development engineering
is carried out at Sintron's

mid- 1990s when founder Uwe
Bartel discovered some cheap
but effective valve amplifiers
in China and brought them
back to sell in Germany. Before

facility in lffezheim [ see ' On

long, Bartel had started a

Design Line 3.

collaboration with the Chinese

because the equipment is built

supplier to create more
sophisticated products of his

for Vincent in China. Vincent

own design.

SA-T1 pre-amp £799
Dimensions are 430 x95 x390mm (whd) and the unit weighs
8kg. Rear panel connections are all RCA phono ( unbalanced)
sockets, with six stereo line inputs, aRec (tape) output and two
main output pairs. There is no tape monitor switching. Inside are
two 12AX7s for the gain stages and a12AU7 for output buffering.

SPTl 00 monoblock £749 (each)

Location' HFN March 07], and
the brand offers many different
ranges. Ruark decided to focus
on just one of these, called

THE LINE -UP
For this review, to partner the
top-of-the line Ruark Crusader
Ill loudspeakers, we used a

mirror- backed display window
with avalve nestling inside.
All the products are seemingly
well built, their combination
of polished and satin-finished
metal parts giving the look and
feel of quality.
In the case of the CD-S6MK
CD player, the tube on show
joins the 12AU7 and 6922
triodes used in the analogue
output stage. The chunky
loading drawer is smooth in

CD-S6MK CD player, SA-T1
line- level pre- amplifier and a
pair of SP-T100 monoblock

operation, while the control

power amplifiers. All these

recessed groove. At least on
brief acquaintance, Ifound
these buttons rather too small
for easy use. But this hardly

models use (and exhibit)
vacuum tubes, combined with
modern solid state circuitry.
CD player, pre- amp and power
amps all have afront- panel

Like the CD player and pre-amp, the SP-T100 monoblock is
available in black as well as silver. The power output stages are
solid-state, with arated output of 100W ( 8ohms) and said to
operate in Class Aup to 10W. Each SP-T100 measures
210 x195 x380mm (whd) and weighs 15kg.

porthole, an orange- lit,

PL

buttons are spread out
across the fascia in ashallow,

matters as you will normally
use the remote, which is solid

Rcu r
'

'I felt this system
had the pace
and urgency
of aflowing
rhythm played
by excellent
musicians,
rather than the
stressed sound
of something
merely fast'

Ruark Acoustics Ltd,
59 Tailors Court
Southend- On- Sea,
Essex
SS2 5TH,
TEL: 01702 601410
WEB: www.ruark.
co.uk
A
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metal with plain uniform buttons
in what now seems to be the
usual Chinese manner. As well as
providing direct track number entry
and the usual extras like Random
Play and Repeat, this duplicates the
functions of all its fascia controls
including the small rotary volume
(output level) knob on the far right.
The fascia also carries astandard
6.35mm headphone jack.
On the front of the SA-T1
pre-amp, aglowing tube is once
again the central feature, although
this time you can dim it from the
small remote handset. The handset
also covers source selection, volume
and ( usefully) mute, but doesn't
duplicate the loudness and tone
controls ( with bypass) which are
also found on the front panel. Each
control knob is surrounded by a
polished circle cut into the lightlybrushed fascia, aneat styling trick
which gives an effect reminiscent of
the classy knobs once used by Cello
and more recently by Copland.
The selected source is indicated
by ablue glow from one of six lights
set around the source selector knob.
When using the remote volume
keys, ared LED in the volume
knob itself illuminates while the
motorized control is rotating. The
tube on show at the front is a6N4
(similar to the12AX7), which is used
for power supply regulation.

ABOVE: Ribbon

AROUND THE BLOCKS

tweeter and
option to

Partnering the SA- T1 ( and in fact
sharing an instruction manual) are
the chunky SP-T100 monoblocks.
This time the tube on view is the
6Z4 rectifier, while the ones you
can't see are a6118 and the 6N6
used for voltage amplification. This
time, as with the CD- S6 MK, you can
dim or turn off the window display
by means of aslider switch on the
back panel - which otherwise offers
just two sets of speaker terminals
and asingle ( unbalanced) input.
On the front there is acentral
on/off button, plus selector buttons
for the two speaker sets, each
accompanied by ablue LED, which
flashes for acouple of minutes
after switch- on to indicate that the
amplifier is muted and warming up.
And so, finally, we come to
Ruark's own contribution to
this system, the Crusader Ill
loudspeaker, launched as part of
the company's Heritage series.
Drive unit technology has certainly
moved on since the days of the
original Crusader and Crusader II,
and the most obvious innovation is
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tri wire, while
the Crusader's
tapered cabinet
aims to make
the cabinet look
as compact as
possible

the inclusion of aribbon tweeter, a
true ribbon type with an unbacked
aluminium foil membrane. But the
bass driver in this three-way design
is also new, aspecial 180mm unit
with acarbon-fibre/pulp composite
cone from ScanSpeak. It uses a
high- loss, low- reflection rubber
surround and is mounted in arigid
die-cast alloy chassis.
For the midrange, Ruark uses a
75mm treated and damped fabric
soft-dome unit by Vita.

SOUND QUALITY
After acouple of days spent running
in the speakers, Ifinally sat down
to listen, and Ihave to say that I
was immediately impressed by the
poise, balance and sweetness of the
system as awhole.
With the Jennifer Warnes
warhorse ' First We Take Manhattan'
[Famous Blue Raincoat, Classic
RTHCD 5052], Ifelt this system
had the pace and urgency of a
flowing rhythm played by excellent
musicians, rather than the stressed
sound of something that's merely
fast. The great bass playing of
Roscoe Beck came over properly,
rather than sounding too bloated

and draggy. An excellent rendition,
Ithought. With ' Bird On A Wire', the
massive torn-tom accents had their
intended effect, not as so often
happens, swamped by atoo- heavy
bass end. And the twiddly bits of
guitar and percussion seemed to fall
right into place.
On my favourite Chesky disc of
recent months, Marta Gomez's Entre
Cada Palabra [
JD301], the singer
appeared between the speakers
with excellent clarity, with areal
sense of the acoustic around her
voice, which certainly didn't detract
from the feeling of sweetness and
purity. The accompaniment came
over coherently with, for example,
areal ' snap' to the percussion and
afeeling of life in the fingers of the
bongo player.
To be critical, Ifelt the bass could
have been better still in terms of
life and energy. But it seemed quite
well extended, and although in the
lowest register the bass guitar felt
indistinct rather than tuneful, it still
underpinned the arrangement in a
musical and enjoyable way.
Although the aim of this review
was to assess the system complete
as supplied, Idid do some mixing (>

amplification / source

HANSEN AUDIO
oBoulder

loudspeakers

1P)3ffinlglkiln`:11:

Hansen & Boulder BOO Series

Stop searching for the perfect source comporent, amplifier or loudspeaker
because Hansen & Boulder 800 Series for many, are the only choice for true
musical satisfaction. These are products designed to true perfection with the
same one goal reproducing your music as the original artist intended. Hansen &
Boulder have got this one single most important element more right than most,
because they learnt over time how to make products that tap into the listeners
emotions - as music intended To discover more call 01435 867 438.

metropolis music

www.metropolis-music.co.uk
tel: 01435 867 438
Please call for additional
information, brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

SUPER SYSTEMS

and matching. For example, the Ruark
speakers seemed pretty much at home
with my usual mid- price reference
combination of Arcam CD36 player and
A32 FM1 amp. On the redoubtable Rickie
Lee Jones, this combination brought out
the gutsy guitar sounds of 'Weasel And The
White Boys' Cool' and could bring out all
the bittersweet emotion of aclassic balladstyle Rickie Lee number like ' Company'.
But when it came to refinement
and delicacy, the sound of the Vincent
electronics still moved into adifferent
league from the Arcam components. On
the Marta Gomez record, for example,
the overall effect was airy without being
insubstantial. Backing vocals, for example,

the speaker gets away with this because
of the speed and purity of the ribbon
tweeter's sound, which adds awelcome
sparkle and life to the top end.

CONCLUSION
None of the Vincent products in this
line-up has aprice tag of more than three
figures, and this makes them all good
value for money. The tube- in- a-window
idea isn't new ( Lux thought of it 20 years
ago) but Vincent does it with panache.
At first switch- on Ithought that all those
lights and glowing portholes would be
unbearably garish, but with the room lights
down, the Vincent system really does give a

now had presence and proportion.

rather nice cosy effect. It's fake, of course,
because the lights in the window are much

There are criticisms, if you want to be
picky. Ifelt that the Ruark speakers, nicely
balanced as they are, could have done

brighter than the glow from the tubes
themselves, but you can always turn them
off and ( if the room is dark) see nothing but

with alittle more sense of freedom in the

the genuine gleam of the heaters.
And, to my initial surprise Imust
admit, that rather pleasant visual effect
was matched by an attractive sound. The

bass and lower midrange. It's very well
behaved, but Ijust think it could have
breathed alittle more freely.
There is also, Ifeel, aslight sense of

Vincent electronics manage to offer a

discontinuity between the midrange and
the upper treble - although, conversely,

smoothness and refinement that makes

HFN lab reports: CD player
Vincent CD- SOUK CD gem, Distortion vs Dlgtal

Fond Level

( lei* vs 20ktis)

ABOVE: CD player sports balanced
unbalanced outputs

not achieved at the expense of any
detail or life in the music. On the contrary,
this is

matched with these surprisingly wellsorted Ruark speakers, they bring you a
thoroughly rewarding and enjoyable sound

them immediately easy on the ear, but

that really does work for all kinds of music.
Synergy indeed. cb

Pre/power amplifiers

Loudspeakers

Vincent SA- TI pre-arnp end SP- T100 gamma: Ditortlon vs Frequency
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While the CD-S6MK uses afamiliar Philips VAM1202
transport and Burr-Brown PCM1732 DAC (which
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Vincent's SA-T1 pre-amp offers agood combination
of low noise ( 93dB A-wtd S/N, re. OdBV) with a

Our measured sensitivity of 87.5dB is within 0.5dB

spiced-up by the ECC83/81 output triodes. So the

flat response (just -0.1dB at 20kHz and - 1.3dB at
100kHz) and auniform ~ 0.035% distortion across

figure for athree-way loudspeaker of this size and

A-wtd SIN ratio is just 94dB even when referenced

the audioband. The SP-T1 power amp, despite

against the high 4.7V of its balanced (XLR) analogue

benefitting from arobust MOSFET output stage, still
has many 'valve' characteristics.

outputs. A figure some 15-20dB wider might
have been expected, just as the 0.05% peak level
distortion is ~ 100x greater.
At higher audio frequencies. THD gets
proportionally higher too (see graph). Thankfully,
distortion (which is an innocuous 2nd harmonic
anyway) falls back to 0.006% at -30dBFs where
much of the musical action takes place. Stereo
separation is slightly weak at HF but the response
actually shows amild + 0.15dB boost through the
mid-treble. Jitter is very low at - 150psec. PM

The power output is agenerous 125W/8ohm
and 225W/4ohm supported by amaximum 20A of
current, but rather than clip like atextbook transistor
amp, distortion rises steadily with output. So THD
at 1Wfflohm is 0.08% rising to 0.3% at 10W/8ohm
and 0.89% at 100W/8ohm. Hum and noise remain
very low indeed and while the output impedance
is ~ 0.13ohm, with most 8ohm loudspeakers, the
overall system response should remain both flat and
usefully extended. PM

of Ruark's specified 88dB and represents agood
bass extension. But this averaged figure hides a
1.36dB difference between the two speakers which
would tend to pull the stereo image slightly towards
the more sensitive of the two.
Otherwise the review pair matched quite closely
although both had quite high response errors,
principally due to the ribbon tweeter exhibiting a
large peak in output at 20kHz.
The ribbon also produced ahigher level of
distortion than typical dome tweeters, with a
greater than usual contribution from high-order
harmonics. The waterfall plot shows afast inherent
decay and suggests good control of cabinet
resonances. KH

HFN lab specifications
Maximum output level

4.7Vrms (balanced)

Power output, 8/4ohrn (<1%111D)

124W1222W

Sensitivity (SPI, at lm/2.83V)

87.5dB

A-wtd S/N Ratio

94dB

Dynamic output (8/4(2/1ohm)

130W/240W/380W/400W

Impedance modulus (minimax)

Distortion lkHz, OdBFs/-30d8Fs

0.06%10.006%

Output Impedance (20112-201cHz)

0.095-0.16ohm

Impedance phase (min/max)

Distortion 20kHz, OdBFs

à6eigli
-lz
-68°
@ 68Hz

0.075%

Freq. response (20Hz-1001cilz)

+0.03dB to -0.88dB

Freq. resp. error (200Hz-20kHz)

t5.2dB/t5 3dB

Digital Jitter,

150psec

Dist. (10W/8011m, 2011z-20kHz)

0.18-0.32%

Pair matching (200Hz-20IcHz)

±1.31dB

Resolution @ - 100dB,

t0.1dB

Aivtd SIN (for OdBW/full output)

93.0dB/114.0dB

Basseteble extension (-6dB)

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>50dB

Stereo separation (20Hz-20kHz)

>50d8

THD 100Hz111c11410kHz (90a1
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Uge-i
lz
33°
@ 516Hz

50Hz 1>40kHz
a en)

0.49%/0.46%/0.91%

LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)

-

Bryston
1111
Wilson Benesch

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't

searching

want to pay the earth, maybe

LOOK at our website

you should take a :rip to New
Malden in Surrey

LISTEN in our demo rooms

For 30 years or more -Ne've
been stock.ng, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

e

and \
I\s\

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.

www.unilet.net

35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567

Fax: 020 8336 0820

Music

Album
OFTHE jr'n
-1

CLASSICAL

MOZART

Clarinet Quintet, Piano and Winds Ouintet,
Flute Quartet K285 etc
Ensemble 360, ASV CID 4022

Ensemble 360's ten young
musicians play mostly ' in the
round' at Sheffield's Crucible
Studio, and Ilike the intimacy
and immediacy this gives. Their
disc - produced at Potton Hall

Ft-le \JAP,TEI" \ N 0, K2.85
Gle \NEI OU \ NIET \N ix, K581
OUNIE1 F.0'8 \ P.NO AND \Nee) \N
, K452
PO10 f
C,O4FS AND SIFeNGS, K580/1.

Jimmy & Wes: The Dynamic Duo
Speakers Corner/Verve
2LP set 180g vinyl

Two of Verve's most potent

-includes alovely Adagio for cor
anglais with strings, infrequently
heard and strikingly reminscent

artists at their peak and
taken into overdrive by

of Ave verum corpus. The

sound. From the brassy

Clarinet Quintet is stripped of

power of ' Night Train' to
the wonderful organ/guitar

all the old autumnal lethargies.
Lively, yet thoughtful playing.
Tony Faulkner's rich, valve- like
sound from Potton Hall is the
icing on the cake here. CB

al IN II U
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U

TRACEY THORN

LSO/Sir Colin Davis, LSO Live LS00593 SACO

Virgin CDV 3030

A new top recommendation
for Beethoven's Fidelio,

Aha! Everything but the
boy! A mere 24 years after

Out Of The Woods

conversation in ' Baby, It's
Cold Outside', this glorious
1966 recording sounds just
great on vinyl here. SH
BUBB U
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BEETHOVEN

Oliver Nelson's big band

RECORDING

AUDIOPHILE

Fidelio

ETIMI8My

Heartplay

RECORDING

CLASSICAL

SHOSTAKOVICH/HAYDN

Symphony 15, Symphony 82 ' Bear'

BPO/Kurt Sanderling, BPH 06 11

Natm AL1016 2

Pick of atwelve-disc Berlin
Philharmonic series from

taped in Barbican concerts

her solo debut album,

A recording that highlights
Forcione's beautiful tone

last May with awell

Tracey Thorn bounces

and graceful, unhackneyed
phrasing. Haden is
compelling even at tempos

symphony by acomposer

live performances. Not so
much for the tidily executed
Haydn but for the last

balanced international

back with No2. In the

cast - no over-acting

meantime, of course, she

-and, above all, wonderful

and partner Ben Watt found
international acclaim as

nearing stasis - ' Snow',

Sanderling - whose own

'Silence' and ' Nocturne' are

Everything But The Girl,
whose fans will find this

no more fast and furious
than you'd expect, though

orchestra worked on the
other side of the Berlin

subtle and intimate set of

Forcione's bouncier side

from 1961 comes near. CB

gorgeously crafted songs
irresistible. ./B

surfaces on Herch's ' Child's
Song'. A tour de force. SH

•
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orchestral playing under
Sir Colin Davis. Excellent
spoken German in the
ample dialogue. Only the
live Klemperer/Testament

1. MML
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U

Wall - knew well. It's an
exhaustive traversal and
repertoire foreign to this
well-groomed ensemble. CB
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

Amplifiers that break the size/performance barrier.
Small boxes — ultra wide band width, ultra fast dynamics,
huge soundstages, stunningly real sound.

aPeak Consult Princess bAyre-MX-R cGoldmund Telos zoo

We are privileged to be the first in the UK
to present these new products from the best
world- class brands.

dNagra CDC eAccuphase DP- 500
For further ir formation about any of our products
please visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

ACCUPHASE

AESTHETIX

DAVINCI • ECLIPSE- TD
NORDOST

ASTIN'REW • AUDIO PHYSIC • AYRE ACOUSTICS • BENZ- MICRO » BRINKMANN
ESOTERIC • FUTUREGLASS • GAMUT

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE
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SILTECH

SME

SPECTRAL

STAX • STEREOVOX

SYSTEM AUDIO • THIEL

TRANSFIGURATION • VELODYNE • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WHEST AUDIO

Located approximately

15 minutes drive
12 or M3/Junction 6

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays

from either M4/Junction

with free and easy parking outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who m!ght find this method more convenient.

Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

10:00 to 18:00.

It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEW

TONY DESARE

CARLOS FRANZETTI

BRYAN FERRY

BRAHMS

Lost First Kiss

Songs For Lovers

Dylanesgue

Symphony 3, Haydn Variations

Telarc CD-83651

Chesky 10309

Virgin CDV 3026

LPO/Marin Alsop. Naxos 8.557430

You might not have been

Buenos Aires- born, New
York based arranger

Bob Dylan is omnipresent at
the moment so Bryan Ferry

looking for another singerpianist- heart-throb - but
Tony's here anyway, with
supple, winsome voice
and ashameless line
in seduction. His tooinsinuating take on Prince's
'Kiss' will make old fogeys
wince, but when it come to
standards like ' How Deep
Is The Ocean', he's afine

Franzetti returned to his

is smartly capitalising on the

early singer/pianist role
with a2002 album ' More
Than You Know'. This time,

fact that he made one of

stumped Toscanini. But

the best Dylan covers ever
in the form of 'A Hard Rain's

some of the phrasing is

fronting the City of Prague

Gonna Fall', back in 1973.

Philharmonic strings on
abunch of slow ballad

Ferry's laconic/ironic croon
is well-suited to interpreting
Dylan, and he's chosen ideal

movement. Variation 7

songs here. Unfortunately,
the music lacks both bite
and imagination. iB

been the better orchestra
for her, but Alsop's admirers
may like this. CB

standards, the effect strays
from the romantic to the

player too. He can't miss. SH

merely lugubrious. A disc of
limited appeal. SH
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ROCK

LOUIS ARMSTRONG

stiff and the tempo for ( iii)
suggests asecond slow
is oversweet in Op.56a.
Bournemouth might have

F1 RECORDING
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Personal Favorites

Marin Alsop aims high for
expression in the Brahms
symphony that even

RECORDING
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JAZZ

THE STOOGES

N'TA'înher's

Chesky SACD324

Vol 7: Stop Playing Those Blues
(1946-7)

Pianist/composer Hersch

Naxos Jazz Legends 8.120817

Most of The Stooges classic

Alma ACCD66062

includes five of his own tunes

Here Naxos documents

line-up, re- united with Iggy

Virtuoso Cuban pianist

here, revisiting his Bill Evans

the end of Louis' big

Pop, deliver their first album

Duran assembled this big

tribute, ' Evanessence', as well
as ' Child's Song', this with

band ( represented by one
number), with an hour of

in 33 years. Recorded in

band in his adopted home,
Toronto - where guest star

Rich Perry (tenor sax) and Erik
Friedlander (cello). As you'd
expect the sound is mainly

delightful studio smallgroup recordings including

excellent though sometimes
abit ' spindly'. But with

six from the epochal May
1947 Town Hall concert
which marked the birth of

characteristically thoughtful
playing, this set makes for an
absorbing listen. SH

'A Song Was Born'. SH

MIMMM[11

The Weirdness
Virgin

Not yet assigned

seven days at Steve Albini's
Chicago studio and mastered
at Abbey Road, it's sonically
impressive but nonetheless
raucously rough and ready.

From The Heart

Paquito D'Rivera duets
notably with Duran on
his happy, tricksy clarinet

Horribly dated and totally

feature ' Paq Man'. Whether
or not you manage to see

the All Stars. A bonus, if an

irrelevant, it is sure to earn

Duran's trio in London this

oddity here, is movie theme

both Iggy and the band lots
of money. JB

dancing record. SH
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Lucy just couldn't understand Tom's sudden lack of interest in an early night

)
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AWARDS 2006

AWARDS 2006

SOUND AND VISION

PrpOdeSct

SOUND AND VISION

PRODUCT« TIE YEAR

TURNTABLES

TURNTABLES

REST TURNTABLE UNDER£ 300

PRO-JECT RPM 3

PROlECT DEBUT III

Superb
Just a little more desirable than the norm

Distributed in the UK by; Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, mialehenleydesigns.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEW

MUDDY WATERS

Fathers & Sons

THE TUBBY HAYES QUARTET

weighovAi

MARIA TAYLOR

Commonwealth Blues

Lynn Teeter Flower

Speakers Corner/Chess LPS 127

Art Of Life AL1016.2

Saddle Creek Europe SCE 102CD

2LP set 180g vinyl

Recorded by the BBC

Electric Mud failed

Transcription Service

Taylor's 2005 debut
album 11:11 made her my

to modernise Muddy

in 1965 as four short

favourite singer- songwriter

Mullova and Labèque are

convincingly in 1968, but

programmes for overseas
broadcast - so you have to
put up with eight opening

discovery of recent years
and this is amore than

wide- spaced in this Paris
recording of their signature

worthy follow-up. From
folksy trip- hop to delicious
acoustic strums and faintly

Italienne from Stravinsky's
Pulcinella; Schubert's

the following year Fathers &
Sons hit all the right notes,
as youngsters Paul Butterfield
and Mike Bloomfield joyfully
recreated the impact of
Waters' own electric band.
The current CD has extra
tracks, but this is the original
set in all its splendour. SH
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SIMON SPILLETT

and closing announcements
in Spanisn, over I- ayes'
signature blues theme.
But with amazing Hayes
performances on tenor,
vibes and flute, the music is

is afinely detailed voyage
of discovery, rendered
irresistible by Taylor's

worth suffering for. SH

seductive vocalising. .18
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RY COODER

Introducing Simon Spillett

My Name Is Buddy

Woodville WVCD116

Nonesuch 302269

Steeped in the music of Tubby

A host of amazing players
accompany Cooder on 17

Hayes, Simon Spillett can
sound outrageously similar
on tenor sax and he's also

psychedelic pop, every track

RECORDING

Onyx ONYX 4015

recital programme: Suite

Fantasie D934; Ravel's
Sonata (the one with
'blues' movement) and
Clara Schumann's touching
Romance Op.22. CB
H
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SIR ADRIAN BOULT

WAKING THE WITCH

Music by Berlioz, Brahms,
Sibelius, Wagner, Weber

songs telling the tale of
afeline hobo, Buddy Cat,

Music by Ravel, Schubert,
Schumann and Stravinsky

BBC SO/Adrian Boult, Dutton CDBP 9771

Sir Adrian's student heroes
Nikisch and Steinbach

L] PERFORMANCE

Boys From The Abbatoir
Witch Records WITCH- 02

Yorkshire's all-woman
answer to Crosby, Stills,

influenced these fiery
1932/33 performances:
Brahms's Tragic; Roman

Nash 8, Young return with a
third album of scintillating
songsmithery. With four
strong songwriters, their

Carnival, Mastersingers,
Tristan and Freischütz

quality, and their vocal

writing aHayes biography.
Spillett's ( music) writing
impressed Alan Barnes and

employed as an excuse
to comment tunefully on

led to this recording on

rootsy performances are

Barnes' Woodville label, which
specialises in British jazz.

superb and, despite the

overtures. Dutton's excellent

harmonies can send shivers

slightly clunky concept, it's

transfers also include the

up the spine. Also, cuts

Maybe speed isn't everything,
but on this first outing he's off

far more entertaining than

Sibelius premiere recordings

like Me Leaving Me prove

2005's Grammy- nominated
Chavez Ravine. 113

of Nightride and Sunrise and
The Oceanides. CB

they can rock out when

like arocket. SH

•
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America's ills. The folksy-
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Do you have ahi-fi system
or just an overpriced music centre?
A proper hi-fi system offers full
dynamic range and can produce
unclipped peaks of 105dB, in room, at
about ten feet from the speakers.

in- room peaks of 105dB.
You can hear when ahi-fi system is
underpowered, because it clips. It
limits the dynamic range, the music
sounds sharp and edgy, and it feels

System matching
Most loudspeaker and amplifier
combinations cannot do this. System
matching is crucial because lower
sensitivity loudspeakers need a
surprisingly high powered amp to
produce 105dB unclipped peaks.
Higher sensitivity loudspeakers need
less power to produce those peaks.
The amount of power needed is
determined by the laws of physics,
and there is no getting around it.
Underpowered systems

cramped. In other words, it sounds
like amusic centre.
It's not just about going loud...
You may not agree with our view of
what defines ahi-fi system. After all,
clarity, imaging, subtlety and
neutrality are important, too, But if
the system is clipping and distorting
on dynamic peaks, that will dominate
the musical experience.
How much power do you need?
Check the chart to find out how much

Most loudspeaker sensitivities are in

power you need to turn your existing

the 85 to 87 dB range. But few amps

system into real hi-fi. And relax. You

offer the power that these speakers

can get all the power you need without

need to work properly. The result is

chucking out any part of your system.

that many (maybe even most) systems
are woefully underpowered and are
physically incapable of producing

Visit musicalfidelity.com from 10.10am
on 1st May 2007 to find out how.

How much power you need for aproper hi-li system.
Loudspeaker sensitivity
83dB
85dB
87dB
89dB
91dB

Amp power for 105dB peak
800
500
320
200
130

watts per channel
watts per channel
watts per channel
watts per channel
watts per channel

Reference calculations can be found at musicalfidelity.com

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Hearing is believing.

AUDIO/HT

CONVERGENCE

AWARD

MOBILE ELECTRONICS

OTO

**
***

*

VIDEO

EUROPE'S BEST
Digital entertainment holds out the promise of
sound and vision magic. But the real trick is
purchasing equipment with care. Now imagine
you had over 50 independent experts, from the
leading independent magazines in 18 European
countries, to help you choose the right product.
That's the magic of EISA. Every year, we deliver
the ultimate buying advice by awarding the ' Best
of the Best' products in Europe. These winners
prove their excellence beyond question, first by
prevailing in our member magazines' own tests,
then as the elected preferences of the majority of
each panel membership. Only EISA winners are
entitled to bear our official logo,
so seek it out. It is your guarantee
of atruly captivating performance

EISA Best
AWARD

Product

2006-2007
Co^,ergence

Bast of the best

wfflv.eisa-awards.eu
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Dolby takes
TV sound to
anew evel

Mad about Mac
A book launch and the opening of anew home
theatre facility at McIntosh's Binghamton- based
HQ sees Michael Fremer realise alifetime's
ambition — atour around the Mac factory floor

[Michael
Fremer
Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

p

rocrastinating sometimes pays
off handsomely. While astudent

Offended by overly loud
commercials or scared that
sudden blasts from movies
will have the neighbours
banging on your door? A
new chip from Dolby may be
the answer, says Barry Fox

journalists on the flight got to see it
before Ken.
Having seen George Lucas' home
theater' at Skywalker Ranch, the one

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to en:er journalism

McIntosh built, while nice, and of
course, loaded with Mac gear, sounded
great, was no big deal. The factory tour,
on the other hand, was!
The expression ' They don't build
them like they used to' doesn't apply
to McIntosh, because the company
still does, at the same Chambers

o

ne of the most interesting
sounds to be heard at CES, was

at Cornell back in the 60s, and
in no financial position to afford
McIntosh gear, Iwould gaze longingly at

Street address I'd seen as akid in the
advertisements in Stereo Review.

the modest Binghamton skyline, while

STEEPED IN TRADITION

posh hotel. The room had been set up by
Dolby Labs to demonstrate anew system

passing just east driving to Ithaca.

Of course some of the manufacturing

called Dolby Volume.

'Somewnere over there,' Iwould tell
myself, 'they're building McIntosh gear.

technology has been upgraded,
including the use of the latest surface-

The most common complaint made
to broadcasters by listeners and viewers

There's awhole factory's worth of what
Michael Diamond's dad has in his living

mount ' board stuffing' technology,
but the transformers, key to Mac

some speech stations are too quiet

room.' My friend's father, adoctor, could
afford it. Ivowed for four years to take a

performance, are still wound in-house,
on the same factory- built machines

to hear, and movies create impact by
suddenly blasting high volume sound

detour and talk my way into afactory tour.
Inever did.

used to manufacture the ones found
in vintage Mac gear, and, incredibly by

effects which annoy neighbours, especially
late at night.

Even after getting this column, I

the same skilled woman who's been
operating the machine for almost 40
years! She wasn't the only worker we

procrastinated. Glad Idid! Ifinally made

met who's been there that long.

FACTORY THEATRE

the visit recently, not by driving four hours.

The company still ' pots' the

off the exhibition site and in
amocked- up living room in a

is that commercials are offensively loud,

Dolby Labs already tries to help the
industry help itself, by offering graduated
sound level meters, options in Dolby
Digital coding and advice on how to use
them. But the fact that we still suffer
shows how little some broadcasters care.

but in acorporate jet, after being driven

transformers in-house using ahot tar-

to the airport in alimo. Nice!

like compound, and manufactures the
famous McIntosh etched glass panels.
They can make replacement glass for

A quite separate problem, also tackled by

any McIntosh piece ever made, which
is agood thing, since some customers
do avery poor job packing vintage gear

an AV amp — DVD and CD players, satellite.

shipped back for repair or refurbishing,
causing the glass to shatter in transit.

INTELLIGENT CHIP

So much of the American hi-fi
industry has been lost — Fisher, H.H.

Dolby found that sound levels can vary

The occasion was the opening of a
new home theatre facility at the factory
and the launch of McIntosh...for the Love
of Music, Ken Kessler's new book. Lucky

Scott, Pilot, Eico and so many others
—and while some names like Marantz
remain, and continue to uphold
tradition, McIntosh is unique in that it

ABOVE: Transformers have been wound by
the same skilled woman for almost 40 years

Dolby Volume, is the wide difference in
sound levels between different inputs to
DAB and FM tuners, games and MP3 docks.

After measuring countless broadcasts,
by as much as 30dB when the viewer
switches channels or is hit by an advert.
Pyschoaccoustically, 10dB is adoubling of
perceived volume, so a30dB difference
is an ear- bending eightfold change.

has continued to operate in the same

Moreover, the ear is non-linear. So as

location and to the same standards for
more than 50 years. I'm glad Ifinally got

the sound level drops, bass and treble
perception fall disproportionately.

to visit, and gratified that Ken has done

Existing ' loudness controls attempt to
compensate for this but are crude because
they work on an on-off, all or nothing Gi

such an outstanding job chronicling
McIntosh's rich history. (b
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JON THOMPSON

Boost for one
blue format

Could the war between
Blu-ray and HD DVD be
decided by the, el, adult
entertainment industry?
Jon Thompson takes alook

[Jon Thompson
Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company ' The Hat
Factory'. He brings you
the inside view on AV
ABOVE: Visitors to CES experience Dolby Volume in action; the system employs an
intelligent chip mounted inside aTV receiver or amplifier that continually processes
sound in real time to maintain avolume level pre-set by the listener
basis. A conventional compressor or
automatic gain control makes background
noise pump and breathe as the level of

manufacturers take up the idea, future
TV sets ard amplifiers will have anew
control marked Dolby Volume.

Dolby Volume is an intelligent chip

processing it to maintain apreferred
volume level. The trick, says Brett Crockett,
of Dolby's Research Lab in San Francisco, is

SETS NEXT YEAR
Using the same business model as

Microsoft claiming its Windows Vista as the

for other Dolby processing systems,
chip- makers will be able to develop
and sell chips without paying aroyalty.

Two days after its launch massive security

Set makers will pay if they enable the

to track the audio in real time, and apply

Volume function. Dolby expects to see

the intelligent compensation so quickly
that the listener does
not notice.

the first working sets at CES next year.

Dolby Volume works
in the digital domain,
and can handle any
input, up to 24- bit,
96k1{z or beyond. Aftei
aone-time calibration
set up, when the listener
enters personal listening
preferences, the system
continually buffers around
200 PCM samples,
adjusting the output level
to suit the preference

'Future TV sets
and amplifiers
will have anew
control marked
Dolby Volume if
inanufacturers
take up the
idea'

while compensating
for any perceptual loss of high and low
frequencies at low listening levels.
The ' listening' process adds adelay
of 16ms, which set- makers can trade off
against the much longer video processing
delays in digital TVs.

NEW TV CONTROL

Well guess what, now that they

have been out in the market a
few months, it looks as if both have been
cracked wide open. HD DVD was the first
to go, then Blu-ray, all coinciding with

speech or music fluctuates.
that sits inside aTV receiver or amplifier,
'listening' to the sound and continually

ir

hey said both HD DVD and
Blu-Ray were ' uncrackable'.

'This follows on
from all the work
we did on analogue
noise reduction,' says
Crockett. 'We don't
spend time looking for
music and speech that

most secure operating system out so far.
holes have been found in it. Vista can
respond to vocal commands and concern
has been raised about malicious audio on
websites or sent via email.

INVITATION TO HACK
'The exploit scenario would involve the
speech recognition feature picking up
commands through the microphone
such as " copy", " delete", " shutdown",

makes asystem sound
good, we spend time
looking for material that
makes it sound bad. We
try to break the system
before announcing it'.
But if anyone does

not like the results,
they can disable Dolby
Volume and make their volume control
work just rike it always did.
From what Isaw of the press and
trade reaction to the very impressive
demonstrations given in Las Vegas it is
unlikely many people will use the Off
switch for everyday listening.
Will broadcasters object, though?

Maned ia Tahiti ard Dora Sot' i

HO

beat ten. alendisyspaa illend fen, hew, is by

Dolby Volume can also be adapted for

'We'll continue to actively support

use in cars, with amicrophone measuring

broadcasters who are trying to manage

background noise and adjusting volume
to match. Dolby is now offering the
system to electronics manufacturers, with

loudness levels.' says Crockett. ' But
currently some of them are annoying
listeners to the point of completely

ABOVE: Could aflood of adult titles

the algorithm code due to be released
for testing over the next few months. If

skipping or muting adverts. With Dolby
Volume people continue to listen'.

released on HD DVD see the format quickly
establish itself over Blu-ray?
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STEVE HARRIS

Don't look before you listen

Can acomponent's looks affect your perception of its sound?
Experiments seem to confirm this, so perhaps the best way to
hear your music is with your eyes shut, says Steve Harris
etc. and acting on them,' aMicrosoft N
security researcher wrote on the

[Steve Harris
Steve Harris is Consultant
Editor of HFN and edited
the title between 1986
and 2005. He loves jazz,
blues music, vintage hi-fi,
and anything that makes
music come to life

team's official blog. Hackers see claims
of invulnerability merely as an invite
to attack. Cinea said the following
about its S-view player: 'According to
the National Institute of Standards
and Technology, which developed the
encryption that protects the S-VIEW
disc, it would take acomputer faster
than any existing today approximately
149 trillion years to crack the key.'
Yeah, right. Allegedly, most of the
high quality files or the net are ripped
from Cinea discs, which studios were
convinced to use because of their
security features.

TRUE BLUE...
Meanwhile, Iwas given to wonder

B

eauty, we're told in one of the
great clichés of hi-fi reviewing, is
in the eye of the beholder. Often,

when you read this, the unwritten

subtext is ' this product is hideous.' But can
you really love listening to aproduct that
you hate looking at? In fact, unless you
are listening in a ' blind test, can you really
be objective about the sound an ignore
the component's looks?

what else might influence the success
of both HD DVD and Blu-ray. An

COLOURED SOUNDS

un named source within the movie

About 15 years ago, Wharfedale

business, who we'll call Deep Throat
(or DT for short), has suggested to
me that HD DVD, like VHS before

conducted an experiment. It built
severa; pairs of identical
loudspeakers but provided
them with differentcoloured grille cloths.

it, will benefit from aflood of porn
releases. Neither dd my source think
that Sony's PS3 will have much impact
on Blu-ray as there is precious little

Then they invited groups

crossover between games players and
avid movie watchers and collectors.

speakers and rate them
out of ten. The listeners

Garners are more I.kely to download a

heard clear differences and

movie. Imust admit to being shocked

ranked them accordingly.
Red speakers tended to

to discover that, on average, DT's
distribution business was selling just

of listeners to listen to the

customers would listen to several compact
speakers, then more often than not pick
out aBose as the best. The Bose speakers
happened to have red grilles...
The first decent amplifier Iever owned,
around 1976, was aSugden A48. Iwas
lucky enough to get one of the last of
what would became known as the Series
One, as Sugden had just launched the
Series Two. Now, the A48 Series One was
the archetypal British hi-fi amplifier, as
old-fashioned and tastefully standardised
as atweed sports jacket, and just as
comfortable. But Sugden chucked away
the wood sleeve, the nicely- balanced
black and silver fascia with its pleasingly
symmetrical knobs, and replaced all this
with amonstrosity of metal casework. The
A48 Series Two came in two-tone Nextel
paint, mostly agungy green colour but
with an orange strip across the front, on
which were contrasting black knobs. I
loved my Sugden A48 Series One, but I
could never have even had afling with the
Series Two.
Looking back, it seems

'Wharfedale
conducted an
experiment. It
built identical
speakers but
with differentcoloured grille
cloths'

astonishing that such a
clumsy product could
exist in the same marketplace as Allen Boothroyd
and Bob Stuart's Lecson
pre-/ power - the flat
pre- amp with its
coloured sliders, the
incredible cylindrical

10 Blu-ray discs aweek, which seems

sound warm, blue ones
sounded cold...

hardly worth the effort.
In DT's studio's mind it was about

It was perhaps
no coincidence that

re-establishing aprice point for a

Wharfedale's sales

product, which DVD had lost. DT was
taken aback by the news that the

manager at the time was
the charismatic:

next gen DVD formats had already
been cracked, but said it would not
really affect them as people who

Walter Mirauer,

and masses of knobs,
buttons and sliders.

who'd previously
worked for

Later, in the
mid- 1980s, came a

power amplifier - or the
Bang & Olufsen's ' sliderule' receivers, let alone
the host of tech- look US
and Japanese amplifiers
with big power meters

downloaded pirate movies and those

Bose. With

new interpretation of

who bought movies were, once again,

the colouredspeakers exercise,

the classic, modest,
unobtrusive English hi-fi

will be avery different bunch, agroup

Wharfedale was
only rediscovering

8000A was as slim as

that are at one with their computers

what Bose already

the previous decade's

rather than engaged in aconstant

knew. Back in
the days when

not in the same group.
The next generation of consumers

struggle. DT concluded that, as a
realistic estimate, we are about
10 years from atotal meltdown of
traditional product and before online
media becomes the norm.
For those who are interested, I
wrote this column on Word 2007 and
it sucks! Change is not always good. (5

hi-fi retailers still
piled up walls
full of different
speakers and
connected them up
to a ' comparator'
multi-way switch,

amplifier. The Audiolab

Cambridge, but it didn't
sound peculiar. It was less
quirky- looking than the
earlier Armstrong models,
but it didn't usually blow up. G.

LEFT: Pathos Adrenalin - ashrine
to untramelled audio design
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ANDREW HARRISON

Has hi-fi lost
that X-factor?
It seems the computer industry
has stolen the hearts of the
masses, despite the efforts of
canny audio designers to stop
this, says Andrew Harrison

sound
design
'Jess, aud

joy,

des1

[Andrew
liarrisonl
Andrew Harrison, or
'Harry' as he's known,
joined HFN in 1998.
Now deputy editor, he
loves all audio from
iPods to classic vinyl

ABOVE: Amust for anyone interested
in the look of sound equipment is
Sound Design by David Attvvood
(Mitchell Beazley, 2002)

It had everything most UK Hfi buyers
wanted, including tone controls.
As years went by, the Audiolab no
longer sounded particularly marvellous
against the competition, but owners
seldom realked this. They would upgrade
everything else in their systems but hang
on to the beloved 8000A. Then in 1998,
TAG McLaren Audio, having bought the
company, confused everyore with arange
based on Audiolab inside but completely
different outside. Now that Audiolab itself
has been revived by IAG, the products
echo the old look again, although the
chiselled symmetry of the 8000A has

W

the flash of bare tonearm, aglimpse of
naked cantilever or an oper lid shot of
populated circuit boards is enough to
cause shortness of breath: but strangely
this excitement does not translate to the
average citizen in the street. Yet this same
public will get in atiz when some new
trinket like ashiny mobile phone or revised
iPod appears on the market. They all have
that 'want one' essence distilled within...

atching the annual keynote
address from Apple CEC)
Steve Jobs is always
entertaining. Traditionally, his

in just the same way that the average
silver-fronted hi-fi separate doesn't. At
least not to most. Some designers in the
hi-fi trade have addressed this very issue

preach to the converted is held every year

with stylish and interesting industrial

at the Macworld Expo in San Francisco,
around the same time that the rest of the

design, and it's just possible that you
may see conspicuous product placement

consumer electronics industry converges

in TV and film of such items, things
like Blueroom Minipods, Transcriptor

on the CES in Las Vegas.
This year's extravaganza focused on
Apple's next- generation iPoc-cum-mobile

turntables or B&O music centres. But
these items are the exception rather than

phone, the iPhone. Now this product has
for some time been rumoured to surface

rule. and ' hi-fi' is for many as spellbinding
as afondue set or home perm kit.

from the covert R&D labs of Apple. But
FROM PC TO TV

been lost forever. However, the new
models sound better and in real terms

watching the energy and enthusiasm of
the crowd, you'd be forgiven for thinking
this was areligious gathering, with an

cost alot less.

audience cheering on as new feature after

announcement, the imminent launch of

new technology was unveiled.

Almost buried beneath the outing of
the iPhone was Apple's other major

Contemporey with the orig ,nal 8000A

SEPARATES NO LONGER SEXY

Apple TV. While some people are getting
hot under the collar about blue laser discs
—debating which is better — the reality

was Mission's grandiose 777 amplifier, its
front sculpted to form the Mission logo.

Given the intuit.ve, not to say innovative,
touchscreen interface and the sheer

of public indifference goes unnoticed.
In much the same way that MP3 stole
the thunder of DVD-A and SACD, the.
streaming of high- quality video over the

ON A MISSION

No-one can really remembei what this

sexiness of this seemingly miraculous

amplifier sounded like, but you couldn't
forget the brand name. But : he 777 pales

condensation of consumer electronics into
one handheld widget, you can understand

internet is likely to eclipse thS impending

in comparison with modern exotica,
as designers give their imagination
unprecented free rein to create what HiFi

the hype that Jobs was pouring upon it.
Not only did the assembled throng cheer

and pointless VHS-vs-Betamax-style battle.
Perhaps recognising this, Apple has
designed aset-top box whose main role

News calls ' Oojects of Desire'. At the top
of this tree, arguably, is Pathos, the Italian
company which goes more than one
better than Mission by writing
its name in heatsinks.
And the new Pathos

on cue but Apple watchers and the world's
media sat up and took notice.
Which ought to make you wonder —
when did hi-fi stop being sexy? Compelling
and unmissable? For the audio convert,

a

is to unite ahi-def plasma or LCD screen
in the lounge, with ahome computer
elsewhere in the house. It's an interesting
divergence from the Microsoft model of
having a ' Media PC' in the lounge,
instead allowing easy access
to video and music files on

Adrenalin amplifier is just

your computer, allowing

an audiophile shrine, its
iconic tubes multiplied

sound and vision to be
streamed wirelessly to

into infinite recession

the living room, with a

by aV shaped mirror.
The hi-fi world is full of

•

wonders and flashing

handset. I'm not about to
say it will be to the home

lights. But maybe, if
you really want to hear
what's going on, you have

ABOVE: Apple TV will allow music and film

to shut your eyes. (.5

to be sent wirelessly from computer to TV
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what the iPod was to the street,
but it's definitely one to watch. (.5

Some decisions are just so simple

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR
STEREO AMPLIFIERS

ROKSAN KANDY L.III

Distributed in the UK by; Henley Designs, 01235 511166 www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

More and more firms
are introducing topperforming amplifiers as
integrateds - preamp and
power in one box.

C-)

_

Model 2

fte

Model 20/12A

11116l
ie

Looegker now
Bel Canto and Gamut both offer
remarkable integrated amplifiers but
with radically different designs.
While Bel Canto use ANALOGUE
SWITCHING for their power
supplies, Gamut's special feature
is their output stage that uses
only ONE PAIR of very high power
transistors per channel.
Comment on Bel Canto's highly
technical solid state amps often
mentions the "ANALOGUE " qualities,
understandable with designer
Stronczer's SET valve background.
Hi Fi Choice's view on the Gamut
Di 150: "This is clearly agorgeous
amplifier" and made it the Editor's
Choice that month.
Bel Canto's own implementation of
the ICEPower module technology
produces asimple, very compact
circuit. A huge bonus is the
AMAZING VALUE :only £ 1799 for
the S300i stereo. Just don't make
the mistake of relating performance
to cost! This amp is stunning.

Model 30/2A

Gamut have merged their highlyregarded D3 preamp with the wellestablished D200 power amplifier
(an earlier Editor's Choice) to
produce an impressively CAPABLE
AND TRANSPARENT component.

Series M2

"The Gamut delivers alevel of
insight that can transform adecent
recording into agripping musical
journey." Hi Fi Choice.

Series 300

Come and listen to them both.
Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you

The
Right
Note
Musk ¡it the bmne
•

•

know we can do the same in your home.

Series IV

Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is

110e.ee:1

Series V

BATH

needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOI
D EXPENSIVE MI
STAKES,enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

01225 874728
or lo-call

J
UST

0845 230 7570

LISTEN AND YOU '
LL KNOW

CD :
ACCUSTIC ARTS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL,VERDI,VERONA, P8I),
RESOLUTION AUDIO, STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL: AESTHETICS, AVID, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,
GRAHAM, THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION. A MPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,DK DESIGN, DNM ,GAMUT,

Ask for details of this superb range

SME LTD • STE NING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1

03 814321

fax. + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

email sales@sm ..ltd.uk or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk

HALCRO, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS,
GAMUT, NEAT,
TOTEM. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, SILTECH,
VERTEX AQ ETC. M AINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS:
ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

Hi-fi news

t

Correspondért.semress ther maw
opinions. rot 5hsur of HI-F1 News. We
reserve the ripty, he edit letters
ibliratiott Coreapondent, usîng
-rail are asked to give the rhe: posta
(which won't be publisteca).

Send in your views on all things hi-fi to: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydoi CR9
1HZ or send your views to: hi-finews@ipcmedia.
corn — please name your e-mail ' Letters'

Lattars seeking arivice
be lesvrered in pint .ds our
Q8A -pages, but due

time

constraints we re gre. we're
unable :o answe -guiL, tlons
on buying items al h j or
any ctImr hi-fi gteries by
•elepticne, post or viwema

GRAPHS ' N' GREMLINS
DISTORTION CORRECTION

Iread Jim Lesurf's article
on the distortion produced
by push-pull (PP) versus
single-enced (SE) valve
amplifiers with interest but
have concluded that his
explanation did not agree
with the graphs presented
in Figures 2a and 2b.
Comparison between
these two graphs clearly
shows the PP amplifier
having alower Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD)
comprising predominantly
of 2nd enc. 5th harmonics.
On the other hand, the SE
has ahigher THD made
up of predominantly 2nd
harmonics with 3rd, 4th and
5th components.

This is in line with
the Fourier analysis that
shows that adevice with
asymmetrical non linear
transfer function, like an PP
amplifier, will not introduce
even harmonics in the
aitput signal.
On the other hand an
asymmetrical non linear
transfer function ( SE amp)
will generate even and odd
harmonics, as shown in
Fig -ire 2a and 2b.
In:erestingly, Iagree
with Jim that the perfect
amplifier would be the
classic ' piece of wire with
gain'. The introduction
of harmonics other than
those produced by the

musicians, no matter how
benign, are adistractica.
M Parkes, via e-mail
Jim LeSurf replies... Iagree
entirely with Mr Parkes :etter,
The sentence just abpve
the ' Benign Distortion?'
subheading contains atop°.
Iaccidentally swapped over:
'PP and ' SE'. The sentence
should read: " It can be also
seen that 'he PP distortion is
almost enjrely due to the 3rd
order distortion component, '
whereas toe SE distortion is
almost entirely 2nd order."
Apolocries for the errcr
in the original text, and :ny
thanks to Mr Parkes or
pointing this ont.'

VVise Up
on VVires
MORE REVIEWS OF LESS COSTLY CABLES

Isn't it time we had some cable
and interconnec: reviews in HFN?
Martin Colloms brought us his
wise words on those Transparent
wires afew months back but they
were so expensive that surely only
ahandful of people would have
the cash to afford them. Not tha: I
don't want to know how the very
best stuff sounds. Always need
abenchmark. But can't we have
some cables in the £ 1.00-£200 per
metre range as these are the ones
that most people on areal-world
budget are :imited to buying?
JDaley via emall

.ats the
sprit
Q

Fill news
ITCC
21
71
\C
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Having read Janine Elliot's talk of
all things: Peter Belt over the last

o
C7

few issues Iwondered if any of
your reviewers could explain this.
Last week Iacc_dentally spilled
some methylated spirits over a
favourite CD. After wiping away
the meths Icould see that much
of the lettering printed on the disc
had been removed, although the

r

The vast majority of modern power amplifiers utilise acomplementary or push-pull
output stage configuration, but some enthusiasts still prefer the sound of asingleended topology. Jim Lesurf reckons they have it 'out of tune'

T

he easiest way to assess the
non-linearity of an amplifier
is to use asinewave as a
test signal and see if the
amp adds components at harmonics
Insu tipes) of the chosen input
frequeescy. If it does, then the amp is
snowing non-linear distortion. Keith
}Iowan] has already examined the
implications of non-linearity and the
interpretation of distortion spectra
IseeHMil. March 2005).
The good news is that most
people aren't interested in listening
lo isolated sinewewe tones, and
acmicic instruments tend to create
.serin, of harmonics. As aresult.
the hamonics generated by some
forms of non-lineanty might simply
produce an effect which either
name, unnoticed. or may even be
pleasing. So does it really matter?
HARMONY
Mu. hof the music we enjoy uses
'narrowly and counterpoint, and we
rend to listen to many notes being
Mari simultaneously in shifting
patterns. Musicians and instrument
ians will be aware that tuning
and pitch are quite complex topic,.
Marry of us will be familiar with
terns like ' Equal Temperament'. ThiS
doe ruit mean that the musician

STION ON LETTERING ON CD DISCS

has an amiable disposition. It seers
to awell-established system fer
tuning musical instruments. There
are many such systems, but even
the most familiar of them cancause
some surprising results.Ichose to model two examples
of amplifier non-linearity,
one triode in a ' single-ended'
arrangement (SE) against two in
acomplementary. ' push-pull' tliP)
or balanced configuration. Fig la

shows the chosen transfer curves on
the left with the red line indicating
the SE example and the blue ne
the PP example. The broken Inc,
is straight and can be used to see
how each curve departs from being
perfectly linear.
On the right. Fig lb also shows
the shapes of the resulting output
waveforms If the input is asinewave.
Fig 2a shows the levels of the
harmonic components and the
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

levels for each of these examplesThis represents the 'classic' test
results showing bow THD varie,
with signal rem. Comparing the
harmonic dttortion behaviour, we
can see that the SE arrangement
exhibits muift higher levels of THO
(shown by the unseen lines) than
the PP arrangeiwnt. It can also be
seen that the SE iiistbrbon is aknost
entirely due to the toird-order ( 31)
distortion component, whereas
the PP distortion is almost entErely
second-order ( 2f).

playing side was not touched at
all. The next time Iplayed the
disc the sound had improved
enormously. Any ideas, and are
there any other readers out there
with similar experiences? If
anyone has scientific reasons why
such improvements might be so
then Iam quite prepared to set
about my 530 plus CD collection
with abrush and abucket of spirit,
even if my habit of leaving discs
out of their cases could prove
something of aheadache when it
comes to reuniting them all with
their respeptive jewel cases.
Paul RI -en!:
via e-rn,.

BENIGN DISTORTION?
Some enthusiarrts for SE amplifiers
argue that ehe natale of SE
distortion is more benign than that
of the PP at-angement. But what
happens when we consider signal
patterns rouie complicated than a
simple sinewave?
For the mke d investigation I
decided to employ atest waveform
that mimics two notes played as
achord. fah note onsisted of a
fundamental beguency plus foe
overtones (harmonics). The nominal
pitches of these notes represent
amajor third, consi,ting of an A
and CO played -together. Spectra
of the results me shown in Figs 3a
and 3b. Components present in th,e

•
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Directas DSD.

NOT SO STIRLING EFFORT

CLARIFICATION SOUGHT ON C

SURPRISE AT OUTCOME OF SPEAKER MATCHING TEST

Iwonder if, in your reviews
music discs, you would be able to
indicate whether aHybrid SACD
recording contains material
recorded directly as DSD or is
derived from 48kHz/24-bit PCM?
The Mahler 6on DG 4775684
reviewed in your Oct ' 05 issue is
aPCM recording (as are many
of Philips and DC's so-called
S'ACDs) and is not able to deliver
the full quality associated with
SACD DSD recording. Inote you
gave the recording only 3/5 - not
surprising in the circumstances.
John Luke by letter

Iwas quite surprised
at one of the results of
your test of the Stirling
Broadcast LS3/5A speaker
[Feb ' 07]. Specifically
the pair matching was
extremely poor. This is the
antithesis of the BBC design
philosophy where the specs
of aspeaker, including
frequency response, are
tightly defined and rigidly
enforced. A licensee could
lose their license to build a
speaker if their products do
not meet BBC specs. Indeed
it was intended that any two
BBC LS3/5A speakers made
by any manufacturer could
make agood stereo pair.
Inote that the Stirling
speaker is not called aBBC
speaker. But it was intended
to be as close amatch as
possible to aBBC LS3/5A.
And the poor matching
your test indicates seems
to say the Stirling speaker

Er
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should not use the LE3/5A
nomenclature. This is
especially surprising given
the use of aSEAS main
driver as Iknow that SEAS
drivers are extremely well
matched from the factory.
This brings up several
questions. Is this aBBC
speaker? Whether or not
it is, should it be called
an LS3/5A? Or is this pair
simply an anomaly that you
were unlucky enough to
receive for review?
Please note that my
comments have nothing to
do with the performance
and sonics of the Stirling
speaker. Irefer only to
the surprisingly wide
disparity in matching. Every
review Ihave read on the
Stirling LS3/5A praises it
for sounding like agood
version of the genre.
Allen Edelstein
New Jersey USA

Andrew Harrison replies: Both
Stfirling Broadcast and the
consultant designer of this V2'
model of the BBC classic were
also concerned, and closely
examiled the test pair after
review. Stirling measures, logs
arid listens to every pair for
quality control conformance,
we were told, before they
are dispatched. The test pair
passed all tests before leaving
:he factDry but somehow the
FIF unit later strayed from spec,
arDund the crossover point; not
especially audible but easily
spotted when measured.

*mall

AQuestion of FM tuner wins out over Freeview
Geograp
RADIO COMPARISON FAILS TO MAKE WAVES

KATE BUSBY'S LINCOLNSHIRE LILT

Having just read Paul Miller's
review of the MF KVV550 and
knowing Yorkshire folk to be a
proud race, Idon't think they'll
be too chuffed to learn that one
their brightest roses, Kate Rusby'
hometown Barnsley has been
moved to Lincolnshire!
Julian Parham, Leamington S
Paul Miller replies: Ididn't think
knowledge of geography was a
prerequisite for this job. Iwas wron

Iwas amazed at the
comparisons Russ Andrews
made between DAB,
Fieeview and FM. He
tells us nothing about the
system used, or which
'high- end' FM tuner he
used. He reveals later that
the DAB tuner used was a
table radio plugged into
the hi- h! Nor does he say
how exactly Reeview was
'better' than FM. (Reeview
R3 is at 192kb/s, the
same as DAB). Not avery
rigorous or careful
listening test was it?
During the 2006 Proms
1compared aMagnum
Dynalab md100 FM tuner

with an Arcam Alpha
10 DAB tuner at 160kbs
and Freeview BBC4 at
256kbs. The system
Iused comprised an
ATC SCA2/SPA2-150
pre/power and Harbeth
C7ES2 loudspeakers with
Townshend supertweeters.
The BBC4 transmission
was free of the edgy
distortion of DAB at 160,
but compared to the
dynamically- compressed
FM broadcast on the
Magnum it was small-scale,
wooden and mechanical
rhythmically and hard and
plasticky in tone. Orchestral
violins were partcularly

sky1-0

sky.
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hard and unmusical. The
grand three-dimensional
sweep of the Magnum FM,
the gorgeously rich and
natural instrumental timbre,

the acoustic signature of
the Royal Albert Hall - all
this was lost on neeview.
Indeed, there was hardly an
acoustic present all.
Call this adifference
of opinion, but Ithink the
more revealing the system
tEe worse DAB or Fieeview
will sound, at least to this
regular concertgoer's
ears. And any comparison
is useless unless system
details are supplied!
Jayne Lee Wilson, Liverpool
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WHAT HI FI?
610113
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Central England

•Banbury

Hi -Fi
www.soundcrafthhcorn

•Birmingham

Noteworthy Audio
01296 422224 www.notevvorthyaudio.co.uk

•Guildford

0121 429 2811

P. J. Hi Fi Ltd
www.pjhiti.co.uk

01483 504801

•Harrow
•London N7
020 7607 2148

Bartletts Hi Fi
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

020 7978 6262

1st Stop Audio Visual
www.1StStOpaV.COM

•London SW11
•London SW14

0121 354 2311

•Wilstead

01234 741152

Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.

Lasyl

Huddersfield Hi Fi
01422 366832 www huddersf,eldhM.co.uk

Suttons Hi Fi
www.suttonshifi.co.uk

•Bournemouth

Movement Audio
www movement-aud,o co.uk

01722 322169

•Southampton
02380 228434

•Weymouth

atlascables.com

01482 223096

01305 785729

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.
www.fanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio
www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio
www.lintone.co.uk

0191 477 4167

•Bournemouth
01202 555512

•Salisbury

ATLAS Cables

•Hull

Phase 3 Hi Fi
www. phase3hif 1. corn

South West England

01202 730865

Divine Audio
www.divmeauclio.co.uk

North England
•Halifax

Sound Seduction
01732 456573 www.soundseduction.co.uk

•Poole

Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience..

British Audio Products
www.bnfishaudio.co.uk

01858 432999

Hi Fi Care at Shasonic

01202 529988

Music Matters
vvww.musicmatters.co.uk

•Market Harborough

•Sevenoaks

Listen for yourself at one of our care'ully selected retailers.

Music Matters
www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield

0845 634 0340

01903 245577

Music Matters
www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Stourbridge
01384 444184

020 8876 7632

.Worthing

Music Matters
www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Solihull

0121 742 0254

Harrow Audio
wwwharrowaudio.com

020 8863 0938

Overture
www.overture.co.uk

01295 272158

•Aylesbury

Hyper is the latest in our award- winning range of interconnects,
speaker cable and digital connects. Available in sngle or bi-wire,
you'll be amazed by the difference.

5VIDFO CAM
COMPONENT VID.

ATLAS RETAILERS

01233 624441

•London W1

*
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London & South East England
•Ashford (Kent)
Soundcraft

Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.
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(
Metro)
0191 460 0999

•Sheffield
0114 275 6048

Moorgate Acoustics
cook

Scotland

Movement Audio
www.rnovernent-audlo.co.uk

•Aberdeen
01224 585713

Salisbury Hi -Fi
www.salisburyhifi.co.uk

•Glasgow

0141 332 4707

Phase 3 Hi-Fi
www.phase3hifi.com

Holburn Hi Fi
www.holburnhifi.co.uk
Glasgow Audio
www.glasgowaudo.corn

North Wales
•Wrexham
01978 364500

Weymouth Hi -Fi
vwwv.weymouthhifi.co.uk

Acton Gate Audio
www actoniate com

angelsound audio
We are specialists in two- channel hi-fi / systems

Ii

Cain & Cain
What's special:

Ohannal
slands

Audio Logic
What's special:

Beautiful furniture
that reproduces music
as well as the finest
speakers available.

Nhat's special:
Small footprint luge perlormance.
ngeniouE design
and perfcrmance to
match!

It's aMagnetic
Interstage Vacuum
Tube Audio
Processor.

Almarro

Pure Power

Acoustic Zen

What's special:

What's special:

Reference Grade AC
Regeneration with
Battery Backup.
Exceptionally good!

Small footprint iuge perlormance.
Ingenious design
and perfcrmance to
match!

Mod Wright
SWL 9.0SE

What's special:

Hi Fi News - Awarded 18/20

Affordable
valve amplifiers
and speakers
that are simply
breathtaking!

VYGER - NEW!
What's special:

Visually stunning turntable designs that sound
even better than they look..., audition is amust!

For more information conta tthese Specialist Dealers or the UK Distributor: Angelsound Audio
Audio Atmosphere
www.audioatmosphere.com
Tel: Stuart on
01785 71' 232

rassdance Audio
ww.grassdanceauclio.co.uk
el:
1764 650 573

Heatherdale Audio
www.hifi-stereo.com
Tel: Dave on
01903 872288

Sounds of Music
www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Tel: John on
01435 867 438

excellent
full-bodied and
involving sound.
Steve Harris, HiFi News March 2007

01923 352 479
info©angelsoundaudio.co.uk
www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk
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shadow audio 6-. )
.subject to conditions

A unique buying experience
Whether you are spending £ 503 or f250,000 - speak to Shadow Audio first!

You can now
bur select items
on'new
From the comfort of your own chair, you can now
order select products from the Shadow Audio Web
Site, 24- hours aday. Delivery is normally next-day
and straight to your door! Visit our web site to place
your orders today.

The best service
Shadow Audio's service is second to none - experience it for yourself today!

e

Best Part-Exchange/Used Product
Prices anywhere

Visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk for the complete
list of used items, which is updated daily. Call /
email if you have aproduct you would like to partexchange.

Fast delivery service
We deliver next- day in the UK ( Monday to Friday;.
We can also deliver on aSaturday morning, which
costs just atiny bit more. We also deliver to most
parts of the world - please ask for aquote.
•subject to conditions

Come over to the Dark Side
The Flagship 'Plato' Reference Loudspeaker from JAS Audio.

We _ J1 adifferent kind of Big Mac...
Complete McIntosh range available.

00

Ill InIni-.11

McIntosh are famous across the world
for producing some of the finest Hi Fi
Products available today.
Owning apiece of McIntosh is like
owning the finest car, the finest
watch, the finest painting the eye can
admire. Of course the difference is
that McIntosh will delight your ears

You could easily imagine to
find the'Plato'in DarthVader's
personal HiFi System!
If you want the best speakers on the planet - any planet - call Shadow Audio and quote ' Plato"..

f

1 HFN SA/04/07

with music in away that you inescapably
just cannot put avalue on - because it is
priceless.
The McIntosh range caters fc revery
possible client requirement trom asrmple
two- channel system to an extreme multichannel, multiroom system.

,
MIcromega Aria, black, ex HIR Choke review model
Shanling CDT1CO, exc cond, gold legs, fully boxed (11650)
Micromega CD132, ex-dem, black finish, as new condition, boxed (1849)
Arcam Diva 931, silver, exc cond, boxed, manual, r/c, 1yr old, (
11003)
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC + Transport, only afew months old 1140001
Krell KPS25s, upgraded to SC spec only 1year ago!, exc cond, boxed, manual,
remote, sublime presentation/detail as you would expect from a123k player!!
Ay! Lab Series CD, current spec, boxed, unmarked condition 111499)
Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive, ex-dem, immaculate cond 1140001
Resolution Audio Opus 21, 2box cd player, boxed, black/silver 1129501
Ay) S2000 CD player, exc cond, 1owner from new!, original box ( 1995)
AVI S2000 DAC, exc cond, only 1owner from new!, fully boxed, great 119951
Marantz SA15-51, silver finish, unmarked condition, high end SACD!111100)
Unison Research Unico Valve output CD, only 3mnths old, latest vet (11250)

£1395
£595
£995
£595
£2995
f4995
£1195
£2995
£2295
£249
f149
17)5

[es

Shadow Audio • 20 - 22 Cadham Centre • Glenrothes • KY7 6RU • Scotland • email: infokishadowaudio.co.uk • web: www.shadowaudio.co.uk

(;:D
* New Telephone Nofs sales : 0844 800 00 / 0844 800 00
sales : 0844 800 00
'subject to conditions

i\iew CD Player from bamut

MC- 3Valve Music Centi

CD3 joins arange of products that really know how to lock ors to the 'emotion' in music.

Shanling launch the beautiful MC 3...

is acompletely new player created on
the sonic experience we gained frorr the
highly acclaimed CDI. The CD3 is restructured
and specified from scratch, focusing Dri
electroni: and me&anical stability.
CD3

The CD3 is built with extremely silent
and linear components. Likewise, the DAconversion is implemented with state of the
art technology like the Burr Brown PCM 1792
convene'.
With the CD3 we are approaching the
performance maximum of the Compact Disc
as we know it
111111111kaP

Used Products
Amplifiers

Exposure 23 Pre Amp, mint, boxed, remote (£ 1400)
£795
Exposure 28 Power Amp, mint, boxed (£ 1400)
£795
Bryston 4B-SST Power Amp. 2months old! like new, 300wpc (£; 750)
£2249
EAR Yoshino 8341 Hybrid lnt, mint, boxed, 8months old! Bargain! (£28C0)
£1945
Qinpu Al .0x, ex What HiFi review model, boxed in immac tond i£300)
£2313
Qopu A-8000 MK II, ex HiFi World review model, boxed as new (11295)
£795
Parasound A21 Power Amp, immac conditon, silver, only llyr old (£ 1500
£855
Musical Fidelity AS Int, 250wpc, 6months old, boxed, as new (£ 1499)
£995
Musical Fidelity A5 Power Amp, 6months old, boxed, immac 0499)
£995
Bryston B1W SST 1st amp au dac module), unmarked concRtion, boxed (237501
£2995
McIntosh C220 Pre, only 2raonths old!, boxed, mint. Simphi stunning! (13300)
£2751
5
Chord CPA2800 pre-amp+pnono stage, £2800 new, in bleds, imanac
£1295
Jadis DA30 valve integrated. mint, 2yrs old, fully boxed, 30wpc (£40001
£1995
Bel Canto Evo 2i Integrateitboxed, mint cond (f2800)
£1695
Arcam FM1 Pre, good cond, >axed, manual, remote. only 1year old) (£ 1200)
£795
Arcam FMJ P35 Power Amp, good cond, boxed, manual ([650)
£595
AVI Lab Series integrated, immac, boxed, remote, 200wpc into 8ohms! (£ 1599)
£9%
AVI Lab Series Power Amp, immac, less than lyr old, boxed (£ 16201
£995
Pathos Logos, brand new sealed box!, canc order, great opportunity (f2700)
£22%
Eastern Electric M520 Int, Mat HiFi Sstar review, 4mnthsold (£ 1539)
fl(M
Eastern Electric Minimax Pre, ex-dem, mint condition, boxed (£769)
£643
Manley Labs Neo Classic 306/b Monoblocks 25wpc, mint!Sensafionall (L58951
£3996
Krell PAM 5pre amp with phono stage, exc cond, boxed (£20001
£549
Cyrus Pre XVS, immac cond only 5moths old!, one prey owner
000)
£749
Nagra PSA Power Amp, very rare, only 6months old!, immac, stunning
£33%
Quad QC24 Pre / II Forty Monos, exc cond. aoxed, manuals, 4yrsold (£39951
£1896
AVI S2000 Pre Amp, exc cool, 1owner from new, fully boxed, superb (£995)
£249
Audionet Sam V2 Integratec, silver, boxed, exc cond If 24001
£1196
ATC SIA2-150 Integrated, black, mint, as gaod as new, boxed (£2100)
£1895
ATC SIA2-150 Int amp, black mint con, as good as brand new (£2400)
£1395
Shanling SP80C Monoblocks, excellent, gold legs, fully boxed (f2000)
£1294
Lyngdorf (Tact) TDA2200, digital int, full room correction, excellent (£2395)
£1498
Unison Research Unico Line, only 3months old!, boxed, manual 950)
£740
Bow Walrus Power Amp, boxed, exc cond, 150wpc (£3995)
£1798
Bow Warlock Pre, boxed, exc cond, fully balanced, r/c (£3495)
£1498
. Pass La•s
. XI PreAe_mr
injt ...
esIMJLI, LidLeawer suipplra4700;
£3492

The speaker with big balls!

ea)

Looks like no other speaker and quite frankly, it beats every other similarly priced one.

Duevel Planets £800/,air
On acompletely differetat pla
Duevel's newest model called the'PlEnets'
brings omni-directional magic to acomplete
new audience. Visually the 'Planets' will shock
and the price will clefinily surprise! Retailing
at just f
800, the beautiful 'Planets'look like no
other loudspeaker and sonically they deliver a
first rate performance that is nothing short of
astonishing.
Hi-tech engineering, unique design, excellent
frequency and phase reponse ensure the
'Planets' deliver anatural sou
can
described as'addictive:

e

ng

•

Available March 2007 . _ MC- 7. cleverly combines a - igh quality CD player, tuner, dedicated i
POD input and tube
poner amplifier in one chassis..lue add speakers! Abrilliant one box solution.
Demand is going to be vary high br the MC- 3, so place your order early!!

New Product,

Used Products

Special symbols.

Special symbols.

o
e

30- day money bacl
Free next- day uk delivery

o
o
o

Free mains lead*

o
e

Make us asensible offer*

Free next-day uk delivery*

Free interconnect cable*
Free 3m speaker cable*
Free pair of speaker stands*

t›,

At certain times of the year
we like to refresh our used
product supply so look out
for products at substantial
savings'

Look to the whest
New dual mono phonostage promises to really deliver.

With the f\It'.VV whestTWO yot, will
hear much clearer mid and high
frequencie.. and because the
high frequency is extended ALL
instr uments down to basses znc
luck drums will sound much more
realistic with better transient
response and positioning within the
soundstage.
It is only no-t.1 by using modern
audtophile olayback equipmen: that
we car appreciate just how much
nfotTriatipr there is on vinyl

From the comfort of your own chair, you can now order select products from the Shadow Audio'Web Site, 24- hours aday...

HFN-SA/04/07
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shadow audio
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The finest selection of HiFi Products in the UK - all under one roof
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet,
ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium, Blue Note, Bryston, CEC, Custom Design, Croft, Dali, DK
Design, EAR/Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf, Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS
Audio, JungSon, Lumley, Manley Labs, Marantz, McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Musictools,
Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a,
Resolution, Roksan, Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord, Townshend Audio,
Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson Benesch, Vertex AQ, VPI and many more.
'subject to conditions
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Is Vertex AQ magic?

Used Products
Loudspeakers

No, but the way it improves asystem is some trick.

Hyperion 938, gloss black finish, immac cond, very low hcurs (f3750)
Quad 989, Vintage finish, only 6months old, boxed, mint ...Lind (3000)
Acoustic Energy AEI Classic, ex-ds.play, never been played, fully boxed (£8451
Wilson Benesch Arc, silver stands 3nd side cheeks, immac cond 112600)
B&W CM4 speakers, in Rosenut, 5years old, boxed
Sonus Faber Cremona, natural maple finish, 5mnths old, poked Superb (£5k) ,
Thiel CS 1.6, black finish, absolutely unmarked, like new, E. monns old! (£ 170C)
Ref 3a De Capoi, redwood finish, superb cond, boxed (£2500)
.IM Lab Diva Utopia BE, exc cond, boxed, tweeter covers end spikes (£7500)
Art Emotion Signature, maple, lys old, boxed with grills, nint (£9000)
Quad ESL-63 Electrostatics, mint condition!, vintage finish (brown grills)
PMC FBI+, cherry, boxed, immac cond, few mnths old! (£ 1695)
Monitor Audio GR20, 2yrs old, black, boxed, exc cond (£ 1500)
Monitor Audio GR20, cherry, good cond, orig boxes, gree. upgrade! (£ 1500)
PMC 081, in oak, boxed as new, 6mnths old, simply stunning! (32700)
JAS Orior, birds eye maple finish, mint, 10 months old!, fully boxed (£2300)
JAS Audio Orsa, ex HiFi Plus review model, poplar tumor (£ 13991
Zingali Overture 3S, cherry, exc cond, orig packaging, 1year old (£42501
ART Stiletto 6, maple, exderv, as new condition, boxed, wonderful (£2000)
ProAc Studio 140, mahogany finish, brand new - never used but box opened„
recent 5stars What HiFi, evenly balanced sound with high quality finish!
__ten, Review pair, sound awesome!! (£64911

the Vertex
kit is in place, there's
no going back, which
means in some respects
it is as fundamental to
the sound of the system
as the system itself.
Oh my!"
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi+

IsoTek

Shanling sets new standards

The Reference
CD500 CD Player
and Reference AS 4
Amplifier from
Shanling are finally
here. Shanling wanted
to make atrue
statement with these
flagship products,
not just sonically but
visually as well. We
think they have and
even more impressive
is the sheer value-formoney. Musically they
challenge products
at twice the price!
Available

Super Natural Winner

Using the already famed and celebrated
Hybrid Tweeter Module and 2x61
2 "
/
paper/
wood fiber cone IKON drivers, the Dali IKON
6has won the ears of both customers and
the press alike.
"We've yet to come across arival that can
match the IKON 6's combination of full
bodied midrange, treble sparkle and crisp
timing."
What Hi Fi
"A loudspeaker of exceptional resolve for
the money, the IKON 6will show what has
been recorded in exquisite detail and with
pin- sharp precision."
BEST BUY

Hi Fi Choice

«CHOICE
ma-ir

HFN SA/04/07
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Perhaps there are still some undiscovered secrets to mains
filtration, but as things stand the benefits are considerable
I
>

and the value of this unit is not hard to confirm.

"

IsoTek Sigmas
Hi Fi Choice, October 2006

IsoTek / Nordost Special Offers
ltration systems:

e

The Icon of IKON ( Dali).

£95

Free UK delivery, free cable and 30-day money back scheme - try IsoTek today....

The new reference Amplifier and CD Player from Shanling are gorgeous - visually & sonically!

•••

£1895
£3795
£650
£. 795
£449
£3795
£249
£695
£4250
£
£5995
149
£295
3795
3795
£1995
£1795
£1149
£2250
£1395
£1195

IsoTek Nova

£695

IsoTekTitan

£1495

IsoTek Sigmas

£995

IsoTek GII Minisub £545
IsoTek GlISoluse £325

Nordost Thor

£ 1599

FREE deli'very,.FREE IsoTek mains
cable worth £ 49 and a33- day noney
back guarantee*.

AA

The best service
Shadow Audio's service is second to none - experience it for yourself today!

o

Can't go the distance?
(30-day money back*)

Many customers would like to come and see us
but they are just to far away.., the solution: 30- day
Money Back Scheme*.

(FREE) Shadow Audio Newsletter
If you want to receive the latest product
information, news and special offers in your Email
InBox, all you need do is sign-up on our web site
-simple.
"subject to conditions

Shadow Audio • 20 - 22 Cadham Centre • Glenrothes • KY7 6RU • Scotland • email: info@shadowaudio.co.uk • web: www.shadowaudio.co.uk

c
.

You can now buy select
items online...
From the comfort of your own chair, you can now order select products from
the Shadow Audio Web Site, 24- hours aday. Delivery is normally next- day and
straight to your door! Visit our web site to place your orders today.

'subject to conditions

Used Products

Antila has 20 xDACs at its heart

Analogue & Miscellaneous

blo phono stage, exc cond, only 9mths old, boxed If 750)
Trichord Dino+ 15t), silver,.exct cond, tyr old, boxed, manual, superb 0:249)
Wilson Benesch Full Circle, boxed as new, exc cond (12100)
Audio Re-oarch PH5 Phowstage, MM/MC, mint, 6months old!, fully boxed with
manual and emote, incredible phonostage at this price! (f1795)
VPI Scout} inr JMW-9 tonearm, immac cond, boxed, very little usaçe ( ft 650)
Nordost Bur Heaven Speaker Cable, ex-dem, 4m pair, hi-wire ( f489)
lsotek GIIIMinisup, silver fmnt, current spec, immac cond ((545)
Naim Hi-Cap power supple, good condition, serial no. 304xx, superb upgrade
Hovland defererr.e Speaker Cable, exdem, boxed, Fift pair, single wred :( 1200)
Townshend 5upertweeten, titanium finish, boxed as new, end If 630)
Nordost Thor, exi-dem, immaculate condition, boxed, Valhalla wired (fi 6C0)
sotek lit in nails conditioner, few months old, boxed (( 1500)
bi-wire with z-p)ugs 15700)

Leema launch aCD Player that really delivers on every level.

f495
f1175
f.495
f" 395

:549
5395
f795
f6.45
f 195
f 09E
f1995

There can be only one
Xone may be small, but it packs amighty punch...

With afootprint similar to
that of Xen, but in aminiature
floorstanding cabinet, Xone
provides musical insight and
precision togetherwith superb bass
timing, pitch, pun& and extension,
in abeautifully svelte package.
In collaboration with Seas, Leema
have developed custom shielded
bass and mid- bass drivers with new
fibreglass composite coil formers
delivering exceptional midrange
clarity. These are employed in a
two-and-a- half-way configuration.
NORDOST Mono- Filament wiring
is used internally and the second
order crossover features Leemos
'Multi-track PCB' design method
developed for the Xen EV03.
Xone continues the Leema tradition
of combining unsurpassed detail,
rhythm, power and holographic
imaging to provide...
...music, pure and simple.

X- Factor
Musical Fidelity products definitely have that X- Factor.

111•FICHOICE
maw

Stunning , ound quality and captivating good
looks create astriking impression in any
environment.
The new Antila CD player with its unique
MD2 acti‘,e differential multi-DAC converter
technology provides breathtaking realism and a
tactile panoramic image.

BEST BUY

«CHOICE

LIPS ensures the ultimate simplicity in use and
flexibility 'or the future

Maximum resolution
Opus 21 can now give you acomplele system.

Available in avariety of configurations
and colour combinations, the Opus 21
can start as asimple cd player and evolve
to acomplete two-channel system.
No analog interconnects are required,
and only asingle cord powers the entire
system.
The Opus 21 frees you to focus on the
music, not the equipment.

BEST BUY

HIfICHOICE

e

Battleship Shanling
Shanling launch the NEW visual, st iking CD-T150...

Shanlirg CD-T150: £ 2000
Availat le: March 2007
The elegant 4- cylinder- supports
isolate : he chassis, sensitive
electronics and advanced
Philips CD- PRO 2linear tracking
mechamism, delivering astunning
performance from CD.

e

4

Call or email Shadow Audio for more
details on this affordable, visually
striking - digital wonder.

The Transporter
Wireless music streaming of the hig hest quality...

Slim De viceslransporter — was
designed to appeal to the most
discerning audiophiles and music
lovers. It streams digital music
with sound quality that surpa sses
even the most exotic compac: disc
players.

" The beauty of this MF system is that the whole really
is greater thai the sum of the parts and these parts
are pretty damn good to start with. You could spend
hunckeds more and get less. "
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice Dec 06

At the heart of Transporter is a " no
compromise" attitude to component
selection and electronic design.
At £ 1299 it is atrue audiophile
bargain!

Call Shadow Audio today on: sales: 084 4 800 0073 / 0844 800 0074

after sales : 0844 800 0075

HFN-swoeo7
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YES!

IWOULD LIKE
TO SUBSCRIBE TO HI-FI
NEWS AND RECEIVE MY
FREE SENNHEISER PX100

Hinti news

HEADPHONES
Iwould like to pay for my 13 issues by:

LIII

UK Quarterly Direct Debit: £ 9.63 Saving 25%

Ei

UK 1year by cheque/credit card: £ 41.08 Saving 20%

Complete this coupon and send with your payment to: UK:
Hi Fi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath,
West Sussex, RH16 3BR ( no stamp needed)
Save 25% on overseas subscriptions and receive your copies
of Hi Fi News delivered by priority mail direct to your door.
Call + 44 845 6767778 and quote code 30T
YOUR

DETAILS:

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

Forename:

Surname:
Address:
Postcode:
Home tel:
If you would like to receive emans from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special offers and product
and service information and take part in our magazine research via email please included your email
address below

e-mail
IPC who publish Hi Fi News woukd like to send messages to your mobile with offers from carefully
selected organisations 8, brands, promoting Sresearching their products & services. If you want to
recieve messages, include your mobile number below
Mobile:

Date of Birth:ifi

Choose from three easy ways to nay:
1. PAY BY CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER:
I
enclose acheque/international money order made payable to Mc media ltd.
for the amount of: f
2. PAY BY CREDIT/DEBIT CARD:
Please debit my: D Visa D Mastercard III Arms

IL1

Switch/Maestro

Card No:
Expiry date.

Card issue no/Start date .

3. QUARTERLY DIRECT DEBIT
For office use only. Originator's reference 764 221
A/C no

111111111

Name of Bank
Address:
Postcode
Account name:
Sort code:

Account no.

Please pay IPC Media Ltd. Direct Debits Irons the account detailed on this instruction subject to the
saleguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I
understand that this instruction may rerna in with
IPC Media Ltd. and if so. details will be passed electronically to my Bank or Building Society.

Date

Signature:
Il am over MN

HURRY! OFFER CLOSES 30TH APRIL 2007
All Subscriptions will begin with the first J..,
Your gift will be despatched within 28 days after your first payment has been
taken. Offer only available to new subscribers and tne 3monthly offers only available in UK by Direct Orbit For enquiries please call . 44 ! DI 845 676

HOW TO PAY FOR YOUR 13 ISSUES...

7778. Fax . 44101845 675 9101 of e-mail ipcsubslagss-uk.com Hi Fi News, published by IPC Media, will collect your personal information to process
your order Hi Fi News and IPC would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on oui magazines and sernces. Please
tick here if you prefer not to hear from IPC D IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so that they can contact
you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted

UK 3- Monthly Direct Debit

£9.63

Save over 25%

UK 1Year

£41.08

Save 20°/0

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE

Europe

£80.60

Save 25%

North America

£108.47

Save 25%

Rest Of World

£67.81

Save 25%

This guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that take part in the Direct Debit scheme The efficiency and security of the Scheme is
monitoied and protected by your own bank or building society. If the amounts to be paid or the payment dates change, IPC Media will notify you at
least 10 days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed If an error is made by IPC Media Ltd or your bank or budding society.
you are guaranteed aLU and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid. You can cancel aDried Debit at any time by wiling to your
bank or building society Please also send acopy of the letter to us Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through abank or building society. Your Direct
Ilehd price will stay the same for one year from the start date.

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER!
for (Ay 0.63
'eceive FREE Sennheiser
adphonesti
Stunning Sennheiser phones
The Sennheiser PX 100 is an open, dynamic supra- aural
mini headphone for mobile players. Its outstanding
sound reproduction and foldable design make it ideal
for outdoor use and travelling.

Great reasons to subscribe:
•

FREE Sennheiser PX100 Headphones, worth £ 34.99!

•

Spread your payments with convenient Direct Debit,
only £ 9.63 every 3months, saving over 25%

•

FREE delivery by priority mail direct to your door
every month, anywhere in the world

•

All the latest news, products and technical features
every month

•

Never miss an issue, stay up to date with
all the latest hi-fi news and reviews

Send your order
form by FREEPOST
e

Subscribe online
www.hifinews.co.uk
offes may vary onlme

Order Hotline +44 ( 0)845 676 7778
Please quote code 301
Phone lines open 7days, 9am-9pm. Please have your payment details
reaccy when you call. For overseas discounts, quote code 30T.
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news

r
Since broadcasters dropped the broadcast bit- rate, many hi-fi listeners have
abandoned digital radio in favour of good ol' analogue FM. But are they comparing
like with like? Jim Lesurf explains why he thinks DAB sometimes has the edge...

R

Minas 811.108-81113311
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eviewers and audio
enthusiasts have tended to
be critical of DAB. The main
reason cited is that the low

bit- rates used for DAB broadcasts
lead to audible artefacts. The
general conclusion tends to be that
FM is preferred - provided you have

m
e-

an excellent FM tuner and can get
decent reception. But are people
actually comparing like with like and
are the results all they seem..?
DAB ADAPTOR
My experience with DTTV [` Sound
on Vision' HFN March ' 06, p70-73]
led me to prefer it to FM for Radio 3.
It also made me want to be able to

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

hear stations like the World Service
in other rooms around the house.

'

Hence when Isaw acheap ' DAB
adaptor' for sale in alocal shop I
bought one and gave it atry. Iused
this in abackground listening system

Servic.e
ea

1111111
111 ,4

111111111111.11111111111110111111.1Weetee..,e ,1111.

.
1
"1111111111111111

I've put together in the room where
Itend to write. Iwas quite surprised

*Mr

to find that after afew months I
was regularly preferring to listen
to R3 via the DAB adaptor rather
than via FM. Admittedly, this was
comparing two items that weren't
exactly at the peak of contemporary
audio. The FM receiver is in an old
Armstrong 626 receiver, made some
decades ago. The DAB Adaptor is a
Matsui DA1bought for about £ 30.
You should be able to tell from this
that Iwasn't expecting too much
from DAB at the time!
The sound quality on many DAB

ABOVE: The Matsui DA1DAB adaptor, in use at the author's house, gives good results with Radio 3
the range from ' mediocre' to ' dire'.

The sound quality on many
DAB stations ranged from
'mediocre' to 'dire'. Yet R3
often sounded quite good'

However on R3 it often sounded
quite good to me. This eventually
lead to my buying aPure 701ES DAB
tuner for use with my main audio
system. It also set me wondering
about why Iended up preferring
R3 on DAB to R3 on FM, despite
concerns about DAB's low bit- rate.

stations was as I'd been warned - in

r

PURE
fern.,

S•ae••••

Rene.
•

O
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ABOVE: The Pure 701ES DAB tuner,
which offers full Band III reception

Radio 3tends to use 192kbis
most of the time while other
stations use 128kbls or even less.
But after spending alot of time
switching back and forth Idecided
that - on R3 - the data reduction
on DAB wasn't the main cause of
the differences Ifelt Icould hear.
Otherwise, it was obvious that DAB
had awider dynamic range with less
background noise than on FM.

ON THE LEVEL
Given that the most obvious
difference was in the dynamics, Idid
some comparison measurements.
These involved simultaneously
recording the output from an
FM tuner ( Yamaha CT7000) and
aDAB tuner ( Pure 701ES). Ithen

-60

analysed the results using the same
methods as for my previous article
on DTTV. For the sake of example

- 50

-40

- 30

- 20

o

- 10

peak power level
Figure 1: Here the line plotted in red shows the results for FM, and blue for

Iused abroadcast of apiece by

DAB. It can be seen that - just as when FM and DTTV were compared - the FM
shows clear signs of level-compression

Ravel which Irecorded during the
early afternoon. Figure 1shows the
percentages of the time the sound
was at agiven level.

After spending alot of time switching
back and forth Idecided that the data
reduction on DAB wasn't the main
cause of the differences Icould hear'

Level compression on Radio 3
FM isn't arecent introduction. In
Trevor Butler's Radio column [
HFN
May ' 89 p23], he announced that
the BBC had started applying up to
8dB of automated level compression
to Radio 3 FM on the 6th of March
of that year. At the time this was
-10

restricted to the mornings before
0935, and the ' drive time' between
1730 and 1900 each weekday. They
initially used an Optimod 810113
unit to apply this level compression.
From listening, and the tests Ihave

peak
power
(dB)

-20

made, it looks like things have not
improved since then. Perhaps Trevor
was right at the time to say that,
'The end of true dynamic range on
R3 draws nearer...', at least on FM
for much of the time!
100

150

200

150

200

FM LIFT
We can see that the sound level on
FM during extended quiet passages
of music is being lifted by around
8dB compared with DAB [ Fig 2].

250

time ( seconds)

15
difference
in power
levels (dB)

12-

In fact, the level compression is
more complex than can be seen

9

in Figure 2. This is for two reasons.
Firstly, brief transients - eg, the
initial strike of apiano note - have

6 -

their level rapidly dragged down,
and the gain is then slowly wound
up again during the sustained part
of the note. This has the effect of

o
100

reducing the impact of the start of

250

time ( seconds)

the note. It also makes the warmth
of the sustained portion that follows

Figure 2: Comparison showing levels varying with time during aperformance.

more obvious than would be the

[Top] Sound power levels for Ravel; [ Bottom] difference between FM and DAB
sound levels

case if we were sitting in front of the

APRIL 2007
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% time

actual performer. Secondly, the level
compression is applied in frequency
bands. Hence the tonal quality of the

6

music may be altering in ways that
aren't shown in Figure 2.
So far as Ican tell, at present
the BBC tends not to apply any
'automated' level compression at
all to R3 on DAB. Indeed, aBBC

4

spokesperson on the R4 Feedback
programme recently commented to
this effect. If so, the dynamic range
and tonal balance of what we hear

2

on DAB R3 can be expected to be
much closer to the sound in the
concert hall or studio than on FM.
That said, someone Iknow in the
broadcasting industry has told me
that the BBC uses different models of

-60

Optimod sound level processors for
FM and DAB. Whatever the details,

- 50

- 40

- 30

- 20

- 10

0

peak power level

the results are very different.

Figure 3: Dynamic compression on FM ( red) versus DAB ( blue) for BBC Radio 1

WHY IPREFER DAB
When listening to concerts on
Radio 3 Inow tend to prefer DAB

'What we hear on DAB R3 can be
expected to be much closer to the
sound in the concert hall than on FM'

to FM, using the Pure tuner rather
than my CT7000. The sense of more
natural dynamics, combined with the
relative absence of background hiss
or interference simply make it easier
to forget the technology and enjoy
the musical performances. Imay be
helped here, though, by having quite
astrong DAB RF signal.
For the Pure tuner Iuse a
home-made dipole. This simply
consists of asmall wooden stick,
to which Ihave taped some wire
with abreak in the middle. Ithen
soldered alength of RF co-ax to the

use much lower bit- rates on DAB,
and there is atendency for them

stations and CDs may share the

to be heavily level- compressed.
This is illustrated by Figure 3which

who cares about fidelity!'

compares FM versus DAB for BBC
Radio 1. As before, the red line is for

broadcast on Radio 3, then you
might well find that aDAB tuner

FM, and the blue for DAB.

gives enjoyable results. However
if you like rock or popular music
then you might find it sounds no
better than FM even if you aren't
concerned by any bit- rate reduction
artefacts. That said, there are many

Here we can see that the FM
and DAB are almost indentical.
The music spends almost all of its
time squashed into arange of little

break. The result isn't aparticularly
good antenna, and is just on the wall
of the hi-fi room. But it captures a
signal that is around 24dB greater
BELOW: The

more than 6dB! This is depressingly
familiar for anyone who listens

than the level which causes the
signal indicator on the tuner to

Armstrong 600

reach its maximum!

series of tuners;

to such stations. It also looks
depressingly like the results Ifound

decades old but
still going strong

the December 2006 issue.

in the author's
household

produce popular music radio

The above results all relate to
BBC Radio 3 using 192kb/s. Alas, the
situation on most other stations is
very different. All the other stations

when Iexamined pop/rock CDs in
It seems that the people who

40

100
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50

60

70

80

to ipo • 131 • 150

same attitude - ' Louder sells, and
If you like the kind of music

other differences between FM and
DAB which can have an impact on
the received quality, particularly
with ' loud' stations. These may often
give DAB the advantage in practice.
Ihope to investigate these, and
DAB+, later. So stay tuned!Eb

Nola Viper Reference

Made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts

At the 2007 CES Show in Las
Vegas, the speaker that
appeared in more rooms than
any other must have been vari-

MB50 Monoblocks

ous models from the Nola Viper
range, looking particularly beautiful in their new piano
finishes ( see photo). As you go

e;

up the range more of the drivers
employ alnico magnets, which

CM05 Preamplifier

are very expensive, hence the
price increase from around
£3.5K to £ 13K . The fact that
other manufactures use Nola to

dlo

demonstrate their equipment,
speaks volumes about their

A5OR Integrated amplifier
Anatek's famous fully patented output stage helps to produce
remarkably natural sound

quality. These are unique
speakers, so please do view
their website ( www.nolaspeakers.com), for

a

It has all the benefits of Class A ( non-

switching) with no crossover distortion but does not generate the

more details and reviews from the Show,
and then give us a call for a demo!

heat and consequent stresses on components

For more information please visit.
www.anatekacoustics.co.uk
or call +44 ( 0)1903 524602

HIFI Consultants

Anatek Acoustics

36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1EJ
0117 968 6005
icvhifi@yahoo.co.uk

Audi . Destination

01884 243 584

> Devons audio specialists for two- channel / home cinema
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Analysis Plus
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Audio Physic
Avid
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Bel Canto
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What's cooking at Audio Destination':
Remember that we can prepare something to suit your exact requirements.

sac s e c
hiel
Totem Acoustics
Unison Research
VDH
VPI Turntables
and many more.

Open Monday - Saturday
9am - 5pm
Audio Destination
Suite 7a Market Walk
Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL
info@audiodestination.co.uk
www audiodestination co.uk

Will MartinLogan
speakers work in
my small room?
ie pi uuiei

We received arequest for ahelping hand,
but by the time we contacted Jonathan he'd
already healed the problem himself. We paid
avisit anyway to confirm the remedy...
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room. My massive hi-fi has been
banished from our lounge and kept
in an odd- shaped room 15 foot by
8foot. The speakers are only five
feet apart and Isit about five feet
from each. This has to be. How
about coming over?'

JONATHAN'S SYSTEM

4.57m
p.

At the centre of the current system is aMusical Fidelity A5
CD player, AS pre and power amp, with aWilson Benesch
Full Circle turntable. But this was not always the case, as
Jonathan had once been acard-carrying member of the

Record Shelves

4,00l

Flat Earth club — an avid reader of The Flat Response and
then HiFi Review. In other words, afollower of the 1980s
E

Linn/Naim school of hi-fi.

THE PROBLEM
Jonathan's house is a 16th century almshouse that's been
Sota

extended and expanded over the centuries. It now has a
small extension at the back of the property that is used
as adedicated listening room. The problem is this narrow
listening space, which necessitates sitting very close to
the loudspeakers. Jonathan had an idea to replace his

THE ROOM
At 15 feet by less than 8feet, the
room is narrower than preferred.
'Bearing in mind these restraints
the bass is not overblown and

loudspeakers, the floorstanding Jamo Concert 11, hoping
the imaging is respectable. I
think new speakers are in order.

to secure awider soundstage.
After reading areview in HFN, he fell in love with the

My feeling is that the soundstage
would be that much wider. Ilike

looks of the MartinLogan Vantage. When we visited, the
MartinLogans were already in place. We asked Jonathan

big speakers.'

about the journey he'd taken to get to his current setup.
'My first system was asecond-hand Garrard SP25 with
aRotel tuner amplifier and apair of Wharfedale speakers.
Iwas 13 at the time. Iremember playing Pink Floyd,
upsetting my parents and neighbours, and that's when I
first got into hi-fi.
'As Igot older my taste in music changed. Iwould go
to alot of live gigs and buys loads of vinyl. Iwould say
that Iwas really smitten with the hi-fi bug around the
mid-' 80s, when Ibought aLinn LP12 turntable from local
dealer The Audiophile in Bishops Stotford. Ialso bought an
Inca Tech Claymore, like apoor man's Naim amplifier, very
much recommended by HiFi Revew. After that Isteadily
went up the flat- earth ladder.
'Earlier, I'd had Castle Richmond speakers, alarge
old-fashioned standmount, as that's all Icould afford
at the time. Igot aDual CS- 505 turntable after the
SP25, then it was the LP12. For amplifiers the Inca Tech
Claymore was replaced with aLinn LK1 pre and LK2 power
amp. At the time. Ilistened to Naim and the equivalentlypriced Naim didn't sound as good to me — Iwas at odds
with Chris Frankland [ editor of HiFi Review] who wasn't
keen on the Linn amps. Ithen went for Linn Isobariks,
bought them ex-dem. They were abit too big and heavy
for the floor upstairs, vibrating the whole room. Iended
up getting apair of Linn Kabers and then aLinn Kairn and
Linn Klout, and the Karik and Numerik CD transport and
DAC. Then Ihad the Karik II and Numerik, and then the
Karik III/Numerik. That's before Ihad two children!'

TIME TO SWITCH
Through the ' 90s Jonathan stuck with the Linn philosophy,
but eventually started to look around later at other
equipment. Why was that?
'I thought Naim and Linn, particularly Linn, started
losing its way and going into AV. Obviously it was alot
more profitable for them but Ithink the enthusiast was
left behind. Over the years. I've probably spent — and I
sat down and worked this out — about 60 grand on hi-fi.
Iprobably got about £ 30,000 back. My current system
Ithink is my best system ever, especially with regards
to the type of music Ilisten to now, which is no longer
Pink Floyd, Ted Nugent and heavy metal. Now Ilisten
to soul music, alot of smooth jazz, abit of R ' n' B. And
the system I've got now is alot more open sounding,-®
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there's asoundstage which never used to exist with Linn
equipment — it sounds really good.
'I decide to sell the Linn system lock, stock and barrel.
The only thing Ikept was my Linn turntable. Ihad it
from 1987 — Ikept having it upgraded to current spec.
Ihad aLingo, Cirkus, Trampolin... Iended up getting an
Ekos and the Klyde moving-coil cartridge. At that time
in the late 1990s there were other manufacturers who
were beginning to do really good stuff, with arise in the
availability of new record decks. Istarted listening to
other decks and ended up buying something completely
different, the Wilson Benesch.
'Even though the retail price of the Wilson Benesch
is probably half what afully-spec'd LP12 would be, it
sounded — I'm not going to say better or worse — it

RIGHT: CD
player and
turntable sit
on Townshend
Seismic Sinks

sounded different, but the sound is very good. My only
reservation is the cartridge, part of the Full Circle package
—Ithink it's alittle bit dry and that's something that I
may change but Idon't want to throw lots of money at
it, because nearly everything Ibuy has to be on CD. It's
sad, but I've bought only one thing on vinyl in the last five
years. It's very difficult to get the vinyl that Iwant.'

ENTER MUSICAL FIDELTY
How did you arrive at the three current Musical Fidelity
units? How much was based on reviews, listening or
viewing at ahi-fi show? ' Iwent to the Hi Fi News Show at
Heathrow last September. It's interesting to listen to stuff
but very difficult to evaluate equipment when you're in
artificial surroundings.
'I like two- channel. I've
got aTV in the lounge
but I'm not interested
in surround- sound. I
went to aLinn thing in
Camden, invited to listen
to the Unidisk, avery
expensive system where
the speakers cost more
than my entire system.
And it sounded okay but
it didn't sound realistic
because you didn't want
to listen to sound from
behind you.
'I want the equipment
to look good, and this

'It's very
sad, but I've
bought only
one thing on
vinyl in the
last five years.
It's difficult to
get the vinyl
that Iwant'

may sound vain, but Ilike
it to match, and that's
why Iwent for the A5 CD player. Which is probably quite
abad reason! Before the Musical Fidelity Ihad aShanling
CD player. It had agood sound — when it was working
—but Ididn't find it the most reliable of things.'
But now the system is complete with the new speakers.
Are you satisfied with the result?
'I was worried that the room wasn't quite right, but
they do sound very good and the bass integrates well. The
only thing is that the bass isn't as deep as the Isobariks I
once had or even my lamo Concert lis, so I'm thinking
of adding asub; but God knows where I'm going to put
it! I'm going to borrow asub and see if Ican possibly
put it on ashelf. But Ithink the whole thing will end up
vibrating as the room is very small.'
Any regrets in your years of enjoying and upgrading
hi-fi at home?
'I think the biggest mistake was getting rid of maybe
two or three hundred LPs that Ithought Iwouldn't like any
more. Now Iwish I'd never given them away!' cD
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ABOVE LEFT: Under the core system is aTrichord Diablo phono stage and power
supply, plus Nakamichi DR1.5 cassette deck, Linn Kudo FM tuner and Cambridge
Audio DAB tuner. ABOVE RIGHT: Wilson Benesch Full Circle turntable

"The singer's voice took on a

"The Shanling player had no difficulty

sense of scale and presence

in portraying a huge. cavernous

products is to provide a shop window for the company's

that just made you wonder

acoustic in which instruments were

massive OEM designs and production business. Or it may

about that whole business of

convincingly tangible. '•

adding more channels. "

"It may be that one major aim of Shanling's high-end hi-fi

be, at least some of the time, that they actually do it for
love. Anyway, that's certainly what this product sounds
like, and it really should be heard. "
Steve Harris, Hi Fi News, March 2007

Liquid, unfatiguing and detailed
sound.
Rating:

UK Distributor: Tel: 0870 909 6777 • info@realhi-fi.com • www.realhi-fi.com
To find your nearest '
Zeal hi-fi' Dealer visit www.realhi-fi.com or call us today.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Hi-fi news

Jargon
Buster

[Keith
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

[Steve
Harris]
Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

[Paul
Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
now HFN's Editor

Keith Howard has the

lowdown on speaker
measurements...

Stands that deliver for
some cherished Quads,
how to stream your
music wirelessly, plus a
re-vamped reel-to-reel.
Our Q&A experts are
here to solve all your
hi-fi problems...
HOW DO ISET UP A
WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM?
Iam looking to purchase amusic
streamer, Iunderstand what it does,
but I'm not sure how it works and
how it's set up. My understanding
is: connect the streamer to your
PC, this then beams the music to
your hi-fi amp. But how? If you want
music all over the house (which is
the idea) then will Ineed speakers
in every room? What else do you
need in every room? Will wireless
speakers work?

[Andrew
Harrisonl_
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

Kevin, via emai]
Keith Howard replies: The device you
are referring to is generally known as
a network audio player or network
music player, one well-known
example being the SlimDevices
Squeezebox (
www.slimdevices.com).
They exploit computer networking
technology to stream audio signals
from computer or other devices
on the network via either awired

[Sensitivity]
Loudspeaker efficiency
is not normally quoted
because it is generally
highly frequency
dependent and
difficult to measure.
What is specified, as
it is more constant
with frequency, more
relevant and easier to
measure, is sensitivity
-the sound pressure
level ( SPL) generated
in free-field (
ie, nonreverberant) test
conditions at agiven
measurement distance
for agiven input
voltage. Conventionally
the measurement
distance is 1metre and
the input voltage 2.83V
rms as this corresponds
to apower dissipation
of 1watt into a
resistance of 8ohms.

[Impedance]
The load presented
to the amplifier by
most loudspeakers is
acomplex impedance
comprising both
resistive and reactive
(capacitive and
inductive) elements.
As aresult it is
characterised by two
frequency dependent
variables, modulus and
phase. The modulus
determines the

current drawn from
the amplifier while the
phase determines by
how much the voltage
and current waveforms
are offset. Modulus
and phase graphs for a
representative two-way
closed- box speaker are
shown below. While this
example has anominal
impedance of 8ohms,
its modulus ranges
between aminimum
of 4.9 ohms and a
maximum of 61 ohms.

[Frequency response]
Loudspeaker frequency
response is measured
as sound pressure level
versus frequency, usually
at asingle position.
Most loudspeakers
are directional in their
output, so measured
frequency response
worsens away from the
intended listening axis.
Microphone distance
has an influence too,
particularly with
speakers having large
diaphragms.
A speaker's frequency
response, like any other,
must include amplitude
limits - eg, 40Hz to
25kHz, ± 4dB - otherwise
it is largely meaningless
and should be referred
to instead as afrequency
range. Measurements
of frequency response
away from the intended
listening axis are termed
off-axis responses and
reveal information
about the acceptable
listening area and the
speaker's interaction
with the room.
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LEFT: The
Squeezebox
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PINEWOOD

WHAT'S

MUSIC

0,

AT THE

KRELL EVOLUTION:
THE GLORY DA YS ARE BACK!

TUB iSHOP

.c,à,DEN

osifieDie(;ON

,

They're now

essential
as far as
concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
considered

Roy Gregory -

magazine

WHAT'S

gom
min

AT THE
TUBESHOP

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online
www.cryogenictubes.com

tz,

VETIMIA

Yes, boys - the glory days are back! Krell have
always been there at the very top, right since the
days of the dearly loved KSA-50. But the new
Evolution series represents agiant leap for Krell - a
leap that establishes them as the undisputed leader
of solid state design, and the undisputed leader of
putting the truth of music into your home.
And that giant leap has been recognised with some
absolutely outstandng reviews, both here and in
America - and with ' Hi Fi Choice' describing the 505
as the world's best CD player'.
Yes, the glory days are back! Call Pinewood Music
to find out just what that means.
We have the following on demonstration:
EVOLUTION ONE

00

EVOLUTION TWO
EVOLUTION 505

ip

Pew"?'
f. •
1
4 11f

BEISHORICONI
CALL% 0870 9220404

mono power ( 4 chassis)
mono pre ( 4 chassis)
CD/SACD

EVOLUTION 202

stereo pre ( 2 chassis)

EVOLUTION 402

stereo power

EVOLUTION 600

mono power

FBI
SACD STANDARD
KAV-400xi

integrated amplifier
CD/SACD
integrated amplifier

The Pinewood Music Company

THE

LARGÉST SELECTION
OF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

ethernet connection

recommended by

or, more usually,

Quad's own service

wirelessly. The latter

department is the

makes multi- room

GFD Mk IIS, which is

audio particularly easy

fabricated in tubular

to achieve because

steel with rigid

there is no need to

platform mountings

run cabling through

and aclamping system

the house

to hold the speaker.

At the computer

It has tilt- adjusting

end you generally

screws and stands on

need special software

castors. The GFD stand

to stream the music,

costs £ 360 per pair

supplied with the

plus post and packing

device or downloadable from

(it can be shipped anywhere in the

the internet, plus the necessary

world) and is supplied to order.

networking hardware, which

Contact G FDeane, GFD Speaker

will typically be awireless router

Stands, Moorland, Chorley Old Road,

or cable router plus wireless

Horwich, Bolton BL6 6QB, telephone

access point. You will also need

01204 843382.

a broadband or cable modem
connected to the roLter it you want

However, you could also consider
the One Thing Audio wooden stands

to listen to internet radio ( which you

(Rupert and George models) which

can then access when the computer

are available from Classique Sounds

is switched off).
At the receiving end you need
the network audio player and an

of Leicester ( 0116 2835821, www.
classiquesounds.co.uk).
One of the best-known American

audio system to connect it to,

stands for the Quad ( and much

which can be as simple as a pair of

taller than the GFD) was developed

powered loudspeakers.
Network players usually provide

by Arcici Inc (
www.arcici.net)
-available secondhand - but also

both analogue and S/PDIF digital

consider trie beefy- looking Sound

outputs, while some also provide

Anchors design (
www.soundanchors.

an input to allow audio to be

coin). The Sound Anchors stand is

distributed round the network from

adjustable for height and tilt and

local audio sources.
My experience of players like the
Squeezebox ,sthat they are not up

again is made to order, with a lead
time of around four weeks. Price is
from 5650/pair, plus shipping.

to the highest audiophile standards
-you'll achieve better sound quality
from atop-flight disc player - but for
general listening they are perfectly
acceptable. Also, see my review of
SlimDevices' Transporter, p32.

QUAD ESL -63 STANDS
Ihave been aregular reader of
HiFi News from 1999 and since
you had been very kind with me in
the past ( Iasked for information

THE REEL THING

about English dealers who sold

Irecently re- commissioned my

used Quad ESL- 63 Pro speakers),

reel-to-reel tape deck after

Ihope you can help me again.

some years of idleness and

A friend of mine told me that the

want to buy new spools

Foundation stands are the best

and 1/4in recording tape

items to use with Quad ESL- 63.

for it. Do you have any

Itried to search for this English

clues for likely

brand, but Ihaven't found anything.

suppliers? Any

Do you think you can help me? I

advice will be

hope so.

gratefully accepted.

Gianluca Palmi, Italy via e-mail

[Russ And rewsl
Russ Andrews pioneered research
into the effect of the mains on hi-fi
systems and now sells his awardwinning cables, filters and supports
through his company Russ Andrews
Accessories. Each month he gives
you his top hi-fi tips...

RUSS' TOP TIPS

GROUNDING SPEAKERS
You may have seen that Tannoy has an earth
sccket on the back of some of its speakers for
grounding the drive units. To test the idea, I
went ahead and modified acouple of my own
drive units and ran earth wires down to the
mair searth. The results were both easy to
hear and very beneficial.
First there was improved clarity, definition,
amd depth in the bass. Second, improved
separation between instruments, singer
etc. and more three- dimensionality in the
soundstage. Third, the treble was clearer,
sweeter and cleaner. Removing the earth, the
sourd seemed muddled, confused and much
less -hythmic and enjoyable.
Y31.1 can test this upgrade fairly easily for
yourself without having to modify the drive
unit. When you remove the speaker grille,
you MI find the tweeter(s) and one or more
dive units held in with screws. Tackle only the
divers and tweeters with metal bodies.
•Remove one screw from each driver and
clean the metal around the screw hole to
remove any paint. Strip the end of apiece of
earth wire that is long enough to reach your
maims socket ( you are going to use its earth),
make asmall loop in the stripped end and refit
the driver screw through it so that it makes a
good tight connection with the chassis.
•If there is more than one driver on each
speake -,you can earth link them together or
ruin two lengths of wire.
•Take the opportunity to check the
tightness of all the driver screws, but don't be
tempted to over tighten them.
•Do both loudspeakers and fit 13 amp
piuos to the earth wire ( remembering only to
use the big earth pin!) so that you can easily
Ain the difference.
If you like what you hear, you can
make the connection at the
o
back of the driver more
permanent and hide
the earth wire by
making the earth
connection at the
back of the driver
and running the

4
.
or

earth wire to an
extrasocket on
-,.. the back plate
i
next to the
usual speaker
e terminals.

Nigel McKenzie,
Putney London

Steve Harris roplioç: It seems that
Foundation ( not to be confused

Keith Howard replies:

LEFT: Tannoy

with US company Sanus Systems

Tape and reels can

Sandringham

with its Foundations models) is

be bought from www.

with blue- ringed

no longer active, but there are a

taperecorder.co.uk,

earth terminal

few alternatives. The stand still

telephone 08444 848020. '
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IMPROVE ROOM ACOUSTICS
To hear your music system at its best, you need to consider the
layout and acoustics of your room. Keith Howard gives some
useful — if unconventional — advice on getting the best results

A

ccording to some companies
promoting DSP room correction,

produces adry and unappealing result. The
room's contribution adds spaciousness to the

the listening room is the last great

sound and there is good evidence that, through

loudspeakers and the position of the listener.

barrier to achieving true high-

early reflections, it enhances the listener's

This is particularly important to bear in mind

fidelity sound. But Idon't believe that for a

ability to distinguish timbral and other qualities.

when trying to counter the effect of

moment. It has always been acareless hi-fi

So the key to achieving good results is to work

low-frequency resonant modes in the

habit to blame room acoustics for problems
that lie elsewhere and, as anyone who has

with the room rather than against it, to exploit
its positive effects and, so far as possible,

determines how effectively the resonances

tried it will know, listening to loudspeakers

suppress its negative ones.

are excited while the position of the listener

outdoors doesn't, at astroke, make
everything wonderful.

This is particularly so in most domestic

is that what you hear in any given situation
depends on both the position of the

room, where the position of the speakers

determines how effectively they are heard.

rooms used for hi-fi listening, which have to

So far as practically possible, you should

serve other purposes as well. The amount

experiment with both speaker and listening

practicable. Some things that the room

of acoustic treatment that can typically be
applied in such rooms is minimal, so trying to

the full range of possibilities.

does are bad but others, because of the way

write the room out of the equation is just not

we perceive sound in reverberant spaces,

an option. Better to seek its cooperation.

In any case the adversarial approach
to room acoustics is neither insightful nor

are good. Attempting to ' kill' the room by

positions. If you don't then you won't access
Also bear in mind that the room's
contribution and our perception of it are
time- dependent. The first thing that happens

loading it with absorbent material is the

POSITIONING

worst thing you can do - an all too common

The first and most important thing to

reaches our ears is that early reflections

but misguided approach that invariably

understand about optimising room acoustics

begin to arrive, having bounced off one or

after the direct sound from the loudspeakers

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED
•Selection
of movable
absorbent room
furnishings for
floor and walls

ABOVE: Ceiling reflections are ' bad', wall reflections are ' good':
note use of low-frequency sound absorber in right hand corner
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Italian Sculpture
where beauty and sou dbecome one!
A Unison Research Preludio ( NEW)
The Preludio is asmall but perfectly formed integrated amplifier
featuring one KT88 valve per channel in single-ended mode.
Handmade from solid wood and stainless steel, it offers asound
as good as it looks - generous, detailed and sweet.
Designed to match awide range of speakers and when rrratched
with one of similar high quality - the results are simply magicali

Sonus Faber Elipsa ( NEW)
Elipsa, amajor new introduction for Sonus Faber, is placed at the top
of the highly regarded Cremona range yet borrows its sonic and design
cues from the ultimate, Stradivari Homage.
Chief among the physical design elements is the use of the infinite
baffle form pioneered on the Stradivari. Extensive use of sub- structural
stiffening spars breaks up remaining resonance nodes. Wider than it is
deep, this elliptical cabinet construction couples easily with even difficult
room acoustics allowing bass to roll effortlessly into the listening space.
Here, the form is more tightly tailored and the reduction in overall scale
works to its advantage allowing it to be easily integrated into avariety
of listening spaces. For Sonus faber, the drivers are crucial to the sonic
success of their approach. Sonus Faber continues its recent tradition
of reducing moving mass, stiffening the coned drivers, while asking
the tweeter to extend out well into the 40kHz region. What makes this
recipe so remarkable is that as with all Sonus Fabers, balance and
harmonic richness is retained.
A true baby " Strad", powerful yet refined, dynamic and spacious.

For more information please contad us on 01483 537 577
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s
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"
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Sign-up today for your free account and PB will
publish all your press releases on pressblog for
you, for the first month - for free.
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ART Loudspeakers
Astintrew
Audio Analogue
Audio Research
Copland
Crystal Cable
Dream Vision
Focal Jmlab
Grado
hyperion
Isophon
Isotek
Jadis
Koetsu
Krell
Lavardin
Leema Acoustics
M&K
Marantz
Martin Logan
Nordost
Opera
Pathos

Prima Lung
QED
Resokeion Audio
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sonus Faber
Stands Un que
Sfax
Sterling Broadcast
Stratton Furniture
Sugden
Sunfire
Theta
Townslend Audio
Transparent
Unison Research
Velodyne
Wadia
Wilson As. dio
Yter
ZEN
& many more...

Demonstrations by appointment
New & Used high-end audio
Informative web site
sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www guildfordaudio.co.uk

01483 537 577
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HOW TO

more room boundaries (walls, floor, ceiling). First to arrive is normally
the floor reflection, followed by the side wall reflection, and so on. In
concert halls, where the time delay between the arrival of the direct

1.0
RT
(secs)
0.8

sound and most of the first reflections is usually much longer, these
early reflections are known to have astrong influence on the perceived
sound quality. The reflection from the ceiling is ' bad' because it is

0.6

mono - it appears almost the same at both ears - whereas the side wall
reflections are ' good' because they increase interaural disparity, which
enhances the hall sound's sense of spaciousness. Although the time

0.4

delays in domestic rooms are much shorter, side wall reflections can
again have apositive influence, about which I'll have more to say later.
0.2

Other room effects take longer to develop and have different
consequences. Resonant modes within the room, which are normally
aproblem only below 200Hz or so, take time to build up and time

o
100

to decay. So aresonant mode that may be unbearable on asustained
organ note may go largely unnoticed on quick bass guitar runs. The
reverberant sound in aroom, which integrates the speakers' output

1k

10k
frequency ( Hz)

over all directions, also takes time to build up and to decay, as

Fig 1: Reverberation time versus frequency measured by

quantified by the room's reverberation time ( RT or the time taken for

Jackson and Leventhall in 50 UK living rooms in the early

the sound level to decay by aparticular amount, usually 60dB).

1970s. Note the wide spread of results and the upward
trend towards low frequencies

ABSORB THIS...
Figure 1shows the results of RT measurements made in 50 UK living
rooms in the early 1970s and reveals two important points. First, there
is awide spread of RT between different rooms. Second, it is normal

A

for RT to be frequency dependent, with significantly higher values at
low frequencies. This occurs because the sound absorbent materials
in domestic rooms - carpets, curtains and other soft furnishings - are
more effective at absorbing high frequencies than low frequencies. In
fact low frequencies are difficult to mop up without the use of specially
constructed absorbers. Fortunately, some rise in RT at low frequencies is
tolerable and perhaps even desirable.
If aroom's RT is too high then the intelligibility of the sound will
suffer (
le. it will become muddled) whereas if it is too low, as already
described, the sound will be dry
and lifeless. So acompromise
has to be struck. If your room
is sparsely furnished with lots
of reflective surfaces - the sort
of modern, minimalist space in
which art directors just love to
photograph hi-fi equipment - then
its RT will be too high and you'll
need to add some absorbent
materials to bring this down. A
non-fitted carpet is agood start
if you have ahardwood or stone
floor but you will very probably
need some further absorbent - in
the form of drapes or tapestries
-on the walls, otherwise you may
ABOVE: Reflective floor and a

end up with intrusive slap echoes.

non-fitted rug are agood start

I'll say more on where to place
those absorbents in amoment.

Attempting to
"kill" the room
by loading it
with absorbent
material is the
worst thing you
can possibly do'
112

You can also try sitting closer to
the speakers so that you hear
more of their direct sound and
less of the room's contribution.
If, by contrast, your room has so
low areverberation time that the
sound lacks vitality, you should
try removing some of the sound

Fig 2: Symmetrical room layout ( a) is better than

absorbent materials.

asymmetrical layout ( b) because the room's contribution

Even when your room has

-in the form of early reflection pattern and boundary

awell controlled RT, you won't
achieve optimal results if you
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reinforcement - is then the same for both channels
C.
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CP,
EAR/Yoshino
Coombe Grove Form
Ermine Way, Arrington
South Cambridge, SG8 OAL
Tel: 01223 208877
Fax: 01223 208761
www.ear-yoshino.com

1
7.
tufydelic,o.vie,

(NEW) EAR 868 Pre-amplifier
Two Versions Available:
Line stage version : £ 2650
Line and Phonostage version : £ 3450
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the

emotion

in

music -

“Ensemble reference audio system
for the discerning music lover ,'

See System Builder feature
by Steve Harris
News March 2007 : P96 - 98)

Ensemble Concept...
Designed in astyle of timeless elegance,
Ensemble audio products are manufactured
in Switzerland with legendary Swiss care
and attention to the smallest details providing
customers with long-term satisfaction
Every product is designed, evaluated and
refined on the basis of along-standing deep
attachment to music and critical listening to
the most demanding sounds from voices and
acoustic instruments, recorded as naturally as
possible to be verifiable in a ' live' context
The ' ensemble touch' — that special something
that causes one's musical heart to warm and
beat faster when experiencing Ensemble
products.
Tel: 0208 480 3333
Mob 07918 022870
07738 007776

E-mail: info@signaturesystems.co.uk
Web . www.signaturesystems.co.uk

To audition asystem in the comfort of your
home please contact us.

HOW TO

have abad basic room layout. The two speakers ( I'm assuming a
conventional stereo setup here, but the same applies to multichannel
installations) should be placed symmetrically within the room so that
they have the same relationship, albeit mirror- imaged, to the adjacent
walls ( Figure 2a). This is easy to achieve in rooms with arectangular
floor plan but may be less so in other cases.

SWITCH TO MONO
This symmetrical relationship is important in two respects. First, it
ensures that the two speakers are subject to the same boundary
reinforcement, whereby the room boundaries boost the level of low
frequencies. Second, it also ensures that the early reflection pattern is
the same for both channels. What you are aiming to ensure is that the
room has the same imprint on the sound from both loudspeakers. If
this isn't the case then it should be no surprise that the stereo image
will be disrupted. To get some feel for this, if you have an amplifier
with amono switch and balance control then play amono signal
over the two loudspeakers and swing the balance control either way,
checking that the sound from each speaker is much the same. If you
have asymmetrical speaker layout then it should be, provided the
speakers themselves are closely matched.
Ihave abee in my bonnet about early reflections, the importance
of which Ithink has been neglected in listening rooms. Standard texts

Fig 3: Placing absorbent panels ( shown in red) so as to
suppress early reflections is acommon recommendation
-but not the obviously good idea it may seem

tend to consider only the amplitude and delay of the early reflections
but their spectrum is important too, and has adirect effect on the
placement of absorbent materials on the room walls.
You will often read advice to the effect that absorbents should be
placed to suppress early reflections, as illustrated in Figure 3. By all
means try this - Idon't wish to be dogmatic here - but my experience
suggests it is abad idea. Certainly it will reduce the amplitude of each
reflection but it will also skew
its spectral content because, as
already described, practicable
absorbent materials - even
50mm-thick acoustic foam
-absorb sound more effectively
at high frequencies than they do
at low frequencies. Ihave always
found this spectral skewing of
reflections to have anegative
ABOVE: Lively room with kit
placed to one side of speakers

effect on sound quality, so I
don't recommend deploying
absorbents as Figure 3 shows.

you will often
read that that
absorbents
should be
placed to
suppress early
reflections'

In fact it pays to be careful
wherever you use absorbents
in aroom, such as behind
the listening seat - another

Fig 4: Layout of absorbent panels ( again shown in red) in the

common recommendation. The
golden rule is never to presume

author's listening room. All are above seated ear level so that
they reduce reverberation time without interfering with first-

that adding an absorbent

order early reflections

must be agood thing. Listen
with and without it in place
before deciding on its worth

While we're talking reflections, as far as possible do not place

in that particular location.

large objects close to the loudspeakers as these become sources

And remember the symmetry

of additional reflected sound. Ialways try to keep aclutter- free

requirement - if you do place

absorbents close to the speakers,
make sure that they are equivalently arrayed for both channels.
One way to ensure that absorbent panels have minimal effect on
early reflections but do provide some suppression of the room's

listening room, at least at the loudspeaker end, and th.s always
enhances sound quality. Again this advice doesn't sit well with
what you may read elsewhere, where it is often recommended that
objects be placed in the room to so as to increase diffusion of the
sound. One practice Iparticularly deprecate is placement of the

reverberation time is to place them all above seated ear level. Figure

audio electronics in an ' altar' between the speakers. You may wish

4 shows the layout Iuse in my own room, with each absorbent panel

to pay homage to your system but listening to it will be amore

facing abare area on the opposite wall. Few of you reading this will be

spiritual experience if you position as much of it as possible away
from the loudspeakers.

either willing or able to implement such ascheme in your own rooms,
but keeping any absorbent wall coverings above seated ear level is a
trick you should try.
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Don't take my word for it ( Ihope this is afamiliar exhortation by
now): try it for yourself. (b
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Luxurious Italian Loudspeakers

Excellence in Electrostatics
The latest model in the Finallrange of high

Following the magnificent Grand Concert and

definition flat panes is the 300i.This elegart

Concerto,Triangle and .JKD are proud to

slimlire floorstander* offers all the insigfht and
detail of the best electrostscc designs, and at a

announce the arrival of two new models in the

very attractive price.A stereo pair with matching

Magellan Series - the Quatuor ( 0,500 — pictured)
and the Cello ( 8,500).These have all the quaky,

subwoofer costs under LI 500 - astonishing

finish and technology of their larger brothers.

value for atop quality electrostatic loudspeaker

They're luxurious, emcrionally involving speakers

The 3001 is unique— whether used for 2-cnannel
stereo or in ahome theatre system. Call your

that will satisfy the most discerning music lovers.

nearest UKD dealer to arrange an audit ore.

of the Concerto " it looks fantastic, with a

*3006 can also be wall moumted

wonderfully passionate stye of music- making...."

HI-FI

magazine

As Alvin Gold ( Hi Fi Choice/Feb.2007) wrote

MI II
A Lifetimes Musical Enjoyment

The Unorthodox Approach

Unison Research needs little irtroduction. Each of

Pathos Acoustics, based in Vicenza, Italy, are

their oroducts is ha adbuilt with great pride and

internationally renowned for their uniquely-

passion by asmall kit dedicated team, and the maraue

designed high performance valve/solid state

is the object of critical acclaim throughout -.he world.

amplifiers.

The excellent new 20 watt Unico Seconde is the
fully balanced circui: and ag-ipping and detailed sounc

Now sees the launch of their first CD player,
and it's as stunning as everybody expected!

and is sure to be as renowned as its award-winning

Combining top quality styling and build with

predecessor. The P'eludio is agreat introduction to

adetailed and liquid so4d, the Endorphin is

Unison's pure valve designs and offers superb value fo.'
money with an open, detailed sound.

already making big waves in the industry.

much-anticipated new hybrid integrated featuring a

9,4
-4»e:74-7

your
ICallFREEto order
Brochure

visit our web site for second hand listing

AdE

UKD. 23 Richings Way, ver, Bucks, SLO 9DA. England
Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
www.ukd.co.uk
post@ukd.co_Jk

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and

ts

coustic

Independent audio consultants

enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

SCOTT
(Zi iCZ)

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts

5. Li

1I

will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

E
o
FOCAL

densen b200
Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday

focal electra 1007be

martin logan summit

10:00 AM to 5:30 PM t.01582.485.316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest. aloia . b&w . beyer. blueroom . clearaudio copland . densen . focal jm-labs
grado . harman kardon . hutter . kef. koetsu . krell . martin logan . michell . ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire. roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio

j

YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM

Call your local
I SEVENOAKS store for
afree demonstration

Experience the best hi-fi at
SEVEN0a<S

• Amazing sound from an integrated system
• Exceptional quality CD, FM and DAB digital radio
• Integrated iPod connection - hear how good
your iPod can sound
• From Arcam, agreat British company

"The Solo sticks its neck out,
and goes it alone — and it's an
unmitigated success. Looks, style
and ability, for now, this is the
one-box system to rule them all"

MONITOR AUDIO
RS1 SPEAKERS
II Compact Design
• Metal Cone Technology
• Available in aChoice of Finishm

*****
EnCEIA0IR 2005

ONKYO CS-515DAB

Revive your
record collection

with Project tuntables. The range includes
the award-winning Debut (pictured above).

PROJECT DEBUT III
•
Speed, Belt Dive
• 'iiipplied Complete with Cartridge
• What Hi Fi? Award Winner

01 www.ssay.com

This award-winning micro delivers Exceptional
performance and is superb value for money.

Igm

"A truly musical micro system"
W..MITELT
*****

II11111111111111
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YAMAHA CRX-M170
• Compact System
• Comprises CD Player, Amplifier and DAB/FM Tuner
• What HiFi? Recommended

S.

o
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HI-FI COMPONENTS
PRIMARE

MARANTZ

With class-leading build quality, and aunique blend of
sophisticated Scandinavian design, Primare build elegant,
reliable, easy-to-use systems that promise years of high
quality performance.

Marantz products range from high-end hi-fi to HD- ready
DVD players and AV receivers. Its hi-fi range includes the
CD5000 and CD50010SE CD players, the SA7001 SACD
player and the PM4001 amplifier, offering ataste of
high-end audio at an incredibly competitive price.

CYRUS
fyou've enjoyed listening to music before, try liFening
to it through aCyrus system. With every product tuned
by ear, Cyrus represents aquality of sound, which is rare
at any price. NEW DAB 8.0 Tuner.

Getting the most from your hi-fi system
Sevenoaks has 34 years' experience in the hi-fi market - and nobody knows more about getting the most from music.
With the major brands in stock, Sevenoaks can help you choose individual components or design acomplete system from
scratch. Just tell our in-store experts what you listen to, when and where.

• OUTSTANDING VALUE

SEVEN0a<S

• TOP QUALITY BRANDS

SOUND

• LATEST TECHNOLOGY

BRONZE BR5 SPEAKERS
The new BR5 is an astonishing mix of clarity,
exuberance and power from adeceptively slender
loudspeaker.
• 2.5-Way Design • Finish Options Available
"Unmatchable musical sound from a
floorstander under £500 coupled with
Monitor Audio's excellent build
quality"

tune! W.
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*
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41p

VISION

The Experts in Home Entertainment

• EXPERT IMPARTIAL ADVICE

MONITOR AUDIO

&

SONOS
DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEM

ARCAM
DIVA SERIES

Soncs is the firs- and only
digital music system that
lets you play all your digital
music, all over your house
-and control it -rom the
palm of your hand.

Arcam believes that superb sound quality is vital to the real
enjoyment of music. The DiVA range reproduces music at a
level that is remarkably true to life.

"Simple to set-up,
great to use...
Sound-quality
is first-rate"

le17.11.Fr;

-

AWARDS 2006

Don't Forget! Accessories make the difference
The quality of sound and vision asystem produces
is determined as much by its accessories as its main
components. At Sevenoaks, accessories are not
an afterthought - our staff can demonstrate the
difference the right accessories can make to your
home entertainment experience.

ROTEL

06 SERIES

S5e
SPEAKERS
Hand-made ' e'
generation bassmidrange drive
units reward with a
uniquely clear and
musical sound.
• Natural
wood cabinets
incorporating
Dynamic Damping
engineered to
eliminate booming

Rotel's 06 Series will give you years
of enjoyment and offers excellent
value for money. This range of
separates creates asound that, the
more you hear it, the better it gets.
'The iQ5s are
little stars,
providing
stunning scale
and authority
from discreetly
sized towers...
The iQ5s are
fully deserving
Products of the
Year"

"RAOS - Best stereo amplifier
under £300 in Awards 2006"
WINArelLFTE
AWARDS 2000
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Design 8e Custom Install at
SEVEN0a<S

A vision for every home

Multi-room systems

How it works

Create your dreams with the latest home entertainment technology. Whether it be nome cinema,
quality hi-fi or multi-room, Sevenoaks will transform your home and increase your viewing and
listening pleasure.

A multi- room system puts all your home cinema
and/or hi-fi equipment in one place and gives
you control at the touch of abutton. Put screens
and speakers in as many rooms as you want and
control what you listen to or watch from one
central hub. With hard-disk technology, you can
store your entire DVD and CD collections in one
place and play different films or music tracks in
different rooms at the same time.

The Sevenoaks custom install service takes in everything from initial site visits to designing and
planing your system, through to project management and installation to ensure you get the
most from your home entertainment system.

Sevenoaks Design and Custom Install provides a
solution that meet your exact needs and budget.
At Sevenoaks, we create bespoke home entertainment systems of the highest quality that
complement your home and lifestyle.
With 49 stores and over 30 years of experience,
Sevenoaks creates systems that will transform
your Efe

Sevenoaks staff are experienced at installing
both simple and complex multi- room systems,
ensuring they integrate with look and feel of
your home as well as being fully functional and
easy to operate.

Call your local S EVEN Oa<S store to book a
site survey or afree in-store demonstration
03 www.ssay.com

I

Sevenoaks consults with you at every stage and,
if required will liaise will builders and architects.

N WS & INFORMATION

Choose the best in
the business
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is the UK's largest specialist retailer of highquality home entertainment solutions. With 49 stores nationwide and
a proud history of satisfying customers, Sevenoaks has a hard-earned
reputation as the most comprehensive provider of home cinema, hi-fi and
multi- room audio systems, offering excellence in customer service and a
unique design and custom install option.

Pick-up our 2007 Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Guide at your local store. Alternatively, it
can can be ordered via our Website and
posted to you (UK mainland addresses
only) FREE OF CHARGE.

INFOCUS IN76

Ahead of the field

DLP PROJECTOR

• LEADER for quality brands. Sevenoaks' 100 per cent independent

Fill your screen with bright, vivid, crisp
and detailed images with this awardwinning, 720p resolJtion, DLP projector.

status means it can bring together the finest components and systems
under one roof.
• LEADER for quality staff. Sevenoaks employees are home cinema

and hi-fi enthusiasts with apassion for the products and satisfying
customers.

SIM2 DOMINO D35

DLP PROJECTOR

• LEADER for quality service. At Sevenoaks, customers are treated as

individuals and solutions are designed for individual needs.

SIM2 is synonymous with the finest quality
home cinema projectors and the new D35
model adds to that env able reputation.

• LEADER for custom install. Few retailers have more experience of

designing, installing and optimising bespoke systems in homes.

• OUTSTANDING VALUE

SEVEN0a<S <

• TOP QUALITY BRANDS

SOU

• LATEST TECHNOLOGY

ND

&

VISION

The Experts in Home Entertainment

• EXPERT IMPARTIAL ADVICE

• are staffed by experts in home cinema and hi-fi
• stock leading brands to offer arange of quality products

STAINES

ABERDEEN

CROYDON

LEEDS

PETERBOROUGH

57 CROWN STREET

369-373 LONDON ROAD

e,2 NORTH STREET

36-38 PARK ROAD

4THAMES STREET

01224 252797

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

01784 460777

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

PRICING
POLICY

BEDFORD

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH

SWINDON

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

24 THE GREEN

10 LOSEBY LANE

107 CORNWALL STREET

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE

SWISS COTTAGE OPEN SUNDAY

57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20-22 CORPORATION STREET (OFF HIGH ST)

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

21 NORTHWAYS PARADE, FINCHLEY RD

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397

01202 671677

020 7722 9777
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

OPEN SUNDAY

BRISTOL

EPSOM

LOUGHTON

PRESTON

92B WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

7.9 GOLDINGS HILL

40-41 LUNE STREET

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

020 8532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

BROMLEY

EXETER

MAIDSTONE

READING

WATFORD
478 ST ALBANS ROAD

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

39A EAST STREET

28 COWICK STREET

96 WEEK STREET

3-4 THE WALK, KING STREET

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

01622 686366

0118 959 7768

01923 213533

CAMBRIDGE

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

SEVENOAKS

WEYBRIDGE
43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

OPEN SUNDAY

17 BURI.EIGH STREET

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET, CITY CENTRE

109-113 LONDON ROAD

01223 304770

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7969

01732 459555

01932 828525

CARDIFF

GUILDFORD

NEWCASTLE

SHEFFIELD

WITHAM ( ESSEX)

104-106 ALBANY POAD

738 NORTH STREET

19 NEWGATE STREET

635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY

1THE GROVE CENTRE

029 2047 2899

01483 536666

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733

CHELSEA

HOLBORN

NORWICH

SOLIHULL

WOLVERHAMPTON

403 KINGS ROAD

144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

29.29A ST GILES STREET

149.151 STRATFORD ROAD

29.30 CLEVELAND STREET

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

14 PITTVILLE STREET

1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD, SHERWOOD

33 LONDON ROAD

14 SILVER STREET

01242 241171

01482 587171

0115 911 2121

023 8033 7770

01935 700078
FOR OPENING HOURS, PLEASE
CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

OPEN SUNDAY

CRAWLEY

KINGSTON

OXFORD

SOUTHGATE

32 THE BOULEVARD

43 FIFE ROAD

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

77 CHASE SIDE

01293 510777

020 8547 0717

01865 241773

020 8886 2777

OPEN SUNDAY

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the
same products and excellent
service at alower price,
please bring it to our store
managers' attention.

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options' are
available on the majority of
products we stock.
SIMIllet Mils on 'lend. Umuci
Wen. filinionurn beince E Subbrt

Ma

Some products/brands are not
available at all stores. Please
call to confirm or visit our
website before travelling. Special
Offers and Sale Offers - Not in
conjunction with any other offer.
ADVERT VAUD UNTIL AT LEAST
05/04/2007, E&OE.
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CLASSIFIEDS
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CLASSIFIEDS

THE PLACE TO
Buï obc LLILJ ituDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your
credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8397

MARK LEVINSON No.335
power amp £ 3500, and
No.380 pre- amplifier
£2300, both perfect
condition, manual, box,
owned from new Tel: 07810

FOR SALE
1. ACCESSORIES
AUDIONOTE, ESP,
ALTEC, 604, 802, 417,
speakers, Audionote,
Target, Alphanson, Rata,
Apollo, QED, stands, AVI,
CD player, Audionote, Ear,
Transformers, Magnum,
Amplifier, Nakamical,
1000, 582, Teac, Studer,
Ariston, turntable Tel:
07944 909209 or email
stevehifiman@hotmail.co.uk
[BD]
Rare KOETSU rebuild by
Sugano Jr. to platinum
standard with diamond
cantilever, offers, also
Llrushi Gold with diamond
cantilever £ 2700 ( Best
leave a message between
6pm - 7pm) 07802 843769
[CE17]

2. AMPS
SUMO Nine Plus power
amplifier, pure class A
operation, 65 watts into
8 ohms, 120 watts into 4
ohms, rare classic, excellent
condition £ 350
Tel: 01256 462495

250488 ( London) [ DE14]
BAT VK60 valve power
amplifier £ 1250 (£ 4500)
Tel Bill 01993 851508
[CD14]
AUDIO SYNTHESIS ADEQ
2- box phono amp £ 350,
Audio Synthesis Passion
Passive pre £ 300
Tel: 01226 766435 [ DE14]
KRELL KAV 150a amp can
be bridged to app: 600
watts, price £ 1150 Tel:
01225 316197 ( 9am-5pm)
[D8]

QUAD 909 140WRMS
- £ 650, EAR 8L6 £ 1950
(£2700), JVC AK11 £ 57
Tel: 01206 510392/078809
83630 [ CE17]

RCA/XLR inputs £ 10,000,
Jeff Rowland Model 10
power amp £ 2,000 Tel Ian
020 7824 8311 or e-mail
ianbodiebtinternet.com
[DF33]

GRYPHON Diablo
integrated amp, mint
condition, 10 months old,
warranty, boxes etc £ 4250
ono, ML380s, mint, as

120
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NUFORCE 0.02
monoblocks 160 watts
£1400, Densen Beat B100
integrated £ 350, Densen
Beat B300 £ 550, Nordost
cables, Atlas Elektra
Interconnects Tel: 07973
189538 ( London) [ DF17]
CONRAD JOHNSTON
Premier 16LS reference
valve pre- amp, stunning!
Mint, complete with
original box, manual,
and packaging, extra set
of classic valves £ 3950
(£8500) Tel: 07850 378658
(Herts) [ DF17]

APRIL 2007

01563 533565 or email:
i.d.lees@btinternet.com
[D8]
VALHALLA speaker
cables, 2m, spades, single
wired, factory terminated,
wooden boxed £ 2000,
Valhalla mains cable and
interconnects available,
Siltech HF6 digital cable,
BNC-RCA, 1m £ 80 Tel:
020 8661 5329 or email:
zhuo_deng@hotmail.com
[DF17]

11. COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

Transparent ULTRA
balanced interconnect
4.5m length, excellent
condition with original
box £ 650 (£ 1949) Superb
dynamic sound, ideal for
pre- to power amp or for
Active speakers Tel: 07973
220663 ( Leicestershire)
[BD]

ENSEMBLE Figura speakers
£4000 (£ 6000), Dirondo
CD player £ 3333 (£ 5000),
Stereophile rated ' class A',
almost brand new for two
thirds new cost, complete
with all boxes, remote,
mains cable etc. extremely
musical, detailed sound
and very wife friendly, Ialso
have Ensemble interconnect
and speaker cable, Simon
Yorke Zarathustra S5
legendary and rare 40kg
turntable £ 3000 (£ 7000?),
Kuzma Reference arm
with Cardas wiring and
ltd edition bearings, with
box, instructions and tools,
perfect, £ 725 (£ 1500)
Clearaudio Insider cartridge
has played less than 200
LPs £ 3000 (£ 6500), Trilogy

CHORD Co. Odyssey
3m, two double and 4
end speaker cables, mint

948 Stereo power amp
£675 (£ 1895), Trilogy 901
preamp £ 400 (£ 1100)
both in excellent condition

3. CABLES
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 ref Black £ 1,700 ono,
Audio Research LS- 2b pre V70 power amp £ 2,000 ono,
Nagra PL- Ppre with phono
stage ( unused) VPA mono's

AUDION Silver Night
300B parallel single-ended
monoblocks, two years old,
in perfect condition with
boxes, manuals & receipts
£2450 Tel: John 0797 110
6514 for details/photos
Aylesbury area [ D8]

KRELL KRC3 pre- amp, 8
months manufacturer's
guarantee, Reference
quality, fully balanced,
realistic offers
Tel: 01225 869236 [ CD]

new also available £ 2750
ono please call Sotirios on
07876 351377 [ DF17]

secures, 1m Kimber Silver
Ref. PowerKord (£ 950 new)
first offer of £ 400 secures
or £ 750 the pair, Ben
Duncan mains conditioners
IKVA £ 150 (£ 450 new) and
0.5 KVA £ 100 (£ 350 new)
buyer collects, Audience
3ft mains cable £ 100 Tel:

condition £ 199 Tel: 01663
741478 [ CD14]
SILVER CABLES, better
than Siltech ( best leave a
message between 6pm
- 7pm) Tel: 07802 843769
[CE17]
RUSS ANDREWS, The
Silver Power Block (£ 850
new), first offer of £ 400

in black chrome, Matisse
Reference Preamplifier with
phono stage £ 2000, lsotek
Substation £ 445 (£ 1010).
Iwill separate if necessary
and demonstrate in North
London phfh@philiphill.com
Tel: 0208 340 9941 [ foc]
ARCAM AV8 processor,
Arcam P7 power amp,
Arcam P35 power amp,

awilk

Arcam DU27A DVD player,
2 xPMC FBI front speakers,
4 xPMC DB1 surround
speakers, Rel Q201E sub
speaker brackets, cables
and interconnects supplied,
open to offers Tel: 07896
235279 [ DF22]
HI-FI SYSTEM, custom
built, including remote
controlled valve preamplifier, valve monoblocks
power amplifiers, speakers,
isolation equipment,
cabling, on par with
£15,000 systems, looking

ClinSIMEDIS

£1,500, please leave a
message on 020 8883
5618 [ DE14]

WADIA 301 CD,
immaculate condition in
silver, £ 2500 Tel: 07809
504274 [ CD]

TEAC T-1 Transport,
Trichord clock 3, recent
service £ 350 Tel: 01226
766435 [ DE14]

4. DVDS/CDS

MERIDIAN 596 DVD

MARK LEVINSON No.31.5
ref cd transport mint,
£4,200 ono, DCS Elgar plus
firewire Purcell firewire, all
mint £ 6,500 ono Tel: Ian
020 7824 8311or e-mail
ianbodill@btinternet.com
[DF33]

for agood home, hence

MARK LEVINSON ML39 CD
player, owned from new,
boxed, original receipts,
manual & remote, transport
screws, etc. 100% as new
condition, fantastic player
at agreat price, very happy
to demo £ 1900 Tel: David
on 07768 773912 [ CE]

upgraded + MSR £ 1497 Tel:
01206 510392/078809
83630 [ CE17]
EMM LABS CDSD Transport
£1600 (£ 5500), Accuphase
DP55 CD player £ 850
(£3000) Tel: Bill 01993
851508 [ CD14]

SHANLING CDT100 HDCD
Valve CD Player, two years
old from Noteworthy Audio,

HUI news

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right.
We will insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only
need to fill it in once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

Tel (to appear in advert):

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'issues
Number of
Please print the above

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)for

II

Card number
3 digit card security code
Expiry date

advertisement

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors
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Address'

Postcode"
Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
HiFi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from Hi Fi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
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Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. PC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

issues

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box
if you want your
advert to go into the
WANTED category

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi News
CLASSIFIEDS pages have anew,
simple-to- use category system that
means you get multiple entries for
selling your hi-fi equipment and
buyers can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill in
the form printed left but for each
product category ( eg. accessories,
amps, CD players etc) ensure
that you write the category code
number in the top left hand corner
of the box ( see our example below)
and when acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew number in
the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps;
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software ( CDs,
records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;
11- Complete Systems;
12- Miscellaneous
•NB: Classified rates are £ 8 ( inc.
VAT) per 30-word insertion for one
issue; £ 14 for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product reference
numbers count as one word ( eq.

ere's how to
S
rt with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of El (
50p for each extra word).

CLASSIFIEDS

in perfect condition with
boxes manuals etc £ 1050.

WILSON Watt Puppy 3.2
£2750 (£ 14,000), Wilson

Tel: John 0797 110 6514
for details/photos Aylesbury
area [ D8]

Wins £ 1450 (£ 12,000)
Tel: Bill 01993 851508
[CD14

MERIDIAN 588 CD player,
mint, superb sound, some
say as good as Meridian
GO8 at £ 2250, for quick
sale will accept £ 1350 Tel:
07956 279096 (Worthing)
[DE14]

TDL RTL 2, very good
condition, original boxed
£75 or offer, must sell,
Royd Minstral, very good
condition, original boxed
£50 or offer, must sell
Tel: 01262 676003 [ D8]

DENON DVD player 2900,
very little used, boxed
£150, Sony DVD recorder
model RDR-GX3 £ 145

WILSON Audio Watt- 3
Puppy- 2, fully refurbished
with system- 7 tweeters,
new acoustic blankets &
new rubber surrounds for
all the bass units £ 3,995
Tel: Ian 020 7824 8311 or
e-mail ianbodill@btinternet.
corn [ DF33]

Tel: 02392 379017 [ D8]

12. MISCELLANEOUS
NAICAMICHI 700 Hi-end
cassette deck £ 157 Tel:
01206 510392/078809
83630 [ CE17]

QUAD ESL989, black, new
cloths, just serviced with
one year warranty, mint
£3000 ovno Tel: 01562
827710 [ DF17]

AUDIO valves ECC81,
ECC82, ECC83, Mullard,
Brimar, China, Philips, new
and used, job lot £ 150
Tel: 01562 827710 [ DF17]

JAMO 300 dipole rear
surround speakers, boxed
£95 Tel: 02392 379017
[D8]

7. SPEAKERS
RUARK Talisman 3, walnut,
boxed, very good condition
£950 Tel: 07809 504275
[CD]
ATC SCM100 TSL
Anniversary limited edition
speakers, Burr magnolia
piano finish, Active or
passive, reluctant sale,
bought new Feb'06 £ 6500,
(new £ 13000), contact Ian
on 07941 424322/01789
261585 or email: ian.
brunt@zen.co.uk [ CD14]

AUDIO PHYSIC Luna 2
Active sub- woofer, twin
drive units, cherry wood
veneer, mint (£ 1799) £ 995
Contact Paul on 07776
143890 [ D]
AUDIO PHYSIC Virgo3,
mint condition owned
from new, contact me for
in-depth details of these
excellent speakers, can

Shiraz mk1 DS1 PS,
audio black, small chip
in armboard, serviced by
Roksan in 2007, superb
player, buyer collects,
Worthing, quick sale
£1800, no offers Tel: 07956
279096 [ DE14]

9. TURNTABLES
WANTED
TECHNICS SL110/SME
3009/M95 HE £ 257 Tel:
01206 510392/078809
83630 [ CE17]
SME 20/2A turntable,
boxed as new £ 4000, Tom
Evans Groove phonostage,
mint £ 1000, Benz Micro
Ruby 2 open air cartridge,
price negotiable, Loricraft
PRC3 record cleaner, boxed
as new £ 900 Tel: 01954
715266 [ DF17]
NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE Spacedeck
with Spacearm and
cartridge £ 650 (£ 1950),
Whest phonostage and
power supply £ 650 (£ 1350)
Tel: Bill 01993 851508
[CD14]
1VIICHELL GyroDec, smoked
glass case, v.g.c. owned
from new, with SME 5
tonearm £ 550 for both, but
would be willing to split Tel:
01302 818233 ( evenings)
[DE14]
AIR TANGENT 10 b
tonearm with flight case
£3,750, Graham 2.5
tonearm £ 1,000 Tel: Ian
020 7824 8311 or e-mail
ianbodill@btinternet.com
[DF33]

range hence sale, £ 2300,
these are exceptional

ROKSAN TMS/Artemizi

TECHNICS SL- 10 Quartz
direct drive record deck, full
working order please Tel:
01202 481386 [ BD]
SONUS FABER Concerto
original bi-wire version,
must be as new and piano
black. Tel: 07791 361620
[D8]
BANG & OLUFSEN integral
tuner- amp, any age, also
recent Denon integral
tuner- amp, CD player also
portable CD play, quality
cassette recorder, all in very
good condition please Tel:
01234 711 538 ( NBucks)
[CD14]
EMPIRE 108, 888P,
Decca London cartridges,
Mission 774 tonearm,
Fidelity Research
tone arms cartridges
transformers, Marantz
CD80, CD94, CDA94,
Audioquest Diamond
II, Naima CDs ( Dead),
Lowther PM7A ( Dead) Tel:
01642 644064 Email:
solderjunky2005@yah000.
co.uk [ DF17]
STAX Headphones,
energisers, driver units,
adaptors etc, any model,
any age, any condition,
wanted by collector Tel:
020 8686 2441 [ KL14]

CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi News
classifieds by post, please make
sure you address them to:

FOCAL JM Lab 937 Be
Anniversary, one of 300,
perfect, approx. 20 hours
use, full range 92db,

Carole Molloy, Hi Fi News, IPC
Media, Leon House, 233 High
Street, Croydon CR9 1HZ

£3000 (£ 4500), www.
audioplusservices.com/
jmlab/ElectraBe.htm — www.
cinenow.comiusinews1589.htm Tel: Philip on 020
8340 9941 [ CD14]

www.hifinews.co.uk

B & W CM1 bookshelf
speakers, maple, 3 months
old, mint, boxed £ 375 Tel:
0115 9754070 [ D]

demo at my house & deliver
within M25, I'm upgrading
within the audio physic

MAGNEPLANAR MG 2-SR,
excellent condition, house
forces sale £ 1195 ono Tel:
07905 147869 [ CE17]

122

speakers, Ilook forward
to hearing from you Tel:
07941432804 [ D]
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www.choice-hifi.com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

AC;,à
Accessed«
AHRC Grim Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo 1300 1Pod Docking•Sals
ember 3501
MIT 750 shotgun
Origin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Other
Other See List
Ringmat Full Version

Choice
hi-fi
• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile. 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£90
070
£0
£125
£895
£57
£75
£395
£140

AV hocassars
Arcam AV8
Krell VOS
Krell HTS
Lexicon MC 12 HD
Lexicon MC12 05
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8 v2
Lumagen Vision HDP
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Primare SP30
Proceed PAV/PDSD
Yamaha DSP-E800

£2395
£3750
£1800
£6750
£5500
£3995
£3995
£750
£695
£4000
£2695
£1300
£1995
£180

AV Racelvars
Pioneer VSX-D2011-S

£450

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference
Black Rhodium Requiem
Ecosse Reference MS 215
Ecosse Reference Ouartet MS2
JAS Labs SC2
ember Monade
timber Orchid
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pan
Merlin Dragon
MIT/Spectral MH-770 ultralmear Rel2
Nordost Reference TYR Intercon
Nordost Reference TYR LS
Sillech Ca.bles balanced
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Aude Digitink
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Aude Music Wore 10ft Bi Wire
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
van den Bol CS 122
Wireworld Starlight 5Mk 2001-HDMI
Wireworld Ultraviolet 5Mk2 HDMI-HDMI

£3320
£695
£150
0160
£395
£295
0325
£395
£750
£890
£599
£1650
£200
£2250
£125
£150
f395
£12990
£900
£25
£150
£100

CD Mayan and CAC,
Accuphase DP- 75V
Acoustic Arts DAC 1mk111
Acoustic Arts Player 1
Arcam 5
Auriga Flot COI
Audio Alchemy 200 transport /v1 0ODE
Audio Alchemy DDE 11
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
audionet cd player art 02 CD Player
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 SAC
Cyrus cd7q/perr
Denon CDR- M30 CD RECORDER
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
Gamut CD lmel
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta- Laser- II
Krell ( PS 20 IL
Krell ( PS 255e 24/96
Krell (PS 200 CAST 11
Krell KPS20i/L
Krell ( P02011
Maranta cd 67 se
Mark Levinson ML 390s
Mark Levinson ML39
Meridian Audio 508
MSB Link DAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 DOD/CD
Musical Fidelity M3 NU VISTA 3D CD
NAD C521 BEE
Nam Audio CD 35
flaim Audio CD3
Onkyo MSB-11-IDD+CD MOB- 1HOD recorder
Philips CD 104
Roksan eel dad and pur dep
Rotel rcd-06
Sony alp ›b930e
Sony CDP-557ESD
Stax DAC-Talent
Tag CDT2013-T2L
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data 11 Transport
Theta DS Pro Gen Va
Theta DSPro Basic 11
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Trichord GENESIS
Wadia 2000 %nester
Yamaha CDX 1000
Yamaha COX- 497
YBA 3Alpha
YBA CD1 Delta 2PSU
ABA yba cd3X

£4000
£2795
£2295
£200
f2995
£420
0150
£1695
£3550
£1495
£6500
£1095
£750
£90
£995
£1495
£495
£1650
£4250
£8995
£4995
£3650
£2995
£100
£3250
£2000
£600
£450
£1450
£1695
£14C
£550
£350
£500
095
£450
£290
f200
£250
OB
£695
0895
£295
£1250
£600
£295
£295
£250
£1785
£350
£130
£995
f2895
£995

f:lar
' i
t %See"
Linn Classic - Ninka, LK140,Wakonda, Remo
Meridian Audio System
Meridian, Michell.proac
Nairn Audio SBL System
Nairn Audio CD3/102/180/SBL
flega Complete System

£2000
£4300
£995
£3495
£6975
£2350
£2000

Custom Installation Products
DOD Playa«
FMJ 0527
un RI 20
t.,1,-,idian Audio 598 CD/BOO/SODA
Meridian Audio 09101-11)
Pioneer DVD656A

£175
£740
£3000
£1650
£2250
£150

Iti Fl Other
Song and olufsen Beosystem 5000
£850
BoseOuidComblIINoiseCancellinglidaehones£125
Harmon Kardon Citation 23 FM Tuner
£225
Musical Fidelity 13 Tuner
£250
NakamIchr 68030
£400
Nakamichi 682sx
£390
Nakamichi DR 8
£ 149
Rotel R1925 tuner
f75
Sony TC-WE475
£80
Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner
£ 300
Intargrated AmpUlters
Aude Flight Flight One Integrated

£ 2995

Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Exposure 20105
Gryphon Diablo
Krell (AV 3001
Krell KAV 400xi
Lizard Wizard PMC
Musical Fidelity 05 INTEGRATED
Musical Fidelity x0200r
Pathos Logos
Roksan rocksan kandy kal
Unison Research 56

£995
£450
£4250
£995
£2250
£1500
01100
£500
£1600
£450
£880

Laulapanitars
Acoustx Labs Bolero
£230
Ake Phalanx/Poseidon
010000
Arcarn One
£300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
£0
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti CMocha
Audio Note NiJ
£450
Audio Physic Medea Il
£13000
Aucho Physic Minos Subwoofer
£1995
Aude Physic Spark detest)
£1299
Audio Physic Tempo 31
£1350
Audio Physic 'era Floor
£699
Audiovector M3signature active
£2100
RAW signature 30
£2980
Beauhom B2.2 Revelation
£1800
Bose ACOUST1MASSe 3
£150
£750
Castle Howard S2
Dail Euphoma MS4
£3495
Definitive Technology BP3000
£2500
Dynaude S1.4
£1095
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£2850
Elac Jet CL310 Jet
£550
f395
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1. 2
£26120
Hales concept 5
£2200
Jamo 0830
£650
£995
JAS Orna
£180
JBL TLX103.121.111
JMLab Diva Utopia
£5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£3400
JMLab Electra 906
£595
JMLab Mezzo Utopia
£2850
£2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
JMLab Micro Utopia BE rStands
£3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
£2750
JMLab Nova Utopia be
£10500
JR Jordan JR 150 kStands
£450
KEF 105 mkt
£450
KEF 095e
£75
KEF Reference 4
£1250
Leema Acoustics SPLX12 sub-wooter
£650
Linn (abers ( Passivel
£795
Linn Keilidh
£325
Lumley lampross 200
£1650
Lumley lampross 200
01500
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature
£1300
£8500
Magneplanar MG 20e
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
£3600
Martin Logan Ascent
£2495
Mirage FRO 9
£600
Mission M331
£135
Nairn Audio SOL Walnut
£800
Paradigm studro 100 v3
£1300
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker
£2995
Plena P4XL Mk2
£1295
PMC Loudspeakers 1365
£6995
Proud 015 Yew finish
£1399
Prom Response I
£550
Quad ELS 57
£995
£495
(load ESL 57
Goad ESL 988
£2295
£2295
Quad ESL 988
£350
REL 0MOE
£295
REL Strata
Revel 015a subwoofer
£1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£300
Roark Ruark Talisman 02
£395
Some Faber Extrema 8Stands £ 3995
Sonos Faber Minuet° rAdj. Stone Wood Stands f595
SoundLa0990
SAl
£
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
Tandberg Studio Monitors
£ 575
Velodine F5F1 10
0495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
f4500
Wilson Audio MAXX 2
f28990
Wilson Audio System 51
moo
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 51
f6495
Wilson Audio Watt3,Buppy2
£3750
Wilsori Audio Win
£3295
SIMI Mantel Amps
Denon AVC 3800
Lexicon CX5
Parasound AS
Pioneer OSA EUT
Primate 0302
Primare A30 3
Theta Thet,166.6-ina,cht Ii
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
DefinitIve rechnology bP 30Ull LCR
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Panasonic scht990
Vienna Acoustics 3Webern/2 Berg/ Subson
Potwar
Accupheerer
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
Acoustic Arts Power 1
Aloe ST 1101
Alma ST 1601
Aude Flight Flight ()mire
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Research 570
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldar 70
Audiolab 8000 P/C
Audolab 8000a mk111
BAT VS 600.
BAT. VK200
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
CA TJL2 Signature
Carver TFM-42
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cary SLA 70
Cello Duet 350
Classe Audio CA 201
Cyrus 1111
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP- 60
Dual mono block- 200w 215
Exposure 18 POWER
Exposure 0011 Power Amp

£500
£2590
£2895
£575
£700
£750
ES«
£150
£3250
£195
£225
£2650
£4000
£3495
£2150
£995
£1095
£4795
£5000
£12995
£1595
£3450
01795
£785
£303
£5995
£1395
£1900
El 250
£2300
£1950
£4650
£11500
£360
£1200
f895
£3995
£1800
f275
El 250
£2200
£790
£475

Gamut D 100 mk11
Goldmund 184
Halcro DM 38
Halcro DM68
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
Krell FPB 300
Krell FPB 500c
Krell FM 750 mcri
Krell FPB 750mcx Monobkxks
Krell FPB-700CX
Krell KSA 250
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
Mark Levinson ML433
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
Mark Levinson No 23
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC352
Musical Fidelity 0300 CR
Musical Fidelity Nuesta 300 power
Nairn Audio 180
Pa.labs 0600
Quad 33. 303. FM3
Roksan Caspian M Senea 1Mono
Rotel RI3-06
Rotel RU 96
Ruby Chameleon
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
Tom Evans Linear A
Tube Technology Genies Monobloc
OTC power one
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Pro Antaltdars
Acoustic Arts Pm I
Adyton Modus
Aloe PST 11.011
Aloia PST 11.011
Audio Flight Flight 1Pre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Note M3. Phone
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS22
Audio Research LS9
BAT 0030
BAT. VK31
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
C.A.T SU Signature MK Ill
CAT Ultimate Reference
Conrad Johnson POS Pre Amp
Counterpoint WO dull
ONM 3c) twin
DNM series 2/3
Electrocompaniet EC 46
Exposure 6/7/8 8expander
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
Jadis JP 80mrn
Krell (Cl CAST II
Mark Levinson 380s
Marsh P2000
McCormak RLD
Meridian Audio 0132
Michell Argo HFUllera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Vairs Audio 102
Noirs Audio Rad 62
Rotel RC- 06
Tact RCS 2.0
Tact RCS 2.0DD
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Pibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8Power Supply
Vincent SA 93 plus
MA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
andectots
Madrigal MP 9CRT
Stands
Attacama Equinox
Base Cabinet
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8Cones
Mana Acoustics reference sound table
Mana Acoustics RefereniT Tal6e

£1395
£7365
£9995
£15500
£395
£4995
£3750
£5995
£15500
£13550
£7995
£1950
01295
£1750
£4750
£4995
£7975
£1750
£1150
£3250
£1095
£2495
£595
£5995
£280
£1600
£210
£220
£295
£695
£1295
£3750
£2500
£1300
£6995

£1495
£1295
£1450
£995
02995
02795
£3750
f395
£1895
£895
£1495
£1500
f6495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£595
£1200
£3750
£325
£550
£325
£5500
f3595
f4995
£2750
£450
01150
£1100
£550
£295
£595
£250
0220
£1350
£1995
£595
£1995
£1000
£1100
£795
£3495

£19990

0175
£250
£400
£175
0250

Tuntatdestams/Cattldess L Phonestades
AHRC Grim Reaper
£80
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Clear Audio Accurate
£2395
0390
EAR The Head
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
£200
0395
Graham Glee Era Gold V
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig Plat
03250
Linn LP12/AROArmegedon
02495
Lyra ARGO
f595
Michell focus /series Ills
0300
01550
Michell Orbe
£1595
Michell Orbe-. SI,
AEV
Nottingham Analogue InterspaceRB300ffleson
£425
Origin Live Encounter
£750
£35
Ortolon 510 MM
£1000
Ortofon Jubilee
£650
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
Oxford Crystal Reference • Graham 2
02900
£3500
Roksan Xenres 1011)S1 5/Mema/Jubilee
£2899
SME Model 10A
04995
SME Model 25/20
010999
SME Model 3020
£1450
SME Series VArm
£350
Systemdek 118E900
Technics SP10 inkll Complete 02000
f225
Unison Research Phono•Cole
VPI TNT 4 . Rokport Arm
£6500
111/Plassnai LCD
NEC 42 0M3/S63
NEC 50 XMA/XRS
Panasonic 42 PWD9
Panasonic 42 PWD9HD
Pioneer 502 mxe Plasma

£995
01995
£1495
£0
£800
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi

Heatherdale
Claudio limited

by enthusiasts

Below is just a small selection of
some of the exating products we offer:
The Denon DL110 is a high
output moving coil cartridge
It offers-great performance for
the very reasonable price ot
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input.
The Denon DL-103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic. not
just because its been in
production since 1963 but
because il still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest.
Also now in DL-103R: £200.

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEA KERS
B&W 801 Original speakers average condition for year . £695
B&W 802 Original speakers

£650

Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

Denon DL- 304 This is a wonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £ 210 price is taken into
account.
The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output versions,
the former for use into MM phono
inputs and the latter into MC inputs or
a step-up transformer: £ 395

£2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Mordaunt Short MS902 speakers

£250

Tannoy Westminster Royal HE speakers (£ 15,000)

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
hest in your system.

£9995

Audionote Zero Remote controlled Pre- amp New

Mark Levinson 26s Balanced Pre- amp

Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Note's top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below.
It successfully captures the energy on art LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound: £ 425
Orto/on Kontrapunkt BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
'A at p450, and evolve through the ' H
at £ 600. the ' B' at £ 750 and ultimately
to the C' at £ 900.

£2500

Mark Levinson ML380 pre- amp ( boxed/superb)
Mark Levinson 11812 pre/power ccetunation ( aria,sic)

L

Visit our website at:
littp://www.fetwyre.com
tetwyre@fatwyre.com

THE
CABLE
ffliCOMPliflY

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
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£1295.
£3495.

Mark Levinson ML255 phono stage with PSU

£1995.

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp 8 Naim NAP 90/3 Power Amp .. £595
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

AMPLIFIERS

Audio Note Neiro Mono Amps 00.000)

£ 11,995
£5,495

Classe CA201 power amp

£1595

Exposure 15 integrated amp with phonostage

£345

Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£3500

Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp

£4995

.PLAYERS Cr TRANSPORTS
Esoteric X03 SE CD/SACD Player ex demo model £ P0A
Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
-

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the loi
'pictured left), a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made from pure silver wire
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic, with a mid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality: £ 1.850.

Mark Levinson ML336 power amp

The top model of the range model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead which are powered from an
external power supply It's performance has to be heard to be
believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design This masterpiece costs £ 8.950 Including
power supply

£4500
£3495

Meridian 605 mono amps

£795.
£1095.

Sonic Frontelrs SFD1, Dac

£795

Sony CO pm41 CD player

£60

ISCELLANEOUS
1 Metre Pair Mandrake balanced interconnect

£295

5 tier equipment stand superb condition

£275

Hitachi FT550 Mark 0 tuner

£ 125

Isotek substation ( mint/boxed)

£650

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£60

Sony AM/FM ST-SE3i tuner

£75

Technics ST-GT 550 tuner

£65

Techniques St- 610L tuner frn/rnwilw

£65

Transparent Music Wave + 10ft pair

£425

Winds 01 stylist gauge

New 495.00

,
RIVTAELES, CAETRIDSES e TONTA EMS
Blue Pearl Turntable with Graham Phantom arm. £P0A

ES

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862 4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871

£1995,

Mark Levinson ML 380S pre amp

Audio Note Kagan mono Amps (£28,000)

, "COMPONENTS
LjACCESSORIES

UB

. £695

Heybrooke Pre and Power amp with matching CD player .. £695

-FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

%PT

£9995

MS.41/1/88

Perraux 200ip integrated amp

CnOKING

£99

Origin Live OL speakers

Mark Levinson 28 pre- amplifier with phono stage ... £995

The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever and line
contact diamond. We feel it otters
superb value for money at £ 795
with a refined yet weighty
performance.

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

£395

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

Audionote M8 Pre- amp with phono (£ 19,500)

Music Maker 3 The Music Maker is a
moving won cartridge that rightly has
become a legend in its own lifetime Its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard: £625.

e-mail .info@madisound com
Web Pa1. , her hww mad , n.nd corn

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OF!
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.bestereo.com

Mark Levinson 255 Phcnostage with power supply £ 1995
We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is loosen high quality step up
transformer.
It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left),
the Audio Note range priced between £ 399 ( above right) to
£4,950 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1,5110 to £ 2.750 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

Thorens TO 160 with Thorens tone-arm

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years'
*On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

NOTEWORTHY A UDIO
36 Buckingham Street. Aylesbury. Bucks, HP20 2LH
Open 9.30 to 5.30 TLesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.notewortfayaudio.co.uk

£ 195

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fa x : 01903 872234

Tel:

._

Evenings

MA

Email:

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

CLASSIFIEDS

Premier Audio

• \IICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO NEAT • REGA . ROTEL

Now demonstratinq

qi(VM

'f'm

Stockists of: ARM • DENSEN • EPOS. LINN • LOE‘SE

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
2

Cables, Isotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isoick Sub Station P/S

\udio Synthisis - Audio Physics

Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds

P/X wekome

nKleinY

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice. Hi Fi World.
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE

Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW 67(;),
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DL 103R
DENON DL I03
DENON DL160
DENON DL1 10
DENON DL304
GRADO RS I
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU I
STAB HEADPHONES

Email: Absolute_Analogueri emaiLmsn.com
Website: www.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

It is not necessary to hare great hiji
equipment in order to listen to music...
•;
hut it helps.
—

•

Get it right!

For more information
see our website.

please

ATC
A U DAX

›-

ETON
FOSTEX
LPG

»-

MOREL
»-

MAX
»

»

SEAS

SILVER FLUTE

»-

»

VISATON

VOLT

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS

- USED BY THE

MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact Us for the
free Scden CIDRONI
Catalog_
•

fft

£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£625
£1300
£370
EPOA
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
£800
£599
£885
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, E.A.R., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8, AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES, NO EX- DEN OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS, NO GREY IMPORTS,
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL, SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875 9.3m-9prn INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

FIDELITY

PEERLESS

SCAN- SPEAK

VIFA

EPOA
f.P0A

there is only one
turntableworld!

DRIVERS:

)1.-

Rothwell: 01204 366133 or

IAN HARRISON HIFI

Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113

.1.4gfe

The cost is only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

Open Tues -Sat 10am - 6pm

Ab olute Analoguê

ele

0

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control al low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems
of excess
gain
and
bring
sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.

iirrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530

We are 10mins J39 - M1 10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

0

Loud
Too Loud
Way too Loud
It's a common problem. The usable range on the

qiligh Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames.

emu bmonstration goodselection Vgand

0

•
ROYD • SE AHINI AN • TEAC 'YAMAHA &MORE

ildecently good hi-fi

DCS - Kora - Plinius- Siltech - Arcici - BOA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage

Does This Seem Familiar?

e -cet,o4:::::-:

-_44 410

ee

Aesthefix, Avid, Clearaudio,
Decent Audio, Dynavector,
Goldring, Grado, Graham,
Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue,
Origin Live, Ortofon,
Project, Roksan, Rothwell,
Graham Slee, Shure, SME,
Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord,
Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI

probably the largest analogue
dem selection in the UK

SOLEN
Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

4470

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: scolenesolers.ca
Web: vvvvvv.scbleri.ca

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk
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CLASSIFIEDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • Infocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teat
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925.
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road'
County Durham DL3 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10 00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit om selected items • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available

elttitia

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

SPECIALISTS

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road, London. SW20 OTW
T 020 8946 1528/0331 I shopeoorienhifIcom

Free parking • Five minutes from A3 • Open Tu. - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sonus Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Nain,

Audio Reseerch • Avid • Copland • Chard Company
Creek • Dreantrision • Dvnavector • Epees • Gutwire • L. r
Knell • Martin Log. • Michell • Moon •
• Ope.
Onkyv • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Reiman • Sonneteer
Sunus Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparent • Unisal Research • Veledyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a list of ex-dem te display product

Chord - Cables
We are currently
demonstrating than,
stunning new products.
Please contact us to
arrange • demonstr•tion.

Sugden - A21SE Amp 6* CD

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM ¡PL ACOUSTICS
The ¡
PL range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£800 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MEW cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT

SPEAKER UNITS

CAB SIZE mm

M3thn
S30à
S3tIm
S3tImRii

51PL Metal, nee treble
6STELPP, I" morel treble
6STPL metal, L"Sr..is treble
6SIPLmetalRibbon orb

810x 191x 261
f215M
903 x230x 350
f253.00
f10.00
903 x230 x350
12234A4 £10J30
903 x230 x350 £33728 £10.00

PLUS KIT

P&P

SIB

blevlar,1"Seas treble

930x276x400 £258.00 £11.00

SRI

10"IPL,3"Domemid,Fireb 1080x 320 x400 £419.00

f12.00

Send cheque (or postal oiler, made payable to Mr I
PLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Yffla, Tons Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 8AY,tel 01271867439. Altem,ois Is s
kit
our websie at wrox.ipbcousties.co.uk or send a50p SAE. for catalogue detailing
11.ansinision Lines,
and AV kits, including Active Subwodess, drive units,
Silver PTFE cable, and Quality Accessories.

HORSHAM HI-FI & HOME CINEMA LTD
Ex-Dem and Used equipment for sale

Further details about SuperStereo at: http://web.onetel.comAynavecter
D ninector ïuperiterro Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1204 767873. E-mail: dynavectoriionetel.com
126
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£18,000
£9,000
£4,500
£6,000
£4.500
£6,000
£3,500
£3,500
£2,000
LI,000
£1,500
£2,750
£6,000
£2.500
£1,800
£12,000
£3500
L11,000
£895
£1650
£1750
£2990
£2990

ATC SCM- I2 Loudspeakers
Dynaudlo Audience 8 Loudspeakers
Revel B-15 10011w Subwoofer
Revel F50 Loudspeakers
Revel C50 Centre Speaker
Revel S30 Dip., Speakers
Slm2 HT 300E Link DLP Projector
SIrn2 Domino 3011 DLP Projector ( New)
Sim2 C3X Lite 3 Chip DLP Projector
Proac Tablette Reference 8 Signature Loudspeakers
IsoTek Gil Titan Mains Conditioner
IsoTek G11 Nova Mains Conditioner
Theta OS Pro bask II DAC
Theta Data Elas.c II CD Transport

Price Now
£5,995
£2,995
£1,595
£2,495
£2,995
£2,995
L2,500
£2,500
£1,295
£695
£595
CI,995
(3,495
£1,795
£1,295
(4,995
£ 250
(Phone
£595
tl 250
(695
£895

Please Visit Our Website For More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 272931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsareus@btinternet.com

Can Hi Fi Sound Real? ( part 2)
At the " Audio al Home" mot tollowing the LK 21:106 Audio Engineering Society's Conference, LP's cut
from lise music were replayed immediately after cutting with ahigh end turntable and active 3-was
loudspeakers. The lise music was described as being adelight but the reproduction. whether live from
the microphone or rep'ased fram the lacquer, was reported to be apale shadow that had little of the
spaciousness, ease and enselopment of the real thing ( Stereophile. August, 2006). Dsnavector's
research shows that it is the lack of the dispersive elements and group delays in the reproduction
which is primarily responsible fcr this. The remedy is to add aElsnasector SuperStereo processor
and 2small additional speakers tl your system to produce asound with greatly enhanced ambience,
naturalness and immediacy ( without affecting the normal stereo signal).

Original Price

Jeff Rowland Modal 8T & BPS-8 Power Amp
dCS Elgar DAC
dCS Purcell Utsarnpler
EAD Powermaster 2000 5 Channel Power Amp
Krell Showcase Prearnp/Processor
Revel Voice Centre Speaker
Lexicon MC4 Preamp/Processor
Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Arnp
Lexicon RT-I0 DVD/CD/SACD Player

website: www.projectorsareus.com

THE

QUAID
SPECIALIST
ESL 57

LE

1

Spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57. ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.
C2LOAD Nttasitcwisaclorgabsa Cirrsbli
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. + 49(0)2654 987977 fax. 4-49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
www.QUAID-1,11-151K.com
www.quadatelier.de

CLASSIFIEDS

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
specielists n home entertamment

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Menants,
Monitor Audio, Morciount Short, NAD, Okki
Nokki, Project, REL, Roksan, lhernescene, Trichanl
37 High Street, Aldridge

Also

Goldring
QED
Grado
Van Demme

signals

01922 457926

Oranges & Lemons

Usher in Devon

atC

arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
ncatingham
primare
sme
spendor
runco hi-fi for

Ipswic

grown-ups

01473) 655171
I:e net esignals.uk.com

fax ( 01473)
W

W

dlif

uk.co

W .

Lockwood Audid

HiFi,
Home Cinema
Multi-room
Specialists

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

www.lockwoodaudio.co.ult

wAss.oandthifi.co.uk
61 Webs Road, Battersea, SM II 6RX
email: oranges.lemons aoirgin.nel

4111.r.

Call for appointment to visit us at Hanwell on
4.44(0) 20 8579 7755

▪

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8579 7156
mail: saleselockwoodauo.co.uk
cN

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp

SMART SOUND
"Boy does that
1
11 Fi News
single valve serve "Provided auniverse of almost
up slam"
perfect liste -ung pleasure,
OVERALL RATING sweet detailed and above all,

Mere;

supremely musical"

I19/20

Hi-FiNews
•All valve circuitry
• RIM equilization
• Headphone/stereo line
output with volume control
•Rumble filter
Manned 24hr orcer line:

HiFi+
"Near perfect blend of pnce
and performance"
What HiFi
"Smooth, warm sound... Makes
vocal based music apleasure"
Call for full reviews

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

0870 8500129

www.smartsounddirect.com

Devon

TQ6 9HN

01803 833366 www.SoundHiFi.com

live music at home?

amplifier sound is the key
SE, push-pull?

www.dnm.cauk

visa)

they used to say,
it's grim up north...

Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
on computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE TO

c:té.

Sound Hi Fi
Dartmouth

transistor, valve, class A, AB,

Spares and repairs
See the TANYOY Cones
Hotline at

020 7924 2040

Come round for a coffee and
listen to the Usher 520 & Dancers

e

s—Za 5

KIM' Cook

Audio servicing specialists, upgrades available.
British, Japanese & American hi-fi catered for.
Phase Linear & SAE specialists.

Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama
Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics,
Chord Cable, Chord Electronics, Consonance,
Creakily, Custom Design, Esoteric,
Grado, lsotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio,
Nbien, Neat, Opera, Pathos,
Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio,
Revolver, Roksan, Shanling,
Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research,
Usher Audio, Van den Hul, Wadia

Custom equipment designed & built in house.
Sale of pre- owned equipment.

Tel: 01264 323573
Front End Problems
then contact

...not any more

``The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005.
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re- tipping sers ice
.itta :

era

rtridgemun.corn
manf•Thtinternet.co

.Q20,86886565

hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington,
County Durham, DL3 71E.
Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@thifisound.co.uk

APRIL 2007 I www.hifinews.co.uk
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UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors 8i power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can karepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £ 85

*****

If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured
by Rega) £ 124

outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improveg on the best of other power supplies costing over 4tirnes_ as moeh or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of impmvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000

AMID VIS10011

Structural Modification - £75

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of

times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed

coned box. Why not

order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

E-mail:

infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 129 with kit

www.ori inlive.com

30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD - 01634 880037

ARCAM, ATACAMA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE, AVI, CHORD CABLES, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, DALI, DK DESIGN, EPOS, EUPEN, EXPOSURE, FOCAL JMLAB, GAMUT,
GRAVES AUDIO, GRAHAM SLEE, LAT INTERNATIONAL, METRONOME TECHNOLOGIES,
NORTHSTAR, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE, PARTINGTON,
PROJECT, QUADRASPIRE, RESOLUTION AUDIO, RENAISSANCE, STIRLING LS35/a, TANNOY
PRESTIGE, USHER.

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

SAAT001

exquisite aLidio products
t + 44 (0)1900 813064

www.selectaudio.co.uk

e. select.audio@tiscali.co.uk

—

Epetfti
1 111

Western Electric 300B valves available on request.

0

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

AirTight ATM300 Single Ended Stereo Power Amplifier
The AirTight ATM300 is the consummate single ended stereo power amplifier. Fulfiling adesign brief to produce
one of the world's truly outstanding amplifiers, the AirTight ATM300 is point to point wired and incorporates
components that have been individually selected for their uncompromised contribution to sonic superiority.
This beautifully constructed instrument features dual mono attenuators for single source systems and, with
achoice of the most desirable 300B output triodes, delivers eight watts of spine- tingling music reproduction.
Without doubt, the AirTight ATM300 is one of the world's truly great amplifiers.

(D 2006

selectaudio

taLci 11.

Audioiat
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
IVission
N1J AcoL
Monitor Alit:11(),

Award Winning North of England Retailers...

All Chord Electronics available.., with up to 3yrs 0% finance

-

Mordaunt-Short
NAD
NDrdost
Origin Live
Crtofon
Pathos
Pickering
Piimare
PioAc
Pioject
Quad
Roksan
Sianling
SVIE
S rgden

ge

24 Gillygate, York

Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Hui
Wharfedale

01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Yi.maha
& . ots more...

Since 196

1. TRANSCRIPTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE
[ RANGE OF SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE

2. FLUID ARM

3.

STYLUS SCALES

/ FULL TURNTABLE RESTORATION SERVICE

]

TRANSCRIPTORS
TU

IR

NTAB

LES

UK Distributor: English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road • St Leonards-on-Sea • East Sussex • TN38 OTU
Tel: 01424 445107 • Mob: 07842 126218 • Email: paul@valve-amps.co.uk • Web: www.valve-amps.co.uk

the best systems

in the north

We are two of the most experienced dealers in the north of England.
We have avast array of equipment in both our stores to cater for the Movie
or Music enthusiast. We have full demonstration facilities in both stores.
Call anytime to book a demonstration of any of the equipment you wish
to experience. Bring your own Music or Movies, take time to decide at your leisure
with no hurry and no pressure.
If your looking for the best prices on the latest Hi-definition Plasma screens, LCD TVs
and audio systems, our stunning range can easily be found on our web site.
Simply log onto www.petertyson.co.uk for fast efficient delivery, straight to your home.
For friendly honest advice, and the best service look no further:

He, & AV Components

Multi- ROOM SpeCialiM3

Plasma & LCD TVs

a

Single Speaker Demonstration Rooms

Latest Hi- Definition r

Hi- Definition Projectors

Latest Linn Ex Demonstration & Used Products

Source

RRP

Linn CD12 CD Player

fl2C00

Une Ike'', CD Player
Linn Karikinumerik CD Player
Linn Classik

Our Nee
£ 6000

used

£4150
£ 2995

£ 2000
f2000

Ex Dern
Es Dem

£ 2200
f3500
£ 995

£ 1:00
£ 64.0
£ 300

Deny
Used
Used

Linn Kudos Tuner

na

£ 3110

a

LPed

Control
Linn
Linn
Linn
Linn

Kist." System Controller
Exotik Pre Amplifier
A05103 System controller
Kains ( phono) Pre Amplifier

Linn Nolektor Pre Amplifier

£ 3000
£ 1750
£ 3250
£ 1950
£ 575

f5000
£ 1100
£ 800
£850
£ 450

Ex Den,
ho Den
Used
Es Dern
to Don

Award winning brands stocked
Linn, Arcam, Marantz, Denon, B8(0, Bose, Grado,
NC, Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, Pioneer,
REL, Roksan, Sennheiser, Sim2, Tannoy, Teac,
Tivoli, Yamaha.
Plus many more.

Playback
Linn Kilenanc Solo Pow, arnpleflets

f6020

Linn Klima> Twin
£ 5750
Linn KlIrnair Maly Cro.soyer
£6030
Linn 5125 Power amplifier
£ 1800
Linn Clout Power Amplifier
£ 2400
Linn Kornri Loudspealers
f75000
Linn Neltlk Loudspealers
£6000
Linn Ployai Centre Loudspeaker
£ 7,5
Linn 5120 Centre Loudspeaker
f650
Linn Akurate 242 Loudspeakers
£ 6040
Linn Artikulat 3500 Loudspeakers
E21500
Full Linn Alienate Loudspeakers System
£14520
Li. 5140 Loudspeaker,
£ 2030
Linn Neltili AMIN System s IA 5, 1 K,....
015600
Linn Sink. Loudspeakers
£ 1275

12500

Ex Dern

£ 31,00
f1200
f1000
01000
£ I2500
£ 10130
OMO
£ 375

to Don
is Tern
to 0ern
used
Ex Den
Used
esed
Used
ts Gen
E17000
la Don
Fleme Call , yDem
f100
• xGem
£ 5500
£ 730
bed

newcuslie
153 Kenton Road, Gosforth, Newcastle. NE3 4NQ
Telephone 0191 2857179.
Fax 0191 2854636
Email mark@newcastlehifi.co.uk
Open Tuesday- Saturday 10am-5.30pm

Latest New and Ex Demonstration savings
Maranta VP12-53 Pr.:nectar
Yamaha 009030 Projector
Yamaha DPX530 Prorector
Denon AVC AIXV AV Amplifier
Den. AVR3806 AV Receiver
Denon 0003910 DVD Player
Yamaha MXD1 Powe Amplifier
Arcam AYO AV Procmsor
Arran. PV11300 Reseever
Assam CD192 co Player
Pioneer PDPSOIXD Plasma
Pioneer PD17417XD Plasma
13110 Beoyesion 5 Plasma N•
860 Beoyision 4 Plasma N•
B60 Beolab 4000 Loudspeakers
•08.0 n., 1.14010 41 dui Pster 7,kont st2,

Projectors

on permanent demonstration.

Cables & Connectors

Linn LP12/Ekos/Lingo
Linn Unidisk SC Universal Player

i .. iti..d..1DLP

f8000

£ 4000

So Dent

£2500
f1900
£4000
£999

£ 0700
£ 1500
EISOO
£299

Neo
New
Ex Dern
New

£1399
£3300

£799
17000

New
Ness

£3d00
£1335
£850

£ 1000
[935
£ri99

New
New
New

£2500
£2 200

£ 1949
£ 1499

New
New

-

£N999
£7500
£0100

New
New
New

Peter

Tyson

6 Abbey Street, Carlisle, Cumbria. CA3 8TX
Telephone 01228 546756
www.petertyson.co.uk
Email sales@petertyson.co.uk
Open Monday- Saturday 9am-5.30pm

...make sure you ask the experts
Isn't it easy to buy a new system? You read the magazine
A poor quality system continuously distorts but
product reviews, you find out who sells the recommendations,
Idon't mean it necessarily reaches the point of audibly
five-star favourites or best buys at the cheapest price, you
breaking up. With atop quality system you can play music very
order the system, get afriend who knows his onions to install
loudly and still hold a conversation because it's free of
it - and live happily ever after.
distortion. A poor system is tiring to listen to even when it's
This is afairly well- trodden path but it leads to dissatisfaction,
played at low volume. If you want proof, go into a shoe or
endless upgrades and alot of wasted money. It's likely that the
clothes shop where they play background ' music' and
system will help you lose interest in music pretty rapidly.
try to enjoy listening. It's odds on you'll fail.
The problem is that there are more myths
What and Where to hu ,
,,
about hi-fi than Aesop's Fables. CD gives
you perfect sound. All CD players sound the
The system you think you want
same. A f50 CD player plays high fidelity
may
not
be
right
for
you.
music. All magazine reviewers are experts.
So where do you start? Here's an
Big speakers are always better than small
important tip... don't start with WHAT,
ones. More watts per channel is
start with WHERE. There is only one way
everything. MP3 format gives you high
to give yourself the best chance of
our Top Twenty UK
quality. A collection of ' Best Buy'
getting it right first time, and that's
components will be agreat system. And so
through aspecialist hi-fi dealer. Now it's
Specialist Hi Fi
on and so on. All myths.
likely you have preconceived ideas that
may put you off visiting one. Although
r\firçir - thr rrni rn
you would welcome the advice and
Our aim must be to buy ahi-fi system that
guidance, you don't know the technical
will prove musically satisfying, reliable and
jargon. You don't want to be talked
deliver true value for money. If the system doesn't excite you
down to. Your friend has said they only sell expensive gear and
musically you've wasted your money. What is even worse is
they're not interested if you don't have a big budget.
that you may not even realise you've bought abad egg - you'll
They're expensive. Again,, just myths. Most specialist hi-fi
just switch the TV on instead and your desire to listen to music
dealers are running their business because, above all, they
will gradually diminish. Have you ever been in apub or club
love music. They spend a large portion of their time
where you realise it's very difficult to conduct aconversation,
listening to music and comparing systems to get
even to the extent of being really tiring?
the best possible result. They know the component

Get the best
system for your
money by asking

dealers.

Our Top 20 UK
Specialist Hi -Fi Dealers
Listed below are 20 OF
QUALITY
THE BEST HI-FI SHOPS IN
THE COUNTRY They have
been selected
because they are known
ASSURED
to do an excellent job in
*****
guiding customers
towards hi-fi that will give them years of
musical enjoyment and total satisfaction.
LONDON
N1
GRAHAMS HI-Fl
190a New North
Road
020 7226 5500
SW11
ORANGES Er LEMONS
61/63 Webbs Road,
Battersea.
020 7924 2043
SOUTH
Ashford, Kent
SOUNDCRAFT HI-Fl
40 High Street.

combinations which don't gel together
and, conversely, they know the
combinations which give the best
performance within a given price
range. But they all also know the
system must suit you.

you've selected as best you can. They'll
install it in your home, make sure it
sounds great, and make sure you're
entirely 1
12ppy with the way it works.
Why? Because a high proportion of
these dealers' custom comes through
people who have bought from them
before,
either
directly
or
by
commendation. It's vital to them to get
it right for you.

F:tuying or being sold to?
Now there's a group of longestablished specialist dealers who are
totally committed to putting the
Getting the best deal
customer first. Their idea of ' selling' is
Oscar Wilde wrote "... too many people
to discuss your requirements, offer
today know the price of everything and
their advice, give you the best options,
the value of nothing." Specialist
then play the systems for you and
retailers know that not all potential
allow you to be the judge.
purchasers will seek them out. They
Listening to your choice of music
tend to attract the more discerning,
in a peaceful, well organised
thoughtful customers. Let's face it, a
demonstration room, you may be
good deal is about more than
surprised and, almost
just a good price. After all,
STAR
certainly, relieved to
QUALITIES
unless you've got money to
discover how easy it
VALUE FOR MONEY
burn, you'll be living with
* * * * *
s to
hear
the
your new system for
SERVICE
differences
between
* * * * *
years. Most of these
FACILITIES
components
and
dealers offer mulch
* * * * *
between systems. You'll
VERDICT
longer
equipment
Ar
be able to make aclear and
guarantees than provided
informed
decision
about
by the manufacturer, a
what to buy. It comes down to
very worthwhile benefit, but it
trusting your own judgement rather
also makes it in the dealer's interest to
than the opinion of a reviewer you've
ensure high build quality and reliability.
never met ... and who won't refund
Maybe you could save afew pounds by
your money if you're not satisfied or be
buying piecemeal but you'll lose oul on
at the end of a phone to sort out any
the overall package. As far as the
problem you might encounter.
dealers are concerned, maybe they
The story doesn't end there. These
believe that taking care of their
shops won't abandon you once you've
customers properly is a nicer way
put your hand in your pocket. They
of doing business than just handing
over boxes.
won't leave you to set up the system

01233 624441
Brighton
THE POWERPLANT
40 Church Road,
Hove.
01273 775542
Chelmsford
RAYLEIGH HI-FI
216 MoulsItam Street.
01245 265245
Colchester
RAYLEIGH HI- Fl
33 Sir Isaac's Walk.
01206 577682

Birmingham
SOUND ACADEMY
152a High Street,
Bloxwich
01922 493499
Birmingham
MUSIC MATTERS
363 Hagley Road,
Edgbaston.
0121 429 2811
Chester
ACOUSTICA
17 Hoole Road.
01244 344227
Coventry
FRANK HARVEY
163 Spon Street
024 7652 5200
Leicester
CYMBIOSIS
6 Hotel Street.
0116 262 3754
Nottingham
CASTLE SOUND Er
VISION
48/50 Maid Manan
Way.
0115 9584404
Stafford
ACOUSTICA
114 Wolverhampton
Road.
01785 258216

Kingston-upon-

NORTH

Thames

Cheadle
THE AUDIO WORKS
14 Stockport Road.
0161 428 7887

INFIDELITY
9 High Street
Hampton Wick
020 8943 3530
Rayleigh, Essex
RAYLEIGH HI- Fl
44a High Street.
01268 779762
Ringwood,
Hampshire
PHONOGRAPHY
Star Lane
01425 461230
Southend-on-Sea
RAYLEIGH HI- Fl
132/4 London Road

Sheffield
MOORGATE
ACOUSTICS
184 Fitzwilliam St
0114 775 6048
SOUND
ORGANISATION
2billygate
01904 627108
Gateshead
LINTONE AUDIO
7-11 Park Lane,
Gateshead.
0191 477 4167

01702 435255

SCOTLAND

Southampton

Glasgow
LOUD is CLEAR
520 St Vincent St,
Finnteston
0141 221 0221

PHASE 3 HI-Fl
37 Bedford Place.
023 8022 8434
Worthing
PHASE 3 HI- Fl
213-217 Tarring Road
01903 245577
MIDLANDS
Banbury
OVERTURE
3Church Lane.
01295 272158

Edinburgh
LOUD Er CLEAR
Bonnington Mill,
72 Newhaven Rd.
0131 555 3963
N. IRELAND
Belfast
LYRIC HI-Fl
429-431 Lisburn Rd.
028 90 381296

Rewriting the
rulebook...
FRONT END/PLAYBACK

DEMONSTRATOR AND

USED

ITEMS

Digital
Audoo

Sonthems

DAX

Decade

11

Dot Bolanced

reacher

Synthesos

DAX Decade

22

brt

Apron) Dare CD92
ICI PIIr
dC5

Sohoer dCS RH, Player 519

Verdo laitage SACO/CO
Veedr

dCS

Eiger Plus

Denser;

Encore

SIN

Korrh

Marengo

Nurnerrk

DAC SIN

CD Player S/H

CD65 K1 log MKII SIN

DAC

Orpheus

0-demo

lobs Zero CD ployee •

demo

Theta Generatron V balanced 5111
Theta Pro

SOS, II DAC gorogh Oscornlbolanced

Now

3500

1199

Sl24

449

7500

3999
4250

9500

6419

9500

6449

2600

1499

1500

499

1999

499

NIA

329

7250

3999

4600

2999

6290

1299

2990

695

Acoustic Signature
Reimyo

Movers

Analogue
Heed Audro Orbot
/Surma
Mt

I TI PSU New &

Cormack

Phenomena
Rego 72
Vds
VII

Boxed

Stabo/Stogo S Turntable New&
Alder°

Drove Phono

/Boas

Turntable

Stage

SIN

foe phono

SINS

SIN

Grasshopper CIA/II MC
HR- X

booed

Phone stage MM/MC DINS

Phenomena APS /lottery supply

Car-Hodge ', demo

Turntable •- derno

225

179

NIA

1399

650

399

650

399

650

399

210

179

2500

1699

9250

6999

625

399

2249

1749

Preamplifiers
Audro Analogue ISeDono Remote Prearnplrfrer 6 -domo
Audre Research
Audro

SP/6

research

L51

Conrad fahngon

troth

C

Phone

Stage 0- demo

Hyberd Preamplofter 5114

P4142

Remote

Conrad Johnson Premrer

AMPLIFICATION

Leaders

1499

799
9000

Teansport & NIB

DAC SNOB

Beae400 XS 4 demo

!Ann Korth
Negro

Transportrupsampler

Was
2999

SACDICD Player factory • e sealed full warranty

dCS

L,,,,,

SIN

Srngle ended SIH

gent Audoo CAT

controlled Herne

4- demo

181.5 +- demo

SL1

Segnature Block

SIN

1798

649

2399

1130

4000

1999

6000

2299

Densen 8200 Peeemplrfree SIN

1100

799

Electrotomponret

1799

599

899

499

EC49 Preamplrfrer 51H

Murree, Frelehey X 1
1 100 PreomploDer Slh
Novo

PIA.

Nagra

PEP battery Phono Hoge o-derno

Orpheus

wrth

Two

remote z- demo

PeeemploDer .• demo

Roksan LI

Preamp Heger,. PSU)

Rokson

5 Preerrepbfrer ereaurres P5111

LI

S/H

5450

2999

7250

4999

3200

1999

2299
S/H

2699

1599

7600

4499

Amplifiers
Audro Research

VA1220 Vol.. mono Amplrfrers ordeeno

9000

7499

Audro

eeeeee eh

0760

Ste•eo Power AmploDer

SIN

1995

795

Audro

Reseorch

VISO

Stereo Power Amplrfeer

SIN

Audro

research

VTIOOMKIII

Conrad John.,
Densen

beat

D
Denser,

Valve Pore, AmploDer

5111

Valve AmploDer 5114

Premrer 3505A o demo

340 o•derno

2499

169,

6400

3999

2300

1893

8000

3999

1800

999

Beat 320 S/H

1800

999

Bea,

1800

999

2498

2199

10450

7999

3000s x-derno

Krell KAVIOCHer block ', demo
Negro MIA

RCM! X -demo

Musocal FrdeIrtg X 6200 mono Power AmploDers
Orpheus

5/H

TO,.. power omploftee 4- demo

Roksan

SI

5 stereo power amplrfrer solver

Sugden

mostert lass

manes

S11-1

4 demo

Puresound

Shakers

Eben

995

2300

Spectral DMC ;Os

Conead Johnson MV60 SE

Luxman

1299

5groden maHerclass PreamploDer er-derno
Reference Preamplrfree o. domo

Emilie

999

599

2993

1799

1493

599

6600

4999

1699

/099

Kingsound

Extras

Murata
Vertex AQ

Loudspeakers
Audro Physrc
ISKS

Spark

3 rnople

107MK11 Supreme hybrid Rrtgbons 51H

799

2150

1299

Lob Mrtra

4700

3750

fte

lab Elect, 927 be AnnIxersoey SI1-1

Utopia [ lasso< o- demo

Logan Aeon I Oak

Monrtor Audio Radom,

x-derno

360 Subweofer Cherry

SIH

Audio

ProAc

Charm ActHe

Response

025

Sonus

Faber ConceHo

Sonus

fob, le 00000 d Stands
53

Wolnug

999

2800

2199

SIN
5/H

Worm

5/6

Cables and A
OCD Engrneeerng
Cogan

Fiords,.

1000

Table 4 toe, S/H

RCA/RCA

ISohm

Shun

Nook

Ipr

Shun

Snarler Congroller o- demo

Nook

Ultra Dramond Resonators
2.3•11

SOI•e• IL

Sound Organrsatron Record Rack
Stands

Unrque

Transparent

set

of 3 o- demo

Gold Speaker cable 86118

berth CD onsets

229

599

379

11000

2999

1650

899

NIA

99

420

249

220

175

450

229

710

399

3950

2995

NIA

40

499

219

179

99

20ft Intenonnett RCA- RCA o- demo

1400

799

Sound Tower Cobrnet

Spectral MI- 350

449
599

449

SIH

Stands Unnwe Isolatron Slab
The Lonle

Transparent M USIC
W eeeeee

511-1

Drgrtal Coble new booed

Shove 201 morns cable x- demo

So/tech 15/88 Clarsre

850
998

I 5m

Loon

10

5114

10 SOH
OCA -RCA

Plus

Electerc 3006 Valves

S/H

10ft RCA- RCA

190
5114

IParr NEW '

Vdh CD102 MhIll 2m 5/21

BOO AMIFIA

Tuner. demo

Magnum Dynalab PT/1 remotelTuner for Etude
Norm Audro
Isoteh

NATOS

.co.uk

FM/AM

Tuner

Sub...fen'petrel sermon

S/H

5/14
S/H

01392 662920

99

459

220

650

549

199

99

850

599

395

199

855

699

1600

79'

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Densen Bear

www.soundsurgery

les

Holl Intermeozo EMO 0 7501 RCA
Im

249
699

/ 993

Cherry 5114

Wrlson Audre

1699
2300

995

Subwoofer +- demo

Maple o- demo

Rego ¿LA 2000 SIH

Spendor

2800
3189
350

Pen Audoo Rebel 2 re- demo
Pen

Madrrgal MOCO

CABLES & TABLES

1750

Droposon Adernontes III sank stands S124
IM

Morten

SPEAKERS

0-deng
ro

thesoundsurgery

hifi components and accessories

Midland Audio X- change are looking for Audio Reeeee eh, Kr,
II , Mark Levinson , Mains Audio, SOME. Wadia.

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

t.01562 731100 f.01562 730228 m.07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

Pick up a bargain on our Used / Exdemo webpage!

Central Audio
64

New Icon Valve Amplifiers!
Icon amplifiers set new standards of performance, design and
value for money. This continues with our latest additions. In our
quest for a "smooth, relaxed valve sound" we have taken
inspiration from hi fi pioneers like HJLeak and DTWilliamson
1Voevir Stereo 50

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
central-audio@btconnect.com

Website:
E-mail:

Tel:

.422

Intejgretted

íad Fecivirez- ramp Ix: crne:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH 300.2
AUDIO RESEARCH REF 11
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16 WITH PHONO
ATC SCM20
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
AUDIOLAB 80000 PRE
AUDIOLAB 80007 TUNER
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP75V WITH AID INPUT BOARD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
ART EMOTION
AVI LAB SERIES CD
B&W 802
BEL CANTO EVO4
BOULDER 810 PRE
BOULDER 850 MONOS
BRYSTON BP20
BURMESTER 935MK11 WITH MC/MM PHONO
DARTZEEL NHE1 q08
DCS VERDI LASCALA
DCS VERONA
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
EAR V20
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA 1MONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
FINITE PAGODE + CERA BASE
KRELL KPS25SC
KRELL CD-DSP
KRELL KRC
KRELL KAS 2 MONO'S
KRELL KSA250
KRELL FPB 650M X2
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
KRELL 3001L
KRELL 280P
LEXICON MC8
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
LYRA HELICON
MARANTZ CD7
M JACOUSTICS SIR BRAND NEW
NAIM CDS3 S/N206XXX
NAIM N- VI + DAB MODULE S/N236XXX
NAIM CDX2 S/N197XXX
NAIM 282 SN215XXX
NAIM ALLAE SN190XXX
NAIM SBL LATER DRIVERS SN 850XX
NAlfv1 SCAP 2 S/N198XXX
NAIM 112X S/N 214XXX
NAIM 112 S/N173XXX
NAIM 150 S/N174XXX
NAIM FLATCAP 2 S/N 168XXX
PEN AUDIO REBEL2 SPECIAL ROWAN FINISH
PROAC 1SC WALNUT + TARGET R4 STANDS
PROJECT 6 RB300 SHURE V15 MK1V
QUAD 63
QUAD SOUND ANCHOR STANDS
REGA P5 + TTPSU
RE VOX H6 TUNER
ROTEL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SILTECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL NEW UNUSED
TARGET R4
THETA VOYAGER LD/DVD/CDTRANSPORT
TRANSPARENT REF DIGITAL 1MTR XLR
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO
WILSON SYSTEM 5
WILSON SYSTEM 6
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR

RRP NOW
5000 . . 3495
3250 . . 2195
10000. . . 3995
2200 . . 795
2000 . .. 895
2500. . . 1595
5000 . . . 2125
6500 . . 3495
2500 .. 1695
2000 . 595
3000... 1395
N/A . . . 295
N/A. . 295
4500. . 2995
8500. . 3995
6500. . . 2995
2200... 1295
4800_ . . 2495
5000' . . 2995
1500'.. 795
6000.. . 3995
3500 .. 1795
5500 . . 3995
7500 .. 5495
1200 . . . 395
5000. . . 1495
11800 .. 8500
10000. . . 4495
4000. .. 2995
9500. . . 4495
. 3500 .. 1495
8500. . . 5495
180 . 95
2506 .. 1595
25000 .. 6995
3500 . . . 795
6000 .. 1795
22000. . . 4995
N/A . . . 1495
24000. . . 6995
12000.. . 5995
4000. . . 2595
3700 .. 1295
3000 . . . 1995
5000. . . 2295
6000. . . 2495
1145 . . . 495
4000 .. 1995
2600 .. 1295
5325. . 3495
3250. . . 2495
2925 . . . 1995
3075 . . . 1995
2275 . . . 1295
2500. . . . 595
3000 .. 1995
725 . 495
700. . 395
800 . 450
550 ... 395
1200. . . 595
1600. . . . 895
N/A
295
3800. . . . 895
600. . . 245
1006 . . . 595
N/A. 195
1000
395
1206'0. . 6995
595
295
250
150
400
150
6002 .. 995
1208
495
700.0 . . Z995
1800.0. .. 4995
2ooao... 7995
4000 . . . 1995

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Wanted quaility hifi

Brand new UK design. KT88 2x 55w rms. Pure Triode drivers using the
excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Triode output mode 2x 27w. Silver audio
cable. ALPs volume pot. Choke regulated PSU. 4inputs. Tape loop. Hand
wired "Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless steel
and Plexiglas cover incl. Vital slow warm-up/Standby facility included.
From £ 199.95 Inc Russian valves ( Upgrades available)
New Belle 90
.1 Ow mono- blocks-

Incredible 100 watts RMS KT90/KT88 mono-block amplifiers. Brand new
UK design. Low & high sensitivity. Can be passive or pre amp driven. All
Triode driver stage using the excellent 6SN7/6SL7 valves. Silver audio
cable. Switchable Triode output mode 50w. Choke regulated PSU.
Hand wired "Point to Point". Hand wound transformers. Beautiful stainless
steel and Plexiglas cover included. Vital warm-up/Standby facility included.
From £1,699pr Inc Russian valves (Upgrades available)

Read the Rave Review of our Stereo 60 in Decembers Ili Fl News
Common Features: Hand built Point to Point wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control.
:old plated terminals Audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon. Teflon Silver audio cable. Steel &
,loy plate construction. Soft start. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info.

Part Exchange welcome Auditions by appointment
Buy with confidence Established UK Company . Proven reliability . Unbeatable
advice Cback up service Try for 30 days rotund it not delighted*

See our other models on our website: www.uconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 01 16 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

tr_cran_ detulio*Conditions apply

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 STA

All major credit and debit cards accepted

E & 0E

»audio

...because the flame is worth the candle

pAn

BEL CANTO

CONSONANCE CD120 Linear

MUSIC FIRST

The first www.6moons.com ' briar Eclipse'
award goes to the new Bel Carto M1000
monoblocks. Phenomenal value, huge solid
state power output and valve-:ike delicacy.

Hi Fi PI JS magazine ' Product of the Year 2006'
and it's ¡List £695! The CD 1201 performs at alevel
that would have cost several thousands' only avery
few years ago. Now available in black or silver.

One review after another ranks this amazing
pre-amplifier omongst the very best in the
world. We keep both the copper and silver
vtrec versions on permanent demonstratioi

CONSONANCE Ref2.2 Linear

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

VERilEXati

Filterless DAC with 6H30 triode valve output
provides world reference quality CD replay at
an unbeatable price. The player for vinyl
lovers looking to enjoy new releases on CD.

Massive, precision Ger man engineering took on
six superb turntables in aHiFi World magazine
shoot-out and the 'Challenger' took the tit'e!
Amazing value, only £1,395 with Rego RB250 .

Few cf us notice odr windows until they're

cleaned! Theomazing VertexA0 Silver Jay]
does the same for your hi-fi system's soundstüge. At £545 we wouldn't be without ours.

HORNING Loudspeakers

KR AUDIO

Exper.ence the most naturally realistic
recrection of all types of music, dyna mic
cortrasts and subtleties with asense of
emotional communication that's now ratter
rare from modern hi-fi systems.
Valve friendly, room friendly, powerful bass
and sratial finesse, hear recordings with no
hint of tiresome technological influence, no
exaggerated detail, no 'edgy' highs, just
remarkably believable, free flowing musk.

What better pedigr3e? Sublime musical
reproduction from amplifiers designed
and produced by the valve manufariturers
themselves, KR Audio. WEalways have the
majestically graceful KR Kronzilia DM
monoblocks ( right) an demonstraton as
well as KR Audio's world rencwned
integrated models like the VA340. We also
keep awide range of KR Audio valves
including 300B, 300BXL 845 and 611.

Part- exchange & Ex-Dem Bargains

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ACOUSTIC ZEN Hologram Bi wire Speaker Cable 9ft (£ 1045)
Mint
ALR JORDAN No4 Floorstonding Speakers Cherry (£ 1495) Mint, bared
ATLANTIS ACOUSTIQUE Esterel Loudspeakers (£ 3,500)
Mint, boxed
AUDIO NOTE M2 RIM Phono Stage
Mint
AUDIO RESEARCH VSi55 Integratec Amplifier (£ 2,800)
Mint, boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH D130 Power Amplifier
Superb, boxed
AUDIOSTATIC DCI Wing Loudspeake-sir block
Mint, bored
BENZ MICRO Ruby Wood Cartridge - Very, very few hours use Mint, bored
BOW Moo XL Integrated Amplifier ,£ 3,i000)
Mint, boxed
CANTON Ergo 609D1 Cherry (£ 1295,)
Mint, boxed
CARDAS Ouod-Link Loudspeaker Calms, bi-wire, spades 12h
Seb
C_EARAUDIO Insider Cartridge - Ver4/ few hours
Mint, boxed

£695
£595
£2495
11495
£1895
£8?5
£2795
£1295
£1695
£895
£795
£1995

CLEARAUDIO Insider R'eference ((ledge - Very few hou -s Mint, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.0 Tuner £895)
[v-dear, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.1 Valve re-ampi (Weld class. £2,45) Exdora, boxed
GRAAF GM5OB Integrated Valve Airp ( 13995)
Mint, boxed
HYPERION HPS 938H. Loudspeaker! Black (13,790)
Mint
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Passive Pre-amp ( x-thm)
Nr mint, boxed
OPERA Callas SP Speakers. Mohog,my ( Ell 695)
Mint, boxed
SHANLING CD-T300 (Omega CD ?flier 14,000)
Edem, mint, boxed
SUMO All Valve Pre 83008 monoblocks : Solid Kan
Superb
TALON Revea Loudspeakers. Biack Joss' finish (£ 7000)
Mint
TOWNSHEND Isolda LoLdspeaker ales Smtr, bum Ex-dem, mint, boxed
ZU Druid Mk IV Loudspeakers. Black ;(£2,38.5)
Eudeer, mint, boxed

www.cudiolincs.com

audio

Pre-amp

£2995
£595
£1595
£2295
£2985
£1295
£1195
£3295
£2695
£2995
£495
£1795

PHONE:

GRANTHAM ( Al) SOUTH LINCS

078 2192 5851

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMEN1

or
01476 591090

NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY

EXPORT SALES

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
NEW/EX.DISPLAY
DCS VERDI ENCORE 8ELGAR PLUS DAC
BRAND NEW £ 12995
DES PEI SACD/CD PLAYER WITH VOLUIVE COMPEL (£7000+)
DISPLAY £4995
VACCUUM STATE JLTi TUBED SACO/CO PLAYER
BRAND NEW £995
MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (SILVER WIRED £2750)
DISPLAY £2250
MUSIC FIRST PASSIVE MAGNETIC (COPPER WIRED £16% ) DISPLAY £ 1295
PLINIUS SB-300 RETAIL £4650
PLINIUS SA- 201 RETAIL £3600
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £2450
PLINIUS 9100 INTEGRATED (RETAIL £1700
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £1250
FAB AUDIO MODEL- ONE 97(lb (RETAIL £7500)
ID(DEM/AS NEW £4750
FAB AUDIO BRAT
EX.DISPLAY £395
AURUM CANTUS VOLA (RETAIL £2500)
EX.DISPLAY £1750
AURUM CANTUS MELODY M-102 PleN0 RACK eFIAL £2400) .. EX. DISPLY £1750
AURUM CANTUS MUSIC GODDESS (£2500)
EX.DISPLAY £1850
AURUM CANTUS MOON GODDESS II ( £2500)
EX DISPLAY £ 1850
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 3SE ( £ 1250)
EX DISPLAY £995
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SE ( £900)
EX.DISPLAY £695
AURUM CANTUS LEISURE 2SV( £700)
EX.DISPLAY £450
AURUM CANTUS BLACK ORCHID (£ 1200)
MISPLAY £995
HARPAR QUARTETO (£4000)
EX.DISPLY £2450
MARTEN MILES- 3 (RETAIL £8K-F)
BRAND NEW RING
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500)
BRAND NEW £5750
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA Il ($ 19K+)
BRAND NEW £9995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
BRAND NEW £5750
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE II
BRAND NEW £2750
CELESTION A-2 ( ROSEWOOD ) (£ 1500+)
BRAND NEW £995
ELECTROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 REMOTE PRE
NEW/BOXED £995
PERPETUAL TECH P- 1A 24/96 DIGITAL ENGINE
BRAND WW £795
PERPETUAL TECH/.MODWRIGHT SIG 2 PSU )
BRAND NEW £495
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOS III CD / TRANSPORT
NOS/BOXED £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE VIII HDCD DAC
NOS/BOXED £350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.2 HOCD DAC
NOS/BOXED £275
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V1.1 HDCD DAC
NOS/BOXED £250
WALKER PROCENIUM ($35000+)
EX OEM £12500
AO-VOX PHONO STAGE BALANCED/RCA
NEW £395
CD/SACD/DVD
MUSICAL FIDELITY TRI VISTA DAG
SONY SCD 777ES SACO/CO PLAYER
PTECH MODWRIGHT P1-A/P3-A/PSU
PIONEER PD-95
THETA CARMEN CO/OVO TRANSPORT
THETA DATA TRANSPORT
PERP.TECH MODULAR PSU
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE
PRIMARE V-25 OVO/CO PLAYER £1000
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3D
(£6800)
CEC 71% DAC +VOL CONTROL
MERIDIAN 563 DAC XLR &RCA
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSU
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER
450)
DENON DPFJ3030 200 CO MULTI PLAYER
DENON OVO 2800 HDCD ETC (GOLD)

el

MINT/BOXED £795
MINT/BOXED £ 1150
LAST ONE!! £ 1595
MINT/BOXED £ 1250
MINT/BOXED £1595
GC £495
EXLT/BOXED £295
EXCLT £450
EX DIS £450
MINT/BOXED £2750
MINT/BOXED £995
MINT £395
NOS/BOXED £350
NOS/BOXED £275
NOS/BOXED £225
MINT/BOXED £375
VGC £275
MINT/BOXED £495
EX.DEM £195
MINT £395

ti,
4EAT-14Pt0
illt;i1
siie707

VINYL
TOM EVANS MM.MICROGROOVE +/LITHOS PSU
MINT/BOXED £450
AO-VOX PHONO STAGE RCA/XLR
NEW £395
BILL BEARD P-100 MM/MC PHONO STAGE
EXCLT £475
NVA 2BOX MC PHONO STAGE
EXCT £475
ANTIQUE SOUNDLAI3S MINI PHONO 2BOX
EX.DEM £299
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
EX.DEM £395
PROJECT DEBUT
£99
TRANSCRIPTORS 8SKELETAL ARM
LOVELY £895
QUASAR LE. SKELETAL TURNTABLE
EXCLT £1250
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL
EXCLT/BOXED£7495
WALKER PROCENIUM PROLOGUE SIGNATURE
EX.DEM £12495
SOLID STATE
NORTH AMERICAN H- CAT P12A PRE AMP (£2800)
EX DEN £1495
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI PRE 8POWER AMPS
MINT/BOXED £1595
McCORMACK RLD-1/DNA-125 PRE/POWER
MINT/BOXED £2250
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE (3K NEW)
AS NEW/BOXED £1295
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD- 208 STEREO RECEIVER
EXCLT/BOXED £1995
MARK LEVINSON 333 POWER AMP
EXCLT £3250
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1 PRE/POWER (
ULTRA RARE)
MINT/BOXED £5995
XTC PRE- 1POW- 1 (SUPERB)
MINT/BOXED £1895
SONY TAE-9000ES PRE/TA9OES STEREO POWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED £ 1250
JEFF ROWLAND MC-6POWER AMP
MINT £3850
BEL CANTO LINE-iIEVO 2002
EX OEM/BOXED £2695
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 47PRE
BRAND NEW £995
CLASSE CA-400 POWER AMP (400 X2)
VGC TBA
LUXMAN M-05 CI ASS APOWER AMP
EXCLT/BOXED £1995
CONRAD JOHNSON PF1PRE (C/W PHONO STAGE)
EXCLT £695
CONRAD JOHNSON PFR REMOTE PRE (£3000)
MINT/BOXED £1295
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
MINT/BOXED £4995
PERREAUX MM/MC PRE &300 WATT X2 POWER
VGC £995
SONY TAFB94OR FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £275
NAD C372 FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £350
MARANTZ PM 6100 OSE FEW HOURS USE ONLY
AS NEW £175
DPA 50S PRE AMP CAN PHONO STAGE
MINT/BOXED £395
PIONEER A-400
EX.DEM/DISPLAY £195
MARANTZ MA-700 MONOBLOCS 4OFF!
EX OEM £ 1195
LOUDSPEAKERS
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT 8STANDS
B8W NAUTILUS 802 CHERRY
JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA (£8500?)
TANNOY G.R.F.MEMORY PA/
QUAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500)
BKS 128 RIBBON HYBRID BLACK GRANITE
CELESTION A-3
CELESTION A-2 ROSEWOOD (£1500+)
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERAS II (£10.000))
MARTEN MILES II
MARTEN MILES III
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2
MIRAGE M1si
TLC CLASSIC- 1

MINT/BOXED £ 1595
MINT/BOXED £3850
MINT/BOXED £4250
MINT £4450
MINT/BOXED £2850
BRAND NEW! £5750
MINT/BOXED £1550
MINT/BOXED £1350
BRAND NEW! £995
EXCLT £3250
BOXED £3795
BRAND NEW! RING
EX DEN £7995
BRAND NEW £5995
BRAND NEW £2750
EXCLT £2250
EXCLT £795

"a rhythmically taut, fast, accurate sound."
Srajan Ebaen, 6moons.com

"smooth, natural and well balanced."
Jimmy Hughes, HiFi+ Issue 46

CD120 Linear CD Player
(Solid State) - £ 695
"For the money, I've never heard a more musically
balanced digital component, and I'd be proud
and pleased and happy to own one, feeling freed
from the tyranny of digital upgraditis."

AL1UM

AUDIO

Distributors of quality Hi Fi

01273 608332
01273 325901
sales@aliumaudio.com
www.aliumaudio.com

VALVE AMPS
TRILOGY 918 PRE AMP
TUBE TECH SYNERGY HUGE REMOTE INTEGRATED
AUDIO INN.FIRST AUDIO 2A3 POWER AMP
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
CONRAD JOHNSON PF5CAN PHONO STAGE

EXCLT £1250
MASTERPIECE! £3450
EXCLT £795
MINT/BOXED £995
VGC £595

TUNERS /TAPE/ETC
QUAD FM4 TUNER (RCA)
LEAK TROUGHLINES
HITACHI FT- 5500 MKII TUNER
SONY NOS-920 MINIDISC
SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE

BOXED £225
RING TBA
GC £99
VGC £149
MINT £250

CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST
INTERCONNECT
MISSING LINK CAYO REF XLR 1METRE PAIR
AS NEW/BOXED £275
MISSING LINK CRYO REF BULLET PLUGS 1M
BOXED £225
RENAISANCE SIG.RCA 1METRE
TBA
RENAISANCE SIL. XLR 2METRE PAIR
TBA
RENAISANCE SIL.RCA 2METRE PAIR
TBA
AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£350
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA
£595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR £1195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED
AS NEW/BOXED £275
BUD< RHOOUM 01W0110 BALAWED XLII 1MERE .
1.11 FEM _WW1) NEW £395
RACK PHOOIUM (01ATOPE) BALANCEI) XLR 2WIFE
FETPL).. BRAND NEW £650
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA
BRAND NEW £295
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE as METRE OR 1METRE
BRAND NEW £75/95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE BRAND NEW
£65
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
RENAISSANCE SIGNATURE 3METRE PAIR (£ 1300+)
£795
RENAISSANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR
£795
OPA BLACK SLINK TWO 4METRE PAIRS LOCKING WBTS
£695
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR
£295
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC £795
PS AUDIO X-TREAM BI-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
NIRVANA AUDIO SLSERES 2.3 METRE PAIR EX DEM. FACRIRY TWINGE _£475
AUDIONOTE AN-L3MERE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SII.VER SEBO(S)
£225
QED XT- 350 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
£140
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE)..PER METRE £20
BLACK RHODIUM S-130 X2 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (020 METRE) ...PER METRE £9
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR CASH PURCHASE PLEASE
PHONE GEORGE: 07860 511111

"Less Is More" CD Players featuring 16 bit, non-oversampling filteriess DAC design

(Triode Output) - £ 1395

Suite 4

GC. £695
MINT/BOXED £1295
EX.DEM £1150
MINT/BOXED £175
AS NEW £275
AS NEW £350
AS NEW £550
MINT £450

Award Winning CD Players by Consonance

Reference CD2.2 Linear CD Player

See you at the Show!
Be sure to visit us in

TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700)
CURA CA- 30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (£2500+?)
KEF 01
KEF ID-5
KEF 10-7
KEF ID-9
TANNOY SENSYS (CHERRY)

Stereo Times

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

IMPACT A, DIO

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.

(Pi

High specification drive units
0
•

Fully assembled and tested crossovers

Cabinets available in real wood veneers
See website for full specs, plans and drawings

2

CARTRIDGE SECTION

GRADO Award winning Headphones
GEX £ 24

1006

£76 £ 62

GEX £54

SR- 80 £90

1012 DX

£95 £76

GEX £ 67

SR- 125 £ 140

1022 DX

£ 126 £ 104

GEX £86

SR- 225 £ 175

1042

£ 144

GEX £ 108
GEX

N/A

Elite

GEX

N/A

£ 238 £ 194

AT 110E
AT 0C9 MLII

l.j

£ 117

Eroica LX/H £ 135 £ 113

AT 95 E

Huge range of accessories

£ 25

£ 16

£30

£ 18

£330 £295

EX

£ 105 £95

EX

N/A

Transmission line kits

DL 103R

£ 190 £ 170

EX

N/A

DL 110

£ 79 £69

EX

N/A

High End Kas

DL 160

£95 £83

EX

N/A

Home Cinema and

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

N/A

DL 103

Grado
Prestige Black

£40

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110
Visaton make some of th
best drive units in the won.

£77

Lyra
Dorian
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hm
nurdo

headphones
stax

grown-ups

hardware
at(

arcam
castle
creek
epos

the

focal jm labs

remarkable

harbeth
lexicon

Naim CD 555

michell

now offering

m +k

temptation

naim audio
neat acoustics

at:

nottingham
origin bye
primare
rUrICO

orne

q

I

spendor

sidnals

trichorci

hi-fi for grown-ups

something solid

ipswich

0144,Z3

655171

fax
01473
655172
email:eng®signals.uk.com
signals
bucklesham
Ipswich
suffolk
IP10 ODY
www.signals.uk.com

£635

RS- 2

£450

New Goldring Headphones
DR50 £ 30
DR100 £40
Sennheiser Headphones
HD415

£ 29

HD435 £38
HD465 £ 45
HD485 £54

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£495 £395

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

EX

N/A

Milty Pixall Il Roller plus Refill

£98

£ 58

Sumiko

VISATeN°

RS1

Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

M 97 XE

Demonstration by
appointment

SR 325i £ 260
Reference Series

£ 795 £695

Shure

www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
infoitimpactaJdio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

SR- 60 £75

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

Argo

IMPACT AUDIO

Prestige Series

DR150 £ 70

Denon
Vo

HEADPHONE SELECTION

Elektra £ 33 £ 28

Audio Technica

Stale of the art drive omis

e•

STYLUS

Goldring

Professionally designed kits from VISATON
0
•

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE

Blue Point Special £235 £200

EX

Blackbird £585 £500

EX

£60
£ 13

£ 24
£ 16
£38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15
Dunes J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono plug
3m connector
£ 27

Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX
Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchange price some make moving coil cartridge
VISA

4

'

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

MANTRA AUDIO (HEN), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 5S0

Kelease tne

agic

After 5 years in production, the Dino is still one of the
best phono stages around.

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of
cartridge and gain settings.

Di NO
MovincfCoil
MOViNC.1 lVIACINET
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DiSCREIE

Output

UpyRAdEANE
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Supply

REAd ThE REViEWS ON OLR WEbSiTE:

Ne
Never-Connected

Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SRA

UAXAV.TRiChORdRESEARCII.COM

'Never Connected' - un que noise
redaction technology available
for this p-oduct further enhances
sourd quality.

audioplay
liedio ( onaulfuni,

1: + 44 ( 0)20 73596962
m: + 44(0)7966 101971

TRiChORd RESEARCh

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

sales@trichordresearchi.corn

audioplay@btinternet.com

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
v‘ww.trichordresearch.com

ZirztemeeetÁzieoCONSULTANTS

Look,
Listen,

r

Experience...
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Accuphase

i

Anatek Acoustics

Lamm

Resolution Audio

LYRA

Siltech

ART

Metronome

Silver Arrow

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions.

AVID

Nagra

SME

•Two Channel Audio

Ayre Acoustics

Oracle

Spectral

Clearlight

Orpheus

Stax

des

Peak Consult

Thiel

•Home Cinema

•Multi Room

•Turntable Workshop

•Custom Installation

•System Set-up

ep..
LOEWE.

•

•

F2--M-lç-

DNM

Plinius

Usher,' -

Harmonic Tech

Quadraspire

van den Hui

IsoTek

REF 3A

Verit ‘ udio

Kingsaudio

Renaissance

4man)

more...

-1b .

kudos,
cleareudio

.ard others

Visit our showroom at
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston, Norfolk. NRg 4QD
tel. 01362 820800
email: enquiries bEsicallysouid.co.uk
www.basicallysoundco.uk

BASICALLY

SOUND

AND VISION

Expert, iriendly & un -biased advice
Demonstrations by appointment only
Evening demonstrations upon request
Comfortable listening rooms
MON -SAT : 9AM-6PM
HIGH W YCOMBE - TEL: 01494 865 829

PLEASE RING TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

High End Cable
www.highendcable.co.uk
For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880

definitive audio

Free P&P worxixede on all interconnects
Abbey Road Cable
Analysis Plus
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse
F•ovland
fkordost
Oehlbach
Stereovox
Purist Audio Design
Tannoy
Townshend
van den Hul
Wyremzard
I>oTek - Power Conditioning
Cable Tower

NÔÉDOST

Sale of part exchanged and es-deer items

TOWNSM EN° AUDIO

DEHLBACH

Sale

Clearaudio Goldfinger cartridge. Brand new slit in sealed box
£ 3500
Croft Charisma X phono/line pre- amp
£ 1500
Musical Fidelity KW series DM2S CD transport , DAC - boxed, brand new
£2900
(still has protective film on plugs and & display)
Canary 301 300B Stereo power amp with LV upgrade - excellent £ 3500
Mactone MA3008 20 watts 30013 power amp - 30 hours use
Mactone XX330 line pre-amp

10 hours use

New
£ 5640
£ 3000
£4000
£ 6500

£ 2500 £ 6500
£ 2500 £ 8000

Esoteric X01 CD player - perfect - boxed - 10 months old

.-1
41re..;/

£ 5500 £ 9600

SME V tonearm - standard wire - 10 years old
SME V tonearm - 1month - standard wire

Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories
Accessories
STAX headphones
Echo Busters
Aye CD - IsoTek CD
Oehlbach Phono PreAmp
Lyra Moving Coil
Ortofon Moving Coil
Surkko Moving Coil

£ 850 £ 1800
£ 1400 £ 1800

Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old £ 900 £ 1600
Living Voice loudspeakers - various ex-dem. part- ex. seconds. from very
please
call

young to very old
Torn Evans Groove Plus
fICIVLAND
outpA••

£ 1900 £ 3000

Rega Jupiter CD player - professionally clocked * rebuilt with Black Gates £ 600
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - completely standard
£ 700
Transfiguration Espnt - 10 hours use - perfect ex- review bargain £600
Canary 903 4 box pre- amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed

•

IscoTek

Second hand
S4b woofer cables
Media cables
iPino cables
XLR cables
Pulsar Points
Cc mporent cables
Digital cables
DIN cables
HUME cables
DV' cab es
Jumpers
hcal cables
M4ins ti Power cables
SCART
S video
ONLINE SHOP

Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons

',land lwonuecium

Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple

TANCY.

£ 2850 £6500

Border Patrol 300B SE - Western Electric valves - 8watts - charmer £ 2500 £ 5000
Sugden Bijou mm/mc phono stage - 100 ohms - virtually new
£ 300 £ 650
Sonus Faber Electa Aerator - Walnut - stand mount lovely condition £ 1750 £ 3500
£ 2500 £ 4500
£ 3500 £ 7000

Tube Technology Prophet pre- amp - 30 hours use
Tube Technology Unisis Signature integrated - 30 hours use

£ 1250 £ 2500
£ 1250 £2500

Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with Raga RB300 tonearm, Reson Reca
cartridge and Living Voice mat.
£ 1000 £ 1633
Unison Research Smart 300E class A power amp - 1year old
£ 2000 £4500
JPS Kaptivator power cables - very nearly new
£ 600 £ 1200
JPS SC3 interconnect - very nearly new
£ 400 £ 795
Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers • Santos Rosewood - with stands

Tower

£ 850 £ 2000

Beard integrated amp - beefy boy - needs some help
Nordost Quattro Fil interconnect - 1m set - boxed

£ 350
£400 £ 1000

Nordost Quattro Fil interconnect - 2m set - boxed

£ 700 £ 1800

Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cable - 4m - revision 2 - boxed

£ 500

Michell Is° IHera phono stage
£ 200
Townshend Audio Seismik Sink - 3DHD ( 100 kilos) 48x48
£ 300
Townshend Audio Seismk Sink - 3DSS ( 12 kilos) 48x48

£ 250

Seismic Sink

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Reference cables include free Burn In.

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

Pg is wai+ing for joy to email
lovr ; -fs relateci rtewilfreSS releases,. "

Sign-up today for your free account and PB will
publish all your press releases on pressblog for
you, for the first month - for free.

www.fressktlog•ble+
Contact us to lind out more ipbour publishing your latest news onitite

f: + 44S0)5600 15? 411
e:

freSMog.rie+ :

+ 44

(0)1C3 Ei r!!3

vvvvvv.freSS 6 109.blet

•

aluminata

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk

cables
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JPSIabs Cables
Prices shown in £

"È

;27. 'È
o.
E
L' rn

Orgutal ISPOIF or AE51
Reference Interconnect

995

1095

11395

2095

,a a
E
d

E
ru

Reference Speaker Cable

e

4E195

4.,C/ft

299

Jumpers
Reference Power Cord

2499

1.0 metre minimum

digital

cables

JPSIabs Cables
Prices shown In £

<

CC
7 _t
CCI >mt

E

LJ

N. _1
x

E
<

Ultra
SuperConductor FX

165

195

205

5C-3

345

375

345

395

Alumlnata

1195

1295

1195

1295

premium

lMr.

Analogue
3995

Set of 4 131- wiring

eiha

Isme

(RCA or XLRI

225

cables

Nphason Xenon exceeere
1:249
Anston R089. wood /rah ex condrten . 1149
Anston R080 Nob bosh eunasbOca, . 1149
,
:eston RDI IS cAv Inforty Back 144dow excellent..1249
idarando Ref, Tel arm, Accurate can 1nexi£88501
Clearaudio Solution AMG BlacleSalisfy Carbon direct wired.....1999
Penal* SolubeSataly Carbon direct eared (£16501 ..........049
Cameo set Smart Ernobon, Inc smarlphono cover .......£650
Cbarauello &act SeXus gauge
09
°mamba Smartt:horn, as new
1179
Pseudo Champion Lewal 1, Sate* Carbon arm, ex booed.£99
BectmcompamidEPI, mannc. Lynwood pS NOW ONLY £380
J9Ele3..al?74neue as.
as
£349
MMO Phan° Mae
.£179
'LP12, °LOCI«
£399
LP12, nine no ann.
. 1349
ir link 12: WRY VERY RARE REM REDUCED ........£859
'
LP1ZLVXamt good Order
LP1241101t vabidet =dent
'S etKlatlent scent giounilbreakno °Mao stage ......£249
"
Gyrodec. R8250 wm
... 1779
"
Transcriptors Reference ffernauhcned am, NOW __ 1599
' ,e1/ Ono SE DC motor. ex boxed
. 1649
' ' ...ion 774 original aim
.
£149
• Sou«. cAv epee REDUCED .£449
,
N1 Ltie (KM deck War off boarde SME art AK)W.........1179
'ron 44C20 Septum model bend
£249
•
LPT/R8250. the best he seen .£379
".

JPSiabs Cables
Prices shown in £

_
±7- E

r;e
'

a. *É.
• cr!

NEW( 5C-3 Interconnect
(RCA or XLR)

695

E

co

L.

in

795

NEW, 5C-3 Speaker wire

1399

2099

SC.

699

799

SC- 2 Petite ( Single run)

449

499

Set of 4 Eh- wiring Jumpers

65

The Kaptovator AC Powe-

995

Cord

cables

superconductor
JPSIabs Cables

a
E

Prices shown in £

219

259

299

349

(RCA)
(fully balanced)
SC fx 81- wire cable

399

439

The Analog AC Power Cord

279

The Digital AC Power Cord

279
379

-\(

level

cables

JPSIabs Cables
o

Prices shown in £

The ultra Interconnect
(fully balanced)

T3
.
r
a

E
xi
C

E
o

89

99

n/a

159

Ultra Speaker Cable
(13I- Wire set)

•

as new Manley", black £499
feed DC kJ. RB300 metal £399
vgc boxed
£179
Vie nee tonoweight excelient. boxed ........... 1379
• ,,,, Xerxes, nno stunning rosewood SME cut NOW......1449
Xerxes, Tabozn. XPS3.540S0 event«
1799

/0 turntable, ex boxed (no ann)
_11799
£249
' '• 3009. excellent
1179
..Yrodek IIX900
in SL15003k4E3XX3
'
,
xs SL 1210mk2 kght domestic use only
1249
10124. ex serviced ...
œaf
TO1253ME3009. . £329
TD1606•Mayware vim
£229
Irnos Microgroove. ex dem.£299
,,,,ptors Saturn. fax NOW ONLY
1299
Delia. add on PSUI ex den,
£199
Doyd Helios Onon excellent cA, onboard pfs
.£1399
!Mt excellent cxy onboard ¡es
1449
Oi 5Cleaning Machine an toi (Jere
.£379
Scoot crtv.IMYVane .£999
lamps Imposer r'

Digital
E

o
The SC fx Interconnect

entru

...what are you up for?

E

139

159

229

259

The SPA-? AC Power

139

Cord

Alr
DfF
ee

Arcam DV79 REDUCED AGA,
£599
Audio Analogue Maestro 192
dem
Audiomeca Monisto transport, ex boxed remote.... _ 1779
AVI 2orto Reference CD player
1299
Bow Technologies78.
£ beauhlut vgc boxed.11999
Cairn Fog 2, as new boxed
£799
Consonance CD120 Linear. tillerless DAC, ex demo _ 1599
Consonance Droplet, ex dem bargain - WOW! .0499
Cyrus °antra rive,tuner, UNDER HALF PRICE! .......1499
Cyrus COEIX. nr mint boxed!
Cyrus CD7, ex rive remote
.
£379
Cyrus PSXR in silver excellent boxed
049
OCS Eiger • due en..
OCS Purcell • due in
antrocompaniel ECMI-UP superb monster unit ex band . 11749
Esoteric X-03SE as new, the best 13k player these es tor ony£3249
Esotenc DV5OS new, full warranty, LAST ONE!.12749
Exposure 3010, as new boxed
Heart Audio CD6000. valve output, superb boxed.. £449
Linn Numerik DAC. ex
1299
Meridian 200 Transport, excellent boxed
099
Menem 203 Dac. melba( boxed
Mecromegia T-dune and T-dac nr mint boxed £749
Micromega Stage 1. excellent £149
Meromega Stage 3. excellent.
1299
Musical fidelity DM25 transport and DAC, slunning......£2599
Musical Fidelity Kw SACO as new REDUCED .11999
Musical Eden), A3CD. excellent.
049
NVA Transparent Statement, ex crated .£1499
Primare C030.2, ex boxed Me/ remote
1749
Phmare CD20, ex cm remote
£399
Proceed PDT2. nr meet boxed
£599
Shanling COT80 as new
1499
Sheeting CDT300UK Omega Drive, as new .. . 12899
Stello CO T200. superb frame ........................................099
Sugden Bijou CD Master vgc boxed
£599
TEAC 070. as new Mega DAC
.£3499
TEAC VRDS9 excellent, remote.
£499
TEAC VRDS1OSE 'oc, remote

«MD

Amplifiers

Accuer Arts Amp 1ex. teeed
£1749
Ampex.Arts Arnp 2W ex band_
13999
kaiak/1M Pretend Pow 1, scent Ob. new .....
13499
Atom A32, ex sAer
remote
.£749
Arcam P1 Moredbloclis, modern.
11299
Aidobb8C0013000X7 as new processor/7 dmanel arm _ 11249
Arlo Research LS7 Prawn.
. 1699
RefOrdl 0133 Power, ex.1999
Audio Research 070 Power. ex
. 099
Aucio Research SP12 Re. ix
.£599
Aurfro Vate Eclipse Ream. need
£1249
Audio Late Baldur 200 Monobbe - inedible
new) .14499
A(l0lWHgssçs-btttepvea'tgt-----------------------------£449
Cbirn
Moreobloda, ex meer
. 1749
Cain Ken12 Monobloce
nbe<
.£499
Chord SPM120313, Mynas newel hack
£1499
Conrad Johnson EVI2/Premierl la as new eve new tines . 12249
Conrad Janson PV14124149661 as new (131) bani ....... 12749
Consoname Signature 10 via* 2A3 wee «cordial . 1999
Consonance Retaa &Weave. uses 6550s toured! died £1199
Vanua 441X14 annexes tar
1429
Expostre3010 as ntra boxed we, C'00
pirono stage .../649
!IL 14480•844100MA100 PnaPower x2 101e MOO NOW .£299
LED Ilfsbal super line ilegabn-1249
Lim Pout pew mete.
...
£749
Atrintosh MA6500 legated« remote. Usuel
0499
Miami PM66SE KI Stange, excellerit valte remote . £149
Mane PM7200. need_
£ 199
Mediae 556. &verb Pawn KM.£749
Must &lee 8200 «dent
.. 1749
Musical RdellyA3CR Power- Emden( due .
'co
Musital Fidelity A308 Integrated .£999
Mused Fed* XAS100 point areal ..1499
Minna RdeityXP10)pre « band
. 1279
Mee Rdeily The Ramp
.1149
NAN MU 2mile
. 1179
?WM 9290 preemer combo, et ben
. 1379
Al41M Heap One
.£499
NAPI40 One, Men
.. 1379
Pathos Logno metre band cule wrote sne 0000 £1799
Own 909 Power tereIen( boxed..£749
Ota166 Prawn My KS remote..£399
Ouad 50 Monobloce
. 1"149
°Lod 44 Prowl° 405 and 4052 Power amps NOW trom.......£199
duel 33(303 vgc for ye Nay senteci .
Quad 99 Raiser as new
.
.£349
Rota RC995 superb ammo with system remote _1299
ROleell Casper? esenes Integrated. torçanh ,
.1449
Sae Frontiers /teem Pre IL aid Paver 1, BARGAIN ,
.1999
Stein DA2000AC,PRE. 24/192 Upsampliv WOW! £1199
Steal M200 Morrablocks
11359
Sugden AU21 Power. npcv Mr*
. 1299
Tube Tednology Prophet an matchig e vgc boxed £699
Usher Audio R1.5, Monster Pass Aponerenp
1949

Speakers
Acoustic Energy AE2 abbe...
1699
Acoustic Entrgy Aegis Elit) 3nMaybes new
049
Acoustic Energy AE1 rn13. way minor mina oneyBARGAINU1999
Auchownla M3 Sig, adae crossaers new £44. ammo ...11699
All Duo, calm minor marina
.1949
Castle Etichmond 3, erefent band.
. 1149
Qwett Howard mahogany, aced« Morn:Knee Mead.£399
Geneva S163 event example or seminal sarecknourt ....... 1349
Osborn 40 in dray
. 1179
KW.* 1/
2 70 Lana cAv seeds amazing moat(
11939
JMRennud Meet, runt bawd nth slains
11749
Lang Voice Audioritm 2cement band
£1199
Martin Logan Axon ias amend
11749
MÉsion 75,e .
1
roseveod (cadent
. 1379
MonicrAudia61320
chew
.
. 1E99
MonlorAeo Rats 270 &cent..1349
Aloallor Aldo &bang. intern new.1349
Maim Oa* RS, dem cheny
.1349
Monaca Aucko WHOM toe« nbbecipoles NOW
92414 dette hearty wm bond..
. 1399
en DX3Slanchnent Ma Mad 103,6 . £199
Alien NX6 Slaximount used we mewed stienount........£399
Nat Acousbcs Pede3 SE ciew Uebrnatum toss draws NOW . 1329
Rego Peel mk2 slurry Kestaner ex dem see £1000 ,£1499
RUC FB1,,nCherry
.1999
PMC 7131 Mcherry
.
£449
Proa Shidi0 150 cheny
.£599
Reel M20, scruffy van stands . .1Tiners
Rower R33 edam, we reviewed bargain . 5249
Rue Sabre, kix race mid sow1sundrnant .£199
Sans Fabe Concerto cAv SF Steeds. . 1E89
Spent LS35a blek
Spene110. accent
_ 1249
Same BC3 Due n
. IC31
>lbw Seal° Montt Large'
1399
Tee Tab 202 wele madam nstrets- wry cute _ 1299
UslterAuctio R737. wen,..... _ 11199
Usher AO, ACIO awesome eel,
nitee onN...£2999

.

Radio and recorders

JPSIabs Cables - why compromise?
4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX. Scotland

0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk

www.audiosalon.co.uk

www.jpslabs.coni

AVI S2000 Tuner vgc boxed
..£249
Harman Kardon TU970 DAB/FM New .... ........£199
Loin Kudos excellent
049
Musical Fidelity FM Tuner ........................
Musical Fidelity E500 Me remote
£149
Nakamehi CR2E
£119
Pure 701ES, new
£149
Rega Radio
£129
Sony 777ES DAB Tuner REDUCED
£249
.epologic 601 DAB en BLACK
£99

1179

Accessories/Systems
Chord Anden, RCA 1.rr
...£199
Lyus - PSXR, ex band trom
HKardon AVR635 • am DOW
1449
Lim Cbssic < valle mead tune, as new boxed ......
Musica Fidelity .1195V3 as new bawl
1193
MistaMeaty )IPS. ameba band
1129
Star Base system. as new boxed
1159
Tara labs Ref 8Soli ,bet*
. 114

... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday In Saturday 10 tll 5, or email news(a2ndhandhih.co.uk
Quality kW equipment always required for cash...... Call us before you trade in..- Commission Sales too

don't dream - talk to us
and see how we can help..4
been to the new web site yet?

Moon
Did you know?

•can collect your hi-fi
•deliver your hi-fi

Other brands:
ASR Amplifiers

•install your hi-fi

Basis Audio

•great trade-ins

Blue Note
Emille

•great part-exchange
•commission sales
•free advice

•home trial
•after sales care

Acoustic Signature

Gershman
Kingsound
Luxman
Manger

•home loans
•home demonstrations

McIntosh

Weiss
& more...

66 web site is updated

66 we give shockingly

daily with used

good part exchange
/ trade-in deals.

99

product bargains.

Brighton Hi -Fi Exchange
telephone (new): 011580 878 101
e-mail: dave@hifiguy.co.uk

mobile: 07734 436 180

web: www.hifiguy.co.uk

ee

Do you own hi-fi equipment worth over £10,0(10?
Do you have alarge record or CD collection?

PLATINUM'
home insurance solutions

Does your existing home insurance policy cover these?
We recognise that your possessions, especially your hi-fi and music collection deserve special attention and we offer aspecific
home insurance policy tailored to include cover for this. We understand that in exchange for your hard-earned cash, you
deserve and expect afairly priced product, world-class service and professional advice. All insurance requirements are unique
and require an individual and flexible approach.

e-Z, No call-centres or call management'. You get direct contact with
the people you actually need to speak to.
Requests for areturn call done without stress. If you ask for
something to be done — you only need to ask once.
e-7—, Proper representation in the event of aclaim.
"2,- Household policies can be extended to include your cars.
From aMini to aFerrari — we can package it all together.
Please contact: Lee Brindley, Director

T. 01306 874400

F. 01306 874401

E. leeeplatinum-ins.co uk

PLATINUM
home insurance solutions

Platinum Insurance Solutions Limited, 267 — 273 High Street, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1RY Regulated and authorised by the Financial Services Authority. (Firm ref. 308337).

the beautu of sound
QUALITY AND CRAFTSMANSHIP THAT KNOWS NC COMPROMISE.

"CROFT HAS BUILT A CULT REPUTATION FOR CREATIONS
WITH EXCEPTIONAL SOUND QUALITY..."
HI- F1 CHOICE. FEBRUARY 2007

ABSOLUT I
AUDIOFLAIR
North London
+44(0)20 8201 9286/07952 756881
www.audioflairco.uk

Trinity Cott
tel:+44( ) 1746 716881/077
www.e inentaudio.com

e.

EMINENT AUDIO
o field Bridgnorth WV IS SNT
66 fax:+44(0)1746 716969
osiseeminentaudio.cc.uk

A

Hiefu news

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ec out our• specialis
••
o . t s!
Stretching far beyond asimple list of specialist analogue
accessories and components, the Accessories Club offers aunique
range of services specific to the front end of your system:
•Cartridges: as well as supplying awide range of cartridges,
our extensive Cartridge Rebuilding Service can rebuild, re- tip and
recalibrate virtually all moving coil and moving iron cartridges with
aspecific facility for Decca London devices, from the earliest type
to current models.
•Tonearms: Yes, we sell tonearms, ( See our website www.
hihaccessoriesclub.cord but our Tonearm Rewiring Service is
second to none! The particular emphasis is on the unique Incognito
rewire looms which are now available fitted with either Cardas
Copper Litz or our own Pure Silver Litz wire. The unique features
of the Incognito loom are the continuous run of wire from cartridge
tag to phono plug - no solder joints, no plugs, sockets or change
of wire gauge, and its semi balanced two wire construction.
Either with the Incognito loom, or to original specification, we
have in the past few months completed rewires on SME, Rega,
Linn, Nottingham Analogue, Mission, Manticore, Syrinx, Helius,
Townshend and Hadcock to name but afew! Please note that
Incognito looms are available either as DIY kits, or fitted in our own
workshop in Bedford. The ' Universal' form is designed to fit most
arms, the ' Rega' loom being unique to Rega arms
•Turntables: Our range of turntable ' tweaks' is extensive. From
tune-up kits for specific turntables by SRM Tech through isolating
and damping materials, isolation platforms, and now SRM Tech's
unique Rega and Linn Silent Bases featuring alevel of motor
isolation not seen before in retro fit components at this price level
-see ' New this Month' on our website www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com.
Send arms and cartridges for quotation and rebuild to Hi -Fi
Accessories Club, 10 Dane Lane, Wilstead, Bedford MK45 3HT. Use
'Special Delivery' or similar to ship, or feel free to drop- in!

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM
Name

Address

Tel ephone

Post Code

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

(pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)

Expiry (date)

HI-FiNews

lipp11111111111,1
'17

lienr

-w--

Item

Prices

Incognito/Rega Loom ( Cardas
Copper DIY)

£137.50

Incognito/Universal Loom
(Cardas Copper DIY)

£170.00

Incognito/Rega Loom ( Cardas
Copper Factory Installed)

£155.00

Incognito/Universal Loom
(Cardas Copper Factory Installed

£200.00

Incognito/Rega Loom ( Silver DIY)

£225.00

Incognito/Universal Loom
(Silver DIYI

£265.00

Incognito/Rega Loom ( Silver
Factory Installed)

£265.00

Incognito/Universal Loom ( Silver
Factory Installed)

£265.00

SRM Tech Rega Silent Base

£99.00

Quant

Afew choice morsels from our specialist Analogue listing...
Cartridge Man Cartridge Isolator

£85.00

HFN Test LP

£25.00

Moth MKII Record Cleaning
Machine ( Inc 200 Sleeves
+5Ltr Fluid)

£450.00

Michael Fremers 21st Century
171able set-up DVD

£30.00

Ringmat Anniversary Ringmat

£70.00

Shure Stylus Balance

£24.00

Michell Record Clamp

£25.00

Acrylic Turntable Cover
1510x400x200mm)

£185.00

SRM Tech Turntable Spirit Level

£15.00

SRM Tech 12in Felt Turntable Mat

£9.00

KAB Laser Speed Strobe
(Special offer)

£56.00

Mobile Fidelity ' Geodisc'
Alignment Protractor

£40.00

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN

Card Number

II OEULLIEMEMEI
L

PPOAS TK
:RZE
E&
E

Accessories Club 8CD Service. PO Box 200. Bedford MK4C 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed
order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All
CV Security Number

prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size. anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT (Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.

Signature

Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

The Italian Lector Digidrive/Digicode is atop loading
transport with separate power supply and a valve DAC
with separate power supply. The Digicode uses four valves
enabling fully balanced as well as single- ended output.
The DAC also features separate on and off switches for
the digital and analogue supplies enabling the DAC to be
left on for optimum performance. £ 3750.00

Alternative

AUDIO
Art Audio
Border Patrol
Clearaudio
Diapason
EAR / Yoshino
Experience Filtration
Lector
LFD Audio
Lyra
Music First Audio
Nottingham Analogue
Opera
Quadraspire
Shun Mook
SME
Transfiguration
Unison Research
Vandersteen Audio.

Open: Monday - Saturday
9.30am - 6.00pm

Tel: 01984 624242
Taunton, Somerset
Email: peter@alternativeaudio.co.uk
Web:

www.alternativeaudio.co.uk

Home Evaluation service available.
See our web site for used items list

HOW TO CONTACT US...

Hie news
Editorial Team

We Live At...

Editor • Paul Miller

Our editorial, advertisement and
publishing offices are at:

Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison

()recycle
Whem ye. hove fint.1,...1 « oh
rh,, •••119«,rine

Management
Team

Hi.Fr News magazine Inc° opiates

Editor-in-Chief •
Garry Coward-Williams

Art Editor • Sheradon Dublin
Editorial Assistant • Marie Ek

Hi-Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydor. Surrey,
CR9 1HZ, England.

Consultant Editor • Steve Harris

Tel • 020 8726 8311

Managing Director • Paul Williams

Consultant Technical Editor •
Keith Howard

Fax • 020 8726 8397
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It took 20 years for some of
Frank Zappa's work to be heard
as he intended. Meridian's
John Bamford recalls the story of
the LPs that were ' all wrong'

lank Lapp('

LATHER

Rykodisc RCD 10574/76 (2CD set)

M

ore than 20 years have failed
to erase the memory of the
adrenaline rush as Idialed the
unfamiliar string of digits given

from 1978/9: Studio Tan, Sleep Dirt and

to me by the cute- sounding girl from EMI's

Orchestral Favorites. These three LPs had

masters. And only he had the original tapes

London press office. Iwas in my boss's office.
Alone. The door was closed to reduce the
cacophony created by the clatter of thirty

been released in quick succession alongside
the relatively well-known Sheik Yerbouti

containing the essential line-up tones. So the

or more typewriters in the open-plan office
outside. I'd been given permission to use my

album, but were
low-badget' sleeves
with no liner notes whatsoever. Iwas afan,
so Ireally wanted to know the line-up of the

boss's telephone to make the trans-Atlantic
call to California. The number Iwas dialing

musicians on these albums.
Yikes! Unwittingly, Iopened ahuge can of

was alleged to belong to Frank Zappa.
Apparently he was expecting my call...

worms! Stories otZappa being engaged in
contractual arguments with Warner Brothers
were legion, but had no idea that many of
his albums had been released as ' haphazard

But now Iwas nervous. Zappa was
renowned for disliking music critics - ' Rock

EQ of those LPs - fabulous LPs that I'd been
using to judge the fidelity of countless hi-fi
components - was totally wrong. Eek! I'd
been tailoring the sound of my hi-fi system to
make 'wrong' records sound correct. Oh my...
Zappa lost his battle with prostate cancer
in December 1993 and it wasn't until 1996
that the two- CD set LATHER was released by
the Zappa Family Trust. Finally, abody of work
from the mid to late ' 70s could be heard as

journalism is people who can't write
interviewing people who can't talk for people
who can't read' - yet Ihad some burning

compilations' of work in progress.

Frank had originally intended it to be heard.
This makes LATHER something of a ' desert

ZAPPA RANTS...

island disc' for me, not least as it reminds

questions. Why have you adopted digital
recording? Do you really think digital sounds

Zappa went iato amild rant, explaining that

me rarely to trust the opinion of subjective
reviewers. After all, unless we were in the

better than analogue? And please tell me
who's playing on my favourite- sounding LPs

the aforementioned three LPs Idearly loved
so much had been assembled and released
by Warners without his blessing - from copy

ON TEST:
•Krell Evolution 505 CD/SACD player
•Chord CPA5000 pre- amp
.me• Bryston BP26/DAC & 48 SST pre/pwr
•Arcam DV139 Universal DVD player
•Funk Firm Vector 1112 upgrade
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studio, how do we know what the recording
is supposed to sound like? (t)

On Location: PMC loudspeakers
Inside Story: We investigate
"SCAMP" (the secret Society for
Cruelty to AMPlifiers)
PLUS:
Audio Exposed
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Sacrifice nothing
For over adecade, all of Ayres products have featured zero-feedback,
fully-balanced circuitry to deliver a natural musical presentation.
Now, new technologies extend this performance envelope even further.
Ayre's Equilock circuit stabilises the operating point of the active gain
devices for an unprecedented level of clarity and resolution.
Newly developed ThermalTrak transistors ensure that the output stage
is optimally biased in real time, delivering realistic sound quality
regardless of playback levels.
This advanced technology is innpl'emented using the finest materials
available, including ultra-low loss circuit board material, custom
developed audio-grade resistors, and proprietary polystyrene
capacitors. Featuring a massive linear power supply with twin power
transformers for exceptional dynamic authority, this high-current
amplifier will easily drive the most demanding loudspeakers. Each
Ayre MX-Rchassis is machined frcpm a single seventy-five pound block
of aluminium alloy to create a rigid mechanical foundation that
optimally shields the circuitry from any external electrical influences.

For the ultimate in luxury, the Ayrelinik communication system
provides integrated control functions for your Ayre system.
Linked components will turn on automatically with the touch of

symmetry

a single button. This convenience is provided while maintaining
signal purity with optoisolators. Incorporating the most
advanced technologies and design principles in the industry,
the MX- Rwill literally change the way you listen to music.

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co. uk
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"THE SOUND WAS SO MAGICAL
MERLIN HIMSELF WOULD SURELY BUY ONE

AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 3VACUUM TUBE PRE AMPLIFIER

-THE

SOUND OF THE PH7 IS WHAT COUNTS AND

IT'S A STUNNER"
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JUST SOUNDS LIKE YOU ALWAYS HOPED
CD COULD SOUND, IF CD WAS DONE RIGHT"

Audio Research has always used the knowledge gained through designing their Reference series components to benefit every model in their
range. Phono stages, pre- amplifiers, power amps - Audio Research believes, like Formula 1car designers, that the benefits gained at the cutting
edge should be shared.
A new entry-level pre- amp delivers ataste of Reference sonics to awider audience: the LS17. Fully- featured and supremely functional, it is a
dream match for the VS55 stereo power amplifier - an astonishingly affordable introduction to Bill Johnson's wizardry. And we remain dazzled by
the L526, which we suspect will find itself driving more than afew Reference 110s.
Reference 110 is the first ever single- chassis, stereo power amplifier in the Reference range: the 2x1 10W Reference 110 - aperfect match for the
LS26 or the Ref 3, the finest pre- amp ever issued by Audio Research. But there's more.
So fine is the CO3 Mk II that Audio Research was inspired to develop it further. The resultant CD7 is so good - its internals include a
Ref 3- derived output stage - that this player has earned the honour of becoming the first- ever Reference series digital source component. For
analogue supporters, the all- tube Ref PH7 phono stage is probably the best phono section available today. Completed with either the flagship Ref
610T or 210 monoblocks, the Reference models reign supreme.
The bloodline strengthens.

absolute sounds ltd
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW — = —
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